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LETIS CLEAR THE AIR! 
Newly aware of the dangers of airborne dust, woodworkers in shops of all sizes are 
investing in dust collection systems. You should, too. These four popular models from 
Grizzly are extremely efficient and very quiet. So, why take chances with your health? 
Take advantage of these unbelievably low prices and enjoy a safer woodworking 
environment. "IMPORTERS OF 

FINE MACHINERY" 

° 1 1 0 V  078LBS. 

ONLY $18995 

MODEL G1028 

01 H.P. 02-BAG 

0110 V 0125 LBS. 

ONLY $26500 

MODEL G1029 

02 H.P. 02-BAG 

0220 V 0135 LBS. 

ONLY $29500 

!-----� 

MODEL G1030 
03 H.P. 04-BAG 

0220 V 0170 LBS. 

ONLY $45500 
PRICES ABOVE ARE F.O.B. WlWAllSPORT, PA OR BELUNGHAII, WA 

DUST COLLECTION ACCESSORIES 
PLASTIC BLAST GATES T UNIVERSAL 
MODEL G1842 3" $4.95 MODELG1546 3" $4.50 DUST HOOD 
MODEL G1843 4" $5.95 MODEL G1547 4" $5.95 MODEL G1838 
MODEL G1844 5" $9.95 7"x 7" $7.95 
MODEL G1845 6" $10.95 Y 

MODEL G1551 3" $4.95 JOINTER 
ALUMINUM MODEL G1552 4" $6.95 DUST HOOD 
BLAST GATES SPLICE MODEL G1839 
MODEL G1553 3" $10.95 MODEL G2481 3" $3.95 6-1/2" x 6-1/2" $7.95 

DUST MODEL G1571 4" $13.95 MODEL G2482 4" $4.95 MODEL G1841 
COLLECTION 7" x 8-1/2' $8.95 

BASICS HOSE CLAMPS ELBOW - 90· 
MODEL G1795 3' $.79 MODEL G1544 3" $3.95 

Th is  inc isive new 
MODEL G1796 4" $.89 MODEL G1545 4" $4.95 MODEL G2484 5" $.99 TABLE SAW 

book skillfullygui des MODEL G2485 6" $1.09 REDUCER DUST HOOD 
the woo dwo rker 
through al l  the steps MODEL G2483 MODEL G1837 

WIRE HOSE CLAMPS () Reducer 3' x 2' $3.95 10" x 10' 
nece ssary i n  the MODEL G2972 2" $.79 MODEL G1519 MODEL G2480 
design an d construc-
tion of an efficient MODEL G2973 3" $.89 Reducer 4" x 3" $3.95 14" x 14" 

central dust collec- MODEL G2974 4" $.99 
tion system and  tells MODEL G2975 5" $1.19 ADAPTOR 

MODEL G2976 6" $1.39 (for Shopvac41 & Sears4l) 
you what you need MODEL G2551 FLEXIBLE 
to know for easy FLOOR SWEEP SYSTEM Reducer 3' x 2-1/2' $4.95 HOSE installation. MODEL G1840 $9.95 MODEL G2867 2" x 10' $9.95 2·1/2" UNIVERSAL MODEL G1674 3" x 10' $11.95 
MODEL G2525 DUST PORT MODEL G1678 3" x 50' $49.95 

MODEL G2977 MODEL G1536 4" x 10' $14.95 
ONLY $595 4" x 3-5/8" MODEL G2868 4" x 20' $29.95 
81-102 

READER SERVICE NO. 90 
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Letters 
Get real-The plethora of articles, letters and advertisements 
promoting accuracy in tens of thousandths of an inch is ridicu
lous. Our raw material (wood) is notoriously unstable, and, 
if the truth were known, wood probably resents anything be
yond Y64 in. To maintain measurements in increments that re
quire many zeros and decimal points suggests, too, that the door 
to the shop never be opened, breeze stirred, fan turned on, 
deep breath taken or expelled. We're not going to the moon 
from here. -Robert Beh m, New Wilmington, Pa. 

wild animals are common. Less common, but very significant, 
are cases of accidental ingestion by humans. 

Amounts of less than a teaspoon of undilute ethylene glycol 
are enough to kill a child. A tablespoon of ethylene glycol can 
kill an adult. It can be readily absorbed through the skin as well. 
Ethylene glycol is a slow-acting poison, affecting the kidneys 
and the central nervous system. Symptoms include depreSSion, 
dizziness and lack of coordination, excessive urination, possi
bly vomiting and foaming at the mouth, and eventual death. 
Treatment is difficult, expensive and not always successful. 
Kidney damage can be irreversible. Antifreeze alert-I read with alarm David Carnell's letter (Fine 

Woodworking #97) about treating wood with ethylene glycol 
antifreeze because he makes no mention of its double-deadly 
properties. Ethylene glycol is toxic if ingested in any significant 
amount. Its sweet taste and bright color make it attractive to 
many animals and perhaps young children. Lethal poisonings of 
pets, particularly dogs, celtain farm animals and many types of 

Anyone using antifreeze, dilute or undilute, for any purpose 
including wood treatment, please take precautions in handling 
and storage. Don't keep it in uncovered or unmarked contain
ers, and don't let it escape onto the ground, driveway or shop 
floor. In the case of suspected ingestion, contact the appropriate 
medical help-doctor, veterinarian or poison control center
without delay. -Jackie Strouble, Pittsboro, Ne 

Woodwor king journalist 

To join Fine  Woodworking staff as assistant or associate 
editor. We're looking for an energetic, idea person with 
experience in a cabinet or general woodworking shop, 
plus experience as a writer or editor or proven deftness 
with the English language. Drawing and photographic 
abilities and formal woodworking training are an asset. 
Must be willing to relocate to southwestern Connecticut 
and to travel on the jdb. Send resume and photos of recent 
work in wood to: Personnel Manager, The Taunton Press, 
63 S. Main St., PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506. 

Locknut logie-Joe Moore, in "Last words on locknuts" (FWW 
#97) restates the classic fallacy about locknuts. John Douglas is 
right in FWW #96. The threads of a tightened nut press on the 
threads of the bolt away from the clamped object. If a second 
nut is brought up behind it, the second nut lifts the first off the 
threads of the bolt, and takes all the load, including that required 
to hold the two nuts together. -David E. Truax, Bethel Park, Pa. 

Rosewood ban-I read with interest Jeff Greef's comments 
about the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species (CITES) and rosewood (FWW #98). There are several 
areas that should be clarified. The CITES ban on trade of rose-
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THE SOURCE FOR YOUR MACHINE 
WOODCARVING NEEDS 

ALL MODELS 
CARVE FULL 
ROUND (360°) 
AND FLAT 
BACKED 

3Models Available 
K-STAR (model,hown) 
Z Spindle Bench Carver 
NORTHSTAR 

1-8 Spindle Floor Model 

TERRCO 
Spindle Heavy Duty Floor Model 

Free Catalog 
Upon Request 

Woodcarving Book $7.95 + SH 
TERRCO, INC. 
222 1st Ave. NW, Watertown, SD 57201 

TEL 605-882-3888 
FAX 605- 882-0778 

READER SERVICE NO. 133 

b�fGINAL BONYMAN JIG 

BONYMAN JIG Installs easily on the Williams and Hussey moulder in 
�;� ����1�h�i��f�i��� J8��nA�u��af�����e�

r
�fi�en����rFce�oW:� syslem that guides the wood piece through the machine. Will also do oval picture frames as small as S"x1 0'. 

Call for Complete 
Information Today 

STANDARD AND CUSTOM KNIVES $1 3 PER INCH 

ROBERT BONYMAN 70 Chestnut Rd., Tewksbury, MA 01876 
TEL 508-658-4868 
FAX 508-988-9586 

READER SERVICE NO. 148 

Sometimes the smallest measurement inaccuracy is enough to reduce a totally satisf'y
ing project to one that leaves something to be desired. INFINITII is a precision, solid 
brass measurement tool with accuracy of 0.001' or 1/'8 and so mauny useful features 
that casual and seasoned woodworkers may wonder how they did without it 

SET-UP TOOL On a table saw, INFINITII shows i1s versatility best. Check blade flatness, mijer 
slot-k>-b1ade parallelism, fence parallelism to blade and miter slot, tooth-k>-tooth consistency, flat
ness at fence and squareness to table, fence heel accuracy, and miter gauge adj ustment to any 
angle including squareness. Now for tile IIrs1time, you can adjust any angle on your blade 
or mHer gauge to YOlO accuracy. 

PROJECT TOOL Perform precise, repetitive cutting at box joints, tenons, naised panels, dadoes, 
dovetails, veneers and more. 
MEASURING TOOL Achieve fast, accurate measurements for depth, spacing, thickness, square
ness, precise angles, and jig adjustment 

To order your INFINITlI with complete "how to" manual,just call 800-438-4249 or 
write. For technical information call 617-893-0095. U.S. Patent MADE IN USA. 
Call or write for free brochure. $119. 95plus $6. S&H 
I N F I I T I I 
B. C. AMES co., P.O. BOX 70, WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 02254-0070 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 13 

1 , ____ Filter removes 
�� __ "='. dust particles. 

Filtered air 
flows down 
over the face. 

What you'll get: Lightweight Headpiece with MotorlFan and Battery Pack 

Impact-Resistant Visor Replaceable DUlt Filter Replaceable Visor Protector Battery Charger 

o YES! Send me the Airlite Air Visor at the 
Introductory Price of $23500 

HOW TO ORDER: 
MAIL Return completed order form to 

Racal Health & Safety, Inc., 
RACA EA H 7305 Executive Way, Frederick, MD 21701-8368 
& SAFETY 

24-hour fax line 1-301-695-441 3  FAX 

CALL USA: 1 -800-682-9500 • In CAN: 1 -800-267-441 4  
I n  UK: 0925-234-656 • In AUS: 008-803-686 

Name ____________________________________________________ ___ 
Address ________________ ___________________________________ _ 
City ______________________________________ State ______ _ 
Zip _____________________________________________________ _ 
Telephone _________________________________________________ _ 
F� ________________________ _ ('/ 30-Day, Money-Back Guarantee if you are not satisfied. II 

System must be returned in saleable condition. V 
Send me Airlite Air Visors. Part Number 230-01-15: includes Airlite headpiece, dust Mer, 

on-board battery pack, battery charger, airflow indicator, instnuction manual, and system warranty. 

($235.00 ea. MD residents add applicable sales tax. Sorry, no POs or COOs accepted.) 

Daytime Phone # !-) _____________ _ 
Payment Enclosed: (Please make checks payable to Racal Health & Safety, Inc. Personal checks will 
be held 10 business days.) 

o Visa o Maslercard o Check Enclosed o Money Order 

00 00000000000000 DDIDD 
Credil Card Number - please include all digits. Expiration Date 

Print exact name appearing on credit card Signature (required for credit card orders) 

o I'm not interested in orderjng now, but send me a FREE brochure on Airlite. 

� RAeAL HEALTH & SAFETY. INC. is a member of the Racal Health & Safety Group, an � international company with offICeS and subsidiary companies throughout Europe and the world. 
READER SERVICE NO. 1 26 



Letters (COlltilllled) 

wood applies only to Brazilian rosewood or Dalbergia nigra. 
Other species of rosewoods are not affected by CITES. The 
treaty does affect several other species of woods. 

Also, the treaty lUles apply to any article of any age, including 
antique musical instlUments. The treaty extends far beyond 
rough lumber and veneer. 

Speaking realistically, none of the 115 CITES signatories has 
any remote possibility of enforcing the regulations of CITES. 
The problems of discerning various forms of legal Dalbergia 
from the banned D. nigra, the unreasonable delay in issuing 
government permits, and the general lack of manpower at cus
toms inspections facilities will encourage widespread disregard 
for the spirit of the CITES treaty. The fact that Brazil subsidizes its 
citizens to clear and burn an acre of rain forest but will not per
mit them to export any of the D. nigra harvested from that acre 
does not help matters. -R.E. Brune, Evanston, Ill. 

Drill presses are all wrong-All manufacturers are making es
sentially the same drill press. It is a 19th-century design for small 
machine shops, and the only thing that has changed for this cen
tury is that the line shaft pulley has been replaced with an elec
tric motor. It is totally unsuited for the woodworker. 

In all existing drill presses, the base is too small. The table is 
too small for woodworking, and it is the wrong height and the 
wrong material. The power head is too heavy and is not provid
ed with a convenient method to raise and lower it. Stepped pul
ley speed change is almost as archaic as the line shaft. 

In a woodworker's drill press, the base should have a wide 
stance using conventional pressed steel legs to hold the table at 
workbench height. Table mounting clips should be provided for 
ease of fastening and leveling the table. The table should be ply
wood or particleboard so that threaded inserts can be installed 
to hold flxtures, so that woodcutting tools are not damaged by 
contact, so that holes can be bored through it for sanding dmms, 
and so that it can be easily replaced when damaged or when a 
different size or shape is desired. 

The column should be fastened to the base at the level of the 
table in the manner of the column for a radial-arm saw. The 
power head should easily move up and down the column by 
rack and pinion. A variable-speed motor should be mounted at 
the front end of the arm to directly drive the chuck. And, of 
course, the machine should be as rigid and accurate as a good 
drill press. For tall work, the arm can be rotated to the edge of 
the table and the work clamped to the table. The arm can be ro
tated over a bored hole for dmm sanding. 

This tool would not only be a great improvement over the 
conventional drill press, but also would save space in the home 
shop by replacing the drill press, the support stands, the oscil
lating dlUm sander, the router table and the overhead pin router. 
I would be happy to correspond with an interested manufactur
er to critique a prototype and to buy the production model. 

-Eugene C Hise, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 

Varnish better than oil-The article on boiled linseed oil fin
ish (FWW #97) requires comment. Boiled linseed applied thirty 
years ago turns black, as I expected. The system used by Tom 
Wisshack may not blacken, but I would be skeptical. The neces
sity to reapply every few years is not satisfactory either. 

We have varnish-finished chairs 150 to 200 years old that are 
still good. What more could one want of a flnish? Surface finish
es such as varnish take more time and trouble. However, such 
finishes enhance the light reflective quality of fine wood-if 
built up to flll the pores-and offer good resistance to normal 
wear. The beauty of black walnut, maple or wild cherry is in its 
reflection of light. Oil under varnish enhances light reflection. 
Other than that, you couldn't give me oil flnishes. They are nev
er removable for refinishing, don't resist abrasion, let stains such 
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as ink or orange pop soak in and don't maximize the beauty of 
the wood over the years. -George C Williston, Wooster, Ohio 

Utility woodwor king-I am delighted with your new series re
garding utility woodworking. I think there are a lot of us out 
here that enjoy Fine Woodworking immensely but feel klutzy af
ter reading many of the articles each month. I have to draw my 
plans and engineer the projects I make to fit my skills and the 
tools I have. 

Your bookcase in the recent issue (Fine Woodworking #98) is 
a wonderful example. Your basic plan and concept is great (par
ticularly the square peg for the round hole to accommodate 
warping). I can add a back. I can simply screw it on. I may add 
some trim on the front and at the top. I like your concept be
cause it is not bowed, curved, inlaid or hand-carved. The book
case that I build for my wife's office will use your concept but 
will use my limited tools (no biscuit joiner) and might look quite 
different from yours. 

I liked your information on "Selecting #2 pine." While infor
mation on finishing some exotic wood is interesting, I am not in 
the market for a helluva lot of exotic wood. I buy my pine and 
flr, occasionally oak, and plywood from the local lumberyard 
and from The Home Depot. -Fred R. Penick, Con yers, Ga. 

Save the sole-This is in response to all of the people who still 
advocate laying a plane on its side. We all had this beat into our 
brains back in junior high shop class. I also remember my 
grandmother telling me something about a stork. ... 

The most important part of a plane is the sole. It needs to be 
flat and have no scratches or burrs on it, which will cause a mark 
in the wood. These burrs are hard to remove without altering 
the accuracy of the sole. To protect the sole from accidental 
damage from all of our other metal tools, it should be laid flat on 
the bench. Now the sole of the plane is safe. 

As far as the blade goes, think about it, it's a tempered piece of 
steel designed to cut wood, not get cut by wood. Laying it on a 
piece of wood cannot possibly damage the cutting edge. I've 
used handplanes with scratches in the sole. It seemed like a 
waste of time since I then had to attack the wood with 100-grit 
sandpaper to remove the scratches left by the plane. By the way, 
these planes did not belong to me. My planes are always laid on 
the bench, and stored in the toolbox flat, not on their side. 

-Ed Speas, Ballground, Ga. 

Keeping goggles fog free-I read with interest the question in 
FWW #97 about keeping safety goggles from fogging up. Mr. 
Nagyszalanczy responded with several elegant and expensive 
solutions. Surgeons encounter this problem when they wear a 
surgical mask and glasses. They apply a drop or two of liqUid 
detergent to the lens, smear it with their finger and wipe it dry 
with tissue or cloth. Because the fog is due to myriads of tiny 
droplets condenSing on the lens, this breaks the surface tension 
of all the droplets and eliminates fogging. 

-Steven A. Frank, M.D., Spotswood, NJ 

Trial by t1re-After failing to consider the hard wood, the dull 
router bit and worn blUshes, and being too eager to get the job 
done, I slipped on my denim jacket and cranked my router 
up. Everything seemed to be purring like a kitten when I de
tected smoke in the air. I immediately cut off the router, pulled 
the plug and checked the bit. No excessive amount of heat, and 
the lumber didn't seem burned or discolored. So I cranked it up 
again, taking it a little slower to avoid putting too much pressure 
on the machine. 

Well, I smelled more smoke, so I shut her down, pulled the 
plug and checked thoroughly. Nothing seemed unusual except 
the increased amount of smoke. I raised my arm to cut on the 



+ BLUME SUPPLY, INC. 
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704-523-7811 or 1-800-288-9200 

YOU DESERVE THE BEST! 

$1795 $1550 
VIOLA® II::I.E SOURCE OF SOLID BRASS 

ORNAMENTS FOR FURNITURE, CLOCKS AND DECORATIVE ARTICLES 

ORDER OUR 100 PAGE CATALOGUE. PLEASE ENCLOSE $ 12 FOR AIR MAIL SHIPPING 
indu.stria IIIetahirgica VIOLA® 

aparisi y guijarro. 4 y 9·46920 mislata • valencia· spain· tel. 34-6-379 32 42· fax: 34-6-3791614 

#27 SHAPER 3 HP #6610" SAW 2 HP W/50" VEGA FENCE 

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 

#180 18" PLANER 5 HP 

WI KNIFE GRINDER $4795 
#100 12" PLANER 2 HP $1975 #60 8" JOINTER 

SPECIAL: $850!! GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR TABLE 

SAW WITH POWERMATIC'S NEW SLIDING TABLE ATIACHMENT. 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

FREE 
WOODWORKING 

TOOL CATALOG! 
Our new 140 page. 
full-color catalog is 
packed with over 
4.000 new and best-selling 
quality woodworking tools. books. 
cabinetry hardware. and supplies. 

Order Yours Today! 
Call free 1-800-542-9115 OrWIite: 

e \Ya�!?f��!striaJ Park 
Dept. 93WW03T. P.O. Box 1686 
Parkersburg. WV 26102-1686 

READER SERVICE NO. 31 

[]] RAISED 
PANEL 
DOORS 

t/ Check Out Our Features 
v Superior Quality v Great Prices 

v Fast Delivery v Made To Your Size 

v 25 Door Designs v 8 Wood Species 

v No Order Too Small v Drawer Fronts 
Order our brochure. please enclose $1.00 for shipping. r:-:::' SCHERR'S iii • �V\C!�I�.�::� Box #I� 
• .../ Minot, ND 58701 (701) 839·3384 Fax (701) 852.6090 

READER SERVICE NO. 47 

WEATHERSEALS 
9 f � 4 � 1t�� � 

We stock Ihe worlds largesl seleclion of silicone rubber 
window and door weatherstripping. Most can be milled 
inconspicuously inlo jambs. edges. or door bottoms. giving 
any millwork shop or builder the means 10 make permanenlly 
airtight windows and doors. Our affordable corner-grooving 
machine even makes field relrofitting incredibly easy. We 
also offer an assortmenl of olher qualily seals. glazing 
gaskets. shimming screws. and multi-point door hardware. 

RESOURCE CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY,INC. 
2633 North Calvert Street Baltimore, MD 21218 

(410) 366-1146 

READER SERVICE NO.4 

A good miter 
is hard to findo 

Made in 
New England 
Now you 
know where 
to look! 

POOTATUCK CORPORATION 
P.o. Box 24, Dept. FW933 

Windsor, VT 05089 (802) 674-5984 
Name __________________________ _ 

Address ________________________ __ 

City/StatelZip 

READER SERVICE NO. 56 

CMT's new 8-piece 
Rabbet-Master Kit 

Here's a super price on the most versatile 
Rabbeting Kit on the market. You'll get 
an 1-3/8"-diameter Rabbeting Bit, 6 top

quality bearings and an allen key to cut 6 of the 
most useful rabbets. 

800-6 2 4 Shank 

oBaked-on TefIon®, 
oAntikickback design. 
·Micrograln carbide edges. 
oFatigue-Proof@ stael 
shanks lind 

READER SERVICE NO.73 
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Letters (colltillued) 

overhead fan and realized that my sleeve was literally on fire. 
ot an open flame, but the sawdust up my sleeve was glowing 

like mad, and the smoke was billowing out. So I did a quick 
striptease right then and there. 

No harm was done except one sleeve ended up being a little 
shorter than the other. And now when I look back on it, I do re
call that I did see a spark when the router bit hit the knot. So 
that's what happened. The spark was enough to set the sawdust 
on fire. And that's another good reason for not having loose 
sleeves around machines. It also prompts me to take notice of 
these things when I hang my jacket up for the day. I have now 
been awarded the merit badge for building a fire without match
es for the second time. -Henry B. Micks, Orange, Va. 

Sale of WoodCarver suspended-I would like to correct an 
error about the supplier of the WoodCarver (carving wheel at
tachment for angle grinders) mentioned in the article by Alec 
Waters, which appeared in the November/December issue of 
Fine  Woodworking, p. 69. 

The WoodCarver is no longer available from Ryobi America 
Corp. Several reported incidents of personal injury have oc
curred with the WoodCarver used on an angle grinder. Angle 
grinders are typically provided with semicircular guards. When 
the machines are fitted with carving wheels, about half the cut
ters are exposed during normal power-carving. Problems have 
also arisen when these tools have been used with their switch
es locked in the "on" pOSition. 

Ryobi has suspended the sale of WoodCarvers pending inves
tigation by the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Although 
distributors may have the product in stock, WoodCarvers should 
not be offered for sale. Those who already have a WoodCarver 

Woodworking Clamps 
The world's 
largest 
selection 
of toggle ,.. 
clamps, 
available 
from 

Carr Lane. 
Send for a free catalog. 

. """,,�"£JM�:;:���";.r'����I� ' � 4 ""�.s;;;::;=:'F:�I:;�_ 
READER SERVICE NO. 143 

DESIGNED 
FOR 
ANYONE 
WITH 
SOMETHING 
TO STORE! 

should not use the accessory, but should contact Ryobi An1erica 
Corp., customer service department at (800) 525-2579 for infor
mation about return and credit. 
-Wayn e  Hill, Product Safety Manager, Ryohi A merica CO lp., 
Anderson, S. C 

Defending the sine-bar-This is to rebut the letter in FWW 
#97, p. 6, "Sine-bar not so precise," by Charles Kennedy. 

If Mr. Kennedy will reread the article in FWW #95, pp. 60-63, 
he will find that there was no mention of "centering the drill ex
actly on the mark." Instead, the blank is positioned against a 
fence with the left end butting an adjustable stop. Up to this 
point, exact measurement is not critical. After drilling the first 
anvil hole, the blank is slid to the right along the fence so that a 
carefully made, 1O.000-in.-long spacer can be placed between 
the stop and the end of the blank. Then the second anvil hole is 
bored. The spacing of the holes should then be as accurate as 
the spacer length. 

Sine-bars continue to be used by machinists and tool-, die-, 
and gauge-makers the world over. The woodworker's version 
of this instrument, as described in the article, was carefully de
Signed to be made with common home-shop equipment that, 
assuming adherence to the instructions, will guarantee angles to 
within one-tentl1 of a degree. -Tom Rose, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Routers for mounting in tables-The excellent article by 
Robert Vaughan on plunge routers in the December issue (FWW 
#97) was very helpful to me because I am currently shopping for 
one. However, I wish he had discussed tl1e relative merits of the 
various machines for mounting in a router table because many 
of us have that in mind. It would seem that some designs might 

AMERICAN DESIGNED 
AMERICAN MADE 

PATENTED 
ORGANIZES 
SMALL 
PARTS 
OF 
ANY 
KIND! 

The World's Finest Dado Head Clean Cuts All Your Grooves! 
"No teaTout on aI/ 
five woods tested" 
'See Fine Woodworking. July! 
August, 1991, p. 59 

• NO SPLINTERING
:er:s�::�:'W:!i,�!!. 

• PERFECT FLAT· 
BOTTOM GROOVES-
not staggered steps or round bottoms like a wobble-clado leaves! 

• CUTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS-
rip, cross-cul, miler, any depth. 

• CUTS ALL SIZED GROOVES-14" Ihru 'v,r" in 'Ar" increments. (Set 01 .005" plastic adjusting shims included). 

• SUPER· HARD CARBIDE-Lie-Nielsen 
TOOLWORKS 

Ie. 

FIVE INTERLOCKING STACKABLE TRAYS 
WITH HANDLES IN A 5 GALLON BUCKET 
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM 
$22.95 + $3.75 Shipping ea. 

gives up to 300% longer life. especially good Of! ply 'ItOOds and abrasive particle-boards. 

Here is why this C·4 Carbide Tips- 24 •• 
.. u, ea twice as many as most l,'''at Da"o H d on each saw blade-

as no equal! competitors. 

Free Brochure of Heirloom Quality Tools 
READER SERVICE NO. 32 

8 Fine Woodworking 

Consists of Five Interlocking 
Stackable Trays with Handles, 

in a Five Gallon Bucket with Lid. 

SET OF FIVE TRAYS ONLY 
$19.95 + $3.75 Shipping ea. 

Our Trays fit most 5 Gallon Buckets 
and come with a Lifetime Guarantee. 
MasterCard, VISA, Checks or Money Orders Accepted Order 24-Hours a Day -7 Days a Week 
Call: 1-800-248-8707 
JOURNEYMAN PRODUCTS, LTD. 
P. o. Box 4472, Dept. FW4 Annapolis, MD 21403 

C·4CarbideTips- ����� 
4 on each chipper. with 
special face hooks. 

111 .. 4 III" .. ,,.. .. 4 1/1" " 111'" '' 
TEETH TEETH TEETH TEETH TEETH 

SPECIAl. SAl.E! 8"u�(����re 1�* O�Fr SALE $269 O 10"-1" Bore • List $362 .t::Xbb6-�"p.!!!!!!IIIII!PIIIII!�S� "I" _�!::5l�()��!ing �� .CIC 
FORREST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. IN! honor Amex, VISa & MISfIf 

461 River Road, Clifton, N.J. 07014 
PHONE TOU FREE! 
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SK-30FD 
Motor: 1 HP 
No. of Rollers: 3 
2 Speeds, FIR 

DUST COLLECTOR 
1 1 0/220 Volt 

UFO-gO 
Motor: 1 HP 

DOUBLE 
DRUM 
AUTO FEED ae:� 1 2FPM 700# 
SK-25DS 
Drum Sander 
Motor: 5HP, 1 or 
3 Phase Sanding cap. :  25" x 

DUST COLLECTOR 
UFO-40 
Motor: 1 HP, 1 Phase 
Inlet dia. :  4".0 
Air speed: 500 CFM 
Bag volume: 1 .5H3 
N.W.: 40 LBS 

Air capacity: 61 0CFM 
Inlet Diameter: 4" )25 x 1 
Bag capacity: 2.5cu It 

1 1/4" SHAPER 
SK-32SP 
Motor: 5HP, 3 Phase 
With sl id ing table 
Spindle dia: 1 1f4" 
3 spd. Spindle lock 
Forward I Reverse 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

READER SERVICE NO. 44 

MIKEl!!> �. 
SALE $39.95 
.. � PRO PACKAGE •••••••••••••••••••..•.... 5179.00 

Includes: 16"/ncra Pro, 28" Pro Fence 
System, Right Angle Axture. /ncra Gauge, 
Handbook, Master Template Library 

¢'I" SUPER PRO PACK •••••••••••••••..•.. 5209.00 
Includes: 10lncra Pro. 28" Pro Fence ��:oo�:gffa�':,!m��7e 17t::

ry
Gauge, 

PLUS New Incra Mike 

WOODTURNERS CATALOG 
Craft Supplies USA offers Lhe linesl seleclion of 
woodtuming tools and accessories anywhere. • Woodfasl Lathes • Carbatec Mini Lathe 

• Henry Taylor Tools • Sorby 

• Richard Raffan Tools • Dale Nish Workshops 
Also available are "HoI Sluff' glue, pen and pencil 
kits, turning project parts, custom turning items all 
al COMPETITIVE prices. 
Send $2.00 for your 48 page color calalog, 
refunded wilh order. 

Craft Supplies USA 
1 287 E I 1 20 S Provo UT 84606 

In a hurry? Call 
(80 1 )  373-09 1 7 

READER SERVICE NO. 202 · .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S·ERlO·us . . PowER . . 7·roOLs· ... . . . . . . . . . . . . · ... · ... . . . . 
WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES ON TOOLS SHIPPED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.A. and ACCESSORY ORDERS OVER $50.0011 1 
• BlACK&DECKER' 

2694 

1166 

1167 

2600 

2663K 

2665K 

5073 

2670 

318· Cordless ScruDrili Kit 
Variable Speed Reversing 

MOdel2664K 
MI!/:. Sug. Price: $264.00 
TOT Price: $147.00 

7 1/.· Circular Saw $258 
13 amp motor 

3IS" VSR Orill $110 
4 amp motor 

31S"VSR Drill $118 

4 amp motor 

318" VSR Drill $1 53 

4.5 amp motor 

31'S" Cordl$S$ Drill I<H $244 
with case. 9.6 VoH 

Cordless ScruDrill Kit $284 
with case. 12 volt 

112" Hammer Drill Kit $282 
with case. 5 amp 

1/2" Impact Wrend'l $259 

5145 

564 

56a 

585 

5147 

5159 

5164 

5139 

022&-1 :l'8'VSR Drill $179 5102 
3.5 amp motor 

6145 4 1/2" Angle Grinder $159 594 
Max. 10,000 RPM 

6527 Super $awzaR Kit VS $299 5168 
with case. 8 amp 

6507 Sawzall KitVS $249 5134 
with case. 4 amp 

6365 7 1/4" CirOJlar Saw $209 5120 
13 amp motor 

5397 3'8" Hammer Orill Kit $239 5139 
VSR. 5 amp motor 

6753-1 Drywal Screwdriver $144 5aS 
VSR. 3.5 amp motor 

023>1 $223 5129 

330 Block Sander $102 5Sa 
1.2 amp motor 

505 Finishing Sander $2 1 5  5119 
orbital action 2.3 amp 

352 Oustless Sander $265 5144 
3" ,, 21". 7 amp 

7549 Bayonet Jig Saw VS $260 5149 
1" stroke. " amp motor 

SS5 Plate Joiner with Case $315 5176 
S amp motor 

7334 Random Orbit Sander $21 5 5122 
3.7 amp motor 

7335 R8Ildom Orbit Sander $235 5132 
5" vari-$peed. 3.7 amp 

9647 TIGer Cub Saw Kit $195 5114 
4.5 amp molor 

690 1 112 H.P. Router $245 5137 
10 wnpmotor 

9367 3 1/4" Plan. Kit $250 5144 
with case 

alClliI� 
- If you are not satisled with your pu-cIlase, r eb.m  il prepaid 
within 30 days lor a full r!!Md. 
- No C.O.D. sIliprnents. 

1023VSR 112' VSR Drill $1 99 
4.8 amp motor 

3000VSRK :YS" Drill t(H with case $236 
2 batteries. 9.6 volt 

3OSOVSRK :ye" ScruOrill wlcase $256 
2 batteries. 9.6 volt 

1 581VS Top Handa Jig Saw $265 
VS orbital. 4.8 amp 

3283DVS S-[)USI •• Sander $168 
,.,dom orbit 2.3 amp 

12730 DusUess Belt Sander $349 
"" x 24", 10.5 amp 

161 5EVS 3 114 HP Plunge Router $460 
VS. 1 5  amp motor 

1604 1 Y4 HP Router $236 
10 amp motor 

1613EVS 2 HP Plunge Router S'20 
VS 10.1 wnp motor 

1614EVS 1 1/4 HP Plunge Router $255 
VS 7.8 amp motor 

• We resecve the right k> cared: lXintng erra's. 
- Prices sul;iecl lD clmge willoul nolce. 
- Some quantities are limiled. 
- These are mail ordel prices. 

5114 

5125 

5135 

5146 

5103 

5194 

5257 

5132 

5189 

5149 

- $15.00 cIlarge lor air s#1ipping. . 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • � 

- liinas residents add 7.250/. sales lax. 

READER SERVICE 0. 1 40 
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Letters (co1ltillued) 

be better than others in how they deal with chips falling into the 
motor, access for changing bits and to the switch, and perhaps 
even the loads on the upper bearing when the router is inveI1ed. 

-John Black, Camarillo, Calif 

Big plunge routers-I read your recent article, "Big Plunge 
Routers" (FWW #97), with interest. However, I would like to 
bring up several points. 

The text of the article uses bearing size as the hallmark of 
durability. This, unfortunately, reinforces the notion that bigger 
is better. (As a matter of fact, larger bearings generally have low
er speed ratings than smaller ones.) Router bearing selection 
is a delicate balance of size, precision, seal type, cage type, lu
bricant and many other factors that determine how long a bear
ing will last in a particular application. At Bosch, final bearing 
selection is made only after extensive testing on fixtures that 
evaluate cutting life, in dust chambers, and in field applications 
with users. The article mentions that the bearings were not 
stamped with "standard grading specifications," and, indeed, 
they will not be: This is one of the reasons that cheap off-the
shelf bearings should not be expected to perform well when 
used as replacements. 

The article also cites that a metal insert in the top motor hous
ing and "punch crimp" (staked-and-welded) commutator con
nection indicate more durable construction. The article goes on 
to say that the Bosch 1613 series routers do not have the metal 
top bearing insert and that they use a tang-type commutator. 
However, all 1613 and 1615 series Bosch routers have both the 
metal bearing inseI1 as well as a staked-and-welded commutator 
wire connection. 

I appreciate the effort that an exhaustive article like this one 

711V HVLP 
COfjVERSIOfj G\M 

REG 1315 

NOW $292 
PIONEERS IN TURBINE & CONVERSION HVlP 

SYSTEII cx·s SYSTEII CX·7 SYSTEII cx·a SYSTEII cx·g SYSTEII CX·l0 SYSTEM CX·12 SYSTEII CX·20 

S46l" $64( saar mI sm U8!Jl $n99 Now! $396 $556 $716 $636 $756 $956 $1160 
JA. HARCHUCK SALES • E AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE WITH AU PARTS IN STOCK VI PO BOX 465, APOUO, PA 15613 10 ORDER CAU 412·733·7555 fREE OEllVER IN CONTINENTAl. USA 

READER SERVlCE 0. 103 

MADEINUSA � 
GYOKUCHO 

370H Dozuki 

405 Proton 

Traditional Japanese 
Pull Saws. 

Razor Sharp, 
Fine and Rip cuts 

leave thinner kerfs. 

SET OF THREE $85.00 (includes S&H) 
with Japanese canvas saw case. 

Available Individually 
370H $35 405 $20 
6 1 0  $24 Case $ 1 0  (S&H $4) 

� Tool Catalog $3. Wholesale available. � Send for a free brochure of all lines of RAZOR SAWSi 
iii mOA TOOL, INC./GYOKUCHO JAPAN � 

1333 San Pablo Ave., 6erkeley, CA 94702 1 .800.443.55 1 2 C«lI<UCHO 
READER SERVlCE o. 303 
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involves, and I am aware that there are limitations to what can 
be realistically covered in just a few pages. But because many 
readers make buying decisions based on the articles in your 
magazine, I felt it was necessary to clarify these facts. 
-Chris Carlson, product manager (woodworking), Robert 
Bosch Power Tool Corporation, New Bern, N C 

ROBERT VAUGHAN REPLIES: I stand by my observations on bearing 
size. All routers tested are intended for similar speeds and duty. 
No printed information was found giving exact technical 
specifics on anyone's bearings. There is no other conclusion left 
other than that all bearings were pretty much the same grade. I 
can look at any manufacturer's router lineup and see that the 
routers with larger bearings are both more expensive and in
tended for heavier duty. As a repairman, the routers I see that 
have lasted are the ones with the larger bearings. 
I don't have the routers we tested, but my notes on the 1615 

clearly state "punch crimp armature." We've got egg on our face 
with that one. No excuses for it. 

About your safety: 
Working wood is inherently dangerous. Using hand or power 
tools improperly or neglecting standard safety practices can 
lead to permanent injury or death. So don't try to perform 
operations you learn about here (or elsewhere) until you're 
certain that they are safe for you and your shop situation. 
We want you to enjoy your craft and to find satisfaction in 
the doing as well as in the finished work. So please keep 
safety foremost in your mind whenever you're in tl1e shop. 

Conceal, reveal 
swivel with a 
touch of a finger. 

-John Lively, publisher 

YOU BUILD THE FURNITURE-WE'LL PROVIDE THE AUTOMATION 

BUT THIS! Since 1955, the Auton Com· 
pany has served the design 

� community with quality motor· 
ized systems that utilize remote 
controls and small , powerful 9��EJi':� 0 motors. M otorized platforms 

,@ glide smoothly and quietly on 

OlD FASHIOOED "SCISSOfr LIFT AU"""SSMQOTH four racks 
I 
an

t
d p

t
inion

h
s a

f
nd 

RACK & "NION DROVE even sWlve a a ouc 0 a 
button. 

AUTON POP UP COMPUTER LIFTS 
Lower your computer and keyboard into a cabinet 
at a touch of a button. Provides vital security while 
enhancing the appearance of any office. Helps keep 
computers dust free when not in use. Call or write 
today for free l iterature. 
AUTON COMPANY Box 1 1 29 · Sun Valley, CA 91 353· 1 1 29 ·(818) 367·4340 1iC�17":_. Beverly Hills (310) 659·171 8 · Honolulu (808) 734·1 260 · FAX (81 8) 362·921 5  
Auton does nol make furniture. U S  & Foreign Pat. Pend. MADE IN THE USA. 

t 

BED/FOOT POP-UP TV SWIVEL BASE PANEL LIFT POP·UP TABLE PROJECTOR POP DOWN 

READER SERVICE NO. 34 



We set the standard, 
now we've raised it. 

PATENT PENDING 

INCRA MIKE, the new PRECISION MICRO 
POSITIONER from Taylor Design aI/aches to any 
INCRA JIG, Original or PRO, and fine tunes the position 
of your work with truly exquisite precision. A simple turn 
of the handle moves your fence either forward OR 
backward in EXACT, CALIBRATED I1IOOO" steps to 
ANY position between INCRA JIG's already precise 
1132" settings. Much finer adjustments are just as easy. 

INCRA JIG PRO 
We've taken the best and made 
it better! 
Precision crafted of solid aluminum. the 
INCRA JIG PRO delivers the same 
phenomenal accuracy as the Original 
INCRA JIG over a full 16 3/S" range. But 
it's the new user-friendly features that make 
this tool such a pleasure to use. A quick 
action cam clamp locks the jig securely in 
place. 0 secondary lock -down knob 
needed! Release the clamp and the racks 
automatically spring apart. An adjustable 
top mounted scale and the FLiPSIGHF" 
hairline cursor make it easy to view every 
seuing. And there's no need to buy a 
complete new setup. INCRA JIG PRO 
works with ALL genuine INCRA JIG Accessories. 

Best of all. it's surprisingly affordable. Our top of the line 
16 3/8" INCRA 
JIG PRO sells for 
$60.00 LESS 
than our nearest 
competitor's 
bouom of the line 
10 1/2" machine. 
Why? Because 
our superior, state 
of the art rack 
positioning 
technology 
simply works 
beuer and costs 
less to produce. 

.. INCRA JIG PRO 

The INCRA JIG PRO, shown here with the 28' 
INCRA PRO Fence Syslem , makes a truly 
superb fence for the table saw or router table. 

(INCRA JIG PRO and INCRA PRO Fence System 
sold separatety.) 

The Original INCRA JIG 
When INCRA JIG was first introduced several years ago, it 
quickly became the favorite tool in workshops across the 
country. With good reason. For the first time ever, a 
woodworker was able to position his work with true machine 
shop precision and beuer than machine shop repeatability. All 
from a tool that costs less than $40.00! 

©1992, Taylor Design Group, Inc. INCRA � a regislered lradema� of Taylor Oes�n Group. Inc. 

Micro positioning, the smart way. 
INCRA MIKE works by micro adjusting your fence ONLY. The 
rest of the jig stays locked in place without losing your scale or 
template seuings. That's the smart way' Unlike other not-so-smart 
machines. there's no need to readjust your scale and you won't lose 
your starting point. INCRA MIKE uses original, first of its kind 
technology. There are no buuons to hold down, knobs you'll forget 
to unci amp, or rollers to gum up. Best of all, you won't have to 
spend a fortune to get lNCRA MIKE's superior positioning control. 

What will INCRA MIKE do for you? 
Zeroing and centering operations ju t got a lot easier. No tapping, 
no shims. no trial and error. Just pUl the fence close to where you 
want it. then fine tune the remaining distance with the MIKE. ext 
time you need to match up odd sized pieces. loosen up a tight joint. 
or shave your last cut by "just a hair" 
(or less). simply dial in the exact 
amount you need and make the 
perfect cut. Return the MIKE to 
the "0" mark and your fence is 
right back where you started. 

INCRA MIKE . 
Affaches to any INCRA JIG, Original or 
PRO, to adjust your fence to ANY 
position between fixed 1132' steps. 

The new 

INCRA MIKE 
positions your 
fence in EXACT, 
CALIBRATED ' 

1/1000" steps. 
That's 113 the 
thickness of the 
page this is 
printed on, 

.. NEW! INCRA Miter Slider 

These beautiful wooden hinges will provide 
the perfect accent for your next project. 
Complete, fully illustrated plans include a 
FREE aluminum hinge drilling guide. 

This I S" long aluminum runner adjusts for 
perfect sliding action in any standard table 
saw miter slot. Also locks in place for 
stationary jigs. Includes illustrated plans for 
building a wide variety of table saw jigs. 

Coming Soon! 
INCRA PROJECT BOOK 

Wriuen by our own "INCRA Pro". Perry McDaniel, this 
beautifully illustrated book contains a wide variety of complete 
projects, like the jewelry box shown here, that you can build 

with your INCRA JIG. 

INCRA MIKE 
FEATURES: 

• Instantly attaches to 
ANY I NCRA J IG,  
Original or PRO. 

• Continuous micro 
adjustment in 
CALIBRATED 1 /1 000" 
steps between any 
1/32" setting. 

• Also moves in EXACT 
1 /64' and 111 28' 
steps. 

• Easy to read top 
mounted high 
resolution scale with 
hairline cursor. 

• Solid aluminum and 
tool steel construction. 

• Fully assembled, ready 
to install. 

• Made in the U.S .A. 

• A GENUINE I NCRA 
TOOL. 

NEW for Fall '92! 
� INCRA Master 

Template Library 

50 genuine 16" long INCRA 
templates for use with INCRA 
JIG or INCRA JIG PRO. 
Includes templates to make all 
of the joints shown here and 
much more, plus a complete 
range of fixed increment 
template . Comes with full 
sized plans for each joint. A 
great supplement for the 
INCRA JIG Handbook and 
Video. 

The INCRA System 

• NEW! INCRA JIG PRO 

• lEW! 28" INCRA PRO 
Fence System 

• NEW! INCRA MIKE 

• NEW! INCRA Master 
Template Library 

• NEW! INCRA MITER 
SLIDER 

• NEW! INCRA Wooden 
Hinge Plans 

• The Original lNCRA JIG 

• 18" INCRA Fence System 

• INCRA Right Angle Fixture 

• The Official lNCRA JIG 
Handbook & Templates 

• The Complete INCRA JIG 
Video 

• INCRA GAUGE 

p ------------- . 
I For a FREE INCRA Brochure & your nearest dealer. write: I 

Taylor Design Group, Inc. P.O. Box S I0262 Dallas. TX 753S1 I Or send $S.OO for our new VIDEO BROCHURE (VHS) I 
1. ------------- .1 
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Methods of Work 
Router circle-cutting jig 

Thread end of rod. 

Wing n ut 

Steel bar, Ya in .  

Lock washer 
and nut 

This inexpensive but accurate circle-cutting jig is made with two 
18-in.-long rods that fit the guide holes in your router. Cut 
threads on one end of each rod and, using nuts, attach the rods 
to a length of Ys-in.-thick steel bar, as shown above. Take care to 
ensure that the rods are parallel and spaced the right distance 
apart. For the pivot, attach an eyebolt to the center of the steel 
bar with a hex sleeve nut and a wing nut. For the center (pivot) 
peg, I use a J'4-in. dowel, shaved down slightly to fit tile center 
of the eyebolt. -James Guerami, Lake Forest, Calif. 

Grinder-in-a-box 

-: ". :.. "- "' :: ... 

Layered plywood serves as 
grinder base and box lid. 

Box has 
room for -H+-";:;'" 
storage. 

I designed this box to protect my grinder when I have to take it 
to the job site. There's room in tile box to place grinding wheels, 
wrenches and other accessories, too. By flipping the grinder 
over and fitting the base into a ledge in the box, the box be
comes a no-compromise stand, which I can also use in my shop. 

-Mike McCallum, Gresham, Ore. 

Cutting concave bevels on the tablesaw 

� � � Back = twice 
the thickness 
of stock minus 
width of edge 

In " Machining Raised Panels" (FWW #94), ]oe Beals says con
cave bevels fit better into tile frame than straight bevels. I also 
have had good results making concave bevels using a modified 
cove cut on the tablesaw. I run the panel on edge past a dado 
head using a fence clamped at a slight angle to the blades. 

There are several profiles possible using this approach. I pre-

1 2 Fine Woodworking 

fer tile look of profile B in the drawing, which is produced by 
setting the blade height to tile desired field width and angling 
the fence according to the instructions shown in the draWing. 
Moving the fence closer to the rear of tile blades will produce 
profile A, and moving tile fence fartller from the rear while rais
ing the blades will produce profile C. This cut doesn't usually re
quire a zero-clearance insert. However, a tall fence and a couple 
of featherboards can greatly enhance tile operation. 
I usually use a scraper ground to the appropriate curve to 

clean up the bevel. -David A. Hood, COI'vallis, Ore. 

Knockdown saw stand 

All pieces cut from 
single 8-ft.-long 1x10. 

Crosslap joins 
leg assemblies. 

Mount cleats 
under top to fit 
snugly to leg units. 

Because I don't have enough space in my tiny shop for a table
saw, I designed this lightweight, knockdown tablesaw stand that 
stores away in three flat pieces. When I need my tablesaw, I sim
ply set up the stand outside the door of my shop and mount the 
saw. There are no screws, pins or pegs, so the stand can be put 
together in seconds. 

To make the stand in about an hour, all you'll need is an 8-ft.
long lxlO and a handful of 1 Y4-in. plaster wallboard screws. 
Then follow the construction details shown in the sketch. The 
stand requires a snug fit of the leg assemblies into the cleats, so 
pay special attention when you attach the cleats to the under
side of the top. -Ray Mayotte, Worcester; Mass. 

Flattening a workbench top 

Lexan router subbase 

I recently completed my first workbench, a large traditional de
sign with a heavy laminated maple top. After assembly, I flat
tened the top of tile bench by adapting Tage Frid's metllod from 
Scott Landis' The Workbench Book. First, I installed a !I..-in.-thick 
Lexan plastic subbase on my router. Then I screwed lx2 fir strips 
down each side of the bench, extending tile strips far enough 
past the ends so I could rout the entire length. To make sure 
these two runners were parallel, I used two winding boards. 
Then, using scrap maple, I made a sled that bridged the table
top and incorporated grooves for tile Lexan router base. To sur-



Vega is introducing a new Smaller Fence to compliment its very Successful Model 40 
and 50. These Fences will upgrade your Table Saw with unsurpassed Performance and 
Durability. They install quickly and easily with many great features including: 

• Exclusive Micro Adjust-allows setting 
to .001 " 

• Precision alloy head-glides on a massive 
hard chrome tube. 
• Precision Fence Bar-black anodized alu

minum for extreme hardness and durabil
ity. 
• Optional accessories include Finger 

Saver, Stock Feed System, Laminate 
Cutting Guide and Leg Sets. ,. VEGA 

R.R. #3 Box 193 Dept 25 
Decatur, IL 62526 
Phone 800-222-VEGA 
Fax 217-963-2246 

Call or write for Free In/annation On Vega Products. Video Tapes 
available. 

READER SERVlCE NO. 40 

A TOOL WITH DREMEL.: 
DOZENS OF USES AND 
THE RIGHT SPEED CALL: 

FOR THEM ALL. 1 -800-888-7271 
·The Variable Speed Moto-Tool Kit, with Ihe top-of-the-line 

Moto-Tool and 40 bits and accessories 
·Built-in speed control, slows motor to 5,000 RPM and 

boosts to 30,000 RPM 
·Variable speed gives greater versatility to handle wood, 

plastics and metals 
·Perfect for grinding, drilling, cutting, sanding, polishing, 
carving and more 

·Compact size for greater control in tight spots 
·Packed in portable storage/carrying case. 

PHILIPPS BROS. SUPPLY INC. 
� ad 1� S<4fdtu 

2525 KENSINGTON AVE. 'AMHERST, NY 14226-4999 '716/839-4800 
CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-888-7271 'FAX: 716/839-4051 

READER SERVlCE NO. 146 

A NEW KIND OF TIME MACHINE 
Wil l  Add Hours to Your Day 

"Saves me hours of sanding." At Performax ' 

Products we hear that statement made in A many different ways.Tired of tedious hand
sanding on jobs that were too small in size 
or volume for a wide-belt sander, these woodworkers chose 
an affordable solution to their sanding needs, What they got 
for their money exceeded their expectations. 

The Super-Max 37x2, at $3495 plus freight, is the only dual 
drum sander with patented abrasive fasteners and an easily 
adjustable second drum for any combination of abrasives. 

Add hours to your day. Call for a free brochure and the 
dealer nearest you . 

R'ERFORMAV 
PRODUCTS, INC. A 

1-800-334-4910 
or (612) 895-9922 

1 221 1 Woodlake Dr. Dept. FW07, Burnsville, MN 55337 

READER SERVlCE NO. 189 

93C-104 

FOR A FREE 24 HRS. A DA Y! 
CA TALOG CALL: 1 -800-235-02 72 

READER SERVICE NO. 91  

March/Apri1 1993 1 3 



Methods of Work (continued) 

face the table, I simply started at one end and, with a Yz-in. bit in 
the router, cut Y,6 in. in a pass. It is a little slow, but it works. 

-Herb Hunter, Denver, Ne 

Repairing large defects in tabletops 

Cigar burn 

2) Saw out 
tapered plug. 

Recently, one of my restoration-shop customers brought in an 
antique table that had a deep cigar burn in its top. The owner 
wanted the burn removed but did not want the top patched with 
what she called "foreign wood." Sanding or scraping the flaw 
would leave a deep dish, so those options were out of the ques
tion. Instead, I came up with a way of repairing the defect using 
the existing wood. 

First I penciled an ellipse around the burn. On one side of the 
ellipse, I drilled a series of angled VI6-in. holes next to each oth
er and connected them with a small chisel to allow entry of a 
narrow jigsaw blade with its rear corners rounded. With the jig
saw set to the same angle as the starter slot, I sawed around the 
ellipse, which created an oval plug. This plug could then be 
pushed up from the bottom about Vs-in. because of the space 

created by the sawkerf. (By varying the saw's angle, you could 
vary how much the plug will come up to suit the depth of a de
fect.) After I leveled the top of the plug, some minor dry-assem
bling and filing yielded a nearly invisible joint with a perfect 
grain match. The nice thing was that the underside of the patch 
was hidden by one of the table's structural members. 

-Charlie Giustinian i, Cold Spring Harbor, NY 

Stropping block for sharpening lathe tools 

Fits outside of 
largest gouge 

You can take some of the drudgery out of the grinding-honing
stropping cycle of sharpening all your tool edges by making this 
gadget for your lathe or drill press. It is simply a turned cylinder 
with cove and bead sections for stropping gouges and two 
straight sections for stropping chisels, skews and knives. Turn 

NEW MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS YESTERMORROW 
D E S I G N / B U I L D SC H OOL 
RR BOX 97-5 WAR R E N  V T  0 5 67 4 

8 0 2 - 4 9 6 - 5 5 4 5  

READER SERVICE NO.82 

14 Fine Woodworking 

Prevent back injuries, save labor costs, increase shop efficiency 

PANEL HANDLER 

Allows one person to 
lift, carry and rotate 1 0 
3/4" panels. 

Foot jack raises and 
lowers loads to match 
panel height to saw 
height - NO LIFTING! 
Does the work of a fork 
lift and scissor table for 
short-runs and for a 
fraction of the cost. 

Reduces the risk of 
back injuries. 

PANEL SKATE 

An affordable, portable 
way to move just about 
anything. 

Weighs 5 Ibs., carries 1 000 
and fits in a tool box. 

'V' channel centers panels. 
Wheels are below edge so 
even a sack of concrete 
can be moved. 

Wheel away back strain 
with the truck no shop 
should be without. 

S H O P C A R T S 445 Harriet Street, San Francisco, CA 941 03 
415/552-9522 FAX 41 5/552-9521 

READER SERVICE NO. 28 

OCCASIONAL TABLE BASES 
ALSO 
AVAILABLE 
WITH TOPS 
IN KITS 
TO ASSEMBLE 
AND FINISH 

RED OAK 
IN STOCK 
NO MINIMUM 
QUANTITY 

i- Mams 'Wooa Proaucts, Inc. 
Dept Q13, 974 Forest Dr" Morristown, TN 37814 

ASSEMBLE WITH BOLTS 
NO GLUE REQUIRED 

TELEPHONE: (615) 587 - 2942 
FAX: (615) 586 - 2188 

READER SERVICE NO. 26 



• I ncrease your work ing a rea 
• Store machines when not i n  use 
• H u n d reds of models  ava i lab le  
• Precision welded steel construction 
• Three 2· ' /2" wheels for stabi l ity 
• Dua l wheel locks provide 

posi tive posit ion i ng 
• Li feti me wa rranty � 

Call for a free catalog �� fiJa HTC Products, Inc, 
1 20 E. Hudson · P.O.Box 839 

Royal Oak, Michigan 48068-0839 
(800) 624-2027 

READER SERVlCE NO. I I I  

AMERICAN MADE, HEAVY OUTY! 
SD·20 DRUM SANDER 

EXCALIBUR MACHINE CORP. 

Like all ROSS drum sanders, 
the NEW SO-20 has quality 
features not found on 
other brands. 
, Sturdy All STEEL Construction 
• Conveyor Feed System 
• Ross'· Quality Construction 
, 20" x 6" Capacity 
• Compact Size Ideal For limited 
Space 
• An Affordable Price 
• Reduces Sanding Time From 
Hours to Minutes 
• Delivers Sanding Precision 
Equal to Large Wide Belt 
Sanders 

��.tB�82 If ass 
o ���'i.'��nS�NoO �3l FREE BROCHURE 1 ,41 7·223·4031 

READER SERVlCE NO. 106 

• g� 
5'" 5 Hole & Loop Discs For PORTER-CABLE 3336 $12.50/50 

PREMIUM QUAUTY BELTS: BEST RESIN OVER RESIN,"X"WEIGHT 101BOX 

h:30 or h:42 S .70 ea. 4xll or <lxliV. $ .95 ea. 2Y.z1l16 .75 4124 1.05 
3:d8 .75 4:.:36 1.30 
3x2l .80 6148 3.00 3124 .85 6I89 5.60 

ADHESIVE CLOTH OISCS: BEST RESIN OVER RESIN, "X" WEIGHT 

5" Diameler $ .80 ea. 9" $ 1.80 ea. 
6" .90 10" 2.00 8" 1.40 12" 2.50 Pnces Quoted 80 lint, other gf'ltS available 

PREMIUM g",, , " SANDPAPER SHEETS 100/PACK 

WATERPROOF·BLACK S.C . • 100 Grit $28 • 180 Grit $25 • 220·1200 Grit $23 
NO LOAD-WHITE S.C . • 80 Grit $30 • 120 Gril $26 • 180-400 Grit $20 

AID CABINET-BROWN .r GARNET·ORANGE 
40 Gril 50 PK 816.00 
50·60 50 PK $14.00 
BO Grit 50 PK 813.00 
100.120,150 100 PK $22.00 
lBO, 220 100 PK $19.00 
320 Gril 100 PK 816.00 SALE 
A.D. SAMPLER 8 gms 50·320 100 PK $20.00 SALE 
RED HILL CORP., P.O. BOX 4234, GElTYSBURG, PA 17325 

Free Freight to most areas·$4.00 Handling 
Free 2tl page catalogue �. (800) 822"4003 

NORTHSTATE 

IS" PLANERS LENEAVE QUALITY-SINCE 1 957 NORTHSTATE 
WIDE BElT SANDER 

NORTHSTATE 
DUST COLLECTORS 

• Model 310: $810 
• Powerful 3 hp motor 
• Cast iron construction 
• Magnetic switch 
• 1 year warranty 
• Dust hood 
• Anti-kickback 
• Stand included 

NORTHSTATE 
10", 12", 14" CABINET 
SHOP SAWS 

• BIESEMEYER, VEGA, 
EXCALIBUR 
fences available 

• 3, 5,7-1/2 hp motors 
• Magnetic controls 
• Cast iron top 
• Uni-Iock fence 
• VERY HIGH QUALITY 
• $1,I50w/std fence 
• $1.250with 50" rip fence 

• HTC MOBILE BASES 

• Model 315: 
• Same features as the 

Model 310 plus: 
• Table extension • 2 speeds 

NORTH STATE CABINET 
SHOP SHAPER 

NORTHSTATE PLANERS NORTHSTATE 

• 20", 5 hp: $1,360 
• 24", $2,795 
• 5 hp & 7-1/2 hp 

NORTHSTATE 
BANDSAWS • 14", 1 hp: $425 
• IS", 2 hp: $795 • 20": $1,495 
• 24': $2,465 

8" CABINET 

SHOP JOINTER 

• Heavy cast iron canst. 
• 2 hp, single phase 
• 9" x 67" bed 
• 3 knife cutter head • Dual tilt fence 
• Magnetic controls 
• SALE: $795 • 6" jointer. $395 
12" jointer. $1.895 • Delta 8" jointer. CALL! 

PORTER CABLE 
330: Sander: $57 5116: Omnijig: $249 
332: Orbital Sander: $64 7116: Omnijig: $289 
333: Orbital Sander: $74 7334: Orbital Sander: $117 
351: Sander: $135 7335: Orb, Sander: $125 
352: Sander: $139 7519: Router: $223 
360: Sander: $176 7538: Router: $223 

• 3 hp/l ph, 5 hp/3 ph 361: Sander: $166 7539: Router: $262 
• 2 speed-reversible 362: Sander: $184 7549: VS jigsaw: $143 
• 2 spindles: 3/4', 1-1/4" 363: Sander: $182 9118: Plane Kit: $198 
• 1/2', I' available 505: Sander $114 9627: Rec. Saw: $134 
• Router collets avail. 555: Plate Jointer: $163 97310: Lam. Trim Kit: $184 
• Cast iron table 630: Router: $121 9853: Cordless drill: $149 
• Spring hold down & 690: Router: $131 HITACHI 

miter gauge ***PORTER CABLE*** C15FB: Mitre Saw: $369 • Extra heavy duty complete line available CSFB:Comp.Mitre: $434 • 1 year warranty DEWALT TR-l2: PI. Router: $169 

• Four and Five Head Models 
• Variable speed 
• All cast-iron construction 
• 2-1/4" x 6" capacity 
• Designed to make high 

quality moulding at the 
lowest possible cost 

RAISED PANEL 

DOOR MACHINE 

• $1,095 7790: Radial Arm Saw: $1195 Dl0DFKBE: Cordless dril l : $148 UNIQUE: Machine all five • Tilt spindle model avail. 1765: Belt/Disc Sander: $485 CB75F: Re/band-saw: CALL 
• Sliding Table model avail. All Dewalt Ind. radial arm saws avail. M12V: 3 1/4 hp, vs router: $223 components with only one 
*** FREEBORN*** # Mini-Max Machinery operator 
Shaper cutters available # Adjustable Clamps LENEAVE MACHINERY & SUPPLY COMPANY 

• Best buy in the industry! 
• Variable speed 
• Platen head 
• Dual motors 
• Heavy cast iron & steel SALE PRICES 
• Plate construction 
• 25' List $8,650 • 2 hp, 2 bag: $295 

• SALE: $6095, 1 5  hp • 3 hp, 4 bag: $485 

• 37" List: $1 2,900 SENCO • SALE: SB,995 20 h p • Phase converter avail. • SLP20 .................. $249 
• SN4 ...................... $466 
• SN325 .................. $398 
• SFN2 .................... $369 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
• SFN1 ... ................. S24B 

: MINI MAX * 
* MACHINERY * 

• SKS ...................... $Z39 
• LS5 ....................... S249 
• PW ....................... $345 

* * * * * * * * * * * * ALL SENCO AVAILABLE 

• ee l �A EMGL0 1-l/2 HP 

•• 
.... I � compressor ........... $299 

34·782: Unisaw & All models - Call for promo prices 
46-541: Lathe: Call for promo price 
43-375: Shaper: Call for special 
40-560: 16" Scroll Saw NEW!: $178 
40-601: Scroll Saw - CALL! 
31·730: Belt/Disc Sander: - CALL! 
37-350: S" Jointer w/stand: - CALL! 
34-444: 10" Contr. Saw: $614 
34·445: 1 0" w/Unifence • CALL! 
28-283: 14' Bandsaw - CALL! 
28-245: 14" Bandsaw w/access: 
17-900: 16-1/2" Drill Press: - CALL! 
43-355: Shaper NEW! 
33·990: 10' Radial Arm Saw: $548 
36-755: Tilt arbor saw NEW! 
32-100: Plate Jointer - NEW! CALL! 

SAFETY 
SPEED 

CUT 

• BIESEMEYER 
• VEGA 
• EXCALIBUR 
• PARALOK 

• UNIFENCE 
fences available 

22·540: 12" planer NEW! - Call for promo price 
Stock feeders: 34·985, 34-994, 34·995 -Call for promo price 
**Complete Delta Ijne avajlable.** 

Prices Subject to Change 305 West Morehead Sr., Charlotte, NC 28202 (704) 376-7421; FAX: 704-333-1017 Toll free outside NC 800·442·2302 • We try notto be undersold, tell us our competitors' prices. 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

the stropping block from a softer, even grained wood like 
poplar with a radius of 7 in. and a length of 4 in. The radius of 
the cove should be slightly larger tlun your largest gouge, and 
the radius of the bead should be slightly less than your smallest 
gouge. Periodically, charge the surface of the cylinder with a 
stick of white buffing compound. This is a fine abrasive that will 
leave all your tool edges sharp enough to shave witll. 

perfectly. The tapered, curved tip may be trimmed to handle the 
viscosity of any adhesive and allows easy access to all joints. 
Simply push a pin or nail into the tip to preserve tile adhesive 
for later use. -Gary Ouwerkerk, Los Osos, Calif. 

Tool-running light for deaf woodworkers 

Strop a gouge by laying its outside bevel in the cove of tile ro
tating stropping block. Roll it side to side to get tile entire cutting 
edge. Turn the gouge over and strop the inside edge on the 
beaded section of tile block. Straight edges can be stropped on 
the face of the block or on the flat end section. If you mount the 
stropping block to the outboard end of your lathe, you can 
touch up turning tool edges without interruption while turning. 

-Anthony P Matlosz, Howell, NJ 

Quick tip: Glue magnetic tape, like tlut used on magnetic car 
signs, to the bottom of your oil-stone box. Then, when sharp
ening, just place the box on top of your tablesaw (or otller steel 
surface) and it will stay put. -Lewis A. Larsen, Eagle Grove, la. 

Light is on 
when machine 
is running. 

illtimate glue applicator 

Applying glue to joints has always been a messy chore, espe
cially when it involves tricky corners or overhead surfaces. This 
curved-tip plastic syringe (Monoject #412, available for about 
40 cents from any hospital supply company) solves the problem 

As a deaf woodworker, I became concerned about safety after 
returning to my bandsaw several times and finding it running. 
This is scary because, as you know, a bandsaw is also a meat
saw. So I decided to place a colored tool-running light on each 
of my tools. After experimenting with several types of lights, I 
finally settled on old-fashioned screw-in Christmas lights. I pick 
a highly visible spot on the machine, mount the plastic lamp 
socket in a snug hole and splice tile wires right into tile motor 
side of tile on/off switch. The bright, colored bulbs hold up well, 
and I already have a box full of replacements. 

QUAI..IlY THAT'S TOP DRAWER .•. 
. . .  for all your drawers. If it's pulls you need, 
we've got you covered. Whether it's Chippendale 
or Queen Anne, Hepplewhite or Victorian, we'll 
help you get a handle on it. It's all there in our new 
70-page catalog-a valuable reference tool that 
fully decribes our expanded line of period 
hardware. To get your copy. use circle #401 
and send $4.00. 

=PAX=====TO=N==.==HA====R==DW=A==R� 
7818 Bradshaw Road, Dept. FW30, Upper Falls, MD 21156 

Quick Shipment Free Mini-Catalog 

READER SERVICE NO. 9 

�ccuride Very Low Profile 
Full Extension Slide 

MODEL 2632 

�j; r�:>-:.:::: . �� 
" � 

• .5" slide space • Silent 
• 75 lb. load rating • Hold-in detent 

• Rail disconnect • 32 mm • Positive out-stop 'tfll HARDWARE, INC. 
25 13 Comanche NE, IC Albuquerque, NM 87107 
(505) 881·4325 

READER SERVICE NO. 206 

16 Fine Woodworking 

You might think tllat a person could become accustomed to 

• Filters dust 
. 6  cu. ft. airflow 
• Completely port

able, built-in 
filtration system. 
(No hoses) 
• Head, face and 

respiratory pro
tection on one unit. 

• Positive pressure behind face shield. 
• Pleasant flow of purified air. 
• No extra breathing effort. 
• Unrestricted vision. 

• Filters Dust 
. 8  cu. ft. airflow 

• Fi ltration sys
tem located 
on belt pack, 
hose brings 
filtered air to 
headpiece. 

Excellent for a l l  woodworking jobs which 
create dust. All u n its are light-weight and 
can be worn with glasses or beard. All units 
available for same day shipment. We stock 
all  parts and optional accessories for the 
Airstream, Airmate and BreatheEasy 
products. 
N o w  a v a i l a b l e · New " A I R L l T E , "  
manufactured by Racal Health and Safety. 
Call for FREE information and special prices. 

Systems also available for paint and lacquer fumes. 

Airstream Dust Helmets 
P.O. Box 975, Elbow Lake, MN 56561 

21 8-685-4457 1-800-328-1 792 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 2 

Glass crafted 10 salisfy 
a woodworker's 
high standards . 

• Dining Tabletops • 1 14" to 1 " Thick 

• Coffee Tabletops • Clear, Bronze & 

. Side & End Grey Glass 

Tabletops .Tempered G lass 

• Shelves • Rectangles 

• Partitions . Squares 

• Cabinet Doors . Circles 

• Beveled Panels • Drilled Holes 

Wholesale Glass Brokers 
For Free Catalog and Price Guide 

Call or write: 
1-800-288-6854 

1 9785 W Twelve Mile Rd., Ste.35 7 
Southfield, M1 48076 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 4  



caFB 
Compound 
Mitre Saw 

M 1 2V 
Cl0FA 
C12FA 
C15FB 
C7BO 
W6V2 
CB75F 
Fl 000A 
P12RA 
NR83A 
NV83A 
N5008AA 
N3824AR 
NT65A 

459. 
3 HP VS Plunge Router 

Deluxe 10" Miter Saw 
t 2" Miter Saw 

t 5" Miter Saw 
7· t14" Circular Saw, Elect. Brake 

VSR Quiet Drywall Screwdriver 

BandsawlResaw 

t 2 Planerl6" Jointer Combo 
Port. t 2" Planerl6" JOinter Combo 

Full Head Stick Nailer 
Full Head Coil Nailer 
112' Crown Stapler, SIS' · 2' 

,. Crown Roofing Stapler 

16 Ga. Finish Nailer 

235, 
275, 
319. 
379, 
135, 

89. 
'1 575, 
'1 475. 

879. 
419, 
429, 
319. 
329, 
319, 

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP 
Ea. 80xl12 

50 314" Pipe Clamp Fixture 7.95 
Ea. 

6.49 
6.99 

. 7,75 
8,39 

89. 
Boxl6 

36.55 
39,75 
42.99 
41"75 

3706 
3712 
3718 
3724 
3730 
3736 
o 

6 Steel Bar Clamp 

12" Sleel Bar Clamp 

IS Sleel Bar Clamp 
24 Steel Bar Clamp 
30 Steel Bar Clamp 

36' Steel Bar Clamp 

Wooden Handscrew, 
4·112" Open 

Wooden Handscrew. 
6" Open 

. 9.55 53,45 
10.39 58.75 

1 1 .95 62,95 

12.95 71 .49 
2 Wooden Handscrew, 

S" Open 1 5,95 81.89 

RYOal 
RSl 15 4·1/2' VS Random Orbit Sander 

TF0220VR K  12v Cordless Drill Kit 
L 1323ALSK 3· tf4' Planer Kit. Lg. Base 

JM100K Biscuit Joiner Kit 

RE600 3 HP VS Plunge Router 
TR30U Laminate Trimmer 

BE321 3" x 21" VS Belt Sander 

BE424 4" x 24" VS Belt Sander 
TS254 10" Miter Saw 

AP12 12" Portable Planer 

BT2500 10 Table Saw 

BT3000 10" Sliding Table Saw 

JP155 6·118' VS Jointer 

RA200 S' Radial Arm Saw 

SC 160 16 Scroll Saw 

A"'CELTA 
22·540 12' Portable Planer 

34·763 1 0", 3 HP Unisaw, 1 PH 

34·781 10". 1 ·1/2 HP Un isawlUnifence 

34·782 10". 3 HP UnisawlUnifence. IPH 

31 ·730A 6" Be11l12" Disc 
wlElectricals 

37·350A 8 Long Bed Jointer 
IVIElectricals 

43·375 3 HP HD Two·Speed Shaper 

1 1 -990 12 Bench Drill Press 

1 4-600 Hollow Chisel Mortiser 

1 7-900 16-112 Drill Press 

46-700 1 2" VS Wood Lathe 

28-283 14" Bandsaw wlEnc!. Stand. 
314 H P  

34-444 10" Contractors Saw. 1 · 1 12 HP 

75. 
1 65. 
1 25. 
209. 
205. 

88. 
129, 
168, 
209. 
449. 
309, 
569. 
299. 
245. 
139. 

399" 
'1 459, 
'1 429, 
'1 599 

' 1 095, 

' 1 449. 
'1 599, 

209. 
469. 

'339, 
399. 

'689. 
619, 

CALL FOR QUOTES ON MACHINES NOT LISTED S�/t 
2735-04 S VSR t 2v Cordless Drill Kit. 

77 
5860 

wl2 Bat. 
7-114 Wormdnve Saw 
S-I/4 60 Wormdnve Saw 
Wormdrive Saw 

3810 1 0  Miler Saw 

1 605-02 Plale Joiner Kit 

BOSCH@ 
3050VSRK 318' Cordless DriverlDrili 

2 Bat. 

3051VSRK Cordless DriverlDril1 

wlKeyless Chuck 

135, 
1 45, 

1 69. 
225. 
1 1 9, 

139, 

149, 

1 000VSR 
1021VSR 
1 1 94VSR 

31S' VSR Drill 0-2100 RPM 
3IS' H.D. VSR Drill 0·1100 RPM 
1/2' VSR Hammer Drill 

1024 VSR 31S' Mighty Midget VSR Drill 
1025VSR 1/2' Mighty Midget VSR Drill 

1 347A 

1 348AE 

4-112' Mini Grinder, SIS' 

-#1 1 Spindle 

5' EFC Mini Grinder, 518' 

·#1 1 Spindle 

1 1 2 1 9EVS 1 -1 12" Rotary Hammer, VS 

1 1 212VSR 314' VSR SDS Bulldog 

1 1 2 1 4VS 
Rotary Hammer 

1 -314' EFC VS Rotary 

Hammer 

1 1 2150VSR VSR 314' Dustless 

1 1 304 
Bulldog SDS Hammer 

Brute Breaker Hammer 

1 1 305 Demolition Hammer 

3258 3-114' Planer 
1 942 Heavy Duty Heat Gun 

1 604 1 ·314 HP Router 

1 608LX 

1 608T 
1609 

1609K 
1609KX 

Laminate Trimmer 
wlDeluxe Guide 
Tilt Base Laminate Trimmer 
Offset Base 

Laminate Trimmer 

Installers Trimmer Kit 

Deluxe I nstallers 

79. 
99. 

159, 
109, 
1 1 8. 

95, 

1 1 8. 
489, 

1 95, 

629, 

299. 
1229. 

689, 
137, 

72, 
135. 

109, 
105, 

125. 
179, 

Trimmer Kit 229. 
1 61 5EVS NEW! 3-114' HP EFC VS 

Plunge Router 265, 
12720 3' x 24' Dustless Belt 

Sander 179. 
1 2730 4' x 24" Dustless Belt 

Sander 1 88, 
12730VS 4' x 24' VS Dustless 

Belt Sander 
13700EVS 6' VS Random Orbit 

sander wlAccess 

32700 3' x 2 1' Dustless Belt 
Sander 

32830VS 5' Dustless Random 

219. 

299, 

145. 

Orbit Sander 105. 
1 613EVS 2HP VS Plunge Router 199. 
1 614EVS 1 -114 HP Plunge Rouler 159. 
1 581 0VS VS. Var. Orbil Jigsaw, Duslless 1 89. 
1581VS Vs,  Var. Orbit Jigsaw. D·Handle 145, 
1582VS VS, Var. Orbit Jigsaw wICLIC ' 145, 
1632VSK VS Panther Recip. Saw Kit 145. 
1654 7-114' Circular Saw 1 1 8. 
1 420VSR VSR Drywall Driver, 

0-4000RPM 85. 

� 
--

AM39HC4V 
3/4 HP Vert" 
Twin Tank 

295. 
AM78HC4 1 -112 HP Twin Tank 299, 
AM78HC4V 1 ·112 HP Vertical Twin Tank 309. 
AM99HC4 2 HP Twin Tank 369, 
K1 5A8P 1· tf2 HP Portable Compressor 669, 
K5HGA8P 5 HP Honda Gas 

Portable Compressor 729, 

TOP,10 Joining Machine w/Asst Biscuits589" 
Standard-l0 Hand Joining Machine 

w/Ass't Biscuits 
COBRA NEW' Plate Joiner 
PLATES #0, #10,  #20, 1 000/Box 

freud 
LM72M008 S" x 24T Rip 
LM72M010 l O x 24T Rip 
LU73M010 10 x 60T ATB 

LU81 MOl 0 1 0' x 40nCG 
LU84M008 S" x 40T Combination 

429, 
299, 

35, 

35, 
37. 
45. 
39, 
44, 

LU84MOll  10" x SOT Combination 39, 
LU85M008 S" x 64T ATB Fine Cut Off 49" 
LU85M010 1 0' x SOT ATB Fine Cut Off 58. 

LU85M014 1 4' x 1 08T ATB Fine Cut Off 105, 
LU85M015 IS' x 1 08T ATB Fine Cut Off 105, 
LU87M008 8' x 22T Thin Kerf 42. 
LU87M010 10' x 24T Thin Kerf 39, 
LU88M008 8' x 48T Thin Kerf 47, 
LU88M010 10" x 60T Thin Kerf 45. 
LU98M010 10' x 80T TCG 68, 
TK103 7-114' x 16T Decking Blade 13, 
TK203 7-114' x 24T Framing Blade 16. 
TK204 8-114' x 24T Framing Blade 23, 
TK303 7-114' x 40T Finish Blade 23. 
TK304 8·114' x 40T Finish Blade 24, 
TK906 10' x SOT Combination Blade 32, 
TK406 1 0' x 60T Cut Off Blade 35, 
S0308 8' Dado Set 1 1 7. 

B05000 

OA39 1 D  
50900W 
60930W 
60950W 

62000W 
OA3000R 
6404 
G3500R 
9207SPC 
1805B 
1900BW 
1 91 1 B  
9820-2 
3612BR 
B04510 
B04550 
9401 
9900B 
LS10ll 
LS1030 
LS1 440 
4200N 
5007NBA 
5077B 
5402A 
2012 
2708W 
2711 

0402-1 

6539-1 
6546-1 
0222-1 
0224-1 

0230-1 
0234-1 

0238-1 
0239-1 
0244-1 

0375-1 
0379-1 
0567-1 
1 676-1 
3002-1 

6140 
6141 
5352 

3102-1 
31 07-1 
5371-1 
5397-1 

NEW' 5' Duslless RIO Sander 69, 

VSR Cordless Angle Drill, 9.6v,keyless 

3·3/8' Saw Kit, 9.6v 139, 
318" VSR DriverlDrili Kit, 9.6v 135. 
31S' VSR Cordless Driver/Drill 90. 

w/Keyless Chuck 145, 
318' VSR Hi·Torq DriverlDrili Kit 1 55, 
318' VSR Angle Drill 148. 
318' VSR Drill, 0-2100 RPM 58. 
3500w Generator 995: 
7' Electronic Sander Polisher 1 54, 
6-118" Planer wlCase 365. 
3-114" Planer Kit 1 1 4, 
4-3IS" Planer Kit 145, 
Blade Sharpener 195, 
3 HP Plunge Router 165. 
1/4 Sheet Finishing Sander 54. 
tf4 Sheet Dustless finishing Sander 57" 
4'x24' Dustless Belt Sander 175, 
3'x21 ' Dustless Belt Sander 145. 
1 0' Compound Miter Saw 459. 
1 0' Miter Box 229, 
14' Miter Saw 435, 
4·318" Trim Saw 1 29, 
7·1 14' Circular Saw, Elec. Brake 1 27. 
7-114" Hypoid framers Saw 139, 
16" Circular Saw 349, 
1 2" Portable Planer 469. 
8-114' Table Saw 269. 

10' Table Saw wlBrake 489, 

VSR 12v DriverlDrili 

w/Keyless Chuck 
Cordless Screwdriver 

Cordless Screwdriver, 2-spd 
318" VSR Drill, 0-1 000 RPM 
318" Magnum Holeshooter, 

0·1 200 RPM 

318" Pistol Drill, 0-1 700 RPM 

112" Magnum Holeshooter, 
0·S50 RPM 
112' Pistol. 0·650 RPM 

VSR Keyless Chuck Drill 

1 12' Magnum Holeshooter. 
0·600 RPM 
318" Close Quarter Drill 

1 12" Close Quarter Drill 
Drain Cleaner Kit 

Hole Hawg Kit 
Electricians Rt. Angle Drill Kit 

4-112" Angle Grinder 

5 Angle Grinder 

1 · 1/2" TSC Eagle Rotary 
Hammer 

Plumbers Rt. Angle Drill Kit 

VS Right Angle Drill Kit 
112' Rev. Hammerdrill Kit 
318' VS Hammerdrill Kit 

168, 
75. 
79, 

1 07, 

1 1 4, 
1 1 2. 

1 1 9, 
1 1 9, 
1 25. 

1 1 9, 
1 27. 
1 45, 
235, 
245, 
1 95. 

99. 
109, 

455. 
1 95. 
199. 
185, 
139, 

822 Anthony St., Berkeley, CA 94710 
• Items marked with asterisk (.) are FOB Berkeley 

M A S T E R C A R D  V I S A  D I S C O V E R  

ERRORS SI,;BJECT TO CORRECTlO:-; 
READER SERVICE NO. 121  

Call Toll Free 7 Days. 1 -800-828-8300 FAX: (510) 845-8848 48 Page Tool Catalog Available 
FREE FREIGHT 011 ACli Po.rtable TOols In onttllental USA 

MILWAUKEE co nt, 
5192 
5455 
6072 
5362-1 

8975 
5680 
5925 
5936 
6012 
6014 
6016 
6126 
6215 
6365 
6377 
6460 
6507 
6508 
651 1  
6527 
6528 
6750-1 
6754-1 
6798-1 
8911 

Die Grinder, 4.5 Amp 

7'19' Polisher, 1 750 RPM 
9' Sander, 5000 RPM 

1 "  TSCR Hawk Rotary 
Hammer 

Heat Gun 

2 HP Router 
3'x24' Dustless Belt Sander 
4'x24' Dustless Belt Sander 

1/3 Sheet finishing Sander 

112 Sheet finishing Sander 
114 Sheet Finishing Sander 

6' Random Orbit Sander 
16' Electric Chainsaw 
7-114' Circular Saw 

7·114' Wormdrive Saw 

10·114' Circular Saw 
VS Sawzall wlQuik-Lok 

VS Sawzall 
2·spd Sawzall 
VS Super Sawzall wlOuik·Lok 
VS Super Sawzall 

VSR Drywall Driver 
VSR Magnum Drywall 
TEK Screwdriver 

9 Gal. We1lDry Vac, H.D. Steel 

1 75. 
140. 
130, 

319. 
59. 

219. 
238. 
228. 
1 1 5. 
1 1 9. 

52. 
125. 
1 72. 
1 20. 
1 75. 
259. 
132. 
132. 
129. 
164. 
1 64. 

93, 
1 1 4. 
109. 
329. 

PDRTER+[IBE 
550 
POCKET 
CUTTER 

6611 
6614 
6615 

6640 
7700 
9852 
9853 
9854 
666 
320 
91 1 8  
9367 
9652 
555 
1 00 
690 
691 
693 
7310 
7312 
7319 
7399 
7518 
7519 
7536 
7537 
7539 
97310 
330 
352 
360 
362 
504 
505 
7334 
7335 
7336 
314 
315-1 
345 
7549 
9345 
9637 
9647 

209. 
3/8' VSR Drill, 5.5 amp 135. 
1 12' VSR Drill, 5.5 amp 139. 
1 12" Keyless VSR Drill, 

5.5 amp 139. 
VSR Drywall Driver, 5.5 amp 1 1 9. 
10' laserlOC Miter Saw 369. 
318' 12v Magnequench Cordless drill 149. 
1 2v Magnequench wlkeyless chuck 149. 
112' Magnequench cordless drill 1 59. 
318' VSR T -Handle Drill 125. 
Abrasive Plane 1 1 9. 
Porta· Plane Kit 205. 
3·114' Plane Kit 159. 
Versa· Plane Kit 299, 
Plate Joiner Kit 165, 
718 HP Router 105. 
1 - 1 12 HP Router 1 34. 
1 - 1 12 HP D-Handle Router 144. 
t · 1 12 HP Plunge Base Router 1 65. 
laminate Trimmer 88. 
ONset Base Laminate Tnmmer 122. 
Tilt Base laminate Trimmer 100. 
Drywall Cut·Out Tool 79. 
3-114 HP 5-spd Router 259. 
3-114 HP Router 224. 
2·112 HP Router 199. 
2-112 HP D·Handle Router 208. 
3-114 HP VS Plunge Router 262. 
laminate Trimmer Kit 1 89. 
Speed-Bloc Finishing Sander 58. 
3 x21 Dustless Belt Sander 1 42. 
3 x24 Dustless Belt Sander 182. 
4 x24 Dustless Belt Sander 189. 
3 x24 Wormdrive Belt Sander 329. 
1/2 Sheet finishing Sander 1 1 8. 
5 Random Orbit Sander 1 1 9, 
5 VS Random Orbit Sander 1 29. 
6' VS Random Orbit Sander 135. 
4-1/2 Trim Saw 138. 

7·114' Top Handle Circular Saw 
6 '  Saw Boss Circular Saw 

VS. Var·Orbit D·Handle Jigsaw 

Saw Boss Kit 

VS Tigersaw Kit 
Tiger Cub Reciprocating Saw 

1 1 8. 
104. 
145 . 
124. 
138. 
1 1 5. 
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Methods of Work (colltillued) 

the lamp and ignore the warning. To the contrary. I find that I 
look for it specifically when approaching the machine. 

-H E. Mclaughlin, Sacramento, Calif
. 

Quick tip: After I realized how much time I was wasting wind
ing and unwinding cords, I cut each power tool's cord to an 
8-in. length. I was using them with an extension cord anyway. 
Now when I'm tlu'ough, I just lay the tools on the open shelf. 

-Michael McCloskey, Tehachapi, Calif. 

Lwnber storage system 

..." . ' 

Lag 
posts 
to 
ceiling 
joists. 

\ 
Angle spars to tilt 
lumber back toward posts. 

My boss, Jim Gibson, was once a shipwright in his native Scot
land. So when I asked him to help me design a lumber storage 
system for my basement shop, he had more than a few good 

The Excalibur T-Slot Saw Fence 
and Companion Sliding Saw Table 

DESIGNED 
ASA 
COMPLETE 
SYSTEM TO 
PROVIDE 

• Quick, Easy Installation, 
Fits all Table Saws. 
• Fence Locks on 
Both Front & Rear 
Guide Rails. • Fence always 
stays Parallel 
to the Saw 
Blade 

NO RISK TRIAL PERIOD-LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

YOU 
GREATER 
ACCURACY ___ _ 
FROM YOUR 
TABLE SAW 

Excalibur Machine & Tool Co. 
210 Eighth Street South 
Lewiston, NY 1 4092 

416·291·8190 

• Sliding Table • -Cross-cut • Stock up to 
so· wide. • Dual Measuring Scales. Accurate Cuts Guaranteed. 
• More Features and Accessories than other Systems. 

If you have access to a FAX machine and wish 
to receive immediate information, call 

(800) 361·8015 x710 and leave FAX number. 

READER SERVICE NO. 124 

THE 1=1 CABINET lAKER'S NEWEST TOOL? PLANS 
Utilizing the latest in computer technology, 

AUTOCAB INET 
is the newest in computer aided drawing for the 
custom cabinet maker. Simple to operate, it is 
powerful support for large production manufacturers. 
yet very affordable · priced for the one man shop! 

CAU FOR YOUR FREE BROCHUREI (800) 995-1 389 
I n California: (800) 339-1 940 

'� •! J . . <!l m l c r o s y s t e m s  I n c . 
III) 8383 VVI LSH IRE BLVD SU ITE 546 : - : -:-:-: IV BEVERLY H ILLS CA 902 1 1 

READER SERVICE NO. 150 

18 Fine Woodworking 

ideas. This design for an adjustable storage rack, for example, 
has proved to be quite effective and inexpensive. 

-Duane F Holmes, Ont., Canada 

Improved marking gauge point 

Roll pin,  
1 i n. long by 
Va in. dia. 

Sharpen end 
to knife point. 

Here's a marking gauge point that has several advantages: It 
leaves a knife-clean line, and its depth and angle to the marking 
gauge fence are easily adjusted. 

Start with a l-in.-long, YB-in.-dia. roll pin, available at your lo
cal hardware or auto-parts store. The spring-steel pins, made to 
fit tightly in a hole, will really hold an edge. Grind or file away 
one end of the pin, leaVing a knife-like nib as shown. Orient tl1e 
nib opposite the slot in the roll pin. If grinding, dip the pin in 
water frequently to keep it from losing its temper, before you 
hone the nib on a whetstone. Install the pin in a properly sized 
hole through the marking gauge arm. Using a wooden block, 
press the pin in a short amount. Then, with pliers, angle the nib 
slightly so that it will pull the work into the fence when used. 
Press the pin in until only YB in. of the blade is exposed. 

When properly honed and installed, the new pin in your 

@)1� SWISS DESIGN 
" ..... Woodworkilg Machines 

Renowned PreCision Machines 
at Sale Prices 
EXAMPU: 
New Model 2100 12" Table Saw 
Save up to $500. 
Shipped Direct from Inventory 5 Year Limited Warranty 

Call or Send for More 
Information 

I N CA (818) 797-8282 
INJECTA MACHINERY 
2217 EI Sol Ave 
Altadena, CA 91001 

Pink Ivory 

Oagame 

Brazilian Rosewood 
Pea. 

Plum 

Burls 

Snakewood 
Bublnga 

Koa 
Satinwood 
Cocobolo 

Padauk 

Rosewood 

Bloodw ood 
Ziricote 

Purple heart 

C.Ebony 

Pau Rosa 

Camphor 

tts a matter of pride tOf both 01 us 

READER SERVICE O. 182 

Quality Exotic 
Wood 
» TURNERS « 

Thick Planks tOf Bowls/Square. 

» CABINET MAKERS « 

Individually Selected lumber 
tOf 

Furniture/Box •• /lnle", 

av., It) Spc>c'" 
AU Inquirtes Welcome· · ·  Call or Write �iXl&l�Q 125 Jacqueline Drive Berea Cho 44017 

READER SERVICE NO. 180 

Pernambuco 

Mac. Ebony 

E.I. Rosew ood 

Bocote 

Curly Map� 
Quilted Maple 
AI. Ebony 

Zebrano 

Lacewood 

Lignum Vitae 

Osage 

Tulipwood 

Blackwood 

Mahogany 

Jelutong 

Holly 

Wenge 

Goncalo Alves 

Many More . . .  

tt'sa matter 01 
pflde fOf both of us 



Now, Bit Depth Adjustments To The Thickness Of A Sheet Of Paper . . .  From Any Plunge Position. 

To dramatize the precision of our new plunge routers, we plune:ed and cut through a sheet 
of #20 bond paper - without putting so much as a swirl on the antique desk beneath. 

Bit depth adjustment precision 
exceeding .004" is just the start of 
the advantages our Model 1613 
and 1614 series plunge routers 
give you. Now you can make those 
micro-fine adjustments from any 

plunge position, without sacrific
ing plunging action. But only with 
Bosch. Other plunge routers force 
you to lock them down to make 
fine adjustments - in effect, 
making them standard routers. 

READER SERVICE NO. 97 

Our system makes precise adjust
ments far easier for inlay work, 
edge forming and fixture-routing. 

We designed in 
a lot of other 
features you 
asked for, too.  
Like a resettable 
depth indicator 
that can be ze
roed in any po
sition. And tem
plet guides that 
are securely held 

Zero and adjust the in the base and 
dia( �n any plunge quickly changed 
posztzon. at the push of a 
lever. Even the chip shield flips 
out of your way for fast bit and tem
plet guide changing. 

Then there's that smooth, raw, 
Bosch power that lets you make 
high speed passes for aggressive 
stock removal. 
And on the elec
tronic models, 
your selected 
speed is main
tained even un
der full load. 

For detailed 
product infor
mation on 
single speed 
Models 1613 and 
1614 and elec- Change templet gt!ides 

tr · . bl 
with a push of a lever: 

omc vana e 
speed Models 1613EVS and 1614EVS, 
contact your Bosch dealer. Ask 
him for a demonstration and 
price.  You ' ll soon discover real 
Bosch precision , performance 
and value . 

BOSCH 
"Quality You Can Hold On ii''" 



Methods of Work (colltillued) 

gauge will mark a clean line across the grain of even open
pored wood, like red oak, without splintering or tearing. 

-Rich Haendel, Iowa City, Ia. 

Miter-joint biscuit jig 

receives tip 
of work and allows 
greater depth of cut. 

This jig, which I designed to cut mitered biscuit slots with a 
router, has eliminated my struggles with miter joints. It consists 
of a hardwood base, which bolts to my workbench, and an an
gled Plexiglas slide, sized to fit my router base. 

To cut the slot, I use an Eagle-American biscuit cutter that has 
a ball-bearing limiter. The short shank on these bits limits the 
distance the cutter can be safely extended from the chuck. You 
can center the biscuit slot in %-in. stock; in thicker stock, you'll 
have to accept a biscuit slot nearer to the outside of the joint. 

Mounting the 45° Plexiglas slide is critical because the recess 
in the Plexiglas must fit the mitered corner of the workpiece per
fectly. To aid in this assembly, place a mitered workpiece in the 
jig to register the Plexiglas in the right position as YOLi mark the 
mounting holes. Make the mounting holes slightly oversized, so 
you can adjust the slide if necessary. 

-Francis Chan, Nassau Bay, Texas 

Multipurpose marking and scraping tool 

I find many uses for a bench tool made from the broken end of 
a small triangular file fitted witl1 a handle. Grind the teeth off and 
point the end. File steel is tempered very hard, so other materi
als are unlikely to blunt it. 

Use the tool as a marking awl. When twisted, it will enlarge a 
hole or mark the center of a drilled hole. When drawn along a 
straight edge, it will scribe a line. Used sideways, it will scrape 
solder off metal or glue off wood. As a lathe tool, it will true the 
end of a metal tube being made into a ferrule when turning 
a handle. -Percy W Blandford, StratJord-upon-Avon, England 

Methods of Work buys readers' tips, jigs and tricks. Send details, 
sketches (we'll redraw them) and photos to Methods, Fine Wood
working, PO Box 5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470-5506 We'll re
turn only those contributions that include an SASE. 

� RIP:S:AW)l 

MAKE 
MONEY! 
K i l n  Dry for others. 
As the nation's largest manufac
turer  of d e h u m i d if i cat ion Dry K i l n s ,  
we can supp ly  y o u  wi th  t h e  same 
type equ i pment used by many of the 
major  f i rms.  Cal l or write 

today for free 
facts that wil l  
help you make 
and save money. 

r ���:G!!J 1 -800-777-NYlE 
207-989-4335 Nyle Corporation 

P. O. Box 1 107, Bangor, M a i n e  04401 
READER SERVICE '0. 136 

20 Fine Woodworking 

The Portable Sawmill. 
The "affordable portable" 
one man band sawmill. 
Weighs only 45 Ibs. Cuts 
20" diameter logs into 
lumber. Minimum 1 /8" to 
maximum goo thickness. 
Maximum width, 14". 
Video available. 

Better Built 
CORPORATION 
845 Woburn Street, Dept. FW 
Wilrnington, MA 01 887 

� . 

WOODTURNING - Mkhoel O'Ooonell, Bruce Mnchell, 
Todd Hoyer, Mkhoel Peterson, John Jordon, Irovid 
Ellsworth/FIBER/FABRIC/BASKETS/CLAY /FLAT 
GLASS/DRAWING/PAINTING/PAPERMAKING/ 
BOOKARTS/PHOTOGRAPHY 
Giolixlt./Undergro<lJot. (,edit Asslstormhps/SihoIoMips 
Y.oaoooc! Gallery hhibtioo Scho<lJl. Rosidoncy "'ogrom/llderhost� 

Delta (Rockwell)t4" & 20" Band 
Saw Guide Conversion Kits with 
upper and lower Carter Guidall 
500 All Ball-Bearing Guides 
mounting brackets only 
Other kits for popular saws 14" 
and larger (Grizzly, Grab, Davis 
and Wells for instance). � Call or write for FREE 

PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
437 Spring St., NE • Grand Rapids, MI 49503 

(61 451 -2928 ' FAX: 6) 451 -4330 

READER SERVICE NO. 5 1  

Woodworker's 
HARDWARE 
Manufacturer', HorcNor. Fot The Hom. Ctaft.,.,on 

F R E E  C A T A L O G  
Huge line of SPECIALIZED Cabinet 

and Furniture Hardware. 
• Knobs • Cabinet Accessories 
• Pulls • Connectors 
• Hinges • Locks • Drawer Slides • Abrasives 
• Lighting Much, Much More! 

Send or call for FREE CATALOG 
P.O. Box 784 St. Cloud, MN 56302 

1 ·800·383·01 30 
READER SERVICE NO. 6 



Full-Size Professional Plan 
LIBRARY CHAIR/STEPS 

The Wood Sl icer 
Extra-Durable, Precision Resawing Blades for 

Delta, Sears, Shopsmlth, Inca & other Bandsaws 

CATALOG listing 200 full 
size professional furniture 
plans - $3.00 

Build this unique repro
duction! American Empire in 
styling, this beautiful com
bination chair or library steps 
doubles as extra chair or 
sturdy steps lor reaching 
shelves. As Chair: 17'1," 
wide, 18" deep, 33'1," high. 
As Steps: 33'1," high. 

Plan #714 ______ . _____ $15.00 
(catalog free with order) 

Slice through hardwoods up to 1 2'"  thick with 
the cleanest. easiest cuts your bandsaw has 
ever delivered. Wood Slicer" btades feature 
individually filed, precision set teeth which are 
bombarded with titanium carbide and impulse 
hardened to stay sharp 3 times longer than 
ordinary blades. Carbon-manganese spring 
steel blade stock is thinner and stronger, 
allowing high tension while wasting less wood 
and requiring less power from your saw. 

State-oHhe-art welds Bre unconditionally 
guaranteed against breakage. Half-inch 
3-tooth design is ideal for resawing and ripping 
any wood up to your saw's maximum capacity. (standardl9ngrhs) 
5p«/fy et.ndord length: 7Z" (Shopsmith). 73- (Inca). 80- (Sears). 

930HZ" (Delta 141. or 104-314- (Delta 14- with riser block). 
Custom lengths available with 4·6 weeks delivery lor $34. 95 each� 

FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC. ,  Dept. KL-33 

1 827 Elmdale Ave. ,  Glenview, IL 60025 

MClVIsalDJscoWf uurs 
ORDER TOLL FREE 
(800) 241-6748 r;g�re (708) 657-7526 
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Over 4000 products to 

BUILD, REPAIR, 
RESTORE, REFINISH 
anything made of wood ! 
It's the catalog woodworkers rely on-1 1 6  pages jam-packed with 
fine woods, veneers, tools, finishing supplies, and much more-all 
top quality, all reasonably priced, all with our 60-day no-questions
asked guarantee. For your 2-year subscription send $1 .00 to: IIi '. CONSTANTINE . . -

Serving Woodworkers for 181 years 

2050 Eastchester Rd., Dpt. 37303, Bronx NY 10461 

READER SERVICE O. lSI 

( SAW & CARBIDE TOOLS, I NC. ) 
9 Otis St. . West Babylon. NY 1 1704 

l-SOO-TCT-SAWS (516) 491-1900 

CA 1-800-221-SAWS FAX (516) 491-6712 

STELlAR QUAUTY BLADES with a super-smooth 

cut, created for you -the professional wood
worker or craftsman. 

Designed to cut aluminum. Corian. laminate. 

wood or any difficult material with ease. 

Our complete line of innovative products is as 

dose as your nearest distributor. Call or write for 

our complete catalog with safety guide and 

technical information. or call our professional 

staff for the technical assistance anytime. 
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Cutting thin slices from a dowel 
For the tenth year, I have completed making 200 wooden 
Christmas ornaments for my friends. But this year, I had some 
difficulty making halos for Mary and Joseph figures. I tried to 
make these from Ifui-in.-thick slices of l/rin.-dia. dowel. Unfor
tunately, the sliced dowels frayed or broke apart even though 
I used a brand new lO-in. sawblade. How can I make thin 
dowel slices cleanly and safely? 

-Arthur H. Gerhardt, Albany, NY. 
Roger Heitzman replies: I suspect that the problems you are 
encountering stem from trying the cuts with a circular sawblade. 
The tooth spacing on most blades, especially ones with carbide 
teeth, produce too violent a cutting action for a fine cut on a thin 
dowel. Probably the best-and safest-way to approach dowel 
slicing would be with the bandsaw. Use a blade with eight to ten 
teeth-per-inch (t.p.i.); the teeth should have a narrow set, if pos
sible. Using a miter gauge in the bandsaw's table slot, slice about 
one-fourth of the way into the end of a dowel. Then, holding 
onto the dowel end that's hanging off the saw's table, rotate the 
dowel into the blade until the thin slice comes off. Finishing the 
cut this way minimizes fraying of the wood fibers due to the 
down pressure of the blade. Just make sure not to reach in and 
grab the slice with your hand while the saw is still running; use 
a stick or shut the saw off first. 

If you're losing too many slices down into the saw, you might 
need to make a tighter-fitting throat plate. Also, you can damp a 
block to the saw table to one side of and just ahead of the blade 
to act as a stock stop, so all the slices will be the same thickness. 
I'm sure you'll find this technique more successful and safer than 
using a tablesaw or radial-arm saw. 
[Roger Heitzman is a furniture designer and craftsman in Scotts 
Valley, Calif.] 

The tenons on S haker pegs 
I bought some Shaker pegs from a mail-order woodworking 
supplier to build a coat rack. I drilled holes in a birch plank 
and glued the pegs in using yellow carpenter's glue. After 
about a year, the pegs came loose. Then I noticed that the 
tenon on the end of each peg is tapered. When these tapered 
tenons are inserted into a regular straight-sided hole, they 
contact the wood only at the rim of the hole. Shouldn 't the 
tenons be straight? -Malcolm Saunders, Mercerville, NJ 
Chris Becksvoort replies: You've hit on one of my pet peeves: 
Why tapered tenons? Either the manufacturer's tolerances are so 
sloppy they can't turn an accurate Y2-in. tenon, or they think the 
average woodworker is too uncoordinated to get a %-in. tenon 
into a Y2-in. hole. Wrong on both counts. If you take a caliper and 
measure the tenons, the exact Y2 in. dia. is about �16 in. to Y4 in. 
from the shoulder. The rest of the tenon does not make contact 
with the hole. Would you hang a 12-1b. wool coat on a peg with a 
Y4-in.-long tenon? No wonder they break out. If I were you, I 
would return all your pegs to the supplier and complain. 

I've talked to Shaker Workshops (p.o. Box 1028, Concord, Mass. 
01742), and their maple pegs now have straight tenons. The other 
business end of their pegs are swell tapered so that heavy objects, 
like coats or chairs, stay flush against the peg board and don't 
slide forward, creating leverage that might loosen the peg. 

One of the most attractive pegs I've seen is made by Smith 
Woodworkers & Designs (p.O. Box 42, Route 5, Califon, N.J. 
07830). It has a full 1 Y32-in. head and only a .025-in. taper. Straight 
tenons are possible in the future. 
If you must use pegs with tapered tenons, make a bandsaw: cut 

in the end of the tenon, and insert a small wedge. The wedge will 
expand the narrow end to make better contact with the hole. 
Common sense clictates the wedge be placed vertically, cross
grain to the peg board so as not to split it. But physics clictates that 
the wedge be horizontal to counteract the leverage of heavy 
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coats. A wedge inserted at a 45° angle is a good compromise. 
[Christian Becksvoort, a profeSSional furnituremaker in New 
Gloucester, Maine, is a contributing eclitor to Fine Woodworking.] 

Calculating guitar fret spacing 
I am building a guitar and am having great difficulty in lo
cating the proper fret spaCing. I'd like to build the guitar us
ing the Gibson standard fret scale, but I'm not sure if the scale 
is 24% in. or 2427j32 in. long. -Robert Pionzio, Bronx, NY. 
Dick Boak replies: The clistance between frets can be calculat
ed for any guitar's scale length by multiplying the ratio factors be
low by the length (in inches) of the desired scale. The results 
equal the distance from the guitar'S nut to each particular fret. 

Fret # Ratio Harmonic Fret # Ratio Harmonic 
1 .0561 13. .5281 
2. .1091 14. .5546 
3. .1591 15 . .5796 
4. .2063 Y5 harmonic 16. .6031 �5 harmonic 
5. .2508 Y4 harmonic 17. .6254 
6. . 2929 18 . .6464 
7. .3326 Y3 harmonic 19. .6663 % harmonic 
8. .3700 20 . .6850 
9. . 4054 7'5 harmonic 21 .7027 
10. .4388 22. .7194 
11 .4703 23. .7346 
12. .5000 Y2 harmonic 24. .7500 % harmonic 

The standard Gibson guitar scale length is 24.75 in., which is 
equal to twice the distance from the nut to the twelfth fret. This 
clistance is uncompensated, which means that a small amount of 
added compensation (usually between Y32 in. and Ys in.) is re
quired because when you depress the string, you are stretching it, 
further elevating its pitch. Electric guitar bridges have inclividual
ly adjustable saddle pieces because the amount of compensation 
varies with the gauge (hence the thickness) of each string. 
[Dick Boak is director of advertiSing at The Martin Guitar Compa
ny and eclitor of Guitarmaker Magazine in Nazareth, Penn.] 

Beeswax as a countertop fInish 
In Fine Woodworking #84, Chris Minick said that beeswax is 
totally insoluble in water and alcohol. Therefore, I don 't un
derstand what is happening to my gorgeous maple counter
top finished with beeswax. Where water splashes, a light spot 
appears. Then, when I wipe the counter with a damp rag, a 
large swathe of water stain remains. It can be erased with a 
plastic sponge and considerable elbow grease, but that's more 
work than anticipated. Does the finish "settle down" after a pe
riod of use? When will another coat of beeswax be needed? 
Would an application of vegetable oil be more effective? 

-E. G. Steidemann, Madison, Wis. 
Chris Minick replies: There seems to be some confusion be
tween the terms insoluble and impermeable. Most common fin
ishes and waxes (induding beeswax) are insoluble in water, but 
few are totally impermeable. And being insoluble does not nec
essarily imply impermeability. 

Beeswax alone will not proVide sufficient protection to unfm
ished wood. The beeswax flim allows moisture to penetrate and 
swell the wood fibers, creating the appearance of light-colored 
spots or streaks. The beeswax formulation published in FWW #84 
is a polish formulation intended to be used on pre-finished wood 
pieces. The function of a polish is quite different from that of a fin
ish. A polish is used to enhance the beauty of the finish, to serve 
as a renewable sacrificial coating and to provide a slick surface to 
deflect blows and prevent them from scratching the fmish. 

Fortunately, an easy, non-toxic solution to the problem exists. 
First, sand the countertop with l80-grit sandpaper to remove the 



Craftsman's New Radials 
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Simple and accurate a l ignment. Fast, vis ib le adjustments .  Unpara l leled safety. Craftsman's new radia l  arm 
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Q & A (continue(l) 

existing beeswax. Wet the surface with water to raise the grain 
and sand flat after it has dried. Once the grain has been raised and 
sanded smooth, future grain-raising problems are minimized. 

ow apply two sealer coats of shellac diluted to about a two
pound cut. It is better to prepare your own shellac sealer from dry 
shellac flakes, but a fresh commercially prepared shellac, such as 
Bullseye, is acceptable. (Generally, it is a good idea to first test 
new finishes or techniques on scrapwood.) Lightly sand the seal
er coats with 220-grit sandpaper to ensure a smooth finish. Final
ly, apply two or tl1ree coats of beeswax polish, and buff to the 
desired gloss level. If you prefer, a carnauba wax-based furniture 
polish will also produce acceptable results. This finishing combi
nation, sealer plus wax, should provide the needed water resis
tance for your countet10p. And periodic reapplication of the wax 
will keep it looking good. 
[Chris Minick is a product development chemist and amateur 
woodworker in Stillwater, Minn.] 

Protection from f1ne dust 
Because I have difficulty getting a face mask to seal tightly 
against my nose without pushing my glasses out of position, I 
use a two-bag dust-collection system in my shop. How effective 
are these dust collectors at retaining very fine dust? What type 
of bag material is most effective and what ratio of bag-surface 
area to air-jlow rate should be maintained? Also, is there an 
easy way for amateur woodworkers to tell how much ultra
fine dust is floating around their shops? 

-Richard A. Quance, Quebec, Canada 
Theodore J. Fink, M.D. replies: A dust -collection system 
shouldn't be a substitute for wearing a dust respirator. Though it's 
designed for paint vapors and mists, the 3M #8540 spray-paint res-

pirator works well for dust protection. Designed with a low-pro
me nosepiece, it won't irtterfere with glasses or goggles. 

How well a dust collector works depends on several factors. 
Commonly, bags in these systems are made from cotton sateen, 
which is inexpensive but has its drawbacks when compared Witll 
more expensive and durable knit polyester materials. Cotton 
sateen captures wood particles down to a size of 10 microns and 
allows an air-flow to bag-surface area ratio of only about 20 cubic 
feet per minute (CFM)/sq. ft. 

Knit polyester captures particles down to 5 microns and allows 
a much greater air flow: approximately 50 CFM/sq. ft. If your shop 
has many large woodworking machines connected to a dust-col
lection system, you might gain additional CFM capacity by fining 
knit polyester bags that allow the use of two or more pieces of 
equipment sinmltaneously (to determine tile CFM requirements of 
individual machines, see "Figuring dust-collection needs," Fine 
Woodworking #67, p. 72). Manufacturers often do not specify bag 
fabric, so you may need to make some inquiries if you wish to em
ploy knit polyester bags. 

UnfoJ1unately, there is simply no way to accurately quantify the 
amount of wood dust in your shop air without doing a direct sam
pling measurement, which is done by pumping a predetermined 
volume of air through a filtration cartridge that's held in the 
breathing zone. The level considered safe should not exceed 
about two milligrams per cubic meter for an eight-hour exposure. 
You can, however, get a very crude idea of how effective your 
dust-collection system is by shining a bright beam of light 
through your darkened shop before and after working in it. If the 
flashlight beam shows much turbidity in the after-work air, it may 
mean that your dust-collection system probably needs modifica
tion. Remember though, the absence of turbidity does not neces-

THB ARTISAN LINE 
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DEWALT SPRING SPECIALS 'z � 
LUMBER COMPANY 

/" TOll FREE 1 -800-247-7178 
OW 361 7'1," Circular � Saw w/Brake & free Steel Case .... $129.95 
OW 364 7'1," Circular 
Saw w/Brake & free Steel Case ..... $147.95 

. O
�/��;: .�:�.��� .. R.�i

�.�.
a
: .......... $139.95 

OW 305K 8.0 AMP Recip Saw 
w/case .......................................... $157.95 

.-
OW 106'IBOrili 
w/Keyless Chuck USR ................... $ 69.95 

� OW 160 'IB Right Angle Drill ............ $137.95 
� OW 250 Drywall Screwdriver � O�:O���;��;·i:;;;;·················

$
88

.95 

. 0-4000 R.P.M . ............................... $ 88.95 
O
�/6: :.� .. ����t.���I�.��.H� .......... $2D9.95 

OW 1 24K '/2" Joist & Stud Drill & w/Case ............. ...... ........ ........ ...... $288.95 . 
OW 704 12" Mijer Saw .................... $288.95 
OW 705 12" CompoundMijer Saw .. $338.95 

• � ... � ' . 
OW 412 Finish Sander ...................... $ 55.95 . . . , " OW 510K 'h" Hammer Drill w/Case .$168.95 

-. OW 512 'h" Hammer Drill w/Case .$129.95 
.... OW 682K Plate Joiner Kit ................ $219.95 
� OW 945 K-2 12 Vo� Cordless 

Drill Kij w/2 Batteries ..................... $168.95 

HOURS: 7:30-5:00 Monday-Friday 
5.5°'" Sales Tax for 
Wisconsin Residents 
VISA · MasterCard ' Money 
Order ' Check ' c.o.n. 

P.O. BOX 7668 
PRICES SUBJECT TO 1801 EAST WASHINGTON AVE. 
CHANGfWlTHOUTNOTICE MADISON, WI 53707 
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ABRASIVE SHEETS: 
(9X1 1 ) 

CABINET PAPER 

§QLJl!! lOO/pk 
400 $1 7.00 $32.OOC 

SOD 16.00 29.00 

GOD 15.00 27.00 

800 14.00 25.00 

l oo thru l50C 13.00 23.00 

ANISHING PAPER 
80A $10.00 $17.OOC 

loo thru 28OA 9.00 15.00 

NO LOAD PAPER 
180 thru 400A $11.00 $19.ooc 

'co - 100 SHEETS 

ABRASIVE BELTS 
PLEASE SPECIFY GRITS 

lX30 $ .73oL 3X24 $ .84.L 

1 X42 .73 3X27 .87 

lX44 .73 4X21 3/4 .96 

2 1/2X1 6 .77 4X24 .99 
3X18 .78 4X36 1 .20 

3X21 .81 6X48 3.14 

3X23 3/4 .84 2 1/4X80 2.94 /UltlBQ8ELTCL£AN�GS17CX. ONLY $8..80 

! 
HEAVYOUTY 

VEl..�0tSCS �-------------r (.�� F�� �I STEEL BAA ClAMPS \..:.,;/ � 
Quick release feature. available Dia. Grit Price I Oia. Grit Price 
in four different lengths, these 

5° 60 $ .4Bell. 6" 60 $ .6Se .. 
clamps are fast adjusting with 

5° 80 .46 6" 80 
.63 ::���n:WS$:�� •• �� 

5' �� .45 6' �� .62 

2-1/2 x 12 7.00 PSAOISCROUSIWh"! � 
2·1/2 x 24 7.75 ailicon carbidefor D A  sanders - -

2-1/2 x 36 9.SO 

_______ � S:� � ;�6M1 Oiscs1���1 
HEAVY DUTY SPRING ClAMPS 

Clamps come with PVC tips and grips. 

sa. Price � 
4" $1 .75 0a. � 
6' 2.25 � 
8' 3.SO � 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

5' 120 1 5.51 125 

5' 1 80 31 .04 250 

5' 220 31.04 2SO 

5' 320 31.04 2SO 

sa. � � OiscsPerRoli 
6' 80 $22.93 125 

6' 120 21.15 125 

6' 1 80  44.53 2SO 

6" 220 44.53 250 

6' 320 44.53 2SO "ROllS"FlAP WHEElS"PUMP 
SlEEVES"ROt.JT£R BlTS-WOC:>O 
GLUE*WQCX) BITS"SANDING 
BLOCKS"DRAWER SUDES 
"HINGES"TV S'MVElS 1:con-Abrasive� 

"MasterCord, VISA, Check or C.O.D 
"SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!!I 
• TX & NY Add Solos Tax 

• Continontol U. S. Shipping 
Chotges odd $5.50 

P. O. Box F865021 
Plano, TX 75086 =� 
(21 4)377-9779 _� 
CALL FOR FREE 1992 CA.TALOG! 

Toll-Free (800)367-41 01 
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COVE 
58401 

STRAICHT OCEEIBEVEl OCEEICOVE 
584112 S84ll3 58404 

CARBIDE TIPPED ln' snank 

OCEEIBEAD 
5840S CLASSICAL TRAomONAl STRAIGHT 

MADE IN U.SA 1/4" or 112- Shank 
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The Problem: How can you put a hook on a cabinet 5craper at the 

SOLID � . exact angle you want? 

MAPLE � 

The 
Solution : 
The Variable 

6urni5her by Verita5® 
ha5 a carbide 

rod in a bra 55 hub that 
can be dialed from 0° to 15° . You 

can cho05e a low angle for fini5hing 
TURN DIAL fO 
ADJUSf 

CUt5 or a higher angle for heavy 5tock 
removal. Perfectly repeatable and ea5Y to U5e. 

BURNISHING 
ANGLE FROM 
0° f0 15° 

Another woodworking innovation from ver:lft:os'" 

Variable Burnisher 
05K31.01 • $29.95 
(tax and shipping extra) 

To place an order and/or 
.;eceive a Free Catalog of 
woodworking innovations, 
call our toll free number: 
1 -800-667-2986 
Dept. # FW2 

CARBIDE ROD 

The Variable Burnisher is also available from: 

• Constantine's • Force Machinery 
• Hartville Hardware • Highland Hardware 
• Lee Valley Tools • Quaker State Woodworking Supply 
• Trend-Lines • Whole Earth Access 
• Woodsmith Store • The Woodworker's Store 
and other quality tool outlets R.l!ADERSERVlCE NO. 17 

• G arrett-Wade 
• Japan Woodworker 
· Shopsmith 
• Woodcraft Supply 
• Woodworker's Supply 

Distributed by: veRItCls-1boIs Inc. , 1 2 East River Street, Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13669 
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sarily mean there are not very ftne dust particles (less than 20 mi
crons) in the air (you can only see nonrespirable dust). Therefore, 
the safest course is to wear a dust respirator in addition to using a 
dust-collection system. 

A ftnal caveat about dust collection systems: It makes litde sense 
to invest in an efftcient and cosdy system and defeat its purpose 
by emptying ftlled dust bags inside the shop, creating a choking 
cloud of ftne wood dust. Empty the system out of doors if at all 
possible, and keep your respirator on during the procedure. 
[Dr. Theodore Fink is an internist in private practice in Shelburne, 
vt., and an amateur woodworker.) 

Are high-speed-steel router bits better? 
I've read that router bits made of high speed steel cut more 
smoothly, sharpen with conventional techniques and are 
cheaper than carbide-tipped bits. Do you agree? 

-Harry Rudin, Oberrieden, Switzerland 
Jerry Glaser replies: Other than being cheaper, r see no real ad
vantage to using high-speed-steel (HSS) bits instead of carbide
tipped bits. While it is true that HSS router bits may be ground a 
little sharper than carbide-tipped bits, dus edge advantage lasts 
for only a ShOI1 time. Studies by router-bit manufacturing compa
nies, such as Onsmd, have revealed that the initial sharpness of a 
HSS edge deteriorated quickly during cutting; dle bit maintains a 
lower level of sharpness for dle remaining 95% of its life. 
As for resharpening router bits by hand, dlis can be done with 

both high-speed steel and carbide-tipped bits by using a diamond 
honing stone, such as the Eze-Lap (available from Woodcraft, 
P.O. Box 1686, Parkersburg, WV. 26102; 800 225-1153). However, 
when sharpening any lugh-speed rotating tool, such as a router 
bit, dlere is a danger of changing dle symmetry of the cutting 

edges. This not only can unbalance the bit but also can cause on
ly one edge to do the cutting. If one edge sticks out more than dle 
odler, you'll have to reduce dle feed rate to get the same quality 
of cut as if both edges were cutting equally. Finally, I don't know 
where HSS router bits can be purchased in any great variety. In 
contrast, carbide-tipped bits appear to be universally available 
and are used almost exclusively by profeSSional woodworkers. 
Uerry Glaser is a retired aerospace engineer living in Torrance, 
Calif. He also manufactures a line of woodturning tools.) 

Resawing spalted maple logs 
I have some partially spalted maple logs that I would like to 
resaw into thick veneers. The logs are downed timber and 
windfalls that are only partially dry. Can veneers be cut from 
these semi-dry logs, or is it better to resaw into planks, dry as 
solid wood and then resaw them in one to two years? The ra
tionale for resawing is that drying lJs-in. veneers should be 
much faster than 5/4-in. planks. What precautions are neces
sary to ensure reasonably flat veneers without checking? 

-Dean A. Regier, Upton, Mass. 
R. Bruce Hoadley replies: Your question is an interesting one, 
and you seem to be aware of the apparent trade-offs. Sawing the 
veneers ftrst would probably present two problems. The first 
problem is dle difficulty of cleanly sawing the softer, punky areas 
of the spaIted wood. Second is the problem of holding the ve
neers flat and preventing localized distol1ion and checking during 
subsequent drying. Drying the planks fust would of course take 
longer, but the dried wood would probably machine more even
ly than the wet, and little, if any, distol1ion or checking beyond 
dlat in dle planks would result. Therefore, I'd be inclined to dry 
dle planks ftrst. Wluchever way you choose, why not work up a 

MAGNATE WB-Hi Woodboxed 15pc: Carbide Tipped Router Bit Set 
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and case ... 
New OA39 1 0 9.6V VS Cdts Angle Drill 

6404 3/8 Rev Drill Vat Sp .. 
601 1 0W 1'ZV 318 VSR Cdls Drill .. 
805000 Random Orbit Sander .. 
LS1 01 1 10' Comp Miter Saw .. 
JR3000V i Saw ... 

$4.00 S & H - Add State Tax where applicable. 
For Radial Saw state the make, model and shaft size. 

KIT INCLUDES: Illustrated Instruction guide. 
I arbor and wrench. 

or through established and recognlud quality wood working 
catalogs and stores. Money back guarantee. FrM IIteratur. Iva liable. 

G & W TOOL CO., INC. 
P.o. Box 691464 , Tulsa, OK 74169 · (918) 486·2761 L.. ___________ MADE IN THE USA ____________ ... 
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20mm 24.95 
5/8 26.95 
5/8 1 4.95 
518 18.95 
5/8 26.95 
5/8 39.95 
5/8 39.95 
5/8 49.00 
5/8 59.00 
5/8 79.00 

[)'N945K2 12VCdls DriliKit freebatt ............... $ 1 69 
DVV944K2 9.6V Same ................................... $159 
DW318K Heavy Duty Jig Saw Kit ............. $ 1 49 
DW4 1 2  'I. sheet HD Palm Sander .. .......... $59 
D W610 1 'hHP HO Aouter ...... . . .. .. ......... $169 
DW705 12· Comp Miter Saw ..... . ... ....... $369 
DW364 7 '1. Cire Saw wI brake .................. $149 
DW306K HD Recipro Saw 8A .. ................ $158 
D'vV9090 1 2  min Univ Charger ... ............. $195 

0"'0 a Sa",rnill! 
Start a Profitable Business! 
Save money cutting your own lumber, make money cutting for others. 

32 Page Full Color Catalog - $2.00 
66·minute demonstration video-$ lO.OO 

MasterCard or Visa accepted 8180 West 10th Street · Dept Z56 Indianapolis, Indiana 462 14-2400 
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1 /4" shank, sand blasted 
body set contains one each 
of the following tools. 

201 1/4" Straight bit 
205 1/2" Straight bit 
208 314" Straight bit 
303 1/2" Flush trim bit 
402 1/2" Dovetail bit 
501 1/4" Panel pilot bit 
702 1/2" Vee grooving bit 
902 1/2" 45° chamfer bit 
1003 
1 105 
1204 
1601 
3301 
5101 
5201 

1/2" r Cove bit 
318" Slot cutter 
318" r Comer rounding bit 
5/32" r Roman ogee bit 
1/2" Mortising bit 
Solid flush trim bit 
Solid 7° bevel trim bit 

TOLL FREE 1 -800-827-231 6 
MAGNATE BUSINESS INTL. 

1930 So. Brea Canyon Rd., Diamond Bar, CA 91 765 � 714-861 -1 1 85 Fax 800-733-9076 

Ask for Free 1 992 Edition Calalog 
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Buy 1 tool, get our 232 page tool free. 
Here are just a few of the more than 3,500 unique 
woodworking tools that can be found in our most 
versatile tool - the 1993 Garrett Wade Caralog. 

The 232 page catalog is Free with any order from 
this ad. Or if you just want the catalog, send us 
$4.00, along with your name and address. 

AI Two Band Saw Books By Mark Duginske 
Learn what makes your bandsaw tick. Tune-up 
and maintenance, blade selection, tracking and ten
sioning, plus cutting methods for woods and other 
materials. Unlock YOut saw's potential. 

02L09.03 Band Saw Basics 
16L04.02 Band Saw Handbook 

BI Our Unique 202GF Glue Fills Gaps 

$ 9.95 
1 6.95 

It has a very high solids content, so small gaps in 
joinery are actually filled - with strength. The 
"squeeze-out" beads right up and chips off when 
dry - no soaking in ro ruin finishes. Woodworkers 
who use this special glue swear by its superioriry. 
Dries ro a light tan. Water clean-up. 

62J0 1.01  1 Pt.  202GF Glue 
62J0 1 .03 1 Qt. 202GF Glue 

Garrett Wade Co., Inc. 
161 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013, Dept. 503 
Or Call Toll-Free: 800-221-2942 
Please Jmd my tooh plm a FREE 1993 Catalog. 
Name 

Address 

City Scare Zip 

o CheckIMoney Order 0 Visa 0 MC 0 Amex 

7.25 
1 3. 1 0  

Card NUHlher ExpD.Ie 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ITIIJ 

C! The Saw Setting Gauge That Can Be 
Read From Any Position 
This 9" long aluminum gauge is W' thick - wide 
enough ro ensure that the blade is always gauged at 
the rop of its arc. It has accurately machined W' 
graduations on one end, and !Is" graduations on the 
other. It will indicate any blade height from !Is" ro 
2'� Markings read vertically on one face, and hori
zontally on the other. Extremely useful for rable 
saw set-up, and handy for routers too. 

7 1 K26.02 Saw Setting Gauge $1 7.95 

DI Special Bandsaw Cool Blocks® Prolong 
Blade Life & Increase Accuracy 
Made of a special graphite-impregnated phenolic 
laminate, the set of 4 replaces your saw's upper and 
lower side blade' guides. Cool Blocks® run cooler 
and are more slippery than conventional steel 
guides, and give you better control since they can 
be set actually rouching the blade. 

33K09.01 A Delta 14" 
33K09.02 B Sears 12" (W' square) 
33K09.04 D Shopsmith 
33K09.05 E Old Sears (W' round) 
33K09.06 F Jet 14" (& Delta copies) 
33K09.07 G Old Sears (Yt6" round) 
33K09.20 K New TIlt Head Sears 

1 1 .95 
1 1 .95 

$ 12.95 
1 1 .95 

$ 1 1 .95 
$ 1 1 .95 

16.95 

EI !IIt' Super Narrow Scroll Cutting Bandsaw 
Blades Increase Your Saw's Versatiliry 
You may have never seen a blade like this. A 24 tpi 
raker sryle, it produces smooth, clean cuts while 
making incredibly tight turns. We recommend 
using our Cool Blocks® blade guides with these 
delicate blades, since they can be set closer ro the 
blade without danger of overheating. 

NUMBER QTY DESCRlPTION PRlCE TOTAL 

OO.GW 1 1993 Main Ca/akg 14.00 Frett w.Order 

PrictS '-'alid through September 14, 1993 
Sub Total 

Shipping Charges: 
$2.9) up co $10 Shipping Cost 
$4.)) fodlO.OI to $20 (NY State add Tax) Sales Tax $).9) for $20.01 to $)0 
$7.2) for $)0.01 to $100 Grand Total $8.30 over SJOO 

Cabinetmaker's Bandsaw Blades 
A Garrett Wade exclusive. These look like regular 
raker blades but are acrually ETS (Every Tooth Set), 
a design normally available only on production 
band saw blades. The result is a very smooth cutting 
blade that feeds easily. !4" blade is for general work, 
and the W' for resawing and heavy straight sawing. 

93 W' Blades I Delta 14" and copies 
33K l 1 .0 1  !116" 24 tpi Scroll 
33K l 1 .04 !Is" 14 tpi Scroll 
33K l 1 .02 W' 4 tpi Cabinet 
33K l 1 .03 W' 3 tpi Cabinet 

80" Blades I Sears 12" 
33K1 2.0 1 Vt6"24 tpi Scroll 
33K 1 2 .04 !Is" 14 tpi Scroll 
33K1 2.02 W' 4 tpi Cabinet 
33K 1 2.03 W' 3 tpi Cabinet 

72" Blades I Shopsmith 
33K1 3.0 1 Vt6" 24 tpi Scroll 
33K 1 3.04 Ys" 14 tpi Scroll 
33K 1 3.02 W' 4 tpi Cabinet 
33K 13 .03 W' 3 tpi Cabinet 

FI French Flush Cutting Saw Makes 
Trimming Dowels & Plugs Easy 

$ 1 5 .95 
$ 1 4.95 
$ 1 1 .95 
$ 12.95 

$14.95 
$1 3.75 
$ 1 0.95 
$ 1 1 .95 

$ 1 3.40 
$ 1 2.50 
$10.25 
$ 10.95 

This double sided 6 W' long blade has 11  tpi on one 
side and 20 tpi on the other, giving it more versa
tiliry than other Bush cutting saws. It's also much 
less expensive. The teeth have no set on the botrom 
side, and very slight set on the rop side ro give a 
little clearance in the cut. The blade is bent slightly 
upward from the frame so the cutting action will 
not scratch the adjacent surface. 

70102.01 French Flush Saw 1 5 .95 
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Q & A (colitilllled) 

small batch the other way as a little experiment, and let dle rest of 
us know which way seems best? 
[R. Bruce Hoadley is a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking 
and a professor of wood technology at the University of Massa
chusetts at Amherst.) 

Moving heavy machinery 
What's the best way to take delivery of a large piece of wood
working machinery if your shop doesn 't have a loading dock 
or a fork lift? Are there special methods or pieces of equipment 

for moving machinery too heavy for one or two people to lift? 
-Michael S. Briggs, Huntsville, Alabama 

Robert M. Vaughan replies: I have to confess that I have some 
contempt for woodworkers who risk injLlly by moving heavy ma
chines d1emselves: I just don't like to see dlem suffering the pain 
or life-long handicaps dut can result from a needless accident. 
Despite the added cost, the safest method for moving heavy ma
chines, is to let professional equipment movers do it with devices 
designed for the job, such as fork lifts. 

The best way to ensure that the delivery of a new machine will 
go smoothly is to orchestrate the whole process ahead of time. 
Let's say I order a new planer. First, I instruct the seller to have 
the shjpping company call me when the machine arrives at my 
local terminal for pickup. Next, I drive my van or pickup truck 
to me terminal and have me slupping company fork-lift dle ma
chine onto me vehicle. Upon arrival at my shop, I would have 
a wrecker or tow truck there widl straps and such to move me 
machine to the ground or to an awaiting stand. When you uncrate 
the machjne, take care to bend over any exposed nails in the 
crate. Also, keep in nUnd that the machine may have to be crated 
up agajn and returned if it's damaged or defective. 

Popular, 
Pocket-size 
MIN I-liGNO 

$110 
Only 

Ind. Case. 
Ballenes 
and Pins 
for ¥.e- and 7/16-
Measuring Depth. 

Call Condon first for 

that the moisture content of wood is 
crucial. Moisture related defects such as 
surface checks, warpage, cracks, loose 
joints, foggy finishes, etc., can ruin 
the best piece ever built. 

moisture defects are irreversible. 
Therefore don't waste money and 
time on wet wood. Use a moisture 
meter to be sure you work 
only with dry wood. 

To move the machine from the door of the shop to its fmal lo
cation, you're best off renting a piano dolly or Johnson Bar, wluch 
is a 7-ft. oak pry bar widl wheels. By all means, exercise good 
judgment: If you don't dunk you can handle the job yourself, pay 
someone else to do it: You can find a rigging company in your 
local phone book. 
[Robert Vaughan is a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking 
and a woodworking machinery rehabilitation specialist in 
Roanoke, Va.) 

Colorless finishes for wooden bowls? 
As a woodturner, I've been hoping to find a colorless water
white finish for wooden bowls that would allow the natural 
color of wood to show through and not impart a yellowish 
tinge. Is there a polyurethane or other type of finish that is 
truly colorless? -Peter H. Rohr, Hilton Head Island, S.c. 
Chris Minick replies: A true water-white finish, one dlat does 
not impart any color to the underlying wood, does not exjst. But 
take heart, some finishes come pretty close. Each resin in a fin
ishing system contributes a characteristic color to the final prod
uct. Acrylic resins impart a slighdy bluish tint especially visible on 
light-colored woods such as maple and holly. Heavy acrylic coat
ings give the finished piece a cold plastic look mat I find objec
tionable. Oil-based varnishes are distincdy yellow. These finishes 
obscure the subtle color highlights common in cabinet hard
woods. Varnishes also dramatically change the color of many ex
otic woods, like padauk and purple heart. 

In my opinion, nitrocellulose lacquers offer the best color 
balance among all the common woodworkjng finishes. These 
light amber-colored finishes add warmth and depm to dle wood. 
And nitrocellulose lacquers accentuate dle color and dle figure 

THE DOV-TAIL SPLINE JIG 
A NEW WOODWORKING CONCEPT !! 
• Edges of any length 

• Simple, fast and accurate 

• Standard or variable spacing 
• Complete system; only 49.95 
• The Dov-TaiI Spline Jig i.' idealfor pros and 

hobhiests, has a 10 year warranty and i., ab
solutely guaranleed 10 produce Ihe sIron ge.<l 

joinJ possible or your money hack-

L.c. KEHOE MAl UI'ACTCRI;\G CORP. 
P.O. BOX 1 890 · WHITEFl S l l ,  MT . • 59937 

CALL I-BOO-DOV-TAIL 
READER SERVICE NO. 43 

• LUMBER · PLYWOOD 
• MOULDINGS 
• CUSTOM MILLWORK 

• VENEERS . . . and more! 
EXOTIC & DOMESTIC 
OVER 75 SPECIES 

LUMBER • PLYWOOD · VENEERS � 
lmportrb m.L. conoon 

COM .. ANV .... c. 
WhIte Plains, NY • Stormville. NY 

Phone or Fax 
your requirements lor a 

FAST PRICE QUOTE! 

Phone 91 4/946-41 1 1  
FAX 91 4/946-3779 

or send $2 for our 32-page color catalog to: 
248 Ferris Ave, White Plains NY 10603 

We Ship Nationwide! 
READE!! SERVICE NO. 201 
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TURNING BLANKS 

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 
1 -800-423-2450 
WOODWORKERS Sowtce 

5402 S. 40th Street · Phoenix, AZ 85040 
602- 437-4415 

READER SERVICE NO. 27 

Qeuropran 
�arbblarr 

READER SERVICE NO. 305 



Rugged, Dependable, Smooth 
and Quiet-runn ing' Bandsaws 

European built, highest qual ity machines. There's one just right 
for every budget and every size shop. We invite you to compare 

these features with bandsaws sel l ing for much more: 

Slotted table · Rubber-tired, dynamically balanced cast iron wheels: narrow 3/1 6" 
wide blades or wide re-saw blades track with ease • Blade tensioning handwheel 

and visual gage indicates proper blade tensioning adjustment · Professional blade 
guide system (top and bottom) • Blade guards built to EEC safety standards • 

Magnetic starter with overload protection • Rip fence • Ground cast iron table tilts 
OOto 45° on cast double trunions • Heavy duty 220V 1 phase or 3 phase motors as 

standard equipment • Dust collection outlet • Foot-operated brake 

Compare these special direct-to-you prices! Order today! 

MODEL SIZE THIS MONTH 'S PRICE! 
PBS440A 1 8" $a�ge $1695.00 
PBS540 22" $a7ge. $2095.00 
PBS740 30" $a4ge. $2795.00 
PBS940 36" $f3age. $4595.00 

Machine fully assembled, adjusted and test run. 
Ready to go to work for you! 

SHIPPED F.O.B., YORK, PA 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

BRIDGEWOOD@ BW-002A 

DUST COLLECTOR 
Only $295.00 additional 
A great companion deal to go with 
your Bridgewood®Bandsaw 

Provi des high capacity dust filtration anywhere in 

your shop. Dolly-wheel base makes it quick and 

easy to move from machine to machine. 2 HP 

single phase motor. 43.5 gal. capacity. 

Order machinery and accessories for 
p rofessional quality woodwork from our 

two, new exciting catalogs. 
Send $1 .00 to receive both catalogs. 

�� [ VISA l lil  
WILKE MACHINERY COMPANY 

3230 Susquehanna Trai l ,  York, PA 1 7402 93C 

TO ORDER CALL: 71 7-764-5000 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM: One block west of Interstate 83 Exit 1 1  

Mon-Thurs. 8 am -- 5 pm, Fri. 8 am -- 8 pm, Sat. 9 am - noon 
READER SERVlCE NO. 188 
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o & A (colltillued) --

of the wood rather than hide it like varnish finishes tend to do. 
[Chris Minick is a product development chemist and amateur 
woodworker in Stillwater, Minn.] 

Drying and using manzanita wood 
I have a friend who lives in the foothills of central California 
who has an ancient manzanita tree that must be removed. 
The tree 's trunk is between 6 in. and 7 in. dia. How can we 
prevent the wood from cracking as it dries, and does man
zanita work well? -Eugene E. Jurs, Oakland, Calif. 
Jon Arno replies: Although the common name manzanita is 
used in reference to a number of unrelated species, I suspect the 
one you are dealing with is bigbeny manzanita, Arctostaphylos 
glauca. The Arctostaphylos genus contains about 60 species, and 
while several are native to California, bigberry is generally the 
largest. As a chaparral species, manzanita seldom exceeds 30 ft. 
tall and is more like a shnIb than a tree. Only rare, large speci
mens yield much in the way of usable wood. But it is surprising
ly popular among turners and carvers because the wood's color, 
a rich reddish brown, is exceptionally attractive. 

The bad news is, manzanita is very difficult to air dry. While it is 
not a commercial timber species (accurate shrinkage data are un
available) it is similar to Pacific madrone, Arbutus menziesii. 
These species both belong to the heath family, Ericaceae. Like 
madrone, with its very high average volumetric shrinkage of 
18.1% (green to ovendry), manzanita develops serious drying 
stress, which results in warping and checking. On the under
standing that no matter how careful you are there will doubt
less be some loss due to drying degrade, I would recommend 
the following teclmique. 

First, cut the log while it is still green into the desired boards or 

Eliminate Tedious Hand Sanding! 
Heavy-duty, production-grade sander from 
the factory. Precision-ground steel shaft on 
McGill self-aligning, flanged ball bearings. 
Cast zinc pneumatic drums. Ultra-reliable 
3/4 H.P. Baldor single phase, capacitor-start 
motor. Optional stand lets you work at 
comfortable bench height. We ship from 
stock, a complete inventory - no delays! 

FOR A PRICE LIST AND DETAILED INFORMATION 

Sad-'if!tte MANUFACTURING CALL TOLL-FREE 
321 N. JUSTINE .ST. CHICAGO, IL 60607 800-521 -231 8 

An Industry Leader Since 1942 

READER SERVICE NO. 22 
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flitches. This will allow the wood to relieve some stress by warp
ing a little, which is decidedly better than allowing it to split in un
predictable places. Next, coat the endgrain of each piece with a 
thick layer of yellow carpenter's glue. This wil l help minimize 
end-checking by retarding the escape of moisture through the 
pores while moisture in the interior of the wood slowly escapes 
through the sides and by mechanically holding the cells together 
so minute end-checks can't get started. The boards should then 
be sticker stacked in the usual fashion, so all surfaces are exposed 
to the air. With most woods, dus represents adequate preparation. 
However, with manzanita, I would reconunend d1at you paltially 
cover d1e pile with a canvas tarp or plastic drop cloth for the ini
tial phase of d1e drying process. This will help to prevent the 
wood from drying too quickly. It is important to check the pile 
every few days to make sure the moisture barrier is not too effi
cient. If you notice any signs of blue stailung, or a strong nul dew 
odor, reposition the tarp to allow more air flow. Once d1e inner 
surface of d1e tarp is no longer damp to d1e touch (usually about 
four to six weeks), d1e tarp can be rolled back a few inches each 
day and eventually removed. 

As a nIle-of-thumb, the wood should be allowed to dry for at 
least one year for each inch of dUckness. In a warm climate such 
as in California, it should dry somewhat faster. Keep in mind 
though, it will never get too dry, so storing it in a stickered stack 
until it is used is a good idea. 
[Jon Arno is a wood technologist and consultant in Troy, Mich.] 

Send queries, comments, and sources of supply to Q&A, Fine 
Woodworking, PO Box 5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470-5506 We 
attempt to answer all questions, but due to the great number of 
requests received, the process can take several months. 

-'Produce rlaMe6S joinery 
on your router table 

��v:.:r�b��kKlg . 
-'Position your table saw 

surface to v.il'lin .002-
.lPu&h bunm contra for 

rapid repositiming 
J"Nowwilh NEW 36 piece 

tempa. set 
J"Make NEW box tal joints 

Ttis�e l Pt.r 
System ndudes: r�'soIid 
alummm fence, X-Y positKlnabie slop 
��r:��= 

fixture, J- x 6- push bkx:k& a set at 36 
IlIITlplales and 

inslrudion manual. 

'TN shipping with any package order 

NEWl Combination Feather boardJStod<pu6her 
filS any size IPM fences. Helps keep boards tight 

against t �  for consistent cuts. 
Useful as a slock pu6her when ripping thin strips. 

#FB1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 9.95 ea. 

18" Grip (BB18C) $31 _95 
36" Grip (BB36C) 37.95 
SO" Grip (BB SOC) 44.95 I • ==-=��;'��""'''' .... '< . CLA�;�JOOL 

�<"'.�."":. �-.� .• <";.) Tha First Bar CI...,p 
':, . :-: .. ''':;'''\"' 'Y That's Also An 

• -� -. ,"':.�.:.�� "Obstruction Fr .... ��- -=� Straight Edge' 

24" Grip (CT24C) $21 .95 II§§§ 
36" Grip (CT36C) 25_95 , ..... 

, G . c 28 95 u.s A 

MOON'S SAW & TOOL INC. In IL:  (312) 549-7924 25:31•39 N. Ashland Ava. ' Chicago. IL 60614 1 ( 8  0 0 )  4 4 7 7 3 7 1 Visa, Mle & DlscoverCard Accepted -
READER SERVICE NO. 1 6 

LASER 
The Toothless 
Woodworker 
WE PROVIDE PROVEN LASER WOODWORKING AND EQUIPMENT 

CNC POSITIONING SYSTEMS FOR: ENGRAVING SYSTEMS FOR: 

• Fretwork & Marquetry • Recognition 
• Inlaying • Ad Specialty 
• Profiling & Piercing • Giftware & Decor 
• Odd Hole Production • Signage & Platage 
• Repeatability • Furniture Enhancement 

V Laser Maehining., Ine. 
I--� 500 laser Drive, Some ... I, WI 54025 • Tel: 71 5/247-3285 Fax: 71 51247·5650 

A Decode 0/ Loser Processing And Systems Development - New Expanded Facilities 
OLa •• ,. 0 Sum 0./1.,.,., 0 CHe Control. 0 S.rr/c. 0 LI •• ,-G,...,.1 0 XY r.b/ •• 0 Cu.'om Sy.'.m. 0 h • ., Job Snop 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 5 



You don't need 
an MBA . . .  

. . .  to create and run a thriving 
construction or woodworking 
business. But you do need a tight grip 
on management fundamentals and 
business organization. That's where 
David Gerstel can help. 

Learn how to find the right jobs, 
estimate costs, mal{e bids, write 
strong contracts and handle change 
orders. It's all here, from hiring help 
to wrapping up the job, complete \vith 
lists, charts and sample forms. 
SOFTCOVER, 240 I'AGES, 32 I'IIOTOS, IO DlIA \\�NGS, 

39 CHARTS, ITEM 070093, S27.95 

"Gerstel's book is crammed with 
practical and useful advice ... 
and his down-to-earth methods are 

field proven. It should be mandatory 
readingfor anyone with a contractor's 
license - both subs and builders. "  

-Steve Nicholls, Cabinetmaker 

From the publishers of 

Fme IIoJnebuilding" 
101344 Yes, please send me The Builder's Guide to Running a Successful Construction Company 

for a RISK· FREE 1 4·day examination period. If 
I'm not completely satisfied, I may return it 
and owe nothing. Otherwise I will be billed $27.95 plus $3.00 postage and handling 
(CT residents add 6% sales tax, Canadian residents 

add 7% GST) . #070093 
Name 

Address 

City Stale Zip 

I prefer to pay now: 

o My payment is enclosed. 0 Me 0 VISA 0 A\IEx 

Charge-card # 

Signature E.xp. dale 

The Taunton Press 

63 South Main Street, P.O. Box 5506 
Newtown, CT 06470·5506 
To order use this coupon 

or call toll free: TAUNTON 
BOO!<S.<VIDEOS 

BE SELECTIVE ! 
WHEN CHOOSING A MOISTURE METER 

YOU'LL VALUE DELMHORST'S 
• Quality, reliable instruments with proven performance. 

• Outstanding service - from 
time of purchase through 
the many years of use. 

• Over 45 years of 
experience. 

for free infor
mation. 

DELMiORSr 
- INSTRUMENT CO 

51 INDIAN LANE EAST DEPT 908 TOWACO NJ 07082 
TEL 201 334 2557 FAX 201 334 2657 
CALL US TOLL FREE AT 800 222 0638 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 34 

THE SCHOOL OF 
CLASSICAL WOODCARVING 

Courses in WOOD carving, for furniture and 
architecture. 1 & 2 week courses 
4, 6, and 12 week courses 

Acanthus Leaf Trainin� 
72 minute demonstration on the flow and 
movement of this classical motif. $52.50 incld. SIR 
10 Liberty Ship Way #4116, Sausalito, CA 94965 

READER SER�CE O. 1 

SHAKER FURNITURE 
An exciting collection of Shaker dining 
chairs, tables, beds and other furniture 
available in Kits or completely finished. 
All exemplify the simplicity and versatile 
beauty of Shaker design. Pegs, pegboard, 
Shaker baskets, oval boxes, dolls and 
needlework kits. Large selection of 
replacement chair tape. 

New 56 page color catalog 
and 12  tape samples $1.00 

SHAKER WORKSHOPS 
Box 1028-FW33, Concord, MA 01742 

(617) 646-8985 

READER SER�CE NO. 1 1 7 
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ORDER 1 -800-328-0457 MAIL O R D E R  HOU RS M-F 7 :00-5 :30 C.S .T. SAT 8 :00- 1 : 00 
LAMELLO BISCUIT JOINTERS 
Model Description ... . ... list Sale 
TOP 10 ·Slmply Ihe Bes!" .. . .... 699 559 
STANDARD 10 ·Prolesslonals ChOice· ........ 499 399 
COBRA NEW BISCUit Jomer .................... Special 299 
MINICOLHlgh quality glue applicator . ........... Sale23.40 

MILWAUKEE TOOLS 
9069 112" Impact Wrench with case ......... 438 269 
5455 7"19· Polisher 1750 rpm ................... 239 138 
0230-1 318· D,,1I 3.5 amp ............................. 203 1 1 2  
0219·1 9.6 volt cordless Onll with case ........ 304 175 
5925 Belt Sander 3 x 24 wlbag 10 amp .... 419 228 
5936 Belt Sander 4 x 24 wlbag 10 amp .... 419 228 
6141·1 Drywall Gun 0-25OOrpm Samp ......... 179 104 
6016 1/4 sheet Palm Gnp Sander .............. 89 55 
6017 6016 Sander wllh dusl bag ................ 91 51 
6012 1/3 sheet I 2,000 0rb/min 5 amp" . .. 204 1 1 4  
8915 Heat Gun 510' & 1000' ......... ,," "". " 9 1  59 
8980 8975 Heal Gun WIth case, air redlJCtJon, 

hook deflector. & spreader nozzles .. 138 88 
3102·1 Plumbers rt angle Dnll KI1500 rpm ". 360 198 
3002·1 Elec "ghl angle Dnll KII 600 rpm""" 360 198 
5660 Rouler l ·112 HP 10 amp"""""" .. "". 325 180 
6318 8·1/4· Worm Dnve Saw 15 amp """. 334 185 
6256 Vanable speed Jig Saw 3.8 amp """ 254 142 
6527 NEW Super Sawzall With case .......... 299 164 
6528 above Sawzall With wued cord" ... "". 295 164 
6125 NEW 5· Random Orbit Sander .",,"" 200 1 1 9  
6126 NEW 6 ·  Random Orbit Sander """". 205 125 
0399·1 12 voU cordless Drill Kit complete ..... 304 164 
0402·1 above Drill With keyless chuck .......... 309 168 
0395-1 9.6 volt cordless Dnll WIth case ......... 284 1 55 
0224·1 318· Dn1l 4.5 amp magnum " .. """" •.. 203 1 1 4  
0234·1 112· Dn1l4.5 amp mag 0-850 rpm"." 223 1 1 9  
0244·1 112· 0"11 4.5 amp mag 0·600 rpm " ... 223 1 1 9  
0222·1 318· 0"11 3.5 amp 0·1 000 rpm ........... 189 101 
0228·1 318· Drill 3.5 amp 0·1 000 rpm ........... 183 100 
0315-1 318· close quarter Dnll .... 223 121 
0319·1 112· ctose quarter DnIL...... .. ... 254 145 
6539-' cordless Screwdnver 190 rpm .......... 127 75 
6540-1 6539· I wllh bits & case "" ... " .. " ....... 162 98 
6546·1 cordless Screwdriver 200 & 400 rpm 138 82 
3102·1 Plumbers right angle Drill KiL ........... 360 194 
5399 1/2· D·Handle Hammer Drill Kil ........ 319 184 
1616-I HD Hole Hawg Wlih case .................. 459 248 
651 I 2 speed Sawlall Wllh case ............... 234 132 
6150-1 Drywall Gun 0-4000 5 amp ....... " ...... 162 93 
6501 Onglnal Sawlall wllh case.... .. .. 249 135 
6508 Above Saw with wired cord ............... 245 135 
6170 14· Chop Saw 15 amp ...................... 489 219 
6014 OrI>tal Sander 112 shee!.. ................. 214 1 1 8  
8977 Vanable lemp. Heal Gun... ...122 14 
5397·1 3.S" var. speed Hammer Onll Kit ....... 244 138 
5311-1 112· var. speed Hammer Dnll KII. .. ... 335 185 
3101·1 1/2· var. speed nght angle Dnll KiL. 310 198 
6154·1 Drywall Gun 0·4000 5.4 amp ............ 192 108 
3300-1 112· vanable speed nght angle Dnll .. 329 184 
56BO Router 2 HP · t2 amp ....................... 355 198 
6215 16· Chain Saw .................................. 309 170 
0235·1 112· Dnll wlke�ess chuck magnum .. 223 125 
6145 4·112· Gnnder 10,000 rpm ................ 162 98 
6142 6145 With case & accessories ........... 199 129 
6149-1 Drywall Gun 0-2500 5.4 amp .... 224 122 
5353 Eagle 1-112" Rot. Hammer with case 910 499 
6365 1·114· Circular Saw 13 amp .. ,.""""" 214 120 
6367 above Saw - double Insulated ........... 209 128 
6366 6365 wllh lence & carbide blade .... ", 224 125 
6368 6365 wlfence.carbide blade,& case .. 244 138 
6377 1·1/4· Worm Drive Saw ..................... 324 178 

NEW TOOLS BY MILWAUKEE 

6369 7·1/4" CIrcular Saw With brake .......... 245 149 
6490 10· Mitre Saw .................................... 444 269 
6127 5" Aandom Orbital Sander dustless .. 260 155 

Model 
LU72MOIO 
LU81MOIO 
LU82MOIO 
LU84MOII 
LU85MOIO 
LM72MOIO 
LU13MOIO 
LU81MOIO 
LU88MOIO 
LU85MOl5 
LU98MOIO 
LU89MOIO 

FREUD SAW BLADES 
C.rbide Tipped 

5/8- bore - Industrial Grade 
Description Teeth 
General Purpose 10" 40 
General Purpose 1 0" 40 
Cul-oll 10· 60 
Combo 10· 50 
Super Cul·oH 10· 80 
RIpping 10· 24 
CutoH 10· 60 
Thin Keri lO" 24 
Thin Kerf 10� 60 
Mitre Saw blade 15� 108 
Ulbmale 10· 80 
Ferrous metal 10� 72 

list Sale 
68 39 
16 44 
90 49 
16 40 

112  58 
66 31 
82 44 
10 38 
86 43 

175 105 
125 65 
102 58 

SD306 6" Dado · Carblde ............................ 215 109 
SD308 8· Dado · Carbide ............................. 229 I I 9 
FO 10 . 1·314· x 5/8· ll<scull 1000 Oty ...... 42 29 
FlO liD ·  2·118· x 314· BisUil looo Oty ...... 42 29 
F20 120 · 2·3/8· x I· Slscull looo Oty ....... 44 29 
FA Assorted SiscUits 1000 QIy ................. 44 29 
We104 4 piece Chisel set with case 1 W . 1" .. 63 42 
WC106 6 piece Chisel set with case 1/4" � r .. 85 54 
WC1 10 tO i>ece Chlselset w/cs ll4" · I·II2·140 84 
FBIOl 7 poece Forstner IlIt set 1/4· . I· .......... 86 55 
FB100 16 piece Forstner bit set WIth case ... 331 174 
94�100 5 piece Aouter bit door system w/cse319 158 
FT2000E 3·1/4 HP Plunge Router var. spd .... 410 199 
EBIOO Edge Banding Machine ..................... 409 215 
FRT2000Wood Router Table .......................... 215 165 
CE82 Planer With case & carbide blades .... 245 135 
TK203 7·1f4� Framing ' 24 tooth .................... 31 1 8  
TK206 10" Framing · 24 tooth ... 38 25 
TK303 1·114" FInIShing · 40 tooth ................... 38 22 
TK306 10" Finishing · 40 tooth ....................... 46 25 
TK903 7·114 

.
. Combo · 30 tooth ...................... 33 19 

TK906 10· Combo · 50 toolh .......................... 52 29 
JS100 BISCUit jointer With case 

Model 
18·34 

& FREE GIOO Glue System ........... 334 162 

32 Fine Woodworking 

MAKITA TOOLS 
Model Description ............... .. .......... list Sale 
60100W 318· var. spd Reverse Dnll l.2 vol\.. 124 14 
6011 DWKabove Dnll wlremovable battery ..... 194 108 
5090DW 3·3/8· Saw Kit 9.6 voll ... ................ 250 138 
6OIODWK3I8· cordless 0,,11 Kill.2 voll. ....... 173 91 
6OIOSDW3I8· cordless Dnll Klll.2 volt ........... 96 59 
DA3000DW 3/8. Angle Dnll l.2 volt .. 241 136 
4390DW 9.6 cordless Reclp Saw KII ....... ..... 234 129 
4300DW 9.6 voll Jig Saw KII ...................... .. 231 135 
DA3910W3I8· angle Drill Kit 9.6 voll ........... .. 283 158 
ML900 Incandescent Flashlight 9.6 volt ... Sale 31 
5600DW 6-114· Cucular Saw 10.8 voll ......... ,315 205 
6OIODL 318· Dnll wilh flashhghl 7.2 volL. .... 213 109 
689IDW Drywall Gun 0-1400 9.6 voll .. ......... 245 135 
T220DW New cordless Stapler Kit 9.6 volt ... 310 179 

6012HDW 2 speed Dnll wilh clutch·comp .... ",236 125 
6092DW vanable speed Dnll Kil complele.",251 121 
60930W var. spd Dnll wllh clutch-compiele ,,261 135 
6093DWE6093DW Dnll Kil wl2 banenes ... " .. 210 139 
6093DWL 6093DW Drill Kit with Flash LighL.299 165 
6095DW 6093DW Kil wlkeyless chuck ......... 261 135 
60950WE6095DW Drill KII wl2 banenes ........ 210 139 
6011DW NEW 12V Dnll Kll complele ............ 320 168 
620lDW NEW 9.6V Dnll KII wl2 battenes.",,298 165 
632001-4 9.6 voll Battery ............................... ",41 30 
632002·4 1.2 voll Battery .................................. 39 28 

5OO1NBA 1·1/4· Saw With eleclric brake , •• ".,,243 125 
5008NBA 8-1/4· Saw With electnc brake ••• ".,,301 163 
B04510 114 sheel Pad Sander .. " . .............. 93 54 
9900B 3· x 21· Bell Sander wilh bag ... " .... 283 145 
99240B 3· x 24· Sell Sanderwilh bag ......... 299 159 
9045N 1/2 sheel Finishing Sander wlbag .. 246 129 
430IBV Orb. var. speed Jig Saw 3.5 amp ... 262 142 
JR3000V Var. speed Recip Saw Wllh case .... 239 125 
LSI020 10· Mitre Saw 12 amp ............. .511 299 
9820-2 Slade Sharpener. .. 394 194 
1900BW 3·314· Planer with case......... ..221 116 
191 1 B  4·3/8· Planer 1.5 amp ..................... 255 138 
1100 3-114· Planer with case ................... 434 228 
9201SPC 7" SanderlPoilsher vanable speed ,294 154 
360IB 1·318 HP Rouler" .. ", ...... ",261 139 
B04550 114 sheet Pad Sander wilh bag .. "",,91 54 
DA3000R 318· Angle Drill vanable speed,."",,285 1 49 
HP20l0N :Y4· var. speed Hammer Drill w/cse304 164 
2108W 8-1/4· Table Saw .. """ •• ".""".",." .. ,519 259 
2711 10· Table Saw Wllh brake .. ..868 485 
1 805B 6·118· Planer Kil with case .... ......... 131 365 
5OO5BA 5·1/2· Circular Saw.. .. ............ 238 135 
6404 318· Drill Rev. 0·2100 rpm 2 amp .... 105 51 
6510LVR 318· Dnll Rev. 0-1050 rpm ............... 152 19 
6820V 0-4000 rpm Drywall Gun 5.2 amp ... 160 89 
6013BR 112· Dnll Rev. 6 amp" ..... """",.",,,,263 138 
5402A 16· Circular Saw 12 ar,'p ................ 615 345 
9401 4· x 24· Sell Sander wilh bag ......... 343 174 
4302C Vanable speed Orbilal Jig Saw ....... 283 152 
5077B 1·1/4· Hypoid Saw .......................... 260 138 
LSI440 14· Milre Saw ..... " ............. " .......... ,159 429 
LSI030 NEW 10· Mrtre Saw ...... ,,428 195 
5OO1NB 7·1/4· Circular Saw 13 amp .... """,,214 1 1 4  
2012 12· Portable Planer ..... """, ....... ,,913 465 
LSIOI I 10· Slide Compound Saw"" .•• """.,859 438 
3620 1·114 HP Plunge ROuler w/case ..... 196 1 1 5  
9901 3·x 21· Belt Sander wlbag 6.1 amp208 1 1 5  
GV5000 5· Disc Sander"", .. ......... 112 69 
9514B 4· Grinder 4.6 amp ......................... IOl 65 
950lBZ 4· Gnnder 3.5 amp ..... "."" ... " ... "".132 69 
4200N 4·318· Circular Saw, •.. " ... "" ....... " ... 238 135 
2414 14· Cul·oll Saw Ac/oc .................. 359 205 
4320 Vispd economy Jig Saw 2.9 amp ... 141 84 
5012B 11 ·314· elec. Chain Saw l l .5 amp.258 148 
6302 1/2· 0,,11 0·550 rpm 5.2 amp ........... 204 109 
3612BR 3 HP Plunge Rouler round base ..... 345 169 
DA6300 112· angle Dn1l 3OOl1200 rpm ......... 438 239 
B05000 NEW5· RandOrbt Sander ............ II8 68 

BOSTITCH AIR NAILERS 
Model Description 
N80S·1 Slick Nailer .. . .. Super S,'e 355 
NI2B·I Coil Rooling Naller .......................... 845 445 
N60FN·2 Rntshlng Nailer 1·114· • 2·112· ........ 625 329 
T29-30 Srad Nailer 19 gao 5/8· · 1·3116· ..... 445 269 
T28·5 Finish Siapier 5/32 crown ." ............ 415 264 
MIIiFS Floonng Siapier 15 ga """"""""",,895 539 
NIOOS Stick Nailer 2· · 4·." ...... ".".", .... " .. ,895 555 
TJI Brad Nailer 5/8. · 1·.. .. .... 210 149 
CWClOO I HP Pancake Compressor ........... 445 289 

PANASONIC CORDLESS 
Model Description ................................... list Sale 
EY6205BC NEW vanable speed 12 voll Dnll 

WIth 15 mmute charger & case ....... 39O 179 
EY6200BCNEW 2 speed 1 2  voll Dnll D·Handle 

With 15 mmute charger & case ....... 350 178 
EY6281 BC NEW variable speed 9.6 volt Drill 

with 15 minute charger & case ....... 350 168 
EY511 B vanable speed 9.6 voll Dnll KII ....... 239 134 
EY511BC EY511B wlcase & extra battery ..... 215 145 
EY6900BCNEW 12 volt Hammer Dnll var. 

speed With 15 minute charger ........ 396 205 
EY6201BCNEW 12 vo1l 1/2· Drill wlkeyless chuck 

var. spd w/15 min. charger & case .421 218 
EY6205EOKSame as EY6205BC but battery has 

4000 more hfe & 2000 more torque .. 368 189 

PRAZI BEAM CUrrER 
PRo 1000 12· Beam Cutter lor 

Cal l  about our 
volume Spiff 

Checks. 

Up to 6% cash 
rebate on your 

purchases! 

READER SERVICE NO. 67 

WINTER KIT SPECIALS 
9852K Porter Cable 9852 Dnll KII With 

extra Porter Cable battery ......... 185 
9853K Porter Cable 9853 Dnll KII With 

extra Porter Cable battery ... .. 175 
9854K Porter Cable 9854 1/2· Drill Kit wilh 

exIra battery ..... "" .......................... 328 195 
0402·1 K Milwaukee 0402·1 Dnll Kit With 

extra battery ................................... 309 169 
1334K Porter Cable 5· Random Orbit Sander 

wlcase & I roll l 00X & 150X discs. 253 149 
1335K Porter Cable 5· v/spd Random Orbil Sander 

wlcse & I roll lOOX & 150X discs ... 213 159 
1336K Porter Cable 6· v/spd Random Orbit Sander 

wlcase & I roll l00X & 150X discs. 218 165 
555K Porter Cable Plate Biscuit Jomter 

with case & 1000 assorted biscuits 339 195 
JS 1 ooK Freud Plate Biscuit Jointer with 

case & 1000 assorted biscuits ...... 351 1 88  
1581 VSK Bosch Top Handle Jig Saw 

Wlih case & 30 Bosch blades ......... 305 182 
1582VSK Bosch CLiC Barrell Gnp Jig Saw 

with case & 30 Bosch blades ........ 305 182 
1605.(l2K Skil biscuit Jointer with 

case & 1000 assorted biscuils ... ".,,244 149 
JMlOOKK Ryobi btscuil Jotnler wilh 

case & 1000 assorted biscUits ........ 475 232 
1213DVSR Bosch I 213DVS Bell Sander wrth 

sanding frame.. . ........ 485 275 

PORTA NAILER 
Model Description............. .. .... list Safe 
401 Porta Nallercomplele".".""" ... ..... 265 198 
501 Face Nailer complele """""""" .. ,,,265 195 
1000 Genuine Porta Nails 1000 Oty ........... 15.89 
5000 3enuine Porta Nails 5000 Oty... 71.50 
10,000 Genuine Porta Nails 10,000 Oty ........ 121 .85 

BIESMEYER FENCES 
Model Description ....... ...List Sale 
B·50 50· Commer. Saw Fence ...... 329 294 
T·SOUARE 52 52· Homeshop Fence ........... 249 234 
T·SOUARE 40 40· Homeshop Fence." ......... 242 208 
T S�UARE 28 28· Homeshop Ferx:e ............ 230 198 

WEDGE SMART LEVEL 
SM·PR2 2 FT Level with sensor 
SM·PR4 4 FT Level wilh sensor 
SM·PR6 78' Level with sensor 

120 88 
150 105 
180 139 

RECEIVE FREE CASE WITH PURCHASE 
OF SMPR2, SMPR4, OR SMPR6 ! 

SL209 NEW 9· Torpedo Level wlsensor 69 45 
SERIES200 NEW 2 FT Level wilh sensor 19 55 
SL248 NEW 4 FT Level wrth sensor 95 65 

Msx636 FEIN El ectric Oscillaling 
Triangle Sander Kit ..... .................. Sale 279 

LPN672 PONY Air Palm Nailer wilh glove .S,'e94.99 

BOSCH 
1581VS Top Handle Jig Saw "" .......... ". , ... 265 135 
1582VSC NEW CLiC Barrell Jig Saw .. .......... 265 135 
Bosch Melal Case lor above Jig Saws ............ 34 32 
Bosch 30 blade assortmenl lor Jig Saws .......... . .. 26.99 
1942 Heal Gun 600' • 900' "" .. , •• "",, ... " 11 I 69 
12720 3· x 24· BeIi Sander wilh bag ......... 329 178 
12130 4· x 24· Bell Sander wilh bag ......... 345 189 
12890 1/4 sheet Sander .............................. 'l8 59 
II·212VSRBulidog 314· SDS Rolary Dnll ....... 310 198 
1I94VSR 1/2· vanable speed Hammer Dnll. .. 264 1 45 
1194VSRKabove Hammer Drill with case ....... 292 179 
1 I 95VSR :Y8· vanable speed Hammer Dnll ... 211 129 
1608 5.6 amp Laminale Trimmer •• " ..... ". 149 84 
1608LX 5.6 amp Laminale Tnmmer w/guide170 114  
1608T 5.6 amp tilt base Trimmer ............... 1 70 1 1 4  
1608U Underscribe Laminate Trimmer ...... 203 129 
1609K Lam Installers Kit with 1609Trimmer309 175 
1609KX Oeluxe Inslallers �t.."" ........ "." ..... 361 198 
1600 2·114 HP Q-Handle Router ............. 411 259 
1601 I HP Router.... .. .. 184 105 
1602 I·II2 HP Rouler ............................. 215 135 
1603 1/2 HP D·Handle Rouler .. ""." ....... 252 145 
1604 1·314 HP 2 Handle Rouler .............. 236 134 
1604K Same as aoove wlcase & access ... 287 165 
1606 1·314 HP Q-Handle Router .. "" •. " ••. 213 158 
3258 3·1/4· Planer wilh blade guard ....... 239 139 
3258K 3258 Planer wilh sleel case ."" ...... 265 154 
32700 3· x 21· Sell Sander with bag ......... 260 145 
12130VS var. speed 4· x 24· Bell Sander"" .. 310 193 
1615 NEW 3 HP Plunge Rouler .............. 395 228 
1615EVS NEW 3 HP v/spd Plunge Router. ... 460 244 
1613 NEW 1·314 HP Plunge Rouler. ....... 286 164 
1613EVS NEW 2 HP v/spd Plunge Rouler .... 320 184 
1614 NEW I HP Plunge Router .............. 220 128 
1614EVS NEW 1·1/4 HP vlsp Plunge Rouler 255 149 
1632VSRK Recip Saw 8.4A orb-v/spd ............ 225 145 
3050VSRK 9.6V cordless v/spd Dnll Kil comp256 138 
305tVSRK 3050VSRK wilh keyless chuck ..... 266 145 
13100EVS 6· Random Orbil Sander .............. 481 219 
3283DVS 5· Random Orbil Sander ............... I 59 98 
3283DVSK328JDVS wlcase & accessones ...  220 I I 9 
3272 3-1/4· Planer 4.2 amp """""."",, ... 141 88 
3272K above Planer with case .................. I 62 105 
1341AK 4·II2· Gnnder wrth case & access ,170 108 
1348AE 5· Gnnder 8.5 amp ...... 195 1 1 8  
1 1304 'The Brute' Breaker Hammer ....... 2055 1 1 89 
11305 Oemolilion Hammer 10 amp ..... " .. 1 1 98 649 
I I 31 OEVSOemolition Hammer ....................... 819 489 
11202 1·112· Rotary Hammer 450 rpm ", .. 139 425 
1I214VS 1·314· var. speed Rolary Hammer I 140 669 
l021VSR 318· Dnll 4.8 amp 0·1100 rpm ........ 180 98 
l022VSR 318· Dn1l 4.8 amp 0·1 100 rpm ........ 193 109 
l023VSR 1/2· Dn1l 4.8 amp 0·550 rpm .......... 199 109 
11210VSR:Y4· Rolary Dnll vanable speed ..... 335 189 
1420VSR II Gun 4.8 amp 0-4000 rpm .. 158 88 

SHOP VAC VACUUMS 
333·29 2 H.P · 16 gallon stee drum ........... 159 99 
810-29 3.0 H P · 20 gallon plast� drum .. .... 177 129 
610-50 1.7 H P . 10 gallon stainless drum ... 260 175 

RYOBI SPECIALS 
JP·I55 6-1/8· JotnlerlPlaner ......... ..,. 611 295 
R500 2·1/4· HP Plunge Rouler .............. 331 155 
R501 Above Rouler Wllh tngger ............. 335 158 
TS·254 NEW 10· Mitre Saw .. .. .. .. " .", 391 195 
TS-254K above Saw with access. kit & 

B&D 13·770 carbide blade ............. 495 245 
APIO 10· Suriace Planer 13 amp ..... """,820 355 
RA200 8·1/4· Radial Arm Saw .................. , 520 244 
RE600 3 HP Plunge Router var speed """ 431 209 
BE321 3· , 21· var. speed Belt Sander ."" 272 135 
SCI60 NEW 16· Bench Scroll Saw ....... "" 261 144 
TFD170VRK 9.6 voll cordless Dnll Kil "" 292 149 
TFD220VRK 12 voll cordless Dnll KIL .......... 325 165 

Above drills come w/extra battery & flashlight 
JM100K NEW BISCUit Jointer wllh case ....... 431 204 
RSII5 NEW4·II2·v/sp Random Orb Sndr 134 14 
BT3000 NEW 1 O· Table Saw ........ 699 545 
W660 SEST BUY 1·1/4·Circ Saw 13A ..... 179 88 
TSS220 NEW 8·112· Slide Compo Saw ........ 190 445 
TS260 NEW 10· Compound Mllre Saw ..... 454 239 
BT2500 10· Bench Table Saw" ................... 613 295 
TS200 8·114· Compound Milre Saw ......... 314 159 
BE424 NEW 4· x 24· var. spd Sell Sander 351 165 
TR30U 314 HP Trimmer .............................. 164 85 
051000 NEW Oetail SandeL ..... ",." •. """.,, .. , 80 55 
RSII2 NEW Palm grip Random Orb Sndr .. 80 59 
API2 NEW 12· Bench Planer ... " ......... ",,840 425 

PORTER CABLE 
690 1·1/2 HP Rouler 8 amp."" .. "" .• """. 240 134 
9690 690 Router with steel case ............... 305 149 
691 t·II2 HP Router D·handle ................ 260 140 
695 I· 112 HP RouterlShaper ................... 335 204 
696 HD Shaper Table" ... " .. """"" .. ",.""" 185 123 
351 3· , 21·  Sell Sander wilhoul bag ...... 245 140 
352 3· x 21· Sell Sander wilh bag ........... 255 144 
360 3· x 24· Be� Sander wilh bag ........... 330 179 
361 3· , 24· BelI Sander without bag ...... 310 169 
362 4· x 24· BelI Sander wilh bag ........... 345 188 
363 4· x 24· Bell Sander without bag ...... 330 183 
315·1 1·1/4· Top Handle Circular Saw ... " ... 210 1 1 8  
9315·1 315·1 comp. wlcase & carbide blade 240' 135 
617 1·1/4· Pushhandle Saw .................... 210 119 
9617 611 compo wlcase & carbide blade ...  240 135 
314 4·112· Tnm Saw.... . ............. 240 135 
9314 4·112· TnmSaw4.5amp w/case ...... 210 148 
9775) 1/2\var. speed Hammer Dnll wlcase 260 IS5 
9629 Recip Saw var. speed 8 amp ............ 250 144 
666 318· HD var. speed Dnll 0-1200 rpm , 200 125 
621 3/8. HD var. speed Dnll 0-1000 rpm , 170 104 
320 Abra�ve Plane 3 amp""",."" ... ", •. ", 1 90  125 
9118 Porta Plane Kil l amp ....................... 360 198 
6645 New 0·2500 Drywall Gun 5.2 amp .... 185 I I 4 
505 1/2 sheel Pad Sander ....................... 210 116  
661 I New 3/8. var. speed Dnll 5.2 amp ..... 200 I I 5 
6614 New II2· var. speed Drill 0-150 rpm.210 120 
6615 New 6614 wilh ke�ess chuck ........... 215 124 
330 Speed Block Sander 1/4 sheet ......... 103 58 
555 Plale Biscuil Joinler wilh case .......... 315 168 
345 6· Saw Boss 9 amp" .• """"""" ... ".", 180 102 
9345 345 compo w/case & carbide blade .. , 210 1 1 9  
1 00  118 HP Router ................................ ,,' 175  99 
5116 16· Omrj·Jig ."" ........... ", .. " .. ,.,,"""" 400 254 
9641 TIGER CUB Recip. Saw"""" ......... " 195 115  
9631 Full var. speed Recip Saw 8 amp ..... 250 138 
1519 3·114 HP Rouler 2 Handle """.,,",.,,' 410 224 
1518 3-1/4 HP 5 speed Router ,."." •• ,,",.,,' 475 259 
1536 2·112 HP 2 Handle Router "." ........... 355 195 
1531 2·112 HP Q-Handle Rouler"" .. " .• ".". 315 205 
1538 3·1/4 HP Plunge Router."" ....... ,,""" 410 224 
1539 NEW3·1/4HP v/spd Plunge Rouler ... 415 259 
1399 5.6 amp Drywall Culoul Unil ............. 140 82 
1310 5.6 amp Laminale Tnmmer ............... 150 88 
7312 5.6 amp Offset Base Lam Trimmer ... 215 124 
1319 5.6A Till Base Lam Tnmmer .............. 170 99 
97310 Laminate Trimmer Kit comp .............. 345 192 
1334 5· Random Orbil Sander ................... 210 1 1 9  
1335 5 ·  var. spd Random Orbil SandeL .... 230 129 
1336 6· var. spd Random Orbil Sander ..... 235 134 
13333 NEW Dusl CoIlectlOO syslem, ......... "" •• " 24,50 
693 1·112 HP Plunge Rouler ....... " ........... 295 165 
6931 Plunge Router Sase.. .. ........ 120 15 
9852 12V 318·Drill wlcse 0·400/0·1 ooorpm 210 149 
9853 9852 wilh ke�ess chuck ".... ... 210 149 
9854 12V 112· Dnll wrth case 0-360 rpm .... 280 155 
8500 12V battery lor above dnlls ." ........... Sale 39 
368-1 8·114· Circular Saw"" ... """""""""" 230 142 
9621 Recipro Saw 2 speed 8 amp" ....... " .. 235 135 
1549 Top handle Jig Saw 4.8 amp ............. 250 145 
1649 NEW Berrel-gnp Jig Saw,.""" .... """ 260 159 
1556 112· Righi Angle Dnll wilh case .... "." 365 219 
5009 Mortise & Tenon Jig." ..... "".", ......... ".65 45 
5060 ·Slair Ease· Stair Templel """ ....... ". 200 139 
5061 ·Slair Ease· Hard Wood Templel...", 210 145 
9361 NEW 361 Planer wilh case .. ........ ,,' 295 144 
9652 Versa· PLane w/carb cutter & case ... 460 279 
5008 Dovetail T emplale ............ I I 0 77 

NEW TOOLS BY PORTER CABLE 

Palmgnp Random Orbil Sander ........ 109 64 
above Sander wilh duSI bag ............. 125 14 
333 sanderwilh PSA pad ................ 125 14 
3· x 21· Belt Sander wlbag var. spd , 280 159 
24· Omni·Jig ......... ......... "" .... .. ,,"" 410 288 
Heat gun 750 · 1000 degrees .......... 110 69 
Pocket cutter with case ..................... 330 185 
10' 'Lazerloc' Miter saw ................... 634 345 
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DELTA BENCH TOP TOOLS 
Model Description ..................... List Sale 
23-700 WeVDry Gnnder ....... 234 159 
23·680 6' Bench Gnnder 1/4 HP ................ 86 75 
23·880 8' Bench Gnnder 1/2 HP ................. 1 51 11 5 
11·950 8' Dnll Press .. .. 199 144 
28·160 , O' Hobby Band Saw ....................... 210 145 
31·050 ,. Bel' Sander 2.0 amp .................... 104 78 
31 ·460 4" BeIV6' DISC Sander . ..................... 198 1 35 
31·340 ,. BeIV8' DISC Sander ... 268 188 
3HJ80 l'  Be1V5' DISC Sander ... 134 94 
40-560 '6' 2 speed Scroll Saw ... 266 179 
11·990 '2' Bench Dnll Press. . ....... 276 224 
11-090 32' Radial Bench Dnll Press ............ 399 285 
43·355 314· Shaper ,·1I2 HP. . ........... 964 695 
43·505 112' Bench Rou'erlShaper ............... 399 275 
22·540 '2' Bench Top Planer ...................... 595 389 
36·040 8·114' Compcund Milre Saw . ........... 224 165 
36·220 '0' Compcund Milre Saw ................ 350 239 
14-600 Hollow Chisel Mortlsef... .668 438 
46·700 '2' Wood Lathe ................. ..548 419 

NEW TOOLS BY DELTA 
33·060 NEW 'S,de kick' Miler saw .. .. 499 368 
14-070 NEW t4' Floor Drill Press ................ 450 325 
28·180 NEW Bench Bend Saw ...... 232 167 
40-640 NEW 20· Bench SCroiI Saw .............. 466 318 
23-675 NEW 6' Gnnderl3' , 24' Bett Sander141 105 
50-075 NEW Dust CoIlector/Sweeper 314 HP360 245 
36-090 NEW to" Sldek�k' Mltre bo' ..•........ 293 224 

DELTA STATIONARY 
34·444 Contractor's Table Saw complele 

with 1-1/2 HP motor & stand ........... ,. 812 615 
22-662 13' Planer with 2 HP motor & sland 14361159 
28-245 14' Band Saw wlopen stand '12 HP. 698 549 
17·900 '6-112' Floor Dnll Press .................... 441 395 
40-601 18' Scroll Saw with stand and blades942 729 
34-080 10' Mllre Bo, ...... Xtra Special 198 
34·761 10' Unlsaw 1·112 HP w/$l00 rebate17151275 
33·990 10' Radial Arm Saw .......................... 818 589 
37·280 6' Motorized Jointer .......................... 488 395 
50-179 314 HP 2 stage Dust CoIleclor .....•...•. 483 335 
70-200 20' Floor Dnll Press ........................ 1049 815 
33-055 8-114' Sawb�k oomp "'th legs ........ 865 579 
34·330 8·114' Table Saw 13 amp .................. 343 228 
36-510 '0' Table saw .................... 210 159 
34-670 10' Molorized Table Saw.. ..511 395 
32·100 Stationary Plale Joinler ..................... 645 265 
34·915 30' Unllence ............................... .... 385 239 
34-897 SO' Della Unilenee ............................ 525 285 
36-755 '0' Tilt Arbor Saw ....• 1264 895 
36-380 10· Table Saw ................................... 550 425 
33-890 12' Radial Arm Saw .............•..•...•..• 17201359 
14-040 14' Bench Dnll Press ........................ 360 325 
28-560 16' Three Wheel Band Saw .............. 456 399 

The following Delta tools have a S50.00 rebate! 
Price shown is before rebate. 

28-283 14· Band Sawwith encosed stand ... 910 725 
34-445 34·444 Saw Wlth 30' urulenee ........ 1200 759 
37·154 OJ15 6'Jomter Wlth 314 HP motor ... 14201079 

NEW DEWALT TOOLS 
DW944K3I8' 9.6 vall cordless drill kit 

with 2 batteries ................................. 264 149 
OW945K 318' t 2 volt cordless drill kit 

Wlth 2 banenes .................................. 284 169 
OW364 7·1I4· Clfc. Saw w.brake. 13 amp ..... 245 145 
OW947K 13.2 volt cordless 318' drill kit... ..•...• 3n 209 
OW306KS.0 amp Recip Saw wlcase var. spd 254 155 
OW610 t·1/2 HP 2 Handle Router ........ 250 138 
DW41 1 t/4 sheel Palm Sander, t.7 amp ........ 87 54 
DW705 t 2' Compcund Mitre Saw . 555 365 
0W704 t2' Mitre Saw ............................ .... .480 319 
OW100 318' Dnll, 4 amp. 0-2500 rpm, rev ..... 110 65 
OW2SO 4.5 amp Drywall Gun, 0·4000 rpm. rev146 88 
OW254 4.5 amp Drywall Gun, 0·2500 rpm, rev146 88 
DW124Kl/2" JOIst & stud Drill with case, rev ... 504 279 
OW102 31S" Drill. 4.5 amp, 0·t 200 rpm. rev .. 154 92 
OW402 4·1/2· Grinder 6 amp ........................ 143 85 
OW682KNew E>SCUIt Jomer ..................... 408 225 

SKIL SIULERS 
3810 10' Mitre Saw ............................ ..... 263 205 
3810K 3810 With 60 tooth carbide blade... 229 
n 7·1/4" Worm Drive Saw .. ..... 230 138 
n·04 above 77 Saw w/case. fence, & lube 310 198 
5825 6·112' Worm Drive Saw ..................... 255 159 
2735-04 12 volt cordless Dnli Kit... .................. 210 132 
2735.()4X2735-04 with keyless chock ............ 235 132 
1605-02 NEW Biscuit JOinter Wllh case .......... 200 125 
7484 NEW 5' Random Orl>! Sander ... 160 104 
5510 5·tI2· Clfcular Saw .. ........................ 165 1 1 0  
5660 NEW 8· t/4' 60" Clfcular Saw .......... 225 138 
5860 NEW 8·tl4" 60' Worm Saw .. ... 275 168 
5625 6·tI2" Clfcular Saw .......................... 210 139 
4560-02 Top Handle Jig Saw With case . ........ 134 97 
5790 lo.t/4' Clfc Saw 15 amp ................. 459 289 
5657 NEW 7·1I4· Clfc Saw · p.vot loot.. .... 205 1 1 8  
5525 NEW 6·112' ClfC Saw · blg capacity . 1 95 105 
3400 10" Table Saw · Bench Top ............... 250 179 
3330 16" Scroll Saw · Bench Top ............... 200 135 
3380 8" Dnll Press · Bench Top ................. 200 1 35 
3370 4' BeIV6' DISC Sander · Bench Top ... 200 135 

SIOUX TOOLS 
8030 New :>8' vanable speed Dnll ... ....... 238 148 
8000 318' var speed dose quarter Dnll .. .. 201 128 
690 5' Air Random Orbit Sander ............ 139 138 
690VV 690 With ventun dust collection ......... 281 178 
658 5' Air Random Sander· dual action .. 261 158 

JORGENSEN STYLE 35 ALUMINUM BAR CLAMPS 
Model Size List Sale Lots of 6 
3524 24" 27.10 17.45 99.45 
3536 36" 29.07 18.65 106.25 
3548 48" 31.95 20.59 117.35 
3560 50" 35.58 22.99 129.95 
3572 72' 38.47 24.95 142.00 

JORGENSEN ADJUSTABLE HANOSCREW KITS 
Model for Jaw Length List Sale Lots of 6 
J-04 4" 7.38 4.85 27.99 
J-06 6" 8.46 5.55 32.15 
J-08 8' 9.48 6.19 35.45 
J·l0 10" 1 1 .09 8.95 SO.99 
J·12 12' 13.74 10.55 59.39 
J·14 14" 16.50 10.99 62.00 
J·16 16" 17.96 1 1 .69 65.00 

JORGENSEN ADJUSTABLE HANOSCREWS 
Jaw Opening Bo, 

/tem' Length Capacity List Sale 01 6 
#510 4" 2" 13.80 8.35 48.59 
'410 5' 2·t/2" 14.80 8.95 51.99 
#310 6" 3" 15.90 9.59 55.75 
#210 T 3·tl2" 17.10 10.35 58.95 
110 8' 4·tl2· 19.00 1 1 .89 61.00 
#1 10' 6' 21.76 12.89 70.65 
#2 12' 8-112' 24.95 14.95 80.95 
13 14' 10' 31.61 18.95 104.95 
#4 16' 12' 42.30 24.95 143.95 

JORGENSEN STYLE 37 2·112·Throat 1/4",314" 
Item# Jaw Lenglh List Sale Box 01 6 
3706 6' 9.86 6.25 34.75 
3712 12" 10.92 6.75 37.75 
37'8 18' 12.05 7.25 40.75 
3724 24' 13.16 8.19 43.75 
3730 30' 14.70 9.10 49.75 
3736 36' 16.05 10.19 55.75 

JORGENSEN STYLE 45 5" Throat 1·318" , 5116" 
Item Jaw Length List Sale Lots of 6 
4512 12' 30.07 19.39 109.99 
4518 18" 31.73 20.45 116.99 
4524 24' 33.55 21.75 123.99 

PONY CLAMP FIXTURES Lots 
Model Description List Sale of 12 
SO 314' Black Pipe Clamps 13.61 7.89 84.99 
52 t12' Black Pipe Clamps 11.37 6.SO 69.SO 
53 Double 314" Pipe Clamps 38.SO 24.45 274.00 

JORGENSEN STEEL "I" BAR CLAMPS Lots 
Model Size list Sale of 6 
7224 24' 31.46 16.99 98.00 
7236 36" 33.n 17.99 103.00 
7248 4S" 37.12 19.99 114.00 
7272 72" 42.71 26.79 149.95 

ELU BY BLACK & DECKER 
3338 2·1/4 HP var. speed Plunge Router ... 427 255 
3304 1 HP variable speed Plunge Router .. 292 164 
3375 3-tl8' Unlv. Planer 7.2 amp ............... 313 155 
3380 Biscuit Jointer with case" ............... ".542 248 
4024 3' , 21' variable speed Bell Sander .. 322 179 

BLACK & DECKER 
1166 3/8' Drill 0.2500 rpm 4 amp ............... l00 65 
1 1 80  318· Dnlo.I200 rpm 5 amp ............... I88 104 
2600 3/8· Drill o.l200 rpm 4.5 amp ............ 142 89 
1703-1 10' Mitre Saw ",th 73·770 blade ....... 313 179 
4011 114 sheet Palm Sander ........................ 82 59 
79-034 Wort<mate 400 ................................... 175 105 
1349-O� 1/2" Timberwolf Drill 2 speed ............. 489 279 
1180 318" Drill rev. 0·1200 rpm 5 amp ........ 182 104 
2037 Drywall Gun 0-4000 5.0 amp ............. 175 97 
2038 Drywall Gun 0-2500 rpm 5 amp ........ 175 99 
3157 Orbital var. speed Jig Saw 4.5 amp .. 220 145 
2665K NEW 318" cordless 12V Cycfone Drill 280 165 
5045K MACHO Rotary Hammer Drill ........... 742 409 
S071 318" Hammer Drill with case ...... 239 138 
5073 1/2" Hammer Drill with case ....... " ..... 282 158 
2054 Tek Gun 0-2500 5.0 amp .................. 269 152 
2660 DrywaIi Gun 0-4000 4.5 amp ............. 142 n 
2700 7·1/4" Worrn drive Saw 1 3 amp ......... 2SO 145 
1321 112" Spade Hdle DriN4SO rpm 7 amp 292 165 
27SO 4·112'" Gnnder 10,000 rpm 6 amp ...... 149 83 

2694 7·1/4' Super Sawcal Circular Saw 
2695 8·1/4' Super Sawcal Circular Saw 

73·715 
73·716 
73-756 
73-717 
73·737 
73-707 
73·757 
73·718 
73-758 
73·759 
73-719 
73-739 
73·710 
73·769 
73·704 
73·740 
73·nO 
73·711 

5·1/2 
6-112 
6-112 
7·114 
7·tl4 
)·114 
7·t/4 

8 
8 

8·t/4 
8·tl4 

9 
9 
9 
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Tools On Sale™ 
Commitment: 

1 )  We will meet or beat 
any advertised tool sale 

price in this magazine. 

2) We continue to pay 
freight on every order, 

3) Buy with confidence

serving customers: 

Since 1 933! 

READER SERVICE NO. 67 

Introducing a full range 
of Werner brand ladders 

at discounted prices! 
Werner quality. 

Werner ladders · 
A name you can stand on� 

WOODEN STEp · TYPE IA· 300# RATING 
Model Size Weighl(lbs) Sale 
W394 4' 21# 44.00 
W395 5' 26# 53.00 
W396 6' 32# 60.00 

WOODEN STEp · TYPE 1· 2SO# RATING 
W384 4' 20# 36.00 
W385 5' 24# 42.00 
W386 6' 29# 48.00 

ALUMINUM STEp · TYPE lA· 3001 RATING 
404 4' 16# 64.00 
405 5· 20# 73.00 
406 6· 24# 85.00 

ALUMINUM DOUBLE STEP ·TYPE 1 A·3001 RATING 
T404 4' 21# 90.00 
T405 5' 25# 105.00 
T406 6' 30# 120.00 

FIBERGLASS STEp · TYPE 1- 2SO' RATING 
6004 4' 13# SO.OO 
6005 5' 16# 60.00 
6006 6' 18# 65.00 

FIBERGLASS STEp · TYPE 1· 250# RATING 
6004·S w/pail shelf 4' t5# 55.00 

6005-S w/pail shelf 5' t8# 65.00 
6D06-S wlpail shelf 6' 20# 70.00 

FIBERGLASS STEp · TYPE lA· 3001 RATING 
6204 4' 14# 65.00 
6205 5' t8# 75.00 
6206 6' 20# 80.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE 1 1 ·  225# RATED 
EXTEN. 
Model 
01216-2 
01220-2 
01224·2 
01228-2 
01232·2 
01236-2 
01240-2 

Size Working Length Weight(lbs) Sale 
16' 13' 22# 1 1 5.00 
20' 17' 27# 130.00 
24' 2t' 33# 145.00 
28' 25' 42# 175.00 
32' 29' 53# 200.00 
36' 32' 621 239.00 
40' 35' 731 265.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE 1· 250# RATED 
EXTEN. 
01316-2 
01320-2 
01324-2 
01328-2 
01332·2 
01336-2 
01340-2 

16' 
20' 
24: 
28' 
32' 
36' 
40' 

13' 
17' 
21' 
25' 
29' 
32' 
35' 

26# 
32# 
39# 
504 
62# 
77# 
85# 

125.00 
145.00 
165.00 
195.00 
235.00 
270.00 
295.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE lA· 300# RATED 
EXTEN. 
01516-2 
01520-2 
01524-2 
01528-2 
01532·2 
01536-2 
01540-2 

16' 13' 
20' tT 
24' 21' 
28' 25' 
32' 29' 
36' 32'(2SO# rating) 
40' 35'(250# rating) 

3t# 139.00 
371 159.00 
45# 179.00 
56# 215.00 
66# 239.00 
79# 279.00 
89# 309.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE lAt 3001 RATING 
0520-2 20' t l' 421 199.00 
0524·2 24' 21' 49# 230.00 
0528·2 28' 25' 661 265.00 
0532·2 32' 29' 741 305.00 
0536·2 36' 32' 89# 350.00 
0540-2 40' 35' 99# 389.00 

FIBERGLASS FLAT STEP TYPE lA· 3001 RATING 
06116-2 16' 13· 341 175.00 
06120-2 20' 17' 40# 195.00 
06124·2 24' 21' 53# 225.00 
06128-2 28' 25· 60# 259.00 
06132·2 32' 29' 74# 298.00 

FIBERGLASS FLAT STEP TYPE lA· 3001 XTRA 
HEAVY 
07116-2 
07120-2 
07124·2 
07128·2 
07132·2 

t6' 
20' 
24' 
28' 
32' 

13' 
IT 
21' 
25' 
29' 

37# 198.00 
431 229.00 
58# 269.00 
66# 298.00 
79# 359.00 

Buy any 3 ladders(can be asst) 
deduct additional 5% 

Prepaid Freight 
and best prices too! 

AEG POWER TOOLS 
Model Description .. " ..... " ..... " ..... " .. ......... List Sale 
VSRE500KNEW v'spc 5' Random Sndr w1cs 279 149 
VSRE600KNEW v'spd 6' Random Sndr wcs 284 155 
HBSE75S 3" 21' var speed Belt Sander. .. 299 168 
ABSEI5S112' cdls 12 volt Dnll complete w,cs 389 235 
FSPE100 Barrell Gnp var. speed Ji9 Saw .... 265 145 
BSPE100K Top Hdle var. spd Jig Saw wlcse 275 145 
EZ560 318' cordless 7.2 volt Drill 2 speed .... 205 139 
OFSSO 1 HP Plunge Router .......................... 299 175 
TXE150 New 6' var spc Rand Orb Sander ... 220 145 

HITACHI TOOLS 
Model Description ........ " List Sale 
C7SB )·t/4· Circular Saw .......................... 214 109 
OTC10 31S' 7.2 volt cordless Drill ............... 138 78 
C7BD 7·t/4' Circular Sawwith brake . 230 1 1 8  
M12V NEW 3 HP variabie speed Router ... 447 225 
TR12 Plunge Router 3 HP ...................... .. 354 1 67 
Fl000A 12' Planer/6' J"nter .................... .. 2835 1549 
P12R 12·9/32' Planef. ... .......................... 1361 719 
P12RA Planer/Jolner ....................... ........... 1797 885 
Cl0FA 10' Delu,e Mitre Saw ....... ............... 538 268 
C12FA NEW 12' Mitre Saw ......................... 632 298 
C8FB S·1/2· Slide Compcund Saw ............. 899 445 
FREUD LU91 MOO88·1I2· carbo blade 48 tooth 68 43 
C15FB 15' Mitre Saw .................................... 745 368 
FREUD LU85MOI515' carbo bfade t08 looth. 180 99 
F20A 3-114' Planer 3.4 amp ....................... 172 95 
G12SA 4·112' Grinder 6.9 amp ..................... 147 75 
OS100VAK NEW t 2  volt Cordless Dnll Kit 

with 2 batteries...... .. ......... 385 199 
Hitachi Air Tools 

NR83A Framing Nailer 2 • 3·112 Full Head . .. 680 398 
NR83AAFraming Nailer 2 · 3·112 Clip Head . .. 740 419 
NT65A 16 gao Brad Nailer 1 · 2·112 .............. 590 318 
NT45A 1 8  gao Brad Nailer 1311 6 · 1·314 ....... 484 275 
NV45ABCooI Rooling Nailer 7/S · 1·314 .......... 740 425 
NV83A Cell Nailer 2 · 3·114.. .. ........ 740 419 
NVSOAI Coil Nailer 1·1/4 · 2  .... 534 305 
N5008AA7I16' Stapler · 16 gao 1 . 2 length ... 578 315 
N3824A l' Stapler t 6 ga. t12 ·  t·tI2 ..... .' ........ 626 329 
N3804A 114' Stapler 18 gao . 112 · 1·112 ......... �20 299 

OREMEL TOOLS 
ModeJ Description ...................................... List Sale 
3950 Malo Tool Kn ",th bits & case ........... 129 79 
3952 Super Mota Tool Kit with accessories145 95 
1671 16' Scroll Saw · 2 speed 'Best buy' . 278 165 
290 Electric Engraver with point ................ 2415.50 
8508 Cordless Moto Tool Kit with case ..... 104 68 
1731 5' Discll' , 30' Belt Sander .... 178 1 1 4  

O.AVlO WHITE INSTRUMENTS 
Model Description ............. .. ..... List Sale 
LP6-20 Sight Level package · 20' .... ......... 310 195 
L6-20 Meridian Level · 20, ...................... 290 185 
LT8-300 Level Transit · 26, .. .. .......... 650 439 
L T8-300P above Level with oplical plum ........ 769 519 
LT6-9OO Level Transit · 20, ......................... 389 245 
ALT6-9OO Automatic Level · Transit · IS, ...... 549 385 
ALTP6-9OOIabove Level "'th triped & rod ....... 600 438 
AL6-18 Automatic Level · 1Sx. ................... 439 315 
ALP6-18HOabove Level with lriped and rod .. 5SO 369 

QUAL·CRAFT PRODUCTS 
2200 Pump Jack ..... .......................... ...... 79 58 
2201 .Pump Jack Brace.. .. .... 30 20 
2203 Pump Jack guard rail holder ............ 31 21 
2204 Work Bench & rail holder oombo ...... 53 39 

Buy any 6 (can be assorted) 
deduct additional 10% 

2601 Wall Jack ........................... ........... 167 1 1 4  
Lots of 4 deduct additional 1 0% 

PASLOOE IMPULSE GUNS 
Model Description ...................................... List Sale 
IM2SO Tnpulse Rnish Nailer Kit oom"ete 

drives 314' • 2·112' brads .................. 849 615 
IM325 Impulse Framing Nailer Kit complete 

drives 2· · 3·114· nails ....................... 849 615 
402500 E,tra banery ...... ............................. Sale42.95 
402502 No· Mar Work contact element ......... Sale19.25 

Paslode Nailers nol available in MN, WI, IA 

SENCO AIR NAILERS 
SFNI RrtJshing Nailer l' • 2' ...................... 3n 255 
SFN2 Rnish. Nailer 1·112· · 2·112· .............. 571 375 
SN325 Nailer 1 -7/S' • 3·114' ......................... 665 395 
SN4 General purpose 2' • 3·1/2' .............. 685 468 
SLP20 NEW Pinnerwith case5J8· · I·5J8· .. 399 269 
SKS Stapler 518· · 1·112· ........................... 351 239 
SPS Stapler l' ",de · 314' · l·tl2· length.460 335 
PW Stapler 1 · "'de · tl2· · 1-1/4· length.505 345 
M2 Stapler 1116' ",de · 1·3/8' . 2' length490 345 

Not available in all states 

EXCALIBUR Fences & Tables 
Model 
TI45R24L9 
TI45RS0112 
EXSLT30 
EXSLT60 

Description ...... , ......... , . ........ List Sale 
24' Fenee .............................. 369 299 
SO' Fence .............................. 399 329 
Sliding Tabfe .......................... 599 475 
Sliding Table. . ..... 745 585 

RECORD WOODWORKING VISES 
ModelJaw Width\Opening .... ....................... List Sale 
53E 10·1I2�15· Quick release .. ........ 189 105 
53P 10·tI2�15· Plain Screw .............. 174 100 
520 7"VJ' Qu�k release w/dog 137 84 
52·1120 9�13' Qu�k release w/dog 175 99 

REMINGTON POWER FASTENING TOOLS 
Model Description .............. .. ............ List Sale 
75707 476 Power Hammer with case .. ......... 35 28 
n550 4S0 Power Driver with case .............. 169 109 
78480 482 Multi Driver with case ................. 369 235 

I 
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saw 
• 50" sliding 

table 
. 3HP shaper 

• mortiser 

• cast iron 
The RobIa ... X 31 
is deSigned to make maximum use of minimum space 
ideal for the small professional shop and the demanding 
hobbyist. Change from one tool to another in 20 seconds 
or less! Solid, sturdy, reliable. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION NOW! 
2081 LAGUNACANYDN RD .. LAGUNA BEACH. CA 92651 

LAGLNA I 001 5 
1 -800-234-1 976 or 714-494-7006 

Swiss Quality Woodworking Machines 

Inca Model 570 10)4' JointerfThickness Planer 

I N CA 

Renowned Inca Precision 
Woodworking Machinery 
EXAMPLE: 
Model 570 Equipped with the 
Famous Tersa Instant Cutter 
Change System 

Shipped Direct from Inventory 
5 Year Limited Warranty 

Call or Send for More Information 
on the Entire Inca Line 

(BOO) 221-2942 
Garrett Wade Co., Inc. 
161 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013 

MIRRORA - BEVELED CIRCLES 
PERFECTLY BEVELED MIRROR 

• 6 sizes of circles from Ph" to 6" and 63 other 
sizes. shapes and colors available • 1.000.000 

pieces in stock-UPS Shipable-Ready-to-go 
• Highest quality float glass-Double-backed 
for protection • We fabricate any shape 

or size of glass & mirror 
• Call 1 -800-MIRRORA Now to place ��� orders and get our color catalog 

t!g�r�I�, 
895 Motor Parkway 
Hauppauge. New York 11788 

516 /234-2200 800-647-7672 

Wel ve he l ped ho l d  i t  together . . .  Si nce 1 903 

READER SERVICE NO. 58 
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II Jorgenser'\:' 
"Pony: 

'Adjustable"M 
Quality in our products . . .  

dedication i n  our service. We've held 

to these commitments just as you've 

held up our Clamps and Vises as 

your standards to each new 

generation since 1 903. We'll 

continue to hold consistently 

to our traditions of excellence. 

Write for our Catalog SEND $1.00 

Adjustable Clamp Company 

431 N. Ashland Avenue, Chicago, IL 60622 



Also from the publishers of Fine Woodworking ... 

Straight taII� about building and relDodeling houses ... 

hID people who IUlOW. 
To build or remodel a house, you 
don't need a lot of pretty pictures or 
fancy prose. Just good, solid cktailed 
information that helps you do the 
job right - the first time. 

That's what you get in every issue of 
Fine Homebuilding . ..  S traight talk 
from pros who've spent years in their 
trade ... Honest reports on building 
tools and materials . . .  Si te·tested 
techniques that really work .. .  New 
ways to solve old problems . . .  Plus in· 
spiring examples of fine craftsman· 
ship and home design. 

You won't find this much in·depth, 
technical information on home build· 
ing anywhere else. 

• Fundamental frame carpentry 
• Trim & finish carpentry 
• Floors & walls 

• Concrcte & masonry 

• Tools & materials 
• Houses on a budget 
• Energy·efficient designs 
• New construction & remodeling 

A full year of Fine Homebuilding (a to· 
tal of seven issucs) is only $29. That's 
less than the cost of six sheets of Ih·in. 
drywall! 

Just mail the coupon below or call us 
toll·free at 1 -800-888-8286 and use 
your credit card. Of course, if you're 
not completely satisfied, you can can· 
cel your subscription at any time. No 
questions asked. 

Subscribe to Fine Homebuilding to· 
day! It's surc to become your most 
useful tool. 

1'""-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------., 

Act Now and Save 30% Off the Newsstand Price! 
In the U.S.: $29/year (7 issues) Outside the U.S.: $36' Iyear PHAY 

, 
, 
, 

Name NCh�ar�ge�ca�m�#-----------------------i 
Address 

City 

Stale Zip 

o Please bill me 0 Cheel, enclosed 

: 
0 MasterCard 0 VISA 0 A'lEx 

Expiration Date Initials 

Make checks payable to TheTaunton Press. 
U.S. funds only, please. 
'Canadian residents: CST included. 

Send to: The Taunton Press. 63 S. Main St..  
P.O. Box 5506. Newtown. CT 06470·5506 
Offer valid through 8/1/94. 

, 
, 
, 
, 

, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 

, , 
L _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ .J 
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This harvest table was built as a companion piece to a set of Windsor chairs. The large drawers that penetrate the side aprons pro
vide plenty of storage, but weaken the table, so the author added a strongback that became the backbone of the frame. 

I was delighted when a client asked me 
to build a dining table to match some 

Windsor chairs I had previously made 
for her. However, I was concerned that her 

design requirements would affect the 

strength and rigidity of the table. She want

ed a table that would seat six people 

comfortably (and eight without undue 
suffering), with plenty of drawer space 

to store table linens. A table of this size 
is weakened when drawer openings are 

cut through the side aprons. Also, the 
possibility of humidity-caused warp or 

bow is increased. So I added a strongback 
that runs the length of the table. To the 

strongback I fastened the drawer nmners, 

drawer kickers, end aprons and tabletop. 

Though it may seem like overkill, this uni

tized constmction uses the top as a strllc-

36 Fine Woodworking 

tural element, which strengthens the frame 

even as the frame flattens the top. 

Designing the table 
The rule of thumb for sizing a dining table 

is to allow 24 inches of perimeter for each 

person, but I have always thought this 

wasn't enough for real comfort. I prefer to 
allow about 30 inches or more, if possible. 

Similarly, 33 inches is the standard table 
width, but another eight or ten inches 
makes seating at the ends more comfort

able and leaves lots of room for serving 

dishes in the middle. Maximum seating 
flexibility and maximum drawer space re

sult from placing the legs as close as pos

sible to the corners of the top. I measured 

the client's dining room with these gUide

lines in mind to determine the table's over-

all dimensions (see the drawing on p. 39). 
The table has four drawers, two on each 

side, as shown in the photo above, with in

ternal dimensions sized to accommodate 

place mats up to 19 in. wide. To keep the 

4-in.-wide aprons as strong as possible, I 

made the drawers just 2 Y4 in. high, which 

provides ample storage for place mats and 
napkins. These dimensions left the draw

ers looking rather small, however, so I 

used an overlapping drawer front with a 

Y4-in.-wide lip on all four edges to increase 

their apparent size. 

The strongback (see the top photo on 
p. 38) not only increases the rigidity of the 
table but also supports the drawer runners 

and kickers that span the entire width 

of the table. This extra support helps pre
vent the bowing in drawer runners that 

Photo: Keith Minchin 



causes sticky drawers and unhappy calls 

from clients. By tying these parts together, 

as shown in the drawing, the strength of 

any one part is shared with every other 

part of the table. 

To simplify both finishing and delivery, I 
usually build large tables in three or four 

separate assemblies: top, frame (consisting 

of aprons and drawer supports), legs and 

drawers, if included in the design. After 

the finishing is complete, I secure the 

frame to the top, allowing for the in

evitable expansion and contraction, and 

attach the legs to the frame with hanger 

bolts through maple corner blocks. I pre

fer maple corner blocks over the commer

cially available metal braces because the 
maple is stronger and looks better. I've 
used this system for years without any 

problems or complaints. 

Constructing the table 
Because the top is the table's most promi
nent feature, I make it first, careful ly ar

ranging and rearranging the curly maple 

stock for the best grain match. The legs, 

turned from laminated blanks, suit the 

overall concept of the table's design. I 
used an enlarged and slightly modified 

pattern for a Windsor chair leg, so the 
table would blend with the chairs that I 

had previously built for this client. When 

all  turning and sanding was finished, I 

chamfered the inside corner at the top of 

the leg, as shown in the corner-block de

tail in the drawing. I've found a clamp set 

across the leg is good insurance against 

the splitting that can occur while screwing 

the two hanger bolts into each leg. 

The frame assembly consists of the 

aprons, corner blocks, strongback and 

drawer runners and kickers. With corner
block construction, there is no need to al

low for tenons when cutting the aprons to 
length. The end aprons are simply ripped 

to final width and cut to length, but the 
side apron stock needs to be about one

half inch wider than the finished aprons. 
To create drawer openings in the side 

aprons, I rip the apron stock into three 

strips, with the center strip being the 

height of the drawer. Reference marks, 

drawn across the apron stock in the mid
dle and near each end, will help align the 

pieces after cutting the openings. 

I layout and cut the drawer openings 

from the apron's center strip. Then I align 

the remaining apron parts on my bench, 
adjusting the three parts of the middle strip 

to produce the required openings. After 

carefully clamping the pieces together, I 

drill for alignment dowels in each joint, 

smooth out any visible sawmarks with a 

Doweling odd-shaped pieces 

Dowel joints are a wonderfully simple 
and effective solution to several joinery 
problems: carcase joints, edge-to-edge 
alignment (see FWW #84, p. 64) and espe
cially for joining odd-shaped pieces. The 
drawer runners in my harvest table are a 
case in point. 

The joint between the runners and the 
aprons is tricky because the runner must 
be precisely placed or the drawer won't 
work smoothly. Also, the runner-to-apron 
joint must be strong enough to support 
the drawer and its contents. And, while 
the joinery must be strong and accurate, I 
didn't want it to show from the outside. A 
mortise and tenon would be difficult to lo
cate precisely; using plugged screws 
would mar the appearance. The best solu
tion I 've found is a dowel joint, using a 
one-time doweling jig, as shown in the 
photos below. 

Making a doweling jig 
To make a doweling jig for the drawer run
ners, I glue up or shape the runner stock, 
making one of the runners about two 
inches longer than needed. After cutting 
both ends true and square, I cut the run
ners to length, leaving a piece of drawer 
runner about 1 Y2 in. long that becomes 
the doweling jig. Using a drill press to en
sure that the holes are square to the end of 

the jig, I drill two dowel-sized holes 
through the jig, parallel to the grain. A 
third hole, countersunk on both ends of 
the jig, lets me screw the jig in place on 
the aprons and drawer runners. 

Using the jig 
To use the jig, mark one side of it as the 
top, and mark the top of each drawer run
ner. With a runner clamped in the vise, 
align the jig with the end of the runner, so 
the top face of each is in the same plane. 
Drive the 2-in.-long screw through the jig 
into the runner, locking the jig firmly in 
place. Now drill the two holes in the end 
of the runner and remove the jig. 

TIle process is the same for drilling the 
apron. Place the jig exactly where you 
want the runner to be, making sure the 
top face is properly oriented, and screw it 
in place. Drill the two dowel holes, taking 
care to use a depth stop so that you don't 
poke through the outside face of the 
apron. Remove the jig, and the joint is 
ready for assembly. 

This system works easily in a wide vari
ety of situations, but for best results, use a 
high-quality dowel that has been com
pressed and has glue-relief grooves. These 
dowels almost become self-clamping, ex
panding when exposed to the moisture in 
the glue for extremely tight joints. -M.e 

Create a special-purpose doweling jig by cutting a short section from the end of an 
extra-long piece of dimensioned and shaped stock. Drill dowel holes in the table apron 
for the strongback (top photo), which will be positioned exactly where the jig was. 

The jig works weU when drilling odd-shaped stock (bottom left), such as the end of the 
drawer runners where it would be almost impossible to clamp other doweling jigs. 

The drawer-runner doweling jig is screwed into place on the side apron (bottom 
right). Be sure to use stops to prevent drilling through the apron. 
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cabinet scraper or handplane and glue the 
apron sections back together, as shown in 
the bottom photo. When the glue is dry, I 
sand the faces, rip the aprons to final width 
and trim to length. 

Corner blocksfor removable legs-The 
easiest way to set the corner blocks is to 
rout a dado across the inside of each 
apron. The corner blocks are then fitted to 
the dado. Cutting the blocks is straight
forward, if somewhat tedious, tablesaw 
work. Follow the dimensions shown in the 
drawing on the facing page, and make 
some spares so you can fine-tune the fit by 
trial and error. 

The aprons and corner blocks should be 
assembled with screws, but no glue, be
fore beginning on the table's internal 
structure. In cases such as this, where the 
pieces may be assembled and taken apart 
several times during construction, I use 
undersized screws until final assembly. 
Even if some holes become stripped, the 

final assembly will still be strong and tight. 
The drawer runners, kickers and strong

back are doweled to the aprons using the 
jig described in the sidebar on p. 37. The 
drawer runners are installed first and used 
as a guide to mark and notch the strong
back. When notching the strongback, I 
like to spread the runners about 1,11 6 inch 
farther apart at the center of the table than 
they are at the drawer openings. This gives 

the drawers an easier action and is good 
insurance against binding. The kickers can 
then be installed after notching the top of 
the strongback. 

Assembly and glue-up-Before every
thing is assembled and glued, I proVide for 
attaching the top to the frame. I prefer to 
hold the top down gently in a lot of places, 
so I drilled four slotted holes in each draw
er kicker, two near each end and two 
about nine inches in from each end. I also 
drilled five counterbored holes through 
the strongback, so I could drive screws up 

The strongback rutlS the length of the table and is secured to the end aprons, the draw
er runners and kickers, and the top to tie the components together into a strong unit. 

Create the drawer openings in the side aprons by ripping the apron stock into three 
strips, removing the sections in the middle strip where the drawers will go and then glu
ing the remaining pieces back together. 
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from the bottom into the tabletop. In addi
tion, I used hardwood cabinetmaker'S but
tons anchored in routed slots to attach the 
top to the inside faces of the apron. By 
interconnecting the internal structure with 
the top and aprons, the entire table be
comes much more rigid. 

After cleaning up any glue squeeze-out 
and bolting on the legs, I begin working 
on the drawers. If you prefer flush front 
drawers, you can use the pieces of apron 
you cut out to make the drawer openings 
for an almost perfect grain match. I found 
overlapped drawers look better on this 
table. However, if the lip on the drawer 
front is the drawer stop, it may eventually 
crack or break off. So I cut the drawer 
sides about an inch shorter than the dis
tance from the outside face of the apron to 
the strongback, and I install an adjustable 
stop on the drawer runner. I dovetail the 
drawers front and back, using half-blind 
dovetails in the front and through-dove
tails in the back. 

I prefer solid wood for drawer bottoms 
because of its appearance and feel, but in 
this case, I used Y4-in.-thick plywood for its 
strength and stability and to maximize the 
interior height of the drawer. Once the 
corner joints are cut, I rout the sides and 
front for the drawer bottom and then as
semble the drawers, checking for square. 
Mushroom-style pulls turned from curly 
maple are appropriate for the overall sim
plicity of this table. 

Now disassemble the table to its compo
nents and finish each part separately. Be
cause my client's family includes young 
children, I applied an aCid-catalyzed lac
quer topcoat. Acid-catalyzed lacquers, 
available through industrial suppliers, are 
the most durable finish I've found. A pos
sible down side is that this lacquer is so 
tough that most strippers won't affect it. 
When dry, put everything together for the 
last time, and enjoy your table. D 

After 14 years of professional furniture
making, Mac Campbell is now studying 
theology in Halifax, NS, Canada. 

PhOlos excepl where nOled, Mac Campbell; drawings, Bob La Pointe 



Windsor-style harvest table 
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Sanding is just as critical to the ultimate success of a piece of 
furniture as its design or joinery. Here, the author sands the frame 
of a frame-and-panel door, taking care of the tenoned rail first 

E verything from sharp stones to sharkskin has been used to 

smooth wood. Today there's a seemingly endless array of 

sanding tools, aids and abrasives available, all designed to 

make our work faster, easier and better. If we look back at the 

methods used to smooth wood, we should appreciate the ease 
with which we can produce results far superior to those of our pre

decessors. Even so, most woodworkers still dread sanding. 

That's too bad because sanding is one of the most important as
pects of producing a fine piece. No matter how much time and 

care go into the making of a piece, its overall beauty is in large 

measure determined by how well it's been sanded. Although 

some finish representatives will tell you differently, no finish can 

cover up a mediocre sanding job. 

Sanding doesn't have to be sheer drudgery, however, if you 

break the job down into its various stages and integrate the 

smoothing process with the construction of a piece of furniture. 

Before I've even ripped a board to width or crosscut it to length, 
I've beltsanded it to 1 00-grit. I remove all flaws with this prelimi

nary sanding so that the only reason for further sanding is to re

move the scratches created by the previous coarser grit. By the 

time I glue-up, everything's been sanded to l50-grit, which makes 

post-assembly sanding a breeze. 

The result of this division of labor is a better sanding job, less te-
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and then sanding the mortised stiles, thereby eliminating any 
stray scratch marks caused by sanding across the jOint line. This 
process is repeated with each subsequent grit. 

dium and a finer finished piece. The sanding system I've devel

oped over the past twenty years of furniture making takes advan

tage of a wide range of abrasive materials. But before I explain my 

techniques, let's look at what's available today. 

lhe materials 
Sandpaper was invented when someone figured out how to glue 

screened particles of glass or sand onto a paper backing. Today, 

of course, true sandpaper and glasspaper are practically unavail

able. They have been replaced by papers that use much harder 

and sharper minerals, both natural and synthetic. New abrasive 

materials, more sophisticated screening methods and superior pa
pers and glues have transformed the ways we smooth wood. Not 

long ago, abrasives came in grits from 12 to 600; now they go into 

the thousands (see the photo on the facing page). As if that weren't 

enough, we also have steel wool, abrasive cloths, pads, powders, 

liquids and pastes. Knowing what to use has become a challenge. 

Abrasives-In ascending order of hardness, the materials used for 

coated abrasives are glass, silica sand, garnet, aluminum oxide, sili

con carbide and zirconia alumina. The abrasive is applied to a back

ing as an open or closed coat. A closed coat means there is complete 

coverage while an open coat has 40% to 60% coverage. Closed-coat-
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ed abrasives are more aggressive but clog 

easier. Open-coated abrasives are less ag

gressive but don't clog as easily. Most 

wood sanding is best done with open

coated paper, but some very hard woods 

can be sanded with closed coat. Wet 

sanding can be done with closed-coated 
paper (the liquid keeps the abrasive from 

becoming clogged). 

work and sometimes use the coarser 

grades for stripping or for routine chores 

like metal cleaning. I like the steel wool 

for finish work because it cuts better 

than the abrasive pads, and the steel 
wool burnishes the wood slightly, which 

gives it a better sheen. 

1be method 

Backing materials-Backing materials 

come in weights from A to X, with A-wt. 

being the lightest. I use mostly A-wt., or 

finish paper, and C-wt., cabinet or pro

duction paper. A-wt. is very flexible for 

hand- and finish-sanding. C-wt. is heavier 

but still fairly flexible for machine sand

ing. Discs are often E-wt. paper, cloth-

Paper- and cloth-backed abrasives are 
available in a huge range of grits, which are 
bonded with a variety of adhesives to back
ings of widely differing weights. They are all 
still called "sandpaper" even though none are 
made with sand. 

The sanding process needn't be the has

sle that we often make it. I've found that 

sanding as I go produces better results 

and takes much of the monotony out of 

the work. I first plane or re-plane all lum

ber for a piece before I start. I keep my 

blades very sharp, and I never take more 

than Y32 in. per pass. On smaller pieces, I 

backed sheets are ]-wt. and sanding belts are usually X-wt. cloth. 

Bonding agents-The abrasives can be bonded to the backing 

material with several different glues: hide glue for its flexibility, 

resins for their strength, or a combination of both. The grains may 
be electrostatically arranged, and often another coat of resin is 

added to maintain orientation. This is resin over resin and is used 
on better sanding belts and in other applications where strength 

of bond is more important than flexibility. 

Reading the paper-Each company has its own method of dis

playing product information on the back of the sheets of sand
paper (see the top photo on p. 42). The type of abrasive is often 

written out fully (aluminum oxide or garnet, for example). The grit 

is displayed by a number, sometimes preceded by a letter, such as 
P lOO, and the coating may either be written out fully or abbreviat

ed (Open Coat or OP). The backing weight may be shown as A or 

A-wt., or combined with either the grit designation (120A) 01: the 

information on coating denSity (AOP). 

Choosing a paper-Generally, I use aluminum oxide papers 

with my portable sanding machines and switch to garnet for hand

sanding. Aluminum oxide lasts longer than garnet because it's a lot 

harder and so is more suited to machine sanding. It doesn't break 

down, however, so the sharp edges will become dull. The combi

nation of a dull belt and tl1e speed of tl1e machine (especially a belt 

sander) can severely burnish the wood, which could affect how it 

finishes. Dull belts should be replaced. Garnet continuously 

breaks down, exposing fresh sharp edges, but because it's softer 

than aluminum oxide, I use it only for hand-sanding. 

I sand from 80 to 220 using aluminum oxide and garnet papers 

but use silicon carbide for grits 240 to 320. I also use coated abra

sives on occasion. These papers are often silicon carbide, coated 
with a material, such as zinc stearate, that prevents the papers from 

clogging. I 've found them helpful in sanding oily or resinous 

woods, but (contrary to what the manufacturers will tell you) 
there's a possibility of the residue contaminating the finish. 

Non-paper abrasives-In addition to sandpaper, I also use 3M's 

Scotch-Brite or orton's Bear-Tex nylon pads and steel wool. The 

pads are made of abrasive-coated fibrous nylon. They're velY flex
ible, tl1ey last much longer than steel wool and they come in dif

ferent grades, from coarse to ultra-fine. They're also good for wet 

sanding because they're unaffected by water, oil or solvents. 

I use 00, 000 and 0000 (progreSSively finer) steel wool for finish 

use a handplane. Lumber planed at ei

ther the lumberyard or mill is very crudely done and of poor con

sistency. Trying to sand mill-planed lumber flat is a waste of time. 

Using machines-After planing all the lumber to a consistent 

thickness, I sand each piece with a portable belt sander and a 
100-grit belt. This sanding is crucial because this is when I remove 

any flaws. It's tempting to decide that you've sanded enough and 
that the next grit will take care of the rest. This is never true. If you 

remove all the flaws on the first sanding, subsequent sandings 
need only remove the scratches left by the previous grit, thereby 

saving time overall. 

Using a portable belt sander takes some practice because it's 

quite easy to remove far more wood than you want. Most sanders 
are not well-balanced, usually weighing more on one side or the 

other, or more toward the front or back. To compensate for this, 
you must exert a slight pressure opposite the weight, striving to 

maintain total contact with the surface. At the same time, you must 
keep the pressure equal in all directions. Leaning the machine to 

one side or the other will create long gouges. Applying too much 
pressure either to the front or back will cause dips. 

The proper technique is to move the balanced machine back 
and forth slowly, with the grain, reaching comfortably but not 

stretching. Don't move the machine directly to the side but rather 
let it drift to the side as you go back and forth. Moving it sideways 

will cause zig-zag dips that usually remain hidden until the first 

coat of finish is applied. 
I change belts as soon as I feel myself applying more pressure to 

get the belt to bite. Increasing pressure as belts dull is a primary 

cause of a poor sanding job. Unfortunately, the high cost of belts 

stimulate this bad habit. Cleaning the belt with a crepe-rubber bar 

belt-cleaning stick will stretch the life of your belts, but when 

they're dull ,  they're dul l .  

Having a brand new belt clog up with resin or glue can be very 

frustrating. I've had some success cleaning belts with a brass-bris
tled brush and in worse cases, using pitch cleaner with the brass 

brush. I do save all my used belts because they're still good 
enough for lathe work and for hand-sanding curved surfaces. I 

like Hermes aluminum oxide, resin-over-resin, open-coated belts. 

They're good belts at a fair price. 

After sanding all flaws out of the lumber, I cut all stock to size, 

joint all the edges (finishing with a handplane), make all my joints 

and then dry-assemble. ext I glue up any wide panels such as 
tabletops. While tl1ey're drying, I sand the rest of the flat parts with 

a belt sander using 120-grit. All the parts that can't be sanded with 

a machine, I ' ll hand-sand witl1 tl1e san1e grit. Before sanding and 
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between each grit, I brush each piece 

thoroughly to remove any residual grit

the cause of those mysterious scratches 

that often appear. 

The next step depends on the finish 
I'm using. I put oil on most of my work 

(except tabletops) because 1 like the way 

it allows the texture of the wood to be 
seen and felt. When finishing Witll oil, I 

stop at ISO-grit. Oil is a penetrating fin
ish, and the finer you sand, the less pen

etration you obtain. 1 apply the first coat 
(which does the most penetrating) be
fore I go to finer abrasives. 

This sanding goes very fast, but you 

must be careful, especially on the edges. 
The only object of this sanding is to re

move the previous sanding scratches be
cause I 've already removed all defects 

with the initial sanding. I then check for 

any dings that may have occurred while 
cutting, and if there are any, I'll put drops 

of water on them to raise the fibers. By 

this time, any wide-panel glue-ups are 

dry enough to remove the clamps. I use 

an old plane blade to remove excess 

glue before it dries completely; other
wise, it wil l  lock moisture into the joints, 

causing problems later on. 

All you need to know about a sandpaper is 
printed on its back. Manufacturers usually 
indicate grit, coating density (open or closed 
coat), backing weight and sometimes other in
formation, such as whether a no-clog coating 
has been used, as is the case with the first 
(Lubrisit) and second (No-Fit) sheets above. 

For items requiring more protection, 1 
use a surface finish such as varnish or 

lacquer. When I 'm putting on a varnish 

finish, I continue machine sanding to 

220-grit and for lacquer to 320-grit. 

Hand-sanding-Regardless of the fin

ext, I handplane any irregularities in 
the glued-up surface because it's just not 
possible to make a large panel flat with a 

portable sander. Once I get the surface 
satisfactorily flat, I sand it with the belt 

sander using a 120-grit belt. I sand the 

back first so that I don't take a chance 
on scratching the top when I turn it over. 

I then do any decorative routing, inlays 

or carving, and I plane or hand-sand 
the panel again with l20-grit paper. ow 

all the pieces are made and sanded to 

l20-grit, which is fairly smooth. 

For stripping paint or varnish and for clean
ing metal 0,. going over a finish, steel wool and 
abrasive pads work bette,. than sandpaper. 

ish, I always hand-sand all the pieces 
(except bottoms, backs and other parts 

that will not show) with the same grit 
tllat 1 used on the last machine sanding. 

This removes any remaining swirl marks 
and provides a good opportunity to ex

amine every inch of the work. 

Now 1 change to a half-sheet orbital 
sander and I SO-grit aluminum oxide paper (I like Diamond Grit 

paper, made by the Carborundum Abrasives Co.), and then I go 
over al l  the flat surfaces before assembly. This makes problem 

areas-such as joints where the grain goes in different clirections
much easier to deal with after assembly. I then dry-assemble the 

piece to check for any variation in wood thickness at the joints. 
Sanding these flush now makes post-assembly sanding much 

easier and pleasant. 

When everything looks and fits right, I glue up. Because there's 

no mrning back now, 1 make sure I'm satisfied that all is ready. I use 
glue sparingly, so there is minimum squeeze-out (but I make sure 

there's a little, so I know the joint isn't starved). While waiting for 

the glue to set, I sand any wide panels to the same I SO-grit. 
A good orbital sander does an excellent job of sanding, remov

ing wood quickly while maintaining flatness. 1 use a Porter-Cable 

50S ha lf-sheet sander and a Makita quarter-sheet sander. I always 
use the largest sander that will do the job, usually the half-sheet 

machine. I move the machine back and forth slowly with the 

grain, letting the machine do the work. 1 apply only enough pres

sure to maintain control. The quickest way to ruin both furnimre 

and machine is to apply a lot of pressure. By applying just a little 
more pressure on tlle back of the sander on the forward stroke 

and on tlle front on the remrn stroke, I have more control and the 

machine performs better. 
Moving slowly is key to minimizing swirl marks because it gives 

the paper a chance to erase them. Just as with the belt sander, I 
shift sideways slowly as I 'm moving back and forth to avoid creat

ing any swirl marks, and 1 brush my work often to prevent pieces 
of grit from getting caught under the pad. On very large panels, 

1 sand one area at a time so that 1 don't forget where I 've been. 
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Hand-sanding is labor-intensive, but 

it's also the most rewarding part of sand

ing. Using machines requires good bal

ance and steady hands, but handwork 

lets you feel  what you're doing. You 
must learn to detect slight imperfections 

with your hands to judge whether a 

curve is fair or an edge consistent. 
When sanding flat surfaces by hand, 

you must use a sanding block to keep the surface flat (see the 
top photo on the facing page). 1 prefer a solid-cork block, but I 've 
also made sanding blocks by gluing bulletin-board cork (obtain

able at most hardware stores ) to a block of wood. Cork is firm 

enough to keep the paper flat and resilient enough not to destroy 

the paper. Some prefer felt- or rubber-faced sanding blocks. 

What's important is that you not use a block of wood alone, or it 

will quickly destroy the paper. The block I use takes a quarter 

sheet of paper. 

I apply firm pressure to the block, stroking back and forth, care

fully following the curves of the grain. I 'm very careful with edges 
and corners, taking care not to round them off or taper them. If 

they're square, I try to keep them sharp for now. For miters, I hold 

the block at the same angle as the joint and sand up to the inter

section from each direction. 1 deal with right-angle joints by sand
ing the tenoned section first. Then, when sanding the mortised 

section, I can remove any stray scratches. 

Overexertion quickly leads to a hurry-up and get-it-done atti
tude. 1 take my time as if I were cutting feather-thin dovetails, 

sanding a small portion at a time and stopping often to brush away 

any loose grits. I check my progress frequently, using my bare 
hand to tell me where I need to sand a little more. When 1 finish 

one section, I dust thoroughly, wipe with a soft clean cloth and 

tllen feel the surface again, making sure it's right. 

The last step is to eliminate any sharp edges that I 've left. Using 

the finest grit I 've sanded with to this point, I go over the edges by 
hand, without a pad. 1 twist my hand slightly as I'm moving forward, 

which softens the edge more quickly than if 1 kept my hand fixed, 
and it prevents the edge from getting stuck in a groove in the paper. 

A very light touch will produce a corner that cannot be duplicated 



by any machine. A little more pressure 

will yield a Yl6 in. radius in no time. 

ter on varnish. But for my oil finish, I use 

steel wool starting with 00 and changing 

to the next finer grade with each coat. I 

prefer steel wool to the nylon abrasive 
pads beca use it not only smooths the sur

face by abrasion but also gently burnish
es the oil-filled wood, creating a higher 

luster and a smoother feel. 

Sanding irregular surfaces-San cling 

curved pieces is much the same as sand

ing flat surfaces except you have to be
gin hand-sanding right from the start. A 

flexible sanding block is important; I use 
rubber sanding pads, varying in firm

ness. Their flexibility allows them to 

bend to fit most curves. 

For smaller curves and for sanding on 
the lathe, I tear a strip of whatever size I 

need from a used sanding belt I 've 

saved. The heavy cloth back of the belt is 

pliable enough to fit the curve yet firm 

enough to maintain the shape. For small 
concave shapes, such as on moldings, I 

cut a piece of dowel that fits the groove 

and wrap it with A-wt. paper. 

Always sand with a cushion to keep your 
surface flat. Cork blocks, corkjaced blocks 
and rubber sanding pads all will work. The 
rubber TadPoles (right, background) allow 
sanding of concave and convex moldings, and 
the finger rubbers protect the fingers while 
providing a good grip on the sandpaper. The 
solid wood block is useful as a backingfor the 
nylon abrasive pads. 

The final coat of finish must also be 

smoothed or polished. A slurry of rotten

stone (a very finely powdered mineral )  

mixed either with water or  paraffin oil 
makes an excellent polish. Mixed with 

water, it gives a higher polish; mixed with 

oil, it gives a more satin finish. 
Felt is the best material for the final rub-

bing. Felt blocks that look like sanding 

I also use rubber Tadpole Contour 
Sanding Grips (available from many 

mail-order woodworking catalogs). 

They come in various diameters, both 

concave and convex, and the flat grip 
section is shaped at the top to allow 

sanding in tight places. They come in 

sets, some include flexible sanding pads. 
They've made life easier, and they're 

very inexpensive. 

Polishes further refine the finish. They in
clude pumice and rottenstone as well as mod
ern ultrajine automotive prOducts. In either 
case, felt is the best applicator. 

blocks are available commercially, but 
you can also make your own. The best 

felt comes from old felt hats that you 
might find in your father'S attic or in 

used-clothing stores. The texntre of that 
felt is very uniform, and it's stiff enough 

to use without a block for curved and 
carved parts. I just dip the felt in the slur

ry and rub with the grain. I rub with the 

felt by itself (no rottenstone) for oil fin

ishes because I 'm able to get the luster I 

want without abrasives. I rub harder and 

longer, though, because there's no dan
ger of cutting through, now that the fin
ish has become part of the wood. 

Carve as smoothly and crisply as possi

ble, so only minimal sanding is required. 
Carvings present the most difficulty be
cause any sanding will alter the charac

ter of a carving. If it's a geometric carving 

or a large in-the-round carving, sanding 

with A-wt. paper works well. For heavy 

carvings, without fine detail, steel wool or abrasive pads conform 

well to irregular shapes. When I do a lot of sanding with my fin

gers, I wear finger rubbers (available at most office supply stores). 
They're made for office workers to flip easily through papers, but 

they're also perfect for protecting fingers, and giving a good grip 

on the sandpaper. 

For highly detailed carvings, I use a stiff nylon-bristled brush

shaped like a toothbrush-and a slurry of powdered pumice and 
Inineral spirits. Pumice is made from a type of lava and has been 
used through the ages as an abrasive both in the solid and crushed 

form. Powdered pumice is graded like steel wool except in Fs in

stead of O's. I use the finest grit that will work. 

Smoothing the finish-After I'm satisfied that everything is 

smooth and ready for the finish, I wipe everything down with a 

soft rag dampened in mineral spirits. This serves tlu'ee purposes: 

first, it cleans any contaminants that may have gotten on the wood, 
especially oils from my hands or drops of sweat from working on 

a hot summer day. It also gives me an idea how the piece will look 

finished and reveals any remaining imperfections. These are far 

easier to deal with now than after applying a finish. 

The smoothing process isn't over when the finish goes on. Each 

coat must be abraded slightly before the next is applied either to 

ensure adhesion, as with varnish to remove dust specks in lacquer, 
or to finish the smoothing of an oil finish. I sand varnished and lac

quered surfaces with 320-grit silicon carbide paper, often with wa-

There are many polishes for wood to
day that surpass rottenstone, so rotten

stone is fading into history. Most finish 
companies either make a polish for their 

finish or recommend one. Also there are 
many automobile polishes that give excellent results on varnished 

or lacquered finishes. In fact, there are so many polishes available 
today that it's difficult to keep track of them all. I've been happy 

with Meguiar's Mirror Glaze, a brand I find at the local auto parts' 

store. It comes in varying degrees of abrasiveness. One caveat: Be 
careful when using polishes on wood whose grain has not been 

filled. The residue of many polishes will fill the grain and dry to a 
very unnatural color, which is extremely difficult to remove. 

The last step is to remove any remaining polish with a very soft 

cloth. Cotton diapers are excellent but in short supply in this 

disposable society. Lint-free polishing cloths are available from 

finish suppliers or auto parts' stores. Wipe your piece down, and 
step back to admire a job well-done. D 

Gary Straub has been bUilding (and sanding) jurniture in 
Columbia, Mo., jor 20 years. 

Sources of supply ______ _ 
Sanding (and other abrasive) supplies are available from many general 
woodworking catalogs. There are also a number of companies whose 
specialty is abrasive products. Below are two that the author buys 
from. 

Pyramid Products Co. ,  7440 E. 12th St., Kansas City, MO 64126; (800) 
747-3600 

Skates Belting, 321 Southwest Blvd.,  Kansas City, MO 64108; (800) 
821-5041 
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Angled tenons can be difficult to cut
especially if they't'e compound. Krase 's 
system greatly simplifies the process. 
The workpiece seats securely against the 
wedges at the juncture of the crossfeed 
and sliding table, while the sliding table 
guides the whole affair through the blade. 



L Ots of furniture-especially pieces intended to accommodate 

the human body-require joints that are not square. Chairs 

may have as many as 16 such joints, some of which are com

pound (angled in two planes). That's why chairs can be difficult. 

They don't have to be. 

With my addition of a crossfeed box to Kelly Mehler's sliding 
table (FWW#89, p. 72) and the use of purpose-made wedges, you 

can cut even compound-angled tenons quickly, accurately, time 
after time (see the photo at left). The wedges establish the tenon 

angle while the crossfeed box positions the workpiece to get the 

correct length, width and thickness of tenon. 

I arrived at this method of cutting angled tenons because I want
ed to make the stool in the photo below. Since then, I've used it 

on four more pieces of furniture-over 60 angled joints in all .  

Though now I wish I'd made the sliding table and crossfeed box 

of a better material, I've been completely satisfied with both the 
apparatus and the results. 

I used regular particleboard (the kind often used for floor un

derlayment) for the sliding table's base and for the crossfeed box 

(see the draWing for critical dimensions 

and construction information). Particle
board is what I had handy, but if I were 
to build another, I'd use medium-density 

fiberboard (MDF) or a good-quality birch 
plywood instead. Particleboard seems to 

be susceptible to changes in humidity, 

resulting in some binding whenever the 

humidity becomes extreme. 

I make wedges for projects as I need 

them. They must be long enough to 

support the workpiece securely in the 
upright position. I've found that I -ft. 
sections of 2x stock work well. 

slots of slotted brass machine screws. The resulting homemade 

thumbscrews are oversized, so it's easy to tighten the crossfeed 

box in place. I use large washers beneath the thumbscrews to pre

vent them from digging into the cross feed box. 

Cutting tenons 
Generally, the first thing I do when cutting angled tenons is to cut 

the end of the workpiece parallel to what will be the shoulder of 

the tenon, using the sliding table and wedges. Then, when I posi

tion the wedge (or wedges), I make sure the end of the workpiece 

flushes up against the crossfeed box (for cutting shoulders) or the 
base of the sliding table (for the cheeks). This helps orient the 

workpiece and minimizes the chance of my ending up with an ex

pensive piece of kindling. That's happened only once using this 

jig, when I measured to the wrong side of the sawblade. 

Tenons angled in one plane require one wedge; compound

angled tenons require two. I use the same wedges for cutting both 

the shoulders and cheeks. The wedges just have to be manipulat

ed to reposition the workpiece properly with respect to the 

blade-in practice the orientation is ob

vious. As a rule, I cut the shoulders first 
and then the cheeks. This creates a crisp 

shoulder, makes cutting the cheeks easi

er and minimizes the chance of pinching 

the blade with the small offcuts. 

To make the thumbscrews that fasten 
the crossfeed box to the sliding table, I 
bought a length of \f16-in. by \f2-in. brass 

strip (from a hobby shop), cut pieces to 
size and soldered them into the head 

Angled tenons-some compound-were used 
almost exclusively in the construction of this 
walnut chair, stool and side table. Legs on two 
of these pieces splay in two directions, requir
ing slightly angled tenons at both ends of 
apron pieces, stretchers and seat supports. 

With the workpiece bearing against 

two surfaces oriented 90° to each other 

and with the force of the blade only serv
ing to seat the workpiece more securely, 

I'm comfortable handholding the work

piece. If it makes you feel safer or more 

secure, by all means, use a clamp, but 

just be sure the clamp doesn't vibrate 

loose and fall into the blade. 0 

Bill Krase is a retired aerospace engi
neer who builds furniture and boats in 
Mendocino, Calif 

Sliding table system for cutting angled tenons 

The addition of a crossfeed box to a sliding table 
along with the use of purpose-made wedges 
make it possible to cut accurate, repeatable 
angled tenons on a tablesaw in very little time 
and with a minimum of effort. 

Homemade thumbscrews screw into T-nuts 
inset into bottom of sliding table base. 

Brace 

The edge of the crossfeed 
box is relieved to keep sawdust 
cleared away. 

Sliding table stops 
when its stop block 
meets stop block on 
tablesaw. 

Photos: Vincent Laurence; drawing: Maria Meleschnig 

Crossfeed box 

Always use the same sawblade with the 
sliding table so that you can measure from 

the edge of the kerf rather than having to 
measure to the blade. 
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"Together we win. " This quote on the wall poster appropriately 
conveys the successful teamwork of public television 's program, 
The New Yankee Workshop. Producer Russell Morash (fore-

Norm Abram: 

ground), discovered a host, Norm Abram (a carpenter at the 
time), in his own backyard. As Abram proved that he could build 
a project, Morash proved that he could build a show. 

Carpenter Turned Furni turemaker 
Profiling the host of (The New Yankee Workshop) 

by Jim Boesel 

W hen orm Abram took a job building a small barn in 
the backyard of a television producer's house on the 
outskirts of Boston, he had no idea that his life was 

about to take a dramatic turn. At the time, Abram was a young gen
eral contractor trying to steer his business toward quality renova
tions. Impressed by Abram's chintzy scrap pile and efficient work 
habits, Russell Morash, creator of public television's This Old 
House, approached Abram with the idea of orm the carpenter 
appearing and talking about home restoration. Abram, figuring he 
didn't have much to lose because work was scarce, said okay. 
Since accepting that offer in 1979, his career has continued to blos
som. And the barn? Well, it resides next to the lush garden featured 
in The Victory Garden. The barn's not so small either-it has been 
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expanded into The New Yankee Workshop (see the photo above) .  
As host of The New Yankee Workshop, Norm Abram builds pro

jects in front of 4Y2 million loyal viewers each week. With those 

fans and more than a few skeptics wanting to know what really 
happens behind the scenes of his show, I thought it was high tinle 
to look at what goes into, and what comes out of, television's best 
loved woodshop. Through a visit to the shop and interviews widl 
Abram and producer Morash, I learned how this Yankee's wood
working-from carpentry to furnituremaking-is evolving. 

lhe man behind the saw 
While growing up in Milford, Mass., Abram learned much of his 
craft from his carpenter father. By age 15, he was working con-

Photos except where noted: AJec Waters 



struction with his dad. Once through high school, Abram studied 
engineering and business at the University of Massachusetts and 
then worked for three years as a site supervisor of a large con
struction firm before going into business for himself in 1976. For a 
time, Abram kept up his company, Integrated Structures Inc., 
while appearing on This Old House and finally began attracting 
the kind of up-scale remodeling jobs he'd hoped for. But as the 
success of the show grew, so did the demands on his time. After 
four years as a contractor/builder, Abram felt out of touch with the 
day-to-day work, so he let his business go dormant. 

Learningfrom This Old House-In 1980, This Old House de
buted nationally on PBS. Host Bob Vila and orm the carpenter 
soon became familiar characters to millions of dO-it-yourselfers, 
woodworking wanna-bes and casual viewers. In the early episodes, 
Abram played second banana, and his laid-back style proved the 
perfect foil to Vila's gameshow-host persona. orm came across as 
the one with know-how while Vila sold viewers on how easy it was 
to remodel an old bathroom or install new windows. 

Eventually, Vila's propensity for salesmanship caught up with 
him. In spite of the noncommercial nature of PBS, Vila, from the 
beginning, was allowed to endorse products on the side. When 
competing underwriters threatened to withdraw more than 
$ 1  million in support, WGBH insisted that Vila stop the promo
tions. He refused, so WGBH hired a new host, Steve Thomas, for 
the tenth season in 1989. Interestingly, Abram came through the 
whole ordeal with his integrity unscathed-in good position to be
come top dog on his own show. Although he's had offers, he's 
never directly endorsed any brands. He does make personal ap
pearances at regional home shows, but t110se are paid for by ei
ther the sponsors of the show or by WGBH underwriters, and he 
makes a point of plugging t11e program instead of products. 

Building The New Yankee Workshop-Before Morash could 
launch The New Yankee Workshop, he needed a convenient place 
to videotape. So he had Abram design and build me barn addition 
in 1988. The shop's layout and equipment (see t11e top photo on 
p. 48) are mostly Abram's preferences, and when looking back on 
how the shop has functioned, Morash said: "We did everything 
right. There's not much we would change." That's because The 
New Yankee Workshop is a real shop, not a studio set. If you 
showed up on a day when the show wasn't being taped, you'd 
easily mistake it for what it is-a well-equipped suburban shop of 
a successful executive wim a serious woodworking hobby. 

Ever wish you had the right tool for every job? 
Making sawdust is easy in The New Yankee Workshop, thanks to 
the tool manufacturers eager to donate tools with me hope that 
Abram will use mem on the air. The heart of the shop (and the on
ly major tool that wasn't donated) is a Delta lO-in. tablesaw, a vin
tage 1966 model that was a birthday gift to Morash from his wife. 
For crosscutting, there's a 12-in. radial-arm saw and a lO-in. chop 
saw. There's a 6-in. jointer, a 12-in. planer, a 14-in. bandsaw and a 
floor-model drill press. The shop also sports an extra tablesaw, a 
portable dust collector, a %-in. spindle shaper, an air compressor 
and two lathes: one for duplicating and one for using on a bench
top. And mere's quite an array of hand tools, clamps and finishing 
supplies as well as bits, blades and accessories. 

Of course, no shop is complete without a complement of 
portable power tools, but these Yankees have more than a fair 
share. There's no end of sanders, routers, pneumatic nailers, drills 
and saws. Morash makes no promises and takes no money in ex
change for airing tools or hardware. Abram doesn't automatically 

Norm talks safety 

Despite the safety discussion that begins each episode of 
The New Yankee Workshop, experienced woodworkers 
have criticized the show for being soft on safety. So I asked 
Norm about shop safety, and here's what he told me: 

"First of all, we never tell people what to do on the 
program. It's always in the ftrst person, ' I 'm going to do 
this, that and the other thing. '  And we try very hard not to 
show something that could cause someone to get hurt. I 'm 
very conscious that my audience has less experience than I 
do, so I approach each task from their skill level. For 
example, wIllie I've been known to cut a tenon freehand, 
holding the work upright against a fence, on the show I 
use a tenoning jig and clamp the workpiece. 

"There are some things that I've been criticized for that I 
don't necessarily agree with. For example, bringing the 
sawblade up through a workpiece for a stopped cut. If 
done properly (using a stop block), tills is a perfectly safe 
operation-unless you're silly enough to have your hand 
where the blade comes through. 

"Even blade guards can't make all situations safe. When I 
use a dado head on my radial-arm saw, for example, I often 
have to remove the guard. Luckily, guards are getting 
better. But even so, most shop accidents happen because 
people are doing something they shouldn't be doing (with 
or without a guard). 

"Doing the show has raised my own safety awareness, so 
even off camera I've gotten in the habit of using jigs (see 
lie photo below) and not taking shortcuts where safety is 
concerned. I figure that every day that goes by, the odds 
start to work against me, and if I hurt myself, it won't look 
good on the show and I may be out of work. I 've only been 
nicked once-on the tablesaw. And it was typical of most 
workshop injuries; I was tired, in a hurry and I did 
something stupid." 

Finger-saving finger joints: Abram uses jigs, espeCially 
when a machine's guard has been removed for photo
graphiC clarity (or otherwise). To make tablesaw opera
tions logical and safe, he builds jigs, for example, that ride 
in the saw's miter grooves, as shown here. 
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use donated tools on the show either. If he likes the way a new 
gadget works, it will likely get on the show; if he doesn't like it, it 
won't. When deciding how they'll show a tool being used, Abram 
and Morash discuss safety (see the box on p. 47). To avoid being 
accused of featuring a particular tool to the exclusion of others, 
they usually remove or obscure labels (manufacturers do get their 
names listed in the credits at the end of the show). When it comes 
to materials, though, Abram and Morash draw the line. Rather than 
accept donated materials, they prefer to choose their wood at the 
lumberyard and order supplies for each project themselves. 

Video woodworking without a net 
When I went to see how they videotape The New Yankee Work
shop, I expected to find more show business than woodworking-

Ready on the set: After Abram explains what he's going to do, 
Dick Holden, whose camera work has earned him three Emmy 
awards, and Hugh Kelly, Holden 's integral grip, videotape Abram 
cutting a tenon shoulder with his radial-arm saw. This improvi
sational 1'apport between host and crew results in unique, low
budget productions that don 't sacrifice quality. 

Rolling" , The front of a barn, which resembles a garage, functions 
as the potting shed for The Victory Garden, as Abram's finishing 
room and as The New Yankee Workshop 's recording suite shown 
here. Engineer Bill Fairweather's no-nonsense mixing of visuals 
and sounds means Abram never has to add studio voice-overs, 
which leads to what, Russ Morash calls "easy-assembly editing. " 
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I figured Abram would show up, go through the motions with a 
router, maybe a tablesaw, while reading from a script and working 
with spare parts made by somebody else, and then be on his way. 
Well, I figured wrong. Here's what really happened. 

Setting the scene-Producer/director Russ Morash and crew are 
taping episode # 1 1  for the 1993 season. Abram is assembling two 
redwood arches to form a trellis that covers a slatted bench. It's 
obvious that he's not just working with mocked-up parts. He's ac
tually building this project, and the camera is a visitor like me. 

The show is made with a six-person crew, but besides Morash, 
there are only three people in the shop: Abram, spreading glue on 
the tenoned ends of several 1 Y4-in.-sq. crosspieces; Dick Holden, 
a few feet away with a big video camera balanced on his shoulder; 
and Hugh Kelly, known as the grip, keeping Holden's camera ca
ble out of the way (see the top photo). 

Lights, camera-A pair of studio lights, mounted on tall stands, il
luminates the scene as Morash watches on a 20-in. monitor locat
ed in the corner of the shop. Occasionally, Morash picks up a 
walkie-talkie to speak with the other two members of the crew, 
engineer Bill Fairweather and his assistant Kate Cohen, about 
15 yards away. The engineers' recording suite, which includes au
dio mixer and camera controls, is set up in the entrance of the 
original barn (see the bottom photo). Back in the shop, Morash 
and Abram fine-tune the monologue: 

Explaining to Morash how the arches join, Abram offers, "Cross
pieces with tenons cut on each end join the arches . . . .  " Morash in
terrupts, "The arches are joined .... Make the lead-in stronger, like 
the beginning of a paragraph since we left off talking about cross
pieces." Abram responds, "The arches are joined with the cross
pieces that have tenons cut on each end." Morash, making sure Bill 
is ready at the board, says, "Good, let's do it." 

Action-With Morash's "okay, action" cue, Abram says his line and 
drives the tenon home with a mallet. Morash: "Did you get that 
Bill?" Bill's "got it," crackles back over the walkie-talkie, and Hold
en relaxes while Abram starts clamping up the assembly. 

That's it. It took less than five minutes to plan, rehearse and 
shoot the scene. There is no written script, no preplanned camera 
angles, no make-up and no second take (in five years of taping, 
only one episode needed a reshoot). It all looks too easy until you 
realize that the key players, Morash, Holden and Abram, have 
been working together for more than 12 years. Each man knows 
his craft and respects the skills of the others at theirs. None of them 
waste time second-guessing another. But while it's clearly a col
laborative effort, in Morash's words: "It's not a free-for-all. It only 
works because someone is definitely in charge." 

The man behind the curtain-The New Yankee Workshop, 
which costs under $ 100,000 to produce per show (a modest figure 
for television), is just the latest in a long list of successful ventures 
that Russell Morash has created for PBS. The list includes The Ad
vocates, The National Theatre of the Deaf, The Victory Garden, 
Julia Child's cooking shows and This Old House, PBS's top-rated 
half-hour program. Morash has received six Emmys and is widely 
accepted as the guru of how-to television. 

According to Morash, the thing that's unique about his methods 
is that he sees and hears each shot. For example, when taping 
takes him away from his benchtop monitor (see the top photo on 
p. 50), Morash directs remotely via a shirt pocket-Sized television, 
whose picture is sent from the recording suite. The day I visited, 
the tiny monitor came in handy to shoot the closing scene of 



My workshops: old, New Yankee and new by Norm Abram 

After I built The New Yankee Workshop, 
my producer gave me a key and said, 
"You're welcome to use this anytime." 
Well, I 've certainly taken him up on that 
offer. While I don't have loads of free 
time to do personal woodworking pro
jects, I use The New Yankee Workshop 
as my own. The show onJy ties up the 
shop for about 65 days a year: two days 
for each of the 1 3  episodes, plus about 
three days to build each prototype. The 
rest of the time, the shop reverts back to 
making sawdust. 

At home, I 've got a dusty little shop, 
which has your basic woodworking tools 
and a bench where I can cobble things 
together-repair work mostly. Fortunate
ly, I 'm building a new two-story Colo
nial/timber-framed house that's going to 
have a nice shop. Because I 've gotten 
spoiled by the extra room at The New 
Yankee Workshop (and believe me, the 
936 sq. ft. comes in handy), my new 
shop, which will be a little bigger and in 
its own building (see the staked-out site 
in the photo at right), is patterned after 
New Yankee's 26 x 36 space. 

Originally, I thought about building the 
shop with an open truss roof, giving me 
9 ft. of clearance. But, because it's nice 
not having overhead obstructions, I 
chose a gable roof, like in New Yankee's 
shop (see the photo on p. 46). I'll proba
bly put in skylights for more daylight as 
well. The building's  grade is stepped, 
which means I ' ll have a storage basement 
underneath, with 7 ft.,  4 in. of headroom. 
The basement will have a garage door, 
and the shop level will have a sliding 
door. The shop's floor, rather than being 
a concrete slab, will be wood, which 
should be easier on my feet. 

I haven't laid out the exact floor plan 

Abram commenting on the location of the installed arbor, which 
just happened to be in Russ Morash's front yard. 

Making projects: from prototypes to profits 
Decisions about what projects to include in the show are made 
by Morash and Abram. Each season, they include a mix of car
pentry, like a shop cabinet or a seating arbor, and furniture, like 
a Shaker tall chest or an English sideboard (see the front cover 
photo). Abram and crew usually tape a segment to show where 
a piece's inspiration came from, such as at the Hancock Shaker 
Village near Pittsfield, Mass., or at a London antique shop (see the 
bottom photo on p. 50). On one occasion, the show highlighted the 
retrieval of 200-year-old cypress logs from a river in Georgia. Al
though these "historicals," as Morash calls them, are meant to add 
authenticity, the projects are not reproductions but are Abram's 

yet, but I 've worked up a rough thumb
nail on a board (at left) showing where I'll 
most likely place machines, benches and 
tool cabinets. Although it'll be quite a 
while before I 'm set up in the new area, 
every chance I get, I think about how I'm 
going to organize things. My stepson's al
ready got a boatbuiJding project slated for 
whenever the new shop is ftnished. 

Shop on a shingle (left) lets Abram re
fine his new shop's layout. 

Shop stakeout: Abram (below), scop
ing out where his new shop will go, says 
he's lookingforward to trying all kinds 
of high-end woodworking at home once 
his shop is built. His new house, under 
construction, is in the background. 

adaptations that often combine elements of several originals. 

Measured drawingS-When building the prototype for each 
project, Abram works from a rough sketch, refining propOltions 
and joinery details as he goes along. Next he draws a preliminary 
plan based on the finished piece. An illustrator then prepares a 
pencil drawing that Abram checks and adds notes and dimensions 
to. The final drawing is inked and then sold individually or with a 
video. Each drawing includes details, construction notes and a ma
terials list, which footnotes that all dimensions are approximate. 
Abram believes that an exact cutting list is a recipe for failure that 
ignores the many variables inherent in working with wood. 

Threefor one-For each episode of The New Yankee Workshop, 

Abram himself must build the featured project, not just once, but 
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Video choreography: When the crew is taping on location, such 
as to show Abram installing and using this seating arbor, Morash 
uses a portable monitor. This lets him see procedures that might, 
due to foreshortening of the picture, look awkward or danger
ous-something that Abram may be unaware of 

To find inspiration for 1993 projects, Abram traveled to the 
u.K. to view country furniture at The Saunders Home in Weedon 
and at several famous antique shops. He learned that many over
priced dealer antiques are, in fact, remakes from old architectural 
remnants. Abram adapted his own prototypes, which take about 
three days to build, mostly from authentic English period pieces. 

three times. First Abram makes a prototype the week before the 
show is taped. While building the prototype, which will air as 
the finished piece (see the top photo), he makes any needed jigs 
or templates. He also decides which processes to feature. Some

times he saves time by milling stock and-cutting out enough parts 
for the other two pieces, but he does this only if he is sure those 
steps won't have to be taped. 

ext, with the prototype still fresh in his mind, Abram builds a 
second piece over a two-day period with Morash and crew on 
hand to tape key processes (see the top photo on p. 48). Abram 
tries to organize his work to reduce the time that the others wait 
for him to finish operations or clamp glue-ups. The third piece is 
built later, often on a weekend when Abram can find the time, so 
that a photographer can take stills for the season's eventual book. 
Except for an occasional helping hand from one of the crew mem
bers, Abram builds all three pieces himself. 

Abram's home is furnished wid1 many of the pieces he's made 
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on The New Yankee Workshop, especially Shaker style furniture, 
his preference. But he confesses to having a storage bin full of un
finished projects. Parks Corp., one of the show's underwriters, al
so gets a piece now and then to promote its line of finishes. 
Morash keeps the rest of the pieces for posterity, filling up his 
house, the shop and wherever else he can find storage. 

Responding to critics 
Despite the successes of The New Yankee Workshop, a few wood
working writers have criticized the program for pushing power 
tools, trivializing furnituremaking and looking too much like 
Hollywood woodworking. Abram acknowledges that WGBH 
might have brought some of the criticism on by using the term 
master carpenter to describe his job. 

"Master carpenter is a title that Russ gave me," Abram said. 
"It may be a legitimate title in the theater, but there's no such 
thing in the constmction trade, just a journeyman. But I look at 
the term as meaning someone who is always u-ying to improve 
his skills-who continues to learn with each project-as opposed 
to one who has reached top level, because there's so much to 
learn in the field." 

Speaking of his loyal following, Abram continued: "Originally 
we were after people that already had a shop set up, maybe in 
the basement or garage. We wanted to give them some nice 
projects to do-to help them enjoy their woodworking. Surpris
ingly, we've not only attracted that audience but we've also at
u'acted viewers who might never do woodworking. Some of them 
say, 'Look, we know it's not high-end woodworking, but we've 
learned something from it.' And basically, that's all the show is re
ally meant to do." 

While I was haVing lunch wid1 Abram (sitting at a picnic table he 
had built for the program), I asked him why he persists in wearing 
a carpenter's tool belt on the set. Abram just chuckled and said, 
"It's become a u'ademark for me ... a carryover from This Old House. 
And besides, what difference does it make? Just the other day, I 
said something about my tool apron getting pretty ratty, and 
maybe I should get another one, but Russ said 'No, no, it's fine.'" 

Working around a grueling schedule 
Although 43-year-old Abram agrees it's fun to be paid well to do 
what he loves, it's also a lot of work. Last year he taped 26 new 
episodes of This Old House and 13 of The New Yankee Workshop. 
Then, in his spare time, he did 30 personal appearances, which at 
times, he confides, conflicted with his family schedule (he's mar
ried with four children). In past seasons, the taping for The New 
Yankee Workshop was spread out over six months. But this year, 
they've speeded up the schedule so Abram can help on a new 
house he's having built. He admits to being a bit fmstrated be
cause he doesn't have time to build the house himself, but he's sat
isfied that he'll at least be making the staircase and a new shop 
(see the story on p. 49). Meanwhile, Abram and his wife, Laura, 

who helped design the house, are also working with a ghostwriter 
on a new book about the home's conSU'llCtion. 

Abram said he might eventually develop and market his own 
line of country furniture. But for now, not knowing how long his 
high-profile television roles will last, Abram wants to ride the 
wave as far as it will take him. And it's likely that viewers will stay 
tuned because, just like other woodworkers, Norm Abram is learn
ing and improving as he goes along, except that he's also bringing 
quite a few others along with him. 0 

jim Boesel is a writer and furnituremaker in Vancouver, Wash. He 
is a former executive editor of Fine Woodworking. 



A close look at the Yankees work 

With success comes scrutiny, and The 
New Yankee Workshop is no exception. 
Although Norm Abram fans rally behind 
their woodworking hero when critics 
take aim, the show and its host still have 
a share of rational detractors. For exam
ple, furnituremakers have criticized 
Abram for making heavy-handed adapta
tions of classic designs and for failing to 
allow for wood movement in a few of his 
pieces. I wanted to see for myself-exam
ining both old and current work-if these 
criticisms are valid. 

Past: When reviewing project plans from 
previous seasons, I found a few examples 
of wood movement problems and an in
stance where Abram screwed into the 
endgrain of a bed rail; a fastener here is 
totally unnecessary if the mortise and 
tenon fit well. But I was impressed that 
on a reproduced Shaker style clock, 
Abram remained true to the original by 
using a solid panel in the clock's door 
with its beveled surface turned inward. 

Present: I also looked at a few projects 
from the newest season, which are based 
on English country furniture. One of the 
most ambitious pieces is a 6-ft.-Iong 
white oak sideboard (see the cover pho
to) with three drawers and bandsawn 
legs braced with a wide shelf just above 
floor level. Abram said the piece was pat
terned after several larger sideboards. 

Abram's sideboard made a good first 
impression: It was well-proportioned, 
and the beveled drawer fronts and arched 
framing showed a good eye for English 
period details. He used Baltic-birch ply
wood for the drawer sides, although solid 
wood would be plenty strong enough 
and more in keeping with the rest of the 
piece. Perhaps the weakest part of the 
piece was Abram's failure to adequately 
sand the applied moldings, which clearly 
show tell-tale ripples from having been 
hurried past a router bit. 

The sideboard suggests that Abram has 
taken seriously the admonitions about al
lowing for wood movement. He pointed 
out that the 100in.-wide tenons where the 
sidepieces join the legs are glued only 
along the top 3 in. or so, with the re
mainder of the tenon left unglued to float 
in the mortises in the legs. This solution 
allows expansion while avoiding the use 
of a frame-and-panel construction, which 
would spoil the authentic country look. 
The wide shelf is also free to expand. It is 
pinned at its center to the cross braces, 

notched to fit around the legs and re
strained from cupping by being dadoed 
into the inside faces of the legs. Abram 
designed these joinery details because all 
the original pieces had splits in their 
wide boards. 

I found the other pieces I examined, a 
butcher-block table, a bow front corner 
cabinet and a pine kitchen table, all to be 
without any glaring instances of faulty 
construction. For example, the endgrain, 
butcher-block top, as shown in the pho
to below, was beveled on all four sides 
and floated within a 2x6 frame. Abram 
wanted to be sure his design allowed for 
wood movement. 

Future?: When evaluating the quality 
and value of The New Yankee Workshop, 
it's important to remember that it is not 
meant to be a complete course in wood
working. The show is designed to appeal 
to a mass market by tapping into an 
existing audience of people who are fas
cinated with woodworking and wood
working tools. The show has also been 
accused of blurring the line between 
commercial and non-commercial televi
sion. But, as long as Abram is not trying 
to palm off inferior tools on hapless view
ers-and I saw no evidence that he was-

then I consider this a non-issue. 
I believe the most valid criticism of The 

New Yankee Workshop is that it trivial
izes the process of building furniture. 
Surely, more goes into the design and 
construction of a quality piece of furni
ture than a half hour show can do justice 
to. Abram is a carpenter turned furni
turemaker. He understands power tools 
and is certainly qualified to demonstrate 
their use. But, like all self-taught furni
turemakers, Abram is learning about 
design and construction as he goes 
along-and he is clearly improving with 
each season. If the show would take 
an on-the-air trip to a professional furni
turemaking shop to discuss the elements 
that refine and elevate a piece of furni
ture, it would go a long way toward giv
ing both Abram and his craft the 
credibility they deserve. -JB. 

The New Yankee Workshop, a copro
duction of WGBH, Boston and Morash 
Assoc., Inc., began its fifth season 
inJanuary. Check your local stations for 
broadcast times. Project videos, draw
ings and books (published by Little, 
Brown & Co.) are available from The 
New Yankee Workshop, Po. Box 9345, 
South Burlington, Vt. 05407-9345. 

Handling wood movement gets top priority. This table 's end grain butcher-block 
top is beveled on four sides and floated within an oppositely tapered 2x6 frame. Al
though Abram admits the construction is experimental, he says it's designed to allow 
an expanding top to slide upward in the frame. As the author looks on, Abram ex
plains how the top works and how the rest of the table was built. 
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M aking a Mac hinist-Style Tool Chest 
Weekend project helps clear workshop clutter 

by Ronald Young 

Fig. 1 : A machinist-style tool box 

Using the simplified construction techniques 
illustrated here, you can build this 
tool chest in a weekend. 

Router dovetails 

Rubber feet � 
Oak plywood drawer bottom, Y. in .  

All drawers are lined with adhesive-backed felt. 

Alternative construction methods 

The basic tool chest shown here 
can be enhanced by using different 
construction techniques. Here are 
just a few of the possibilities. 

Fig. 2: Frame and panel door 

A frame-and-panel door 
dresses up the plain box 

and reduces the chances of 
the door warping or sticking 

with humidity changes. 
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Suitcase handle Plugged counterbores 

Runners guide 
these two drawers. 

Drawer divider 

+#-___ Drawer partition 

Fig. 3: Back panel 

The back panel can be 
a single panel (raised 
or flat) fitted into 
grooves in the case 

Drawer guide 

Adhesive-backed 
felt protects door. 

Stopped dado, 
Y. x Y., for door 

sides, or it can be a 
frame-and-panel assembly. 



F ashioned after the old-style machinists' boxes, this small 
tool chest provides convenient, portable storage for your 
finest tools, instruments, rules and other small items. The 

original machinists' chests were traditionally made of walnut or 
fumed oak. I made mine of oak and stained it to match the rich 
brown tone the old-timers achieved through the chemical reac
tion that occurs when oak is exposed to ammonia fumes. The 
stack of graduated drawers helps prevent small objects from 
being inextricably buried at the bottom of the box. A separate 
door can be locked covering the drawers for security during stor
age. The door also keeps the drawers from falling out when 
you're carrying the box from job to job. When you're using the 
box, the door slides neatly into the chest under the bottom draw
er, as shown in the photo at right. 

My 18-in.-wide by lO%-in.-high tool chest suits my space and 
storage requirements, but you should modify these dimensions 
and the drawer configuration to suit your particular needs. I used 
o/I6-in.-thick oak for most of the chest. The drawer backs and sides 
are YI6-in.-thick poplar, and the back panel and drawer bottoms 
are Y4-in.-thick oak-veneer plywood. All the hardware for my chest 
came from Constantine's (2050 Eastchester Road, Bronx, N.Y. 
10461 ; 212-792-1600). I suggest buying your hardware before 
you begin construction, so you can be sure you've dimensioned 
the chest appropriately. 

The main body of the chest is a dovetailed box, which I con
structed using a commercial dovetail jig and Y4-in.-dia. dovetail 
bit (see p. 58). You could tablesaw finger joints instead (see 
FWW #84, pp. 74-75), or you could use this project as a great op
portunity to practice handcurung dovetails. 

Constructing the carcase 
After selecting the stock for the carcase, lay out and cut the pieces 
to size, as shown in figure 1 at left, selecting the best wood for 
the top and sides. You will assemble and disassemble the parts 
several times while cutting the dovetails and constructing the 
chest, so be sure to mark the pieces on the inside faces to prevent 
layout mistakes. 

After cutting tlle joints, dry-assemble the four sides, and check 
for square fit. Disassemble and cut the back-panel rabbets in the 
top, bottom and sides. Because I ripped the rabbets on my table
saw, I had to fill the gaps that resulted in the dovetail joints with 
small blocks of wood during final assembly. Using a plunge 
router, I cut a stopped dado along the front edge of the case bot
tom for the door. Although I chiseled out the mortises in the car
case sides for the drawer divider, it would have been as easy to cut 
them with the plunge router. Next you should cut out the drawer 

Sheet-metal 
bottom 

Drawer front 

Dovetailed drawers enhance the quality of the chest. Felt-covered, 
sheet-metal drawer bottoms make for a lighter box. 

Photo: Charley Robinson; drawing: Lee Hoy 

A machinist-style tool chest is a perennial favorite for storage 
of treasured tools because the stack of felt-lined drawers prOVides 
easy access and a safe haven. 

partition, and then lay out and attach the drawer guides and run
ners with glue and small brads to the drawer partition and the car
case sides, as shown in figure 1. The drawer divider is cut to size, 
tenoned and screwed to the drawer partition. 

A final dry-assembly lets me check the sides, divider and runners 
for square before I bore and counterbore holes for the drawer par
tition to the carcase top. If everything is square, I cut and fit the 
plywood back. I then disassemble and reassemble the chest with 
glue, screws and clamps (checking for square as I go) and allow 
the assembly to dry overnight. 

Making the drawers 
Drawer construction is straightforward with simple butt and rab
bet joints, as shown in figure 1. Be sure, however, to cut the draw
er-slide grooves slightly oversized to allow for smooth movement. 
I did mine with a dado head on my tablesaw before assembling 
the drawers. A little paste wax or paraffm on the drawer runners 
contributes to smooth operation. 

Finally, cut and fit the door, mortise the lock and attach a suit
case handle to the top. A large chest might be better off with a han
dle on each side. To finish the chest, I rubbed on two coats of 
Watco Danish oil and then sprayed two coats of Deft spray 
polyurethane on the exposed surfaces. And to protect my finest 
tools, I lined the drawers with adhesive-backed felt. 

Because of the simple construction shown in figure 1, I was able 
to build this chest in a couple of days. If you would prefer less of 
a plain-vanilla chest, you might want to consider using some al
ternate construction methods, as shown from left to right in the 
bottom drawings. These techniques will probably take you a little 
longer and call for a little more material. 0 

Ron Young is a woodworker in Decatur, Ala. 
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Floral Visions 
How Ron Fleming turns and carves his vessels 

by Bob Hawks 
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A lthough Ron Fleming bought a 

lathe 25 years ago to turn a 

candlestick, he really wanted to 

carve more than he wanted to turn. So he 

let his lathe sit idle for almost 20 years, 

learning to do some carving in the 

meantime. But being an anist and a 

commercial illusu·ator for more than three 

decades, Fleming's paintings started to 

have an influence on his woodworking. 

"When I did illustrations of flowers, I 

started to see vessel forms within them, 

and I realized that turnings could provide 

a great canvas for carving these forms," 

he said, describing his first carved-and

turned piece, inspired by a rosebud from 

his wife's garden. After dusting off his 

lathe, Fleming learned to turn by taking 

classes and watching professional turners 

work; he said, "It's not enough to just 

read about it in a book." 

That was about seven years ago, and 

Fleming has persevered, nurturing and 

refining both his turning and carving 

skills, creating dozens of pieces along 

the way, including the ones shown in 

the photo on the facing page. Working 

in his converted home/studio in Tulsa, 

Okla., Fleming combines carved shapes 

from nature, such as leaves, flowers or 

petals, with simple, well-proportioned 

turned vessels. 

Fleming's work, besides achieving 

national notoriety, has undergone an 

evolution. In his earliest work, Fleming 

strived for realism in his carvings and 

used them primarily to decorate the 

edges of his vessels. However, these early 

carvings were too fragile and often broke. 

Now, he leaves some heft for su·ength at 

the core of each petal or leaf (it's only 

fitting that his college background was as 

a structural engineer). 

In some of his latest work, the whole 

piece is carved, and his floral patterns 

have become more stylized, shOWing a 

bit of an Art Deco influence. Fleming 

occasionally applies his painting skills 

directly to his turning, using acrylics 

for colorful effects. He turns straight

grained, cross-grained, burls and spalted 

woods, preferring to do the initial turning 

green. The photo above shows the 

beginning of one of Fleming's turned

and-carved vessels, and the entire 

process is illusu·ated and described in the 

pages that follow. D 

Bob Hawks is a retired profeSSional 
photographer in Tulsa, Okla. 

PhOlOS: Bob Hawks; drawing: Maria Meleschnig 

Hollowing the vessel-After turning most of the outside of a vessel, Fleming starts the 
hollowing process by boring a hole to final depth using a hand auger or a boring bar. 
He uses a Stewart-system tool with a standard %-in.-high-speed steel cutter to remove most 
of the interior, working from the bored hole to complete the inner wall. Then, with a 
Stewart-system tool fitted with a scraper blade, he turns the area under the shoulder to a 
wall thickness of between 3/16 in. to % in. He leaves the bottom % in. to �2 in. thick to add 
weight to balance the heavy carved rim. 

Hollowing the vessel 

After the center waste is removed by boring, the inside of the vessel is hollowed out 
using a Stewart-system turning tool. 

Turn foot of vessel last 
after hollowing 
and carving. 

Slightly heavy wall 

Bore hole to final depth 
before hollowing. 

near base helps balance 
top-heavy carving. 

Leave rim thick for 
carving floral pattern. 

Stewart-system 
turning tool, fitted 
with scraper blade, 
cleans up area 
under shoulder. 

Use narrow scraper to turn 
deep undercuts below rim. 
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Marking the carvitlg paUertl 

Marking the carving paUertl-The 
vessel is removed from the faceplate 
only after carefully marking its position, 
so it can be returned to the lathe to 
finish turning the foot after carving. 
Fleming then screws the bottom of the 
vessel to the mechanical Power Arm 
carving stand (available from Woodcraft, 
P.O. Box 1686, Parkersburg, wv. 26102; 
800-225-1 153) that allows the piece to 
be locked at any position, so he can 
easily use both hands to carve all 
surfaces. Fleming occasionally sketches 
the forms of his carved petals or leaves 
on paper and then transfers the pattern 
to the wood, as shown. To get the design 
of the carving to flow, he often adapts 
petal size and placement to the wood's 
grain and figure. 

Sawing the waste-After the design is 
laid out, Fleming uses a coping saw to cut 
away the waste between petals or leaves 
around the edge of the carving. He stays 
well outside of his pattern lines to leave 
ample wood for carving, and he's careful 
not to scratch or gouge the turned part of 
the vessel with the saw. 

Roughing out thefloralforms-To 
rough out the leaves and/or petals, 
Fleming uses a V-shaped gouge fitted in a 
reciprocating carving chisel. This allows 
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him to hew the basic shapes out as 
quickly as possible before he refines the 
details. Fleming says the electric chisel 
works best in greenwood; the tool doesn 't 
have enough power to cut through totally 
dry hardwoods or dense exotics, for 
which he'll switch and use one of the 
grinders described below. 

Shapitlg the leaves-Fleming has a 
small arsenal of power carving tools, 
including both electric and pneumatic 
die grinders, Dremel rotary tools and a 
Foredom shaft-driven grinder. He fits 
them with a variety of carbide carving 
burrs for refining and detailing his 
carVings. In the photo, he uses a ball
shaped carbide burr to hollow the 
cupped areas of the leaves. Fleming 
carves each leaf to look as thin as 
possible, but he actually retains a thick 
area down the center of each leaf for 
strength. This keeps the piece from being 
too fragile to handle. 

Refitling the details-One of his favorite 
burrs, tapered like a pencil point, does 
the undercutting where the leaves 
overlap and shapes the edges and 
undersides, as shown in the photo. 
Fleming always keeps two power tools 
ready to go; as one gets too hot to hold, 
he switches to the other. 

Sawitlg the waste 

Roughitlg out thefloralforms 

Shaping the leaves 

Refitlitlg the details 



Sanding the carving smooth 

Finishing the piece 

Sanding the carving smooth-Surface 
preparation is the key to a good finish, so 
Fleming does a lot of hand-sanding on his 
vessels. He glues a piece of illustration 
board (thin, stiff cardboard) to the back 
of sandpaper strips to help remove small 
lumps and valleys left by the rotary 
grinding, so the leaves are smooth and 
flOWing. On rougher areas, he uses his 
air grinder fitted with a 3-in. sanding 
disc. He sands the body of the vessel with 
150-grit sandpaper to remove any 
turning marks and finishes with 220-grit. 
To lend the carving more texture and 

dimension, he usually lightly sandblasts 
just the carved areas with fine silica. 

Finishing the piece-Fleming turns the 
foot of the vessel by remounting the piece 
on the lathe with a padded cone at its 

mouth to provide steadiness. For stability, 
the foot is finished in a slightly concave 
design. Now Fleming coats the entire 
piece with two coats of urethane oil finish 
or Waterlox, allowing it to thoroughly 
penetrate the wood. After that's dry, he 
masks off the carving and applies 10 to 
15 coats of acrylic lacquer. Finally, he 

power-buffs the body of the vessel using a 
dry compound normally used for honing 
tools (available from Craft Supplies USA, 
1287 E. 1120 5., Provo, Utah 84601; 801-

3 73-0917) to give it a high luster. 
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T he built-ins and utility furniture I 
make usually call for lots of draw
ers. I could spend a couple of days 

hand-cutting the dovetails for a big case
work project. Or, going to the opposite ex
treme, I could rabbet and nail the drawers 
together and be done in a couple of hours. 
But what I really want is the strength and 
durability of dovetails, without spending 
the time it takes to do them by hand. That 
is why I cut the drawer joints for projects 
like the ones shown here with a router and 
dovetail fixture. 

Router dovetails 
I use an inexpensive router fixture I 

bought from Sears 20 years ago. It cuts on
ly half-blind dovetails (meaning they're 
visible from one side only). Sears and 
most of the woodworking tool catalogs 
offer a similar fixture now for less than 
$ 100. I've thought about buying more ex
pensive and more versatile fixtures that 
cut through dovetails, as well as half
blinds, and which promise the variable 
spacing of hand-cut work. But then I 
might as well cut them by hand if that's the 
look I'm after. 

Hand-cut dovetails consist of pins, 
which are typically cut on drawer fronts 
and backs, and tails, which are cut on 
drawer sides, as shown below. Router 
dovetails, however, get pins on the drawer 
sides and sockets on the fronts and backs. 
With hand-cut dovetails, you can tailor the 
joint to suit the dimensions of the piece. 
With router dovetails, you can't. 

One thing that makes router dovetails 
fast is that you don't have to lay them out. 
The fixture clamps two boards at 90° to 
each other (drawer front or back on top, 

Hand-cut vs. router-cut dovetails 

side hanging down). On top of both 
boards goes a finger template that controls 
the router and dovetail bit by means of a 
template-following guide bushing. The 
thickness of the drawer stock can vary 
from a little less than one-half inch to more 
than one inch. Width can vary too, from 
about three inches to 12 inches. But re
gardless of the width and thickness, the 
size and geometry of the pins and sockets 
stay the same. 

That means you have to size your draw
ers to the geometry of this cookie-cutter 
joint. You want to end up either with a 
whole pin at the top of the joint or a half
pin. Anything less than a half-pin looks 
awkward and is liable to splinter away. 

Two adjustments control the fit of the 
joint. The router's vertical depth of cut de
termines whether the joint is too loose, too 
tight or just right. The in/out positioning of 
the finger template controls the lateral 
travel of the router and thereby deter
mines the depth of the sockets. If the sock
ets are too deep, the drawer sides will be 
recessed below the ends of the front and 
back; if the sockets are too shallow, the 
drawer sides will stand proud. 

Once the fixture and router are set up 
and adjusted, you can cut both parts of the 
joint at once. When you get used to the 
routine, clamping up the stock, routing 
and unclamping take only a couple of 
minutes. Doing the joints for an entire 
drawer takes less than ten minutes. 

This method lets me complete and fit 
six drawers, pretty much regardless of 
size, in about as many hours, starting from 
uncut (but thicknessed) stock. What about 
the time it takes to set up the router and 
fine-tune the cut? You can eliminate that 

The beauty of hand-cut dovetails comes from proportions that suit the project. Router dovetails have 
equally sized pins and sockets, so the project must be dimensioned to avoid awkward part-pins. 

Workmanlike utility furnishings, like 
the author'S little cabinet for storing nails 
and screws, make the shop efficient and 
pleasant. Rabbeted corners, screwed and 
plugged, join the pine case, which mea
sures 1 7  in. by 24 in. by lOlj2 in. deep. 

completely, as explained in the sidebar on 
the following page. 

Buy unwarped stock 
For the drawer sides and backs of utility 
projects, I buy 8-ft. planks of 1x12 #2 pine 
from the local lumberyard. Lauan and 
poplar are also good choices, although bet
ter suited to more upscale projects. Find a 
yard that will let you pick through the 
stock. Prepare to spend some time eye-

Hand-cut dovetail joint Routed dovetail joint 
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balling the planks. Everybody wants to buy 
boards as knot-free as #2 grading will al
low. But in selecting drawer stock, wood 
clarity is less desirable than flatness. You 
want pieces free of twist and cup, though a 
slight bow or crook is tolerable. Reject 
those twisted and cupped boards because 
you'll pay the devil later if you don't. Twist
ed boards make twisted drawers that will 
never fit right, and cupped stock requires a 
lot of fussy clamping during glue-up. 

So what I do first is select the flat stuff 
and then go through it for clarity. I avoid 
boards with a lot of large knots or with any 
loose knots. And when I plan to make the 
fronts out of pine, I make sure the boards 
have enough clear cuttings in them. 

Rip fIrst, then crosscut 
Pine lx12s are about 1 1  inches wide and 
three-fourths inch thick, and unless your 

drawers are really deep and wide, you can 
get several drawers out of a single board. 
Start by jointing one edge of the eight
footer, and then rip to width, larger draw
ers first. Avoid the temptation to rip 
slightly undersized to eliminate trimming 
to fit later. Every time I have done this, I've 
been sorry. Shoot for parts that fit snugly in 
their openings. 

Another reason for ripping first is that 
long offcuts are good for moldings, bat
tens, cleats, face frames, story poles and 
tomato stakes. Long scrap is always more 
useful than short scrap. 

While drawers for a single project may 
vary in depth, most likely they will all be 
uniform in plan. This means you can set a 
saw stop and crosscut all the fronts and 
backs in one session, all the sides in an
other. Use a clean-cutting crosscut blade 
here because rough endgrain won't glue 

Ditzy setup: what the 
manual won 't tell you 

The owner's manual for your dovetail fixture will cover the details 
of setting up, but there are some important points that it probably 
won't mention. 

The precise depth of cut, which determines joint tightness, sel
dom is exactly what the manual calls for. My Sears manual says to set 
the cutting depth to exactly t'l'32 in.,  a measurement that requires 
a machinist's combination square and a thick magnifying lens for 
people over 40. But setting my carbide dovetail bit by this rule pro
duces too loose a joint. A slightly deeper cut tightens the joint. The 
owner's manual will get you in the ballpark, but you'll have to dis
cover the setting that's right for your bit, router and template (see 
the photo at right). 

Another thing the owner's manual won't explain is what's too 
tight a jOint and what's too loose. What I've learned is that glue takes 
up space, and a joint that I have to tap together dry, I'll have to bang 
together during glue-up. You should be able to push the dry joint to
gether by hand without recourse to your mallet. 

The manual describes how to control socket depth, but it proba
bly won't discuss the correct depth. If you've cut your drawer fronts 
to fit snugly in their openings, then you want the pins on the draw
er sides to lie about V64 in. below the tops of their sockets. This con
dition lets you beltsand the endgrain edges of the front and back 
flush with the sides and provides just enough clearance between the 
sides of the drawer and the opening. If you do this right, the side-to
side fit should require no further fiddling. 

well and because ragged edges will show 
up in the joints and on the faces of the 
pins. One more thing: you don't want 
knots in the joints, so be sure to crosscut 
so all knots are two inches or more away 
from the ends. 

ow stack the drawer parts in discrete 
piles. From this point on, each drawer is a 
family of four members, and shuffling 
them around will introduce error. 

Which piece goes where 
Begin by clamping the fixture to your 
bench. Take a stack of drawer parts and 
mark their outside faces. Draw lines about 
where you'll plow the grooves for the 
drawer bottom. On the bench immediate
ly behind the fixture, stand the members 
on their bottom edges and position them 
just as they'll be in the finished drawer, 
with the front facing you. Now push the 

No manual will admit that setting up and adjusting both router and 
fixture is tedious and time-wasting. It can take a half-hour to go 
through the steps: install the guide bushing in your router, chuck 
and adjust the bit, make a trial cut, fine-tune the depth of cut, try 
again. At last you've got it. But next time, you'll have to go through 
the whole ditzy routine again. 

About six years ago, I got fed up with setting up, so I went out and 
bought myself a new plunge router. This meant I could dedicate my 
old Sears router to dovetails, and since then, I haven't had to remove 
the bushing or adjust the bit. -JI. 

Bit setting determines joint tightness. Owner's manuals typi
cally specify a depth-ol-cut setting, which determines how the joint 
fits. The deeper the cut, the tighter the joint. But finding that just
right setting for your router and template is really a matter of 
tedious trial and error. A carbide-tipped bit is best for dovetailing 
because you cut to full depth in a single pass, which calls for cut
ting edges that stay shatp. 
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sides over flat, as shown in the top photo 
below. The lines representing the grooves 
will keep you oriented when you clamp 
the pieces into the fixture. You'll need 
the help because they go into the fixture 
inside out and backward, and it's easy to 
get confused. 

I begin at the front right-hand corner of 
the drawer, which means that I clamp it on 
the right side of the fixture with its bottom 
edges facing right. Temporarily clamp up 
the drawer side, so its end protrudes about 
half its thickness above the baseplate of 
the fixture. ow slide the drawer front un
der the clamp bar, and butt its end against 
the protruding drawer side. At the same 
time, shove the front into contact with the 
fixture's registration pin. 

When the joint end of the drawer front 
butts hard against the side and its bottom 
edge hard against the registration pin, 

tighten the clamp bar. A little pressure here 
goes a long way. ow put the finger tem
plate in position, and tighten its locking 
knobs. Next, back off on the vertical clamp 
bar, and raise the drawer side up flush 
against the finger template. To keep the 
template from flexing upward, hold it 
down firmly with one hand while you butt 
the drawer side into it with the other. Once 
the board is in position, hold it there with 
your thumb, and tighten the clamp bar, as 
shown in the bottom left photo. 

Give everything a final check to make 
sure you've properly positioned the 
pieces. The drawer front should be on top, 
the drawer side should hang down verti
cally. The inside faces of the front and side 
should face out with the groove lines to 
the outside. Both pieces must be indexed 
tight against the registration pins. Be sure 
about this because imprecise registration 

will make a joint that doesn't fit. If you mix 
up the pieces, you'll cut the pins on the 

wrong board, which means wasting wood 
and wasting time. 

Driving the router 
The actual routing is surprisingly quick. 
Hold the router firmly down against the 
finger template while cutting, and never 
lift it upward. If you do, the bit will cut 
through wood you don't want to waste, 
and possibly through the template as well. 
Always exit the cut by pulling the router 
out horizontally. 

Begin routing by making a light right-to
left pass down the front of the drawer side. 
If you take too deep a bite when cutting 
right to left (climb cutting), the router will 
self-feed right into the fixture, so go easy. 
This initial cut keeps the bit from tearing 
out the wood at the base of the joint. 

Carefully arrange the parts of each 
drawer to keep track of the pieces. Stand 
them up drawer-wise behind the dovetail 

jig, then push them over flat so their bot
tom, inside edges, marked with pencil for 
grooving, face one another. 

Position the parts in the jig. Clamp up 
the front l'ight corner of the drawer. Insides 
of the pieces face out, the drawer front goes 
on top, and the side goes vertical. Both 
pieces index hard against the jig 's regiS
tration pins, one of which is visible by the 
author's right thumb. The black plastic 
comb is the template that gUides the router. 

Steer the router in and out of the tem
plate slots by pressing its gUide bushing 
against the phenolic plastic. Make a light 
climb cut from right to left, then return left 
to right at full depth. The router always ex
its horizontally (an upward exit would 
chew into the template). 
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The completed joint, still in the jig, shows 
how pins (on vertical boat'd) will interlock 
with sockets (on horizontal board). Rout
ingfour joints takes less than ten minutes. 

Use a stiff brush to work glue down into 
the pins. Don 't apply glue in the sockets be
cause it can pool up and keep the jOint 
from closing. 

Glue-up. Blocks set just behind the joint al
low the clamps to pull the pins tightly into 
their sockets. The drawer bottom goes in 
during assembly, not after. 
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ow you're at the left side of the joint. 
Follow the finger template in and out, 
moving the router from left to right. As you 
round the template fingers, twist the router 
slightly counterclockwise, as shown in 
the bottom right photo on p. 61.  This helps 
you negotiate these hairpin curves 
smoothly and quickly. Because you're cut
ting to full  depth in a Single pass, don't 
force the router. Listen to the bit's whine, 
and if its bright voice begins to dull, slow 
down. But don't go so slowly that you 
burn the stock and glaze or overheat the 
bit. A carbide-tipped dovetail bit will put 
less stress on you and your router. 

After cutting the joints for the front right 
corner, go to the front left, then to the left 
rear and, finally, to the right rear, moving 
around the drawer in a clockwise manner. 
The drawer front or back always goes hor
izontal on top of the fixture; the side al
ways goes vertical . Before moving on to 
the next drawer, mark conjoining parts 
with a number, so the joints that were cut 
together will be assembled together. 

Grooves for drawer bottoms 
For drawer bottoms, I use 5mm lauan ply
wood captured in grooves on all four sides. 
Rather than use a dado set to cut a Y1'-in. 
groove, too wide for standard plywood, I 
make two passes on the tablesaw to make 
a groove that leaves but a little play. 

Set the rip fence so that the first pass cuts 
just to the inside of the bottom socket on 
the drawer back and the blade depth to 
cut clear of the bottom of the socket. Now 
saw the first groove on all the drawer 
members, making sure to register the bot
tom edge of each against the fence. Your 
pencil line helps here. Move the fence and 
make the second series of cuts. One nice 

thing about router dovetails is that you 
don't have to stop any grooves in the 
drawer fronts or backs because the groove 
enters in and exits from a socket, which 
gets filled with a pin. 

Dry-assemble one drawer to measure 
the length and width of the drawer bot
toms. Cut the plywood about Y'6 inch shy 
of the full dimension to ensure that your 
joints will close completely on the first try. 

Assembly and glue-up 
The fastest way to get good glue coverage 
is to paint the pins with a stiff bristle brush. 
While you're clamping up one drawer, 
keep the brush soaking in a jar of water, 
and wipe it dry when you're ready to glue 
up the ne:>..1: one. Squirt a couple of table
spoons of yellow glue into a shallow con
tainer-I use a plastic coffee-can lid-so 
you can dip your brush often. Thoroughly 
coat the pins on both ends of one drawer 
side (see the center photo). Now slip the 
drawer front and back onto the pins, and 
lightly tap the joint together. Slide the bot
tom into the grooves, apply glue to the 
pins on the other drawer side and tap it in
to the sockets. 

Squeeze the whole thing together with 
bar clamps and blocks. Position the blocks 
at the baseline of the pins, so the clamping 
pressure will pull the sides until the pins 
bottom out in their sockets, as shown in 
the bottom photo. 

Fitting the drawers 
If you've cut the drawer members to fit 
tightly, the assembled drawer won't slide 
freely in its opening and might not even 
enter. To trim it for an easy fit, beltsand the 
endgrain edges of the front and back flush 
with the sides. Test fit the drawer. If it still 
won't go into the opening, most likely the 
sides are a bit too wide, so hand plane a lit
tle off the top and bottom edges all around 
until the drawer runs in and out without 
binding. Chamfer all the inside and outside 
edges (block plane or router), and wax the 
edges top and bottom, along with the back 
outside corners. 

There's a sweet place in fitting a drawer. 
If you don't trim it down enough, it will fit 
too tightly and bine!. The same thing will 
happen if you remove too much wood be
cause the drawer will cock in its opening 
and bind. And, to make a bad matter 
worse, too much air around a drawer's 
edges looks sloppy. But if you trim off just 
t11e right amount, the drawer will whisper 
in and out. 0 

John Lively is publisher of Fine Wood

working magaZine. 



Curly figure is most evident-and dramatic-in traditionally stained pieces like this reproduction of a 
William and Mary lowboy. Different types of figure were used skillfully to distinguish different parts of the piece 
(drawer frontfigure differsfrom the molding surrounding the drawers, which differs from the top). 

Finding Fi gured Woods 
Desirable dejects and irregularities 

I build mostly Colonial and Federal 
style American furniture in my shop, 
most of it in figured woods, with 

maple predominating. On my first pro
jects, I 'm sure I was paying well north of 
$20 per board foot for this lumber, even 
though the price sheets at the mills said 
$2.50 or less. Yield was awful. I was picky, 
and I couldn't reliably get the quality and 
type of figure I wanted. In those days, I 
ended up burning a lot of poor curly 
maple in my woodstove as I balanced my 
checkbook in disgust. 

Since then, I 've been fortunate enough 
to become acquainted with several mill 
owners who showed me their side of the 
game, and I 've talked with a number of 
professional cabinetmakers about how 
they built their own woodpiles. 

by Lane DeCamp 

Texture is the key to the identification 
of curl, both on the faces and edges of 
t"Ough boards. Curly figure results from 
wavy grain which-because it's not all in 
the same plane-appears as alternating 
bands of smooth and fuzzy wood when it's 
in the rough, and reflects light unevenly 
when it's planed. 

Figured woods, regardless of the species, 
share a family resemblance. What is true 
for identifying a spectacular board of curly 
maple in the rough will generally hold true 
for identifying curly cherry, fiddleback 
walnut, quilted mahogany or any other 
figured wood. This being the case, I 've 
chosen to cUscuss maple because that's the 
wood I use the most. 

Regardless of wood technologists' or 
furnituremakers' distinctions, most mills 
distinguish only between hard maple and 
soft maple and then get pretty fuzzy about 
what is curly, fiddleback or even quilted. 
Nature didn't draw clear distinctions, so 
the mills don't either. Still, by learning 
what to look for, you can end up with the 
kind of figure YOll want. 

Most figure only occurs in wood close to 
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the bark (bird's eyes are an exception). 
Thus, a wide board whose center comes 

from deep inside the tree will have curl on 
the sides but not in the middle. A tree will 
only yield a few wide boards with superb, 
consistent figure across their width, and 
the mill usually collects a dollar or two 
more per board foot for those boards. 
They're worth the extra cost, provided you 
can use the width to full advantage. If 
you're going to end up trimming the edges 
and cutting off the best figure, you're bet
ter off buying narrower boards or boards 
in which the figure is interrupted. You'll 
enjoy considerable savings without com
promising your design in the least. 

Sometimes figure jumps right out at you. 
Other times it's much more subtle. The 
physical cause of curl, the most common 
type of figure, is wavy-grained wood. 
When a log is cut into boards, the surface 
plane of each board becomes a section 
through the wavy grain. The waves pre
sent facets of different angles at the board's 
surface, causing light to reflect in such a 
way as to create the familiar rolling wash
board effect (see the bottom photo on the 
facing page). In the rough, all you'll see are 
raised ridges of fuzzy grain in roughly par
allel rows. Be careful, however, not to con
fuse sawmarks for grain. Sawmarks show 
up as fuzzy, raised ridges, either in arcs 
from a mill's circular saw or as striations 
from a band mill. 

You should also be aware of whether 
there's any heartwood in a board. Unlike 
cherry or walnut, the desirable part of 
a maple tree is its sapwood. In maple, 
the heartwood is a small core of darker, 
gray-brown color. Some modern furni
turemakers like boards with heartwood, 
but the old masters never used it, so con
temporary furnituremakers who specialize 
in traditional furniture don't either. Often 
you'll find heartwood shOWing on one 
face of a board but not the other. That 
wood should be cheaper than boards that 
are heart-free on both sides. If you buy 
wood that's got heart on one side and 
you're planning to use the other face, you 
should anticipate losing a board every 
now and again as you hit heartwood while 
planing the sapwood side. 

Where to go 
I buy most of my figured lumber in eastern 
Pennsylvania because the selection is reli
able, the kiln drying is of conSistently high 
quality, and the prices aren't bad. If I lived 
in Ohio, I'd buy in Ohio or western New 
York. If I lived in Massachusetts, I'd go 
to northeastern Connecticut, Maine or 

ew Hampshire. The point is to go to 
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where the u'ees are, but not to go too far. 
Many of the better mills advertise in the 

back of Fine Woodworking. I've never had 
a bad experience with any of them, but I 
always call ahead to confirm what they 
have in stock. These mills vary u'emen
dously in size and character, from back
yard operations to extensive warehouses. 
If you know what you're looking for and 
are courteous, you're likely to end up with 
some beautiful lumber. 

Looking at a stack 
Expect to see lumber in three states: loose 
in bins, in bundles on pallets and in stick
ered stacks. Only the endgrain is vis-

Lumberyard 
etiquette 

Experienced cabinetmakers stand 

out from the Saturday shoppers 

almost from the moment they arrive 

at a mill.  Act like a profeSSional, and 

you'll probably fmd prices very 

flexible. A few suggestions follow. 

Bring your own tape measure and 

a pair of gloves. If you're going to 

want to cut stock to different 

lengths, try to bring a small 

chainsaw in case the mill's saw 

is busy. I also bring a notepad. I 
never seem to fmd precisely what I 

came for, so I have to recalculate 

at the mill. 

Park your car or truck away from 

the wood sheds until you've 

selected your lumber, or you'll find 

yourself getting in everyone's way. 

Watch your language. In many of 

the eastern Pennsylvania mills 

where I shop (Amish country), both 

owners and workers are quite 

religious. What might seem like 

very mild profanity to you may be 

highly inSUlting to them-and not 

soon forgotten, 

Always replace lumber you've 

pulled out but not taken, and 

restack bundles if  the mill broke 

one open for you. Leave all lumber 

as you found it, If  you're only 

lookillg for a couple of boards, don't  

ask to have a bundle broken up or 

for a forklift to move lumber for 

you; if you're planning to buy a 

hundred board feet or more, that's a 

different story. -L.D. 

ible when lumber is stacked in bins, so 
you will have to remove and examine 
each board. It's a lot of work because 
the best and widest boards are usually 
at the bottom. 

Bundles are convenient to sort till'ough, 
but if you're going to have a bundle 
opened, plan to buy enough to make it 
worth the mill's time. Always check the 
edge-grain on a bundle you think you 
might be interested in-figure is usually 
obvious as vertical stripes on the edges. 
The mill will usually move a bundle into 
the light and provide a pallet (or a couple 
of logs) onto which you can transfer 
boards. Build a new bundle as you flip 
tiu'ough, stacking boards flat with the ends 
and sides evened up. This way the mill 
workers can easily strap and stack it with 
other bundles again. 

When boards are stickered, it's more 
work pulling, inspecting and returning 
them to where they belong. That's be
cause stickering usually indicates that the 
lumber in question has been stacked in the 
order it was sawn from the log. Figure and 
grain will match from flitch (a horizontal 
section through ti1e log) to flitch, and that 
commands a premium price-as long as 
boards are kept in order. If you mix up the 
boards, you destroy part of the lumber's 
value. If you're interested in some boards 
in a stickered stack, you should plan to 
buy several flitches at least, if not the 
whole stack. 

Carting it away 
After you've measured your pu rchases and 
paid up, it's time to pack the wood. I used 
to eye longingly each flatbed trailer I 
passed on my way to and from the mills, 
but no longer. For Colonial and Federal fur
niture construction (and for most non-ar
chitectural cabinetmaking), you'll find you 
can cut your rough stock down to 24-in. 
and 36-in. lengths without much waste. 
Look at cut lists or drawings for most pieces 
of furniture, and you'll find lengths one, 
two or three inches shorter than each of 
these nominal lengths. Because I have a 
pickup truck, I'll often cut 6-ft. sections 
(which translates to three 24-in. or two 
36-in. lengths), but as my back gets worse, 
shorter pieces become more aw'active. 

If you have to transport longer lengths, 
be sure to bring a red flag. I use an over
sized piece of fluorescent red nylon (avail
able at most fabric stores) attached with a 
couple of roofing nails and some duct 
tape. Hardwood mills don't usually stock 
disposable flags, and even if they do, the 
plastiC film they're made from won't last 
ti1e drive home. 



Soft curly maple ------------------

Curly maple is a staple of most specialty mills, and most of it is soft 
maple. Soft maple is lighter in weight than hard maple and dents 
with your fingernail but is, nonetheless, a good furniture wood. I t  
doesn't warp badly, it works well with both power and hand tools 
and it finishes evenly. Also, it's available in wide boards (15 in. isn't 
unusual) and in all lengths (see the photos at left). 

Soft maple curl varies widely. The boards in highest demand have 
tight, parallel figure of consistent intensity across the board. De
pending on the tree and the way the wood was cut, the curl may 
travel diagonally, interlock or create many different kinds of patterns. 
There's no one right figure for all furniture. I nstead, pick a figure 
compatible with your design, and pick boards with a consistent fig
ure. Designs with mixed types of curl rarely work. 

Finding good boards for the carcase seems easy after I 've looked 
for decent legs on which to set the box. I always buy good curly 
maple in any thickness over 8/4. It's just too rare to pass up. 

Good curly leg stock-if you can find it-has to meet several cri
teria. First it has to be free of any cracks or other kiln defects. These 
problems occur in plain (unfigured) maple as well, but they always 
seem to be worse in figured stock. I use 8/4 curly leg stock for most 
turned cabriole legs and usually buy this stock kiln dried. For 10/4 
and thicker, I look for air-dried stock instead. 

For carved cabriole legs, I usually use plain rock maple. Curly 
maple is harder to turn and carve anyway, and with unfigured legs, 
mediocre figure won't interfere with the appearance of the case
work. You'll see this solution on many historic pieces. 

It's a myth that Colonial and Federal cabinetmakers always had 
wide boards available. They too either glued up boards or settled for 
mediocre figure. Those old cabinetmakers also understood that 
wood figure doesn't have to be spectacular for a piece of furniture to 
be successful .  There are many elements to a design, all of which 
contribute to its success or failure. Relying on the character of the 
wood to offset weaknesses in basic design is a greater mistake than 
using bland wood in an otllerwise well-conceived design. 

Soft curly maple boards run much wider than hard curly 
maple. The board in these three photos (the same board, rough, 
planed and stained) is about ten inches wide, but the quality of 
curl is excellent. Even in the rough, beneath the arcs of the saw
marks, the curl is evident in the dirty, parallel bands of raised 
grain running across the board. 

Hard curly maple _________________ _ 
P icking hard curly maple is about the same as picking soft, but takes 
less effort. That's because the boards are thinner (hard maple leg 
stock is all but unheard of), narrower (4 in. to 6 in. is typical) and 
usually shorter as well. Curly hard maple has a beautiful creamy iri
descence that soft maple can't offer, and the tightest curl of all (Ys in. 
to Y4 in. apart or less) comes only in hard maple (see the photos at 
left). The wood burnishes somewhat when it's planed, so r hand 
scrape it just before staining to prevent an uneven finish. Otherwise, 
it's a beautiful, stable wood that's limited only in the dimensions 
available. Expect it to run a little higher in price tllan soft maple. 

In the same way that mixed types of curl in soft maple seldom 
seem to work, hard and soft maples don't mix well either. BOtll the 
figures and tlle way tlley stain and finish are noticeably different. Un
less you're trying to achieve a particular effect, don't use them in the 
same piece of furniture. 

Hard curly maple differs little from soft curly maple other than 
that it's slightly creamier in color and available in comparatively 
narrower widths. Curl occurs near the outside of the tree, hence 
the bark on this board. The tightest curl occurs in hard maple, but 
there's some variation. As with soft maple, the parallel bands of 

fuzzy grain are the key to recognizing hard maple in the rough. 
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Blistered and quilted maple _____________ _ 

Bird's-eye maple 

Blistered and quilted maple are particularly common iJl the North
east. Blister is my favorite type of figure, bar none. At the mills, both 
blister and quilted figure go for the same price as curl and sometimes 
for less. I've often found the best blister in the leftovers from a curly 
maple bin. In the rough, blister looks like very irregular curl. As long 
as it covers a good part of the board, you'll probably have some 
interesting figure. I recently picked up two 16-in.-wide boards of 
gorgeous quilted maple that had been pan of a pallet (see the pho
tos at left). When you find them, boards with unusual figures will 
surprise you, but they are worth throwing in the truck for that job 
you haven't planned yet. 

Blister (above) and quilted figure (below) aren 't usually dis
tinguished as such at the mills. Often you can find some outstand
ing examples of these figu1·ed woods in the dregs pile because in 
the rough, they look like extremely irregular curl-something for 
which the furniture industry has no use. The quilted boards were 
wetted with alcohol to show the figure more dramatically. 

Bird, or bird's-eye maple, is the wood that cabinetmakers hate. It 
warps badly in the kiln, wide or long boards are rare, the figure is 
inconsistent and it's difficult to machine and finish. If only it wasn't 
so beautiful. 

When you look at bird's-eye maple at a mill, look for straight lum
ber above all. Because of its tendency to warp, I always look for ex
tra thickness when I buy bird. Straight boards are a blessing when 
you find them, but you should always uy to give yourself a margin. 

Consistency is the other thing to look for in bird. The eyes can valY 
in density, pattern and size. Evelyone seems to like boards densely 
peppered with little eyes. In terms of workability, small eyes tend to 
plane and finish easily. The bigger the eyes get, the more tlley pull 
out, chip and interfere with practically any finish. Like curl, bird 
conunands a premium price when it doesn't include any heartwood. 
Unfortunately, the best bird tllese days always seems to have some 
heart (see the photos at left). Japanese builders and furnituremakers 
discovered American maples in the last decade or so and are buying 
much of tile best stock today. 

A good example both of bird's eye and of heartwood, this 
board may be representative of the future of bird. Because of its 
relative scarcity and of increasing demand for it, both here and 
abroad, good heart-free bird's eye is commanding a steep price 
and is becoming much more difficult to find. 

Worm scars _______________________ _ 
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Another "defect" (depending on how you view tllese tllings) com
mon to maple is worm scars, especially in soft curly maple. Gray
brown like the heanwood, but more concenu·ated, tllese consist of 
the scar tissue with which the tree has filled old worm holes (see the 
photos at left). They take a finish with no problem, but the long dark 
streak is always very evident. I happen to like worm scars, but some 
people don't. Boards with worm scars generally cost the same as 
those witll0Ut. D 

Lane DeCamp injured his back moving curly maple into his 
workshop in Westport, Conn., so he is temporarily confined to 
wordworking. 

An oddity that hasn 't yet becomefashiOtlable, worm-scarred 
maple still has an interesting look and a certain exotic appeal. 
Some boards have only one or two scars (rough and finish are op
posite sides of the same board here), but other boards are covered 
with the scars, creating interesting patterns. 



Straight Talk About Planes 
Picking the tools size) edge and angle makes handplaning a cinch 

by Richard Starr 

H andplanes, are essential woodworking tools. They've 
been found in just about every shop for the last 2,000 
years. Even in modern shops with plenty of power ma

chines, handplanes have an impol1ant place. Why? Because with a 
plane, you can chamfer or round a corner, trim a door edge or tme 
up a twisted board. You can clean the sawmill fuzz off a rough 
plank, leaVing a smooth surface that's nearly sinful to caress. While 
you're at it, you can straighten a pair of board edges, so they'll butt 
together for a perfect glue joint (see the photo at left). You can 
even use a plane on a lathe to smooth a long tapered shape, like a 
baseball bat. 

Just as every planing situation is unique, each woodworker uses 
and chooses planes differently. One person says to turn the ad
juster this way, another says to turn it tl1at way. I know a wonder
ful woodworker who uses his massive jointer plane on short 
sections of endgrain, which is a tricky job commonly assigned 
to a miter or block plane. He says that he likes the heft and solid
ity of a large plane for this delicate work. He's right, of course-for 
him. That's what is neat about these tools; everyone has his or her 
ideas about handplanes. 

I'll  pass along a few bench-plane and block-plane tricks I've 
picked up while teaching woodshop to kids over the past 21 years. 
Does this mean that what I'm going to tell you is the final word? 
Heck no. But, hopefully, it will help you sort tll1'ough the variety of 
planes that are out there, so you'll see what works best for you in 
your situation. And maybe it will encourage you to tune and try 
planes in new ways. 

How to determine which plane to use for what 
Bench planes are usually identified by the numbers given them by 
the Stanley company over a century ago (see the photo on the fol
lowing page). The biggest standard metal plane (Stanley #8) is 
24 in. long, and the smallest in C01111llon use is a #3, which is 8 in. 
or 9 in. long, depending on which company made it. Aside from 
appearance, tl1e biggest difference between planes is the kind of 
shaVing each is set up to cut. Of course, tl1ere is overlap: By virtue 
of their adjuster mechanisms, modern metal planes are versatile 
enough to do different tasks. However, making drastic shaving al
terations takes time and may even require irreversible modifica
tion to the tool, such as filing the throat wider (for more on this, 

Straightellillg a pair of matillg edges with a joillter plalle. To 
prepare boards for edge-to-edge glue-up, Starr matches up their 
face grain and folds them over. Then he evens up the edges and 
clamps the pair in his bench vise, so he can plane slightly down
hill. Any error cancels itself when the edges are butted. 
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Commonly available metal hand planes. The back row (from 
left to right) displays Stanley-style bench planes: #2, #3 and #4 
smoothers; #5 jack; #6 fore and #8 jointer. The front row shows 
block planes: a low-angle Stanley (left), a standard-angle (right) 
and an old low-angle type that has a knuckle-joint lever cap (cen
ter). Both low-angle models have adjustable throats. 

Getting the best cut 

Getting the best cut from your handplane is a matter of adjusting 
blade angle. For straight-grained woods, pushing your plane askew 
(right) lowers the angle of cut. Common bench-plane blade angles are 
shown in the upper detail. To prevent tearout in figured woods, 
try grinding a top bevel on the blade. 80th standard- and low-angle 
block planes have their blades bevel up (see the lower detail). 

Normal effective angle 

(Cutting angle parallel 
to sole length) 

Plane is hard to push 
on difficult wood. 

Detail: Bench-plane edge 

Cap i ron 

Primary bevel, 

Workpiece 

Direction 
of travel 

25° to 30°, for --t-----H-.� 
most planes 

Detail: Block-plane edge 

Sharpening angle, 
25°, bevel side up 

Standard cutting 
angle, 45°, 

Lowered effective angle 
(Cutting angle paral le l  
to plane's travel) 

Skew angl� 

A skewed plane is easier 
to push, but shaving is 
narrower. Vary skew 
angle to find optimum 
effort and surface. 

Blade 

Commonly 45° 

Standard angle, 
low angle, 37° '--___ -+-_____ -' 20°, low-angle, 72° 
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see the story on the facing page). Despite the possibilities, you 
can't expect a plane that's been set for fine work to hog off thick 
shavings, nor can a plane designed for scrub work be made to 
leave a shining, flat surface. So for starting out, it's wise to select a 
plane based on its length. 

Sole length-A plane's major function is to make things flat 
and/or square by cutting down high areas. By bridging over low 
spots and shallow undulations in a board, long planes can true up 
a board's face or edge easier and more accurately than shorter 
planes. This is true, proVided the plane's sole is flat, of course. To 
find out how to check if the sole on your plane is sprung, see the 
sidebar on p. 70. 

In my shop, I keep a 24-in.-long jointer plane that's set to take 
a fine shaving in difficult wood. However, this doesn't necessarily 
mean that every time I need to flatten a board, I grab that 24-in. 
plane. If I'm working on a board that's only 18 in. square, or an 
edge that's a foot long, that huge plane is overkill. For stock in this 
range, I use a plane that's easier to handle-an 18-in.-Iong #6, tra
ditionally called afore plane. In my woodshop class, we call the 
#6 a finishing plane because it's often the last one we surface the 
face of a board with. 

Blade width-What about the width of cut? Blades can vary in 
width from 1 % in. for a block plane to 2% in. for a jointer. Longer 
planes generally have wider blades. An exception to this rule is the 
wide-body planes that have a fJ2 appended to their number desig
nation. For instance, Record currently produces a #5Y� which is 
14 in. long and has a 2%-in.-wide blade (compared to 2 in. for a 
regular #5). If you shop for used tools, you'll occasionally come 
across others, like Stanley'S 4Y2 and 6Y2 models. You may even find 
a 5Y. body, which has a 1 '%-in.-wide blade. One advantage of a 
wider blade is it takes a broader shaVing and covers a board faster. 
A more subtle advantage occurs at the blade's edge. 

Slightly crowned blades cut better 
Many cabinetmakers grind a plane blade with a very slight crown 
or curve at the edge. A crowned blade takes a shallower cut 
toward its sides. A plane with a straight edge can leave obvious 
tracks on the board's face due to the square corners of the blade. 
With a properly crowned blade, you can produce a shaving 
whose edges feather to zero thickness. A crowned blade's tapered 
cut leaves a slightly rippled surface with no obvious tracks. The 
amount of crown must be minimal (we're talking paper thick
nesses here) or else you'll wind up with a surface that's too wavy. 
That's why wider blades are a plus; they allow the crown to be flat
ter, yielding a shaving the same thickness as a narrower blade but 
with much less tell-tale overlap. 

In addition, the wood fibers at the edges of a crowned blade's 
shaving are cut from the surface rather than being torn away. 
Imagine using a chisel to plow a groove across the grain of a 
board. The tool is hard to push, and you tear out wood left and 
right. Now do the same job with a gouge, which, because of its 
U-shape, severs wood along the sides of the cut. The groove is 
clean, and the tool pushes easily. Similarly, it's easier to push a plane 
with a crowned blade. This is true even if you set it deeper to re
move the same volume of wood as a straight-edge plane. The best 
example of this principle is a scrub plane, which has a narrow, high
ly crowned blade that removes stock quickly. Scrub or hogging 
planes work best diagonally or at right angles to the grain, where 
rising or falling wood fibers are of no consequence. The resulting 
wavy surface is easy to clean up with a fine-set smooth plane. For 
more on making and using a scrub plane, see FWW #90, p. 65. 

PhOlOS: Alec Waters; dmwing: Vince Babak 



Getting a plane to work the first time 

You've just bought a new handplane, and 
you're in a hurry to get it working properly. 
To set up a plane for general planing around 
the shop, here are the tune-up steps that 
I recommend: 
1) Chamfer all around the plane's sole, as 

shown in the photo below. Factory edges 
and comers are often so sharp they'll leave 
marks on the wood. 
2) Set the frog so it makes a continuous 

surface at the beveled back of the throat 
(see the photo below). Moving the frog for
ward of this position leaves the cutting end 
of the blade unsupported where it counts. 
A few of the better (older) planes have 
stepped frogs, which support the blade 
even when the throat is small. 
3) Smooth the convex surface of the cap 

iron's chip breaker, and undercut the lead 
edge of the chip breaker so that it makes 
tight, uniform contact with the blade. Both 
of these jobs are easily done on a coarse di
amond stone (see the top photo at right). 
Finally, make sure there is enough bend in 
the cap iron, so it will make tight contact at 
its front edge. 
4) Flatten the back of the blade on the 

coarse diamond stone. Hone until the first 
half inch is gray, which indicates that 
there's complete contact with the stone. 
Next, surface the blade's back on a fine dia
mond or Carborundum stone. Use a similar 
procedure to sharpen the bevel (see the 
drawing on the facing page). Although en
tire articles have addressed sharpening (see 
FWW #81, p. 55), I get good results using 
the following method: Start on a coarse dia
mond stone, and then go to a fine one be
fore finishing up both sides of the edge on 

Getting a bench plane up and running 

Fine-tuning makes for good shavings. A cross
sectional view of a plane shows where you should 
check and what you can adjust to get a smooth cut, 
whether the tool is new or used. The cutaway body 
of this jack plane illustrates the critical relationships 
between blade, cap iron, lever cap, frog and sole. 

a hard Arkansas stone or water stone. 
5) Assemble the cap iron and blade and 

tighten the screw. Check for light between 
the contact points of the two parts (see the 
lower right photo). Any gap between chip 
breaker and blade, however small, will clog 
with shavings, and the plane will choke and 
stop cutting. Resurface the edges, if neces
sary, and set the front of the cap iron be
tween %2 in. and %6 in. from the end of 
the blade. 
6) Examine the leading edge of the lever 

cap. If the edge is blunt, dress it using a 
rocking motion on the diamond stone. Al
so, flatten the edge's bottom (see the photo 
below), so chips won't jam where the lever 
cap contacts the cap iron. 

7) Put the plane together, and check 
the size of the throat. Because I always ad
just the frog so it supports the blade best, 
the throat is always open to its maximum. 
Even so, I often fmd that the throat is too 
small and not always parallel to a properly 
set blade. The only fix is to ftle metal spar
ingly from the throat's leading edge (see the 
photo below). 

When I buy a used handplane, I basically 
follow the same tune-up routine, although I 
pay more attention to the tool's condition 
initially (see FWW #98, p. 90). If the plane's 
throat doesn 't need filing and if the sole is 
flat (see the sidebar on the following page), 
I can get a plane ready to go in under an 
hour of careful work. The best thing about 
well-cared for old planes, like Stanley 
planes made around 1920, is that most of 
them have heavy bodies, good-fitting cap 
irons and lever caps, and blades that hold 
a nice cap. -R.S. 

Dress leading edge of lever cap 
if it's blunt or not straight. 

Flatten and polish 
top (back) of 
blade, and then 
hone the bevel. 

I I  
With plane assembled, adjust size and 

I I 
check shape of throat (blade edge -_>�I � 

" -

Flatten the edge of a cap iron using a se
quence of coarse, medium and fine dia
mond stones. Next flatten, or lap, the back 
of the plane's blade before honing its bev
el. Then dress the edge of the lever cap. 

Light reveals gaps-Cabinetmaker Mario 
Rodriguez slides the back of a blade along 
the mating edge of the cap iron to reveal 
where chips may clog. If no cracks of light 
appear, he sets the contact point 1/16 in. or 
less from the end of the blade. 

File or grind a 
chamfer all around 
the plane's sole. 

should be parallel with opening); I I carefully file front of throat if needed. 
Check junction between the cap-iron edge and blade back; gaps allow 
shavings to choke the tool. If needed, refine contact points on diamond stone. 
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Blade angles: different cuts for different woods 
Nearly all bench-plane blades form a 45 ° angle with the wood. For 
most work, this is ideal. But, there are other considerations, both 
in theory and practice. In his book, Understanding Wood, (The 
Taunton Press, Newtown, Conn.) Bruce Hoadley explains what ef
fect a plane's blade angle has on wood at the microscopic level. 
The Victorian expert Charles Holtzapffel in volume II of Turning 
and Mechanical Manipulation (reprinted by Early American 
Industries Assoc., Levittown, N.Y.), suggests various (iron) pitches 
for woods of increasing hardness. He names them as follows: 
45° (common), 50° (York), 55° (middle) and 60° (half). Holtzapf
fel, always the pragmatist, goes on to say that really tough woods, 
like boxwood, may require a vertical blade or one that leans 
slightly forward to provide a scraping action. 

Same tool, different slants-Making a wooden plane lets you 
choose a cutting angle appropriate for a job. What surprises many 
people is that you can also select the angle of a metal plane. 

Plane soles vary mostly in width and length, but there are oth
er differences, too. From the bottom up: a wooden scrub plane 
with horn-beam sole, a #8 jointer plane with narrow throat, a 
#4 smooth plane, a #4 with corrugated sole and a low-angle block 
plane with adjustable throat. 

To increase the angle of cut, you can grind a top bevel on the 
blade. The price of a steep angle or of a cap iron set very close to 
the cutting edge (which accomplishes almost the same thing) is 
that the plane becomes harder to push. But redUcing the blade an
gle makes planing easy and requires no tool modification at all. 
You simply push the plane askew. ormally, tl1e effective angle of 
cut is parallel to the blade's length. If you measure the angle of the 

blade to tl1e wood in line with a skewed plane's direction of trav
el (say 45°), you'll fmd that the effective angle is seriously reduced. 

Flattening a plane sole by hand 

To many woodworkers' surprise, the sole of 
an antique plane or even a new plane can 
need flattening. Even if the sole is flat when 
you buy the tool, heavy planing eventually 
wears a sole out of true. When this hap
pens, you don't have to send your plane to 
a machine shop or spend tedious hours 
passing your plane over stones. 

The flattening method I use still relies on 
an abrasive surface for the fmal step, but I 
begin with more aggressive means to speed 
the job along. The technique also works on 
flattening backs of chisels and plane blades. 
I learned the procedure from a master ma
chinist friend, Eric Mingrino, who recom
mends flrst flattening the sole of a block 
plane. Later, you can work your way up to 
wider, longer plane bottoms. 

Check if the sole is out of flat: To deter
mine whether a plane sole is out of true, 
flrst apply a mm of DYKEM Hi-Spot, a non
drying blue ink, over the entire sole. The 
ink is available from machinist-supply 
houses or from Dapra Corp.,  66 Granby St. ,  
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002; (203) 242-8539. 
Using a precision straightedge (I suggest 
a good square or rule like those carried 
by Bridge City Tool Works, Garrett Wade 
Tools, or 1.S. Starrett Co.), identify any high 
spots by dragging the straightedge across 
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the sole, as shown in the top left photo on 
the facing page. 

Level high spots with a scraper: To 
quickly level high spots of the sole, I use a 
tool that may be unfamiliar to woodwork
ers: a 14-in.-long machinist's scraper (also 
available from machinist-supply stores or 
from Dapra). Both old-style scrapers, which 
have brazed-on tips, and newer ones, which 
have indexed carbide-tips, have me-like 
wooden handles. Experimenting with vari
ous scraping angles yields cuts ranging from 
flne scratches to coarse swirls. You don't 
want to remove excess material, or you'll 
risk opening up the throat too much. I flex 
and push the scraper vigorously on needed 
areas only (see the top right photo on the 
facing page), and then I recheck the bot
tom. It's critical that the sole be dead flat 
ahead ofthe throat, where most of the wear 
occurs. Once the straightedge removes 
large patches of ink, it's time for filing. 

Surface the whole sole with a file: Go 
over the entire sole with a 12-in.-Iong, flat, 
second-cut mill file (carried by machinist
supply stores or from Eastern Tool & Supply 
Co. ,  149 Grand St. , New York, N.Y. 10013;  
212-925-1006). These large mill files are 
heavy and long enough to make the job 

by Mario Rodriguez 

easy, and they flatten the surface uniformly. 
Filing slightly askew, cleanly remove the 
last traces of bluing (see the bottom left 
photo on the facing page). 

At this pOint, the sole should be true. 
Now it needs to be polished. To remove me 
marks, draw the file's teeth toward you per
pendicular to the sole's length (called draw 
filing). Because much of the me overhangs 
the plane, be sure to keep the contact area 
flat while maintaining even pressure. 

Sand out scratches with abrasive paper: 
The next step is to pass the plane back and 
forth over emery paper spray-glued to a flat 
machined surface (I use my jointer's feed 
table), as shown in the bottom right photo 
on the faCing page. If you're not sure 
whether your jointer or saw table is flat, 
overlay it with a piece of Y2-in.-thick plate 
glass, which is perfectly true, then the pa
per. When the plane bottom has a uniform 
look and checks out flat with the straight
edge, repeat with increaSingly fmer grits of 
wet/dry paper until the plane bottom has a 
bright, reflective flnish. 0 
Mario Rodriguez is a cabinetmaker, 
teacher and woodworking consultant. He 
offers clinics on plane restoration at Wa1'
wick Country Workshops in Warwick, N.Y. 



The fatther you turn the plane, the lower the cutting angle and the 
narrower the shaving. Shavings cut askew no longer curl up on 
themselves, but form spirals as though each strand of wood steps 
sideways to make room for the next. The same logic applies to 
both chisels and planes, regardless of whether they're cutting face, 
edge or endgrain. 

Block planes-A block plane's blade is installed upside down, or 
bevel up, which eliminates the angle problem. Standard block 
planes are usually 5 in. to 7 in. long and seat their blades at 20°. 
The low-angle variety (see the drawing on p. 68), which are great 
for planing endgrain, have blades tilted at 12°.  A block plane's 
actual cutting angle depends on how steep you grind the bevel. If 
the bevel is 25°, then adding a standard blade angle of 20° yields 
a bevel-to-wood, or cutting angle, of 45°.  Honing a secondary (mi
cro) bevel, usually 5° or so, at the tip of the primary bevel will in
crease the angle of cut. 

When block-planing, always try skewing the tool 45° while 
holdlng it firmly with two hands. I like to keep a few block planes 
set up for dlfferent cuts. The more sophisticated block planes have 
adjustable throats. Lightweight and easily handled, these little 
friends are instantly ready for precision trimming, for qUick-and
dlrty jobs or for smoothing a wicked piece of wood. 

Planing made easier 
As a general rule, it's the blad�'s width, not its length, that makes a 
plane difficult to push. If you're sweating too hard, try a narrower 

Check for flatness. Machinist's bluing 
and a good straightedge allow Rodriguez 
to find high spots on the sole of this block 
plane (top left). On bench planes, he re
tracts the blade, but doesn't remove it, so 
that the body of the plane stays stressed. 

Reduce high areas (identified by a lack 
of ink) using a machinist's scraper (top 
right). Scraper tips, which may be perma
nent or replaceable, like the carbide tip 
here, produce a fine graphite-like powder 
that accumulates on the sole. 

Smooth the plane's bottom with a mill 
file (bottom left). Remaining high spots 
show up as dull gray. Once the ink disap
pears, draw-file the surface. 

Remove file scratches and burrs from 
the sole with emery paper adhered to a flat 
table (bottom right). Eliminate other im
perfections with wet/dry abrasive paper. 

plane. Another effort improver is to minimize the friction between 
the plane and your board. Planes with wooden soles slide quite 
well because they lightly burnish the work. Japanese planes go a 
step further. Their shaped soles touch a workpiece in four places 
only: at the front, ahead and aft of the blade, and at the rear (see 
FWW #75, p. 82). A few metal plane manufacturers have also tried 
to reduce surface contact. Take a plane with a corrugated sole (see 
the photo on the facing page), for example. Stanley claims the 
grooves prevent suction between the plane and the board, but I've 
never been convinced. Instead, I rub the sole of all my planes 
every few minutes with a paraffin block. I coat the area where the 
most friction (wear) occurs: at the section of the sole just ahead of 
the blade. Waxing or oiling other places on the sole doesn't seem 
to matter. 

Of course, the best way to ease any handplaning project is 
to select your stock carefully. Finding straight-grained lumber 
is worth the premium in time and dollars. Finally, for the woods 
that demand special skills, experiment and develop. If you are 
working curly maple or a twisted chunk of hard exotic, for 
example, just be patient as you try various blade settings and 
planing motions. D 

Richard Starr, author of Woodworking with Your Kids, reprint
ed in 1990 by The Taunton Press, Po. Box 5506, Newtown, 
Con n. 06470, teaches middle school in Hanover, NH. He also 
hosts a public television program Woodworking for Everyone. 
Check your local television station for broadcast times. 
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New Tools Make Laminating Easy 
Big baggies and vacuum pumps put the squeeze on veneers 

by Monroe Robinson 

P remium wood veneers can turn a 
perfectly ordinary woodworking 
project into a spectacular display of 

color, pattern and light. It's just too bad 
that many woodworkers shy away from 
veneering because veneer presses cost a 
lot of money and take up a lot of shop 
space to boot. 

But now there is an inexpensive and 
space-saving solution to veneering, which 
is almost foolproof in operation, stores 
easily out of the way and can exert a force 
of 1,900 pounds per square foot. It's a vac
uum press. A giant Zip-lock bag with a 

vacuum pump attached, this startlingly 
simple device can replace the old-style 
mechanical press for veneering, laminat
ing and some bending operations. And 
curved forms can be veneered without 
complicated matching molds, as shown in 
the photo below. 

Woodworkers have also discovered that 
vacuum pumps can hold workpieces safe
ly for routing, drilling and a variety of oth
er operations. There are now at least six 
companies that offer a variety of vacuum 
systems. And most of these systems are 
priced well under $ 1,000. 

Because vacuum presses can easily clamp and Jorm contoured shapes as well as flat 
panels, they are opening up veneering and bent laminating to the average woodworker. 
Their reasonable cost, convenience and storability make them appropriate Jor most shops. 
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How vacuum bagging works 
At sea level, atmospheric pressure applies 
14.7 pounds per square inch (psi) of force 
on everything, in all directions. As you 
draw a vacuum within a bag, you remove 
the air at equilibrium with the atmospheric 
pressure, which (measured in inches of 
mercury) then bears in on the bag from all 
directions. Thirty inches of mercury (in. 
Hg.), which is the maximum possible, is 
equivalent to 14.7-psi pressure at sea level. 
The systems we use in woodworking are 
deSigned to remove up to 90% of the air for 
a vacuum pressure of 27 in. Hg. (13.23 psi) 
at sea level. 

Types of vacuum pumps 
Two different types of pumps are used to 
draw a vacuum for these presses: an elec
tric-powered rotary-vane vacuum pump 
and a compressed-air-powered venturi 
pump. Rotary-vane pumps work like an 
air compressor in reverse, sucking air from 
inside the bag. Venturi pumps send com
pressed air rushing through a restricted 
orifice, which generates the vacuum. 
They're lightweight, compact and have no 
moving parts. 

To compare the pumps, I put a curved, 
7-cu.-ft. , hollow form in a standard-sized 
4-ft. by 8-ft. bag. I connected each pump 
via its own hose to this setup and timed 
how long it took the pump to reach a vac
uum of 23 in. Hg. 

All four of the rotary-vane units shown in 
the top photo on the facing page use the 
same setup: a \4-HP, electric motor and an 
oil-less rotary-vane vacuum pump rated at 
five cubic feet per minute (CFM). In spite of 
this similar setup, their performance 
ranged from four minutes to 1 1  minutes to 
draw 23 in. Hg. in the test bag (see the 
chart on p. 75). The difference can be ex
plained in two words:.flow restriction. The 
pumps from Vacuum Pressing Systems 
and Mercury Vacuum Presses avoid flow 
restriction by using %-in.-inside diameter 
(10) hoses. The poorer performing units 
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from Woodworker's Supply and Vacuum 
Tool Co. have Ys-in.-ID hoses. More than 
about six minutes could become a prob
lem, depending on the working time of 
the adhesive and the complexity of the 
piece being pressed. 

Vacuum Tool Co.'s pump is manually 
controlled; the other rotary-vane pumps 
have automatic controls with an adjustable 
switch for setting the vacuum pressure at 
which the pump shuts off. On Vacuum 
Pressing Systems' and Woodworker's Sup
ply's systems, setting the switch is an easy 
screwdriver adjustment. 

These automatic switches have a preset 
lower level to turn the pump back on 
when the vacuum drops to the preset 
point, usually 19 in. to 20 in. Hg. The gap 
between upper and lower levels is called 
the dead band. The narrower the dead 
band, the more often the pump will recy
cle. A narrow dead band coupled with a 
leaky bag could cause a pump to cycle on 
and off every few seconds. 

The dead bands for the supplied units 
ranged from 3 in. to 5 in. Hg. and all 
worked well except Woodworker's Sup
ply's system. This pump dropped 2 in. to 
3 in. Hg. at cutoff, effectively reducing the 
dead band to only 1 in. to 1 Y2 in. Hg. 

While venturi pumps are generally less 
expensive than rotary-vane pumps, there 
is the additional cost of an air compressor. 
Venturi pumps are available in automatic 
and manual models (see the photos at 
right). The automatic venturi pumps use 
an electrically operated solenoid valve to 
turn the pump on and off at a desired vac
uum level. All these pumps have a dead 
band of about 3 in. Hg., and all their 
switches are easy to adjust. Each of the au
tomatic switching units worked well. 

The venturis' pumping rates ranged be
tween 1 CFM and 4 CFM, and their perfor
mances generally fell in the middle of the 
rotary-vane systems. Unlike rotary-vane 
pumps, the performance differences of the 
venturi pumps are almost directly related 
to tl1eir rated capacities (see the chart). 

Venturi pumps work best if they have a 
filter on the vacuum line to remove parti
cles that might plug the venturi and a wa
ter-catching filter on the compressed air 
line. Unless filtered out, water passing 
from the compressor through the venturi 
decreases the pump's effiCiency. Mercury 
Vacuum Presses' automatic venturi has a 
filter on the vacuum line that's easy to see 
and to clean and a filter on the com
pressed air line. Vacuum Pressing Systems 
also filters the vacuum line. If missing, 
filters can be added easily to either the 
vacuum or the compressed air lines. 

Rotary-vane vacuum pumps, arranged from left to right according to increasing list 
price, include units from Vacuum Tool Co., Woodworker's Supply, Vacuum Pressing 
Systems and Mercury Vacuum Presses. Rotary-vane pumps are the best choice for moder
ate-to-heavy vacuum preSSing reqUirements. Also shown under each unit are its closure 
systems and vacuum line connections. 

Automatic 'venturi pumps with bags, arranged from left to right by price: Quality 
VAKuum Products, Vacuum Pressing Systems and Mercury Vacuum Presses. Powered by 
an air compressor, venturis are generally a little slower than rotary-vane pumps but usu
ally a little cheaper as well and are suitable for light-to-moderate vacuum preSSing. 

Manual venturi pumps, arranged from left to right by price: Gougeon Brothers, Quali
ty VAKuum Products, Vacuum Pressing Systems and Mercury Vacuum Presses. Manual 
venturi pumps offer a low-cost introduction to the many benefits of using vacuum. 

Vacuum bags and bagging films 
Most vacuum bags are made of either vinyl 
or polyurethane and come in many sizes. I 
looked at standard-sized bags that could 
handle a fu1l 4x8 sheet of material. The bag 
systems require a grid board inside the 
bag that serves as the bottom platen. The 
grid board is typically made of %-in.-thick 
medium-density fiberboard (MDF) with 
Ys-in.-wide by Ys-in.-deep grooves cut on 
4 in. to 10 in. centers in both directions. 
The hose from the pump connects to the 

bag and to a cross in the grid. The grid per
mits free flow of air throughout the bag. 
The two systems in this review that em
ploy films rather than bags use a breather 
fabric in place of the grid board. 

A bag could hold a vacuum almost in
definitely were it not for the leaks tl1at de
velop at the closure, connections, filters, 
check valves and in the bag itself. To min
imize leaks, check and tighten fittings and 
take proper care of the bags. Regular 
cleaning of glue and debris and not stress-
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ing the seams will prolong a bag's life. 
The bagging materials offered by the 

manufacturers are 2-mil, modified nylon
resin film (from which you can make a 
bag), 20-mil vinyl, 30-mil vinyl and 20-mil 
urethane. Of the three types of bags, the 
20-mil vinyl bags are the least expensive 
and most commonly used. Although more 
prone to punctures and tearing at the 
seams, they'll last for years under normal 
use. Vacuum Pressing Systems' 20-mil bag 
comes with a clear top and a solid-blue 
30-mil bottom. 

The tougher 30-mil vinyl bag is recom
mended for medium-to-heavy use. It's al
so stiffer, which I found made it  easier to 
load the bag. 

Vacuum Pressing Systems also sells a 
20-mil polyurethane bag. The urethane 
film is much tougher and harder to punc
ture than either the 20-mil or 30-mil vinyl 
bags and will stand up to the heaviest 
commercial use. 

A couple of manufacturers supply a thin 
2-mil, modified nylon-resin film designed 
for one-time use. It is usually used as a sin
gle top film and taped to an impervious 

surface. Taping around the edges takes a 
while, and it is difficult to get a good seal. 
For this reason, these manufacturers offer 
continuous running pumps. 

Hose connections to the bags varied in 
location and convenience. Depending on 
the manufacturer, the hose might connect 
at the top, side or bottom of the bag. I 
found the quick-disconnect coupling on 
Vacuum Pressing Systems' bags to be the 
most convenient. To attach a hose to the 
nylon film, both Gougeon Brothers and 
Vacuum Tool Co. sell a bag tap fitting. I 
preferred the one from Vacuum Tool Co. 
because it  has two parts that screw togeth
er from each side of the film. 

Closure systems 
I used the interval between pump cycles 
as a measure of bag and closure integrity. 
Because all the bags were new with no 
leaks, the recycle interval primarily re
vealed the effectiveness of the closures. 

Each manufacturer uses a different clo
sure system. Woodworker's Supply uses a 
light-weight zipper that is fast and easy, 
but it didn't seal the bag very well, even 

with the recommended sealing tape at the 
ends of the zipper. Its recycle interval av
eraged about 30 minutes. 

Mercury Vacuum Presses also uses a zip
per, but it's heavy-duty and requires push
ing your finger along its length to get the 
best seal. Although recycle times varied, 
this system could hold a vacuum for up to 
two hours. Mercury also offers bags with 
zippers at both ends or custom bags to 
meet special needs, such as a zipper along 
three sides for easy loading and a narrow 
bag with a 30-ft.-Iong zipper for pressing 
spiral staircase parts. 

Vacuum Pressing Systems' bags have 
neat little hook-and-Ioop fastner tabs to 
hold the bag temporarily around a %-in.
dia. plastic rod, making it  easy to snap an 
extruded plastic C-channel around the rod 
and bag. This closure is simple to apply 
and provides the most effective seal, hold
ing a vacuum for well over six hours be
fore the pump recycled. Closures at both 
ends of Vacuum Pressing Systems' large 
bags allow easy loading of multiple pieces. 
The seams on Vacuum Pressing Systems' 
bags are small and smoothly welded to-

Shopmade vacuum press for under $100 by Larry Schiffer 

Vacuum line to bag connection 

Substantially reinforcing the hose to bag connection will eliminate 
the major source of leaks in this shopmade vacuum bag. 

Bui lt-up application 
of Pool Patch � 
Vinyl bag 

A short length of%-in.-Io 
vinyl tubing is slipped 
over the all-thread. 
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Vinyl patches, 6 ply 
thick, sandwich the 
bag inside and out. 

All-thread, 2 in. long by 
� in. 10, has a slight 

angle ground on bottom. 

I was faced with the prospect of veneering a kitchen full of 
cabinets for my son's new log home and had decided a vacuum 
press was the way to go. My problem was finding a source for the 
vinyl in less than 5,000-sq.-ft. rolls. I was stymied until one day 
while shopping at K-Mart, I saw a roll of 5-mil.-thick vinyl for storm 
windows that only costs $ 10. I decided to experiment. 

Making the bag: I folded the vinyl in half to make a 54-in. by 
72-in. bag and welded the edges with some PVC solvent from my 
local home-building center. I installed a pump-connection fitting, 
as shown in the sketch, using %-in.-JD all-thread pipe. I further 
reinforced this critical juncture with a generous application of 
pool patch, available from most pool-supply outlets. Pool patch is a 
highly viscous vinyl cementing material, which allows a greater 
buildup of material and a stronger jOint. To help protect the thin 
vinyl, I rounded all edges of the MDF platen. Some %-in.-ID vinyl 
tubing connects the bag to the pump (see the photo at left). 

Connecting the pump: For a pump, I used a single-cylinder air 
compressor. I removed the air filter and, using a compression 
fitting, attached a piece of %-in. copper tubing to the suction side 
of the air compressor. The vinyl hose from the bag slips over the 
copper tubing. The air from the pressure side outlet of the 
compressor discharges into the room. To protect the compressor's 
motor, I loosened the belt tension so that when I hear the 
compressor start to lug, the belt slips. Although using an air 
compressor in this manner invites the discharge of small amounts 
of oil from the crankcase, I haven't had to add any oil in two years 
of operation. As an alternative to the air compressor, you can get 
a surplus or used vacuum pump from the Surplus Center (1015 
West 0 St. ,  Ilncoln, Neb. 68501 ; 800-488-3407). 0 
Larry Schiffer is a woodworker in HopewellJunction, N.Y. 



gether to create a tight-sealing bag. 
Quality VAKuum Products gives instruc

tions to make a rod closure that is not as 
convenient as Vacuum Pressing Systems' 
but is equally effective-holding a vacuum 
for more than six hours. 

Conclusions 
The best pump and bag combination will 
depend on your use and the equipment 
you currently own. Manual venturi pumps 
are the least expensive, provided you al
ready own an air compressor. With this 
setup, you're faced with the option of let
ting the compressor run continuously or 
with the inconvenience of monitoring the 
system. By adding a vacuum-storage tank, 
you can increase the volume of the system 
and extend the recycle time. Quality VAK
uum Products sells components, so you 
can start with a manual venturi and add an 
automatic control kit later. One drawback 
of the manual venturi pumps, except Vac
uum Pressing Systems' pump, is that they 
generate more than 85 decibels of noise, a 
level I wouldn't want to listen to for long. 

If I had a compressor and intended to do 

Vacuum Press Systems 

only a modest amount of vacuum pump
ing, I would probably get an automatic 
venturi system. The higher volume auto
matic venturis performed almost as well 
as the better rotary-vane pumps. And a 
venturi pump is the better choice for hold
down applications. 

Because I do a lot of veneer work, I pre
fer the top-end automatic, rotary-vane sys
tems. In a production situation, these 
pumps are cheaper to operate than the 
compressor-powered venturis. And their 
ability to quickly draw a vacuum can be 
critical when working with complicated 
glue-ups that take longer to assemble and 
get in the bag. 

The right bag material will depend on 
how frequently you will use the bag, as 
previously discussed. Because the zipper 
closure is flexible and will wrap around 
the workpiece, you can press larger forms 
with this type of bag. But I prefer the tight 
seal and convenience of Vacuum Pressing 
Systems' rod closure. The 2-mil, modified 
resin film might be a good choice for un
usual applications because it's cheap, it  
can be taped together to make a bag of 

Pumps 

Vacuum Time to 

any size and it will conform to any shape. 
Manufacturer's instructions vary from 

none (Vacuum Tool Co.) to a complete 
book, Advanced Vacuum Bagging Tech
niques, from Gougeon Brothers, which 
deals primarily in epoxy techniques. In be
tween are Woodworker's Supply (two 
pages) and Quality V AKuum Products (four 
pages), which cover the basics. Bod1 Vacu
um Pressing Systems and Mercury Vacuum 
Presses provide manuals that go well be
yond the basics and include information on 
techniques and adhesives. 

Vacuum pressing is an emerging tech
nology that is making the process of press
ing and laminating veneers available to 
almost any woodworker. Improvements 
and refinements in pumps, bags and clo
sure systems were under development by 
several manufacturers while this article 
was being prepared. These new systems 
weren't ready in time for review, so check 
for current developments before you buy 
any system. D 

Monroe Robinson is a woodworker in 
Little River, Calif. 

Bags 

flow evacuate bag List . Bag or film Closure List . 
Manufacturer Type in CFM (min:sec) • price material system price 

Gougeon Brothers, I nc. Manual  1 .0 1 5:0 '*' $65 2-mi l  fi lm Tape $30 
PO Box 908 venturi (60 in. wide) 
Bay City, MI 48707 
(517)  684-7286 

Mercury Vacuum Presses Auto. rotary vane 5 4:40 $640 20-mil vinyl Heavy $ 1 29 
PO Box 2232 Auto. venturi 4 6: 1 5  $438 zipper 
Fort Bragg, CA 95437 Manual venturi 4 6:20 $ 1 89 30-mil  vinyl $165 
(800) 995-4506 

Quality VAKuum Products Inc. Auto. venturi 3.2 6:05 $320 20-mil  vinyl None $ 1 55 
32 Longmeadow Road 
Lincoln, MA 0 1 773 Manual venturi 1 .6 1 0:0 $99 
(800) 547-5484 

Vacuum Pressing Systems, Inc. Auto. rotary vane 5 4: 1 0  $605 20-mil  vinyl Rod and $135 
553 River Road Auto. venturi 3.2 6:45 $430 30-mil  vinyl C-channel $178 
Bru nswick, M E  0401 1 Manual venturi 2 8:35 $ 1 39 20-mil  urethane $420 
(207) 725-0935 

Vacuum Tool  Co. Manual rotary 5 1 1 :20 $425 2-mi l  fi lm Tape $74 
3 1 0  Watertown Road vane (72 in .  x 30 yds.) 
Morris, CT 06763 
(203) 567-3499 

Woodworker's Supply, Inc. Auto. rotary 5 9:40 $449 20-mi l  vinyl Light $ 1 09 A 
1 1 08 N. Glenn Road vane zipper 
Casper, WY 82601 
(800) 645-9292 

'*' Pump requires 15 min .  to draw a maximum of 18 in .  Hg. • To determine system prices, add the selected bag price to the 

• The time required to d raw 23 in.  Hg. i n  a 4x8 bag selected pump price . 

containing a 7-cu.-ft. hol low form. A Woodworker's Su pply offers a complete-system price of $529. 
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Tambour Cabinet Doors 
Canvas and glue make flexible, flOWing doors 

by Richard Wedler 

T he first time I used tambour doors in a furniture project, my 
client had commissioned a dining buffet to fit into an ex
tremely small dining room. Hinged doors stuck out too far 

when opened, and regular sliding doors limited access to the in
side of the cabinet. Tambours provided an elegant solution. 

Tambour doors are made by glUing a gang of individual wood
en slats to a canvas backing. The slat ends have tongues that ride 
in a track groove routed into the cabinet carcase. The canvas back
ing gives a tambour plenty of flexibility to follow gentle curves in 
a track, so the doors can run back into the cabinet and disappear. 
Their flexibility makes tambours an attractive solution for doors in 
a wide variety of cabinet and furniture pieces. Although tambours 
can be made to operate vertically, the most accessible projects in
volve one or two horizontally sliding doors, such as the ones in 
the buffet I built shown below. 

In this article, I'll tell you how I make a typical tambour door, 
from milling the slats to gluing on the canvas, to routing the track, 
to adding handles and installing the finished doors. Because 
smooth-running doors depend on careful planning as much as 
precise construction, I suggest you read the story on tambour de-

sign on p. 78 before you proceed. Once you've determined track 
layout and slat size, you can make a full-scale plan-view drawing 
of the cabinet and use it to generate templates for the track and 
various cabinet parts. 

Milling the slats 
Door construction begins with milling the slats. I perform this task 
in several separate stages, allowing the blanks to season in be
tween. Though t1lis may seem time-consuming, it ensures that all 
wood distortion and dimensional changes take place before the 
slats are glued to their canvas backing. The straightness and preci
sion of each slat is crucial to a smooth-running tambour. 

I begin by estimating how many slats the door will require. Ex
perience has taught me to be conservative and to make 25% to 
30% more than the total number needed; even more if the wood is 
fussy and seems prone to warping. In the first milling stage, I joint, 
then thickness plane or ripsaw the slats until they're at least one
and-a-half times thicker and wider than the finished size and 
slightly longer. Once the first pass is done, I stack the slats into a 
neat pile, placing stickers between the courses to allow air circu-

Catwas-backed tambour doors are elegant and smooth-operating altertlatives to standard hinged or sliding doors. They excel in 
providing a large amount of access to a cabinet interior, such as this pair of doors does in the dining room credenza built by the author. 
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lation. The length of time it takes the wood to season will vary de
pending on the species, the climate in your shop and how wet or 
dry the wood was to begin with. Most distortion probably will oc
cur within a few days. But don't worry; you've left enough stock 
on each slat to allow corrections in subsequent milling. 

The next milling stage removes another 1 5% or so from each slat. 
To keep things orderly, I've developed my own procedure: First I 
joint one edge of each slat, and place those edges face down on 
the worktable. Next I thickness plane the unjointed edges (to keep 
them parallel). I rotate each slat 90°, so it's face up, before setting 
it on the worktable. Then I repeat the same jointing/thicknessing 
process. This minimizes confusion about what's been done and 
what hasn't. After all the milling is completed, the slats go back to 
the stickers for another day or two of seasoning. 

The final milling step takes the slats to within a final sanding of 
their finished dimensions. A final pass is taken with jointer and 
planer set to remove a scant Y32 in. It's advisable to do any edge
shaping on the slats prior to this last milling, especially if shaping 
removes considerable stock because this may induce additional 
warping. My shop is equipped with a small drum sander, so I sand 
all the slats with it. ow sticker the slats again, and leave them un
til you're ready to glue up the doors. 

Routing the track 
I template-routed the track into the case work before assembling 
the cabinet. Though I've seen tracks that were routed into parti
cleboard and plywood carcases, the smoothest-running tambour 
track is routed into a solid-wood frame mitered together so that 
the grain runs parallel to the track. This can be a lot of work, so 
you might want to incorporate a solid frame only on the cabinet 
bottom because the lower track carries the weight of the tambour 
and the majority of the resistance during door travel. 

I rout the track using a straight bit. The router has a base fitted 
with a guide bushing to follow a composition board template, as 
shown in the photo above. The width of the bit will equal the 

Exploded view of a basic tambour door cabinet 

Wedler template-routs the track that guides the tambour 
around the curved end of a kitchen peninsula cabinet. The parti
cleboard template steers the guide bushing of a router fitted with 
a straight bit. 

width of the track. As far as the type of bit to use, I've had particu
larly good luck with carbide slotting bits, though standard carbide 
(one or two flute) and even newly sharpened HSS bits could 
prove adequate. Before marking and cutting out the template, I 
must compensate for the gUide-bushing offset. I subtract the out
side diameter of the bushing from the dian1eter of the bit and di
vide that number in half. The resulting number equals the offset. 
Now, working on the full-scale layout drawing, I draw a parallel 
line offset from the inside edge of the track by the calculated 
amount. This new line represents the profile of the template to cut 
out. I make my templates from either Y4-in. medium-density fiber
board (MDF) or Masonite. Both are inexpensive, although I've 
found tempered Masonite to be more durable for repetitive jobs. 

Solid-wood miter frame 

Securing the ends of the canvas 
keeps grain parallel ,----------------, 

���:;;;::::===�;;;;;��<:::::;�tgo�t/:�a�ck. Center stop for a pair of doors 

Template-routing the track 

Guide bushing 

\ Template 

Router bit 

Identical tracks in top and 
bottom of cabinet guide the 
sliding tambour. 

Photos except where noted, Sandor Nagyszalanczy 

Notch 
tongue. 

Block screwed into track stops 
pair of doors at center of track. 

Track 

Individual slats are glued to a 
canvas backing which acts as 
a flexible hinge. 

Center three slats are 
glued together for 
inlaid metal pull. 
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Designing slats and trackfor a smooth-running door 

If you decide to use tambour doors in any 
piece of furniture or cabinetry, don't ex
pect to just pop them in like you would 
hang a hinged door on a completed face 
frame. While they're not particularly 
complicated to make, tambour doors 
must be integrated at the same time the 
case work is designed. 

Laying out the track 
Carcases for tambour doors usually have 
an outer case and an inner case open to 
the front. The tambour track passes be
tween inner and outer cases on the sides 
and at the rear (see the drawing below). 
The inner case provides a means of 
adding shelves and dividers to the cabi
net; otherwise, these could not be at
tached to the sides of the outer case 
without interfering with tambour travel. 
The inner case also hides the canvas 
backing when the doors are open and 
prevents items stored in the cabinet from 
hanging up the doors. 

After determining the basic design and 
dimensions of your carcase, plan the path 
of the track on a full-sized drawing. The 
track must maintain adequate clearance 
from both the inner and outer case 
works. Tambours with wide slats will re
quire more clearance on the outside of 
curves than tambours with narrow slats. 

For easiest tambour installation and re
moval, the cabinet should have a remov
able back with the track running directly 
out the back. Otherwise, you will have to 
devise some sort of access panel (this 
panel is important for adjustments when 
the cabinet is new, for future repairs and 
for refinishing). 

Most cabinets will require each door to 
negotiate only one curve as it traverses 
from front to side. However, wide, shal
low cabinets may not have adequate side 
depth to accommodate a long tambour 
door that's fully opened. In this case, 
curve the track around behind the inner 
case, as shown in the drawing. 
While I have seen a tambour travel 

around a curve with as little as a 1 in. ra
dius, gentler curves with radii of 2 in. to 
6 in. usually make smoother-operating 
doors. Larger-radius turns also handle 
wider slats, which give you more design 
latitude. An additional refinement, taught 
to me by a friend, is to run the track close 
to the inner edges of the face-frame stiles, 
as shown in the drawing, to minimize the 
gap between the closed tambour and the 
frame. This lends a more sophisticated 
look to your piece. If there isn't room 
for the slats to pass, you can bevel the in
ner edge of the stile for more clearance 
(see the drawing detail below). 

Drawings help to plan track layout and slat sizing 

Removable cabinet back allows .".�==. =� __ �_�=-c=--======gr-� tambour installationiremoval from rear. 

l 
� Shallow, wide cabinets with long tambours 

may need track to run out behind inner carcase. 

.......=:-...== ------

Inner carcase 
houses shelves 
and dividers. 

i-Et';"/ "I-- Routed track runs 
between inner and 
outer carcases. 

Inner edge of face frame 
may be beveled for 
increased slat clearance. 

Slat tongues 

Track detail 

A minimum track radius 
of between 2 in. and 6 in. 
is best for smooth
running doors. 

must be sized to fit 
around tightest track radius 
without binding, 
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Sizing the slats 
Once you've laid out the track, you will 
need to size the slats and their tongues. 
As you can see in the drawing detail 
below, the ratio of the width of the slat 
and thickness of the tongue must be ad
justed to fit the size and the radius of the 
track groove. I initially calculate tongue 
size from a drawing; the size should allow 
adequate clearance-maybe 3/64 in. or SO
to prevent binding in the curve. I rout 
a test track in a wood scrap and then try 
running a test tongue around the curve. 
For most tambours I build, I make a V4-in.
or 5,t16-in.-wide groove for a track that 
curves no tighter than a 2 in. radius. This 
track smoothly handles slats that are % in. 
to % in. wide, with tongues about %2 in. 
thick. For bigger cabinets, I've used track 
grooves as wide as % in. to handle the 
larger, heavier doors. 

Tongues should be slightly longer than 
the depth of the track so that the over
hanging portion of the slat (which serves 
to conceal the track) doesn't scrape the 
carcase. I usually make my track about 
V4 in. deep and the tongues about %6in. to 
% in. long. The added tongue length also 
creates a pleasing reveal (an even gap) 
where the slats meet the carcase at top 
and bottom. 

Shaped edges on the slats Significantly 
affect the look and the character of any 
tambour door. The simplest edge treat
ments include rounding over, small coves 
and full or stopped chamfers. For a more 
dramatic effect, you may wish to shape 
slat faces and/or edges using a bead cut
ter, Roman ogee, or other proftle-router 
bit. If you leave the slat edges unshaped, 
your tambour will look more like a solid 
panel, especially if the wood lacks strong 
grain contrast. 

To further enhance the solid-panel ef
fect, saw slats sequentially from wide 
boards to preserve the grain patterns in 
the finished tambour. Marking slats and 
maintaining their order may require a 
librarian's patience, but the results are 
extremely rewarding, particularly when 
using beautifully figured woods. 

The design of the handles or pulls 
should be incorporated into the design of 
the slats. If the curve of the track permits, 
glue together two or three slats at the 
leading edge of the door, and screw on a 
handle or rout a recess for a ring pull into 
the slats. Alternatively, you could add a 
wider, thicker slat at the end of the tam
bour that has a finger pull routed into it, 
or screw a shaped handle strip to the 
edge of the last slat. -R. W. 



A laminate roller works bubbles or wrin
kles from canvas that's been glued to the back 
of slats. This canvas forms a fabric hinge that 
allows the tambour to run flexibly 

Rabbet the ends of the tambour with a 
dado blade on the tablesaw to form tongues 
on the ends of the slats. These tongues, which 
run in the track to gUide the tambour dam; 
are cutfrom the canvas side of the door. 

A shopmade fixture secures the slats for gluing OIl the canvas backing. Pipe clamps 
and a wide batten board cinch the slats tightly together; a few blows from a mallet ensure 
that all slats are flat. 

After sawing and smoothly sanding the template, I mark a set of 
reference lines to aid in precisely repositioning the template when 
routing top and bottom tracks. A centerline marked on both tem
plate and carcase parts may be all that's needed. Also, I mark the 
top surface of the template and orient this side up when routing 
the bottom track and down for the top track. This ensures identi
cal tracks that run exactly parallel in the top and bottom of the case 
works, even if the template isn't perfectly symmetrical. 

With the bit and guide bushing set up in my router, I take a test 
pass in a scrap of track material to ensure the cut will be clean and 
chatter-free. ow I clamp or tack the template to the panel, and 
I'm ready to rout. I make the top track slightly deeper than the bot
tom one to allow the top slat tongues plenty of clearance, so they'll 
run with minimum resistance. Once the routing is done, I thor
oughly sand the tracks until they're smooth and consistent. 

Gluing the canvas to the back of the slats 
The Simplest way to successfully join many individual slats into a 
tambour door is to build an assembly fixture that positions and se
cures the slats while tl1e canvas backing is glued on. This fixture 
consists of a plywood or MDF baseboard witl1 strips tacked on in a 
U-shape, surrounding the slats on three sides. Each of these strips 
should be thinner than the slats, allowing them to protrude a six
teenth or so above the strips. This keeps the canvas from acciden
tally adhering to the assembly fixn.Jre during glue-up. 

A good choice of backing materials traditionally used for tam
bours is a good-quality, lightweight # 12 (or 12 oz.) cotton canvas. 
However, I've recently been experimenting with contact-cement
ing acrylic canvas to tambours. Sunbrella acrylic canvas (available 
from The Canvas Shop, 7410 Valjean Ave., Van uys, Calif. 91406; 
818-989-4356) doesn't seem to stretch or unravel as much as cot-

ton, and it doesn't get as easily saturated with contact cement. 
Which adhesive is best for canvas-tambour construction? In my 

experience, yellow glue (aliphatic resin) or a good-quality solvent
based contact cement (I use Touch Down, made by W.F. 
Taylor Co., or Weldwood) is the best choice. It's easy to control 
canvas saturation when applying contact cement with a roller. It is 
simple to spread evenly on both slats and canvas, and it's very flex
ible. But contact cement is flammable, so work in a room witl1 good 
ventilation. Critics of this approach have said the canvas may come 
unglued because of solvents in the finish applied to the face of tl1e 
slats, but I've never experienced this difficulty myself. 

When I 'm all ready for glue-up, I go tl1fough my stack of slats 
and select the sU'aightest, most perfect ones and u-im them to final 
length, touch sanding the ends as necessary. I load the slats into 
the assembly fixture face down and edge to edge. I then clamp 
them tightly togetl1er using a wide board the same length as the 
slats as a caul. To ensure the slats are all perfectly flat, I tap them 
down using a Dead-Blow mallet (see the photo at left above). 

I size the canvas about 1 Y2 in. (total) narrower than the length of 
the slats and several inches longer. I use a razor knife guided by a 
metal sU'aightedge to do the cutting and handle the canvas careful
ly to keep the edges from unraveling (don't worry if a row or two of 
thread comes off). ext I draw pencil lines around the perimeter of 
botl1 the assembled slats and canvas, staying about % in. shy of the 
edges, which keeps me from spreading glue too closely to the 
edges. I also mark the extra inches at each end of the canvas to be 
left adhesive-free. This lets me hold the canvas flat while I'm ap
plying the glue, and it gives me a clean edge to grab when laying 
down the canvas. The excess is trimmed and secured later. 

I spread glue on both canvas and slat backs, keeping the adhe
sive layer thin and evenly disu-ibuted. A little practice on a piece of 
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Hidden tambour doors 

When Maine woodworker William Turner set about making 
tambour doors for his walnut chest for storing audio 
equipment, shown in the photo below, he didn't like the 
gap between the outer edge of each door and the frame of 
the cabinet. After some head scratching, Turner came up 
with a plan: He sawed the tongues off the two outermost 
slats on each door, so they weren't trapped by the track 
groove. He then screwed a short length of bandsaw blade 
(with the teeth ground oft) to the back of each door near 
the end, as shown in the drawing below. When the doors 
are in the closed position, these blade strips act like springs 
to keep the outer slats flush with the door front. When the 
door is pulled open, there's a slight resistance as the spring
loaded slats bend slightly to follow the tongued slats around 
while the door smoothly recedes into the cabinet. 

Hidden tambour doors 
Spring-loaded slats hide gap where 
closed tambour meets cabinet stile. 

Springs are made from short lengths 
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of bandsaw blade, notched and screwed 
to tambour back. 

Photo: William Thuss 

scrap canvas will help to determine the best technique to achieve 
a perfectly even spread. The objective is to bond fibers in the fab
ric to fibers in the wood without allowing the glue to soak through 
the canvas. If you're using contact cement, allow both surfaces to 
dry for the length of time specified on the can before sticking the 
canvas down. If it's your first attempt, you might want to ask for 
help positioning the canvas and laying it down flat. 

I use a laminate roller (available from a building supply store) to 
work out wrinkles and bumps in the canvas, as shown in the top 
right photo on p. 79. A straight stick with a rounded edge also 
works. Firm, even pressure gives an adequate bond if you're us
ing contact cement. If you've applied yellow glue, clamp a flat bat
ten board on top of the canvas. Covering the batten with clear 
plastic wrap or waxed paper will prevent the board from sticking 
to the back of the canvas. After the glue sets for a few hours, I re
move the tambour from the jig and check each joint to make sure 
it bends freely. If it doesn't, I snap the edges apart to free the slat 
because the little bit of glue that seeped in hasn't set yet. (If you 
use yellow glue, don't wait overnight to try this.) 

Fitting the doors 
With the canvas glued and dried on each tambour door, it's time to 
shape a tongue at the top and bottom of each door to fit the track in 
the carcase. Size the tongues to allow the tambour to smoothly ne
gotiate curves in the track (see the box on p. 78). I cut the tongues 
by rabbeting the tambour on the tablesaw fitted with a sharp dado 
set. First I clamp a plywood auxiliary face to the saw's regular rip 
fence. ext I assemble my dado set to make the width of cut at least 
VB in. more than the width of the desired rabbet. 

Next I lock the rip fence with the dado set's right edge slightly 
over the auxiliary fence and raise the running blade until it's just 
shy of the estimated rabbet depth (tongue thickness). I run one 
edge of the tambour through the saw, as shown in the bottom right 
photo on p. 79, and check the tongue's fit in the carcase. If it's too 
tight, I raise the blade a minuscule amount and take another very 
light pass. When the tambour glides freely in the track, I ease the 
edges of the tongues and sand them with fme sandpaper. The tam
bour should slide with just the pressure of a pinky finger. The 
loose canvas at each end of the door is now trimmed and secured. 
I cut the canvas back until there's just about % in. left. Then I fold 
the end under and screw a backing strip over the fold, into the end 
tambour (see the drawing on p. 77). 

When clear finishing my cabinets, I try to avoid getting finish 
into the track itself. This is easier if I'm wiping or brushing on the 
finish; if I'm spraying, I mask off the track. It's best to finish the 
tambour before installing it. Bend the surface back slightly to en
sure that both edges of each slat receive finish. 

After the finish is dry, I slip the tambour doors into place. Before 
installing the cabinet back, I screw a small block of wood as a stop 
at the back end of each track. This prevents the doors from acci
dentally opening too far and slipping inside their case, out of 
grasp. If the cabinet has a pair of doors, I install a concealed stop 
in the upper track to ensure the tambours and handles are cen
tered when closed. The block engages a notch in the top tongue of 
the first slat in each door (see the drawing on p. 77). Finally, I lu
bricate the tracks by rubbing in a tiny bit of paraffin wax-not too 
much or the wax will cake and collect dust. If sections of the track 
are inaccessible, you might want to lubricate them before carcase 
assembly. In this case, take care not to contaminate surrounding 
areas of the carcase that will be finished later. 0 

Richard Wedler is a professional woodworker, musician and film
maker in North Hollywood, Calif. 



A wax-polished surface has a soft sheen unrivaled by any other finisk You can see the reflection of the buffing rag in the crotch
mahogany veneered surface of this drop-jront desktop. 

Rejuvenating with Wax 
Good cleaning and two-step approach give best results 

by Tom Wisshack 

Acoat of paste wax is probably the simplest and safest way 
of rejuvenating the surface on a piece of old furniture. In 
the 18th and 19th centuries, varnished, French-polished 

and oil-finished pieces were all generally wax polished afterward, 
usually with a mixture of beeswax dissolved in turpentine, some
times with various resins added for durability and hardness. This 
wax polish gradually hardened, the wood tone shifted as it aged 
and a patina developed. Subsequent polishings maintained the 
finish, which mellowed as it acquired minute scratches, dents and 
a bit of grime. 

A wax polish is compatible with nearly all old finishes, but how 
well a piece of furniture responds to it will vary depending on 
how-and how well-a piece was finished originally and on the 
care (or lack of it) received by the piece since then. Pieces that 
originally were finished with care but not maintained well will re-

spond to a polishing after being cleaned. Pieces that have either 
been restored in an insensitive manner (drenched in cheap var
nish, for example) or finished poorly to begin with will probably 
need refinishing before they can benefit from a wax polish. I'll dis
cuss below how I clean a piece of furniture, from the gentlest 
metl10d to the most aggressive that I can recommend, and how I 
apply a wax polish, generally beginning with a color coat and then 
applying a harder clear wax over that. Properly done, a wax pol
ish is the most beautiful surface treatment in the woodworker's 
repertoire (see the photo above). 

Cleaning 
Few pieces of old furniture are in perfect condition. If the dirt and 
grime obscure the grain, the piece needs a judicious cleaning be
fore you polish with wax. I use a naphtha-soaked soft cloth to re-
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move dirt, grime and built-up wax, right down to the old finish. 
(Naphtha is a petroleum-based solvent that's slightly more 
aggressive than mineral spirits; if you can't find it, mineral spirits 
will work fine.) I always start in an out-of-the-way place, prefer
ring caution to speed. Finishes on old furniture are always com
pletely cured, so there's very little chance of the naphtha 
dissolving them. I wipe the surface of the piece until the cloth 
comes off clean. 

I've also removed old wax and dirt with Liberon's wood cleaner 
and wax remover (see the sources of supply box). As long as it's 
not left on too long, tlLis solvent won't harm tl1e finish layer either. 
As with the naphtha, it's best to begin in an inconspicuous area to 
see how the finish responds to it. 

If you find that you need to get more aggressive yet, substituting 
0000 steel wool for the clom will usually do the trick. Sprinkling 
me surface with rottenstone will increase the cutting action even 
more and will leave a very fine surface. Whenever I use abrasives, 
I check the surface frequently (by wiping away the rottenstone 
and naphtha) to make sure I don't cut through the finish. I've nev
er had a problem, though, probably because the fitLish layer on 
most antiques has had a hundred years or more to cure. 

If a piece has areas of carving or intricate detail, I make a paste 
of rottenstone and naphtl1a and work it in with a soft toombrush. 
Afterward, I remove all residue with pure naphtha on a soft, clean 
cloth. The naphtha sometimes leaves a slight film on the surface, 
but it will buff right off, and any traces will disappear when I 
apply wax. 

Applying a color coat 
After I have cleaned a piece and have given it at least 24 hours 
to dry, I apply what I call a "color coat" of wax (see me photo be
low). This color coat is only a prelinLinary step in preparation for 
a final coat of clear, harder wax. TlLis first coat of tinted wax will 
lLide nLinor dents and scratches, enhance me natural wood color 
and even out excessive differences in tone resulting from repairs 
or exposure to direct sunlight. A tinted wax will also fill any un
filled pores wim darker particles than a clear or white wax will, re
sulting in a more natural-looking surface. When using a tinted 
wax, I select a shade darker than me wood tone I'm polislLing be-

cause most of me wax is removed during me buffing. 
I use two brands of colored waxes. One of mem, Antiquax's An

tique paste wax polish, produces a long-lasting film and doesn't 
fingerprint. I use the Brown wax most often because it works well 
over a broad range of wood tones, from light oak to dark ma
hogany. The omer tinted wax I use is Liberon's Black Bison paste 
wax polish. TlLis wax comes in ten colors (derived from natural 
earth pigment matter) as well as natural and clear (the natural is 
slightly amber while the clear is actually bleached-and quite 
clear). Georgian Mahogany covers quite a range of shades and is 
particularly useful on old English mahogany furniture, which I see 
a good deal of. 

I apply the colored wax to one surface at a time, using an old 
cotton T-shirt and working in a circular motion, making sure that 
everything is covered. The colored waxes are relatively soft, so I 
apply them quite liberally, really working tl1e wax into me surface. 
Antiquax recommends leaVing its product on for two or tl1ree min
utes only. Liberon suggests applying its product with steel wool 
and leaVing it on for at least 20 minutes, giving the solvents time 
to evaporate before buffing. Optimally, leaving the wax on for four 
to eight hours allows thorough evaporation and will give you 
the highest sheen when buffed. I've left the color coat on 
overnight without a problem. It was conSiderably more difficult 
to rub out than if I 'd followed the directions, but the resulting 
finish was harder. 

I buff out tl1e color coat wim an old terry-cloth towel, rubbing 
vigorously and removing all but the finest layer of the colored 
wax. The harder I buff now, me deeper the luster of the finish. If a 
coat of wax does dry out before you get around to buffing it, no 
serious harm has been done. Applying a fresh coat will dissolve 
the hardened coat, and you can buff normally. With experience, 
you'll deternLine how long to wait before buffing. 

I save all my wax-impregnated rags in old cookie tins. A well
maintained antique-or one that you've brought back to life
often will need nothing more than a good rub with one of these 
clotl1s to bring back its luster. 

For the color coat on the carved areas, I apply the wax with a 
soft toothbrush, and tl1en I buff it off with a pure-bristle shoe
polishing brush or with one of Liberon's wax-buffing brushes. 

Naphtha, steel wool and rottenstone all have their place in removing dirt and old wax 
from antiques without harming the finish. Experiment in an inconspicuous place on the 
piece, and approach the cleaning with a least-invasive attitude, beginning with naphtha (or 
other solvent) on a cloth. Proceed to using steel wool and/or rottenstone only if the solvent 
isn 't working by itself. 

Tinted wax followed by a clear wax can make a wood surface absolutely radiant. The au
thor applies a color coat first, and then, after it's thoroughly dried, he applies a clear coat of 
harder wax. He buffs both the color coat and the clear coat with clean rags-preferably old 
linen napkins or tablecloth scraps-and buffs carvings and other relatively inaccessible areas 
with a shoebrush or one of Liberon 's buffing brushes. 
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A color coat may not be advisable on some pieces. Light 

woods-fruitwoods or maples, for example-look just fine as they 
are. On furniture made of these and other light woods, I use Anti
quax Clear paste wax polish, which has a slight amber tone, but 
will not discolor these woods because buffing leaves such a thin 
layer of wax on the surface. Liberon's eutral and Clear waxes are 
also good choices, as is Renaissance wax. Renaissance wax has a 
stiffer consistency than the other waxes I've discussed and can be 
difficult to apply evenly, but I circumvent this problem by apply
ing it only to very small areas at a time and then buffing almost im
mediately. The polish it leaves is beautiful, although not as 
resistant to water or alcohol as other waxes. 

Applying a clear coat 
It's essential that you use a clear coat of harder wax over the color 
coat because even if you've buffed the color coat thoroughly, 
there's a possibility of color transfer from the furniture to your 
clothing, especially on chair, table or desk edges. Just as impor
tant, though, is the protection the harder wax provides your furni
ture. I like to wait several weeks after applying the color coat 
before I apply the clear wax. It doesn't always work out that way, 
but that's the ideal. For this topcoat, I've been happy with Anti
quax's Clear paste wax polish, Renaissance wax and Liberon's 
Clear Professional wax, which is higher in carnauba content 
(therefore harder) than the waxes in their Black Bison line. 

I apply the clear coat to small sections, using an old cotton 
T-shilt, working in a circular motion and then buffing a little be
fore the wax has completely set-no more than ten minutes (see 
the top photo). Old linen napkins or tablecloth scraps seem to 
work better than anything else for buffing out the clear coat. They 
produce a superior shine, and the wax-impregnated rags just get 
better with time. 

Problem cases 
Occasionally I encounter a piece that does not respond well to a 
wax polishing, even after a thorough cleaning. Often such pieces 
will show dull or worn areas when polished with wax, or the wax 
may seem to sink in without effect. If the finish seems sound, I 
clean d1e piece again, removing the wax I've applied and any re
maining dirt. Then I melt the wax I'm using (usually tinted) in a 
double boiler or glue pot, and I add about a tablespoonful of rot
tenstone (not pumice, which is much coarser) for each 8-oz. con
tainer of wax. After removing the wax from d1e heat source, I add 
about one-qualter cup of mineral spirits to thin the mixture and 
make it easier to work. 

When the mixture has cooled, I apply a liberal amount to one 
surface at a time, buffing it in with a lambswool pad on an electric 
drill. I add more of the wax mixture whenever it staltS getting thin 
on the surface. The rottenstone lightly abrades the wood, bur
nishing the surface and enhancing the effect of the wax. After ap
plying the wax in this manner, I rub it into the surface by hand, 
using a clean, soft clod1 and follOWing d1e grain. I rub briskly and 
then buff the wax off when dry, again follOWing the grain of the 
wood. I let d1e wax cure in a warm atmosphere for at least two 
weeks and then apply a clear coat of wax in the usual manner. The 
result is a surface that will remain beautiful for years. Do not use 
any spray polishes, oils or od1er maintenance products on the fin
ished surface. The only care or maintenance your furniture needs 
at d1is point is a quick rub down with the rag you used for the clear 
wax polish, and less frequently (it will depend on wear), another 
coat of the clear wax. D 

Tom Wisshack makes and restores fine furniture in Galesburg, Ill. 

With the harder topcoating of clear wax, work in one small 
area at a time, and apply the wax polish in a tight circular mo
tion. These polishes contain more wax and less solvent, so their 
drying times are considerably shorter. 

Carved, multi-:faceted surfaces are ideal candidates for a wax 
polish. The character of the wax is such that it accentuates the 
texture of the carving rather than masks it, as is evident in the 
author's reproduction shown here. 

Sources of supply ______ _ 
Liberon 
Liberon Supplies, PO Box 86, Mendocino, CA 95460; (800) 245-5611  

Antiquax 
Marshall Imports, PO Box 47, Crestline, OR 44827; (800) 992-1503 

Renaissance 
Available from Garrett Wade Co., Inc., 161 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10013; (800) 221-2942 
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Miniature Masterworks 

This deskfor writing lettersfrom Lilliput 
was created in the late 1920s by English cab
inetmaker and miniaturist Frank Early. The 
B-in. -tall carcase and all its extraordinary de
tails match the construction and jOinery of 
a full-sized piece. The burl-walnut veneered 
carcase has drawers built with half-blind 
dovetails and working brass hardware. 

Small secrets are well-kept in 19 hidden 
compartments. Depressing a latch on the 
base of the lower center pilaster releases it. 
Two levers connected to weights unlatch the 
rest of the lower pilasters, releasing, in turn, 
the three upper pilasters. The rest of the se
cret compartments are in the desk section: 
Six ivoryJronted drawers and an ivory
trimmed cabinet with a thin drawer in the 
back pull out to reveal thread (scaled-down 
rope) handles on a train of dovetailed boxes 
that pull out. Even the door on the pull-out 
cabinet involves a trick: The keystone in the 
top frame must first be lifted to open it. 

The precision of Frank Early's furniture is no small feat 

by William. R. Robertson 



M iniature furniture pieces have been and still are made by 
the thousands, and in my business, I've seen a lot of 
them. But last year, several pieces that really bowled me 

over came into my shop for cleaning and repair. The miniatures, 
including the secretaire shown in the photos on the facing page 
and the tall case clock and highboy shown below, were so 
incredible I immediately called some cabinetmaker friends over 
to gasp in amazement. 

These miniatures, recently acquired by Toy and Miniature 
Museum of Kansas City (Mo.), are the work of Frank J. Early, a 
cabinetmaker from Worthing, England. Early, who specialized in 
full-sized Queen Anne furniture, built diminutive models as a 
hobby, and some of his work has made its way into Queen 
Mary's Dolls' House. He created the 8-in.-high secretaire desk 
and other Yl2th scale pieces in the Queen Anne style during the 
late 1920s using the same traditional techniques and 
workmanship that 18th-century cabinetmakers used in full
sized work. All of Early's miniatures have fully joined English 
brown oak carcases (veneered in burled wainut), dovetailed 
drawers and brass hardware. All of the tool marks in evidence 
are from hand tools-no tablesaws or routers were employed
and the pieces were assembled with hide glue. 

Early's work is distinguished by the seemingly impossible 
precision of the abundant details. These details include 
working brass-and-steel locks on the secretaire's doors, fall  
front and drawers, half-blind dovetails joining all  drawer and 
carcase parts (these joints are cut in oak, which is about the 
worst wood for work this fine) and wood inlays made with 
hair-thin strips bent and set into complicated patterns (see the 
photos above right). All of the burl-veneered panels are book
matched, and some moldings are even veneered to match. 
One o/'6-in.-high molding is veneered with six matching pieces 
glued over a part that's been steam-bent. And just when I 
thought I'd seen everything, I discovered that the secretaire 
has 19 hidden compartments, many of which operate by 
the same kinds of elaborate mechanisms used on full-sized 
secretaires of that period. 

What kind of person does it take to create pieces that even 
the best miniature furnituremakers would look upon with awe? 
Early's oldest son, Anthony, remembers his father as a large 
man with a drooping mustache who was extremely precise in 
his actions. When endorsing a receipt, Frank Early would pull 
from his pocket a corded ink bottle, a relief pen-nib, blotting 
paper and a stamp, all in neat order. He was a man who 
preferred to keep to himself. Rather than risk an encounter on 
a city sidewalk, he chose to stroll down the middle of the road. 
Understandably, Early did not appreciate visitors to his shop. 
Regarding his new shop in Shoreham, Early wrote a letter to a 
colleague saying that it was "not at all bad, quiet and free from 
other workers." He was very critical of other people's work, 
referring to most of it as "rubbish." 

How many hours it took Early to make a Single miniature 
creation can only be guessed; maybe a thousand for the desk. I 
know it took me eight hours to make one little replacement 
drawer for the secretaire (the sharpness of a knife takes on a 
whole new meaning when you attempt to cut dovetails in a 
piece of oak that's about Y64 in. thick). The next time you get 
frustrated working with small pieces of wood, think of Frank 
Early's miniature masterpieces for inspiration. D 

William R. Robertson is a miniaturist in Kansas City, Mo. The 
pieces shown are on display at Toy and Miniature Museum, 
5235 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.; (816) 333-2055. 

Photos: counesy of Toy and Miniature Museum 

A key fitfor a mouse opens the brass locks on all the secretaire's 
doors, fall front and drawers (top). A curved, veneered cornice 
molding (left) less than % in. wide surmounts the secreta ire. The 
three sunbursts (the largest is % in. dia.) adorning the top of the case 
are made with ebony and holly pieces, many as thin as .005 in. 
Half-blind dovetails as thin as . 018 in. join drawer sides to the sec
retaire's veneered drawer fronts (right). 

Frank Early's burl-walnut veneered highboy and clock incor
porate the same remarkable detail as his secreta ire. The tall clock 
(which uses a working watch movement set into an engraved brass 
bezel) has a Bombi base with chamfered corners covered with in
lays, including a tiny scalloped holly inlay around a small mirror 
in the door. The 18th-century English-style highboy features magnif
icent book-matched burl-veneered sides and carved claw-foot cabri
ole legs. Pressingjust below the top molding releases a secret drawer. 
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Unlock The Power 
Of Your Router! 

Combine your router with 

the Woodchuck Milling 
System to perform sophis 

ticated milling operations: 

o True & size stock 

o Tapering 
o Beading or fluting 
o Hollow spirals 
o Rope moulding 

o Precision joinery 

Models available for the professional 

shop as well as the demanding hobby

ist. Demo Video available. 

No other tool, at any price, will make 

a greater impact on the precision, vari

ety and and quality of your work. 

Phantom Engineering, Inc. 
1 1 22 S. State St., #21 / Provo, Ut 84606 

(800) 279-4570 
READER SERVICE NO. 66 

.9l.ntique reproductiol1 
furl1i ture :Jfa.rdware 

HORTON BRASSES INC. 
Nooks Hill Rd. PO Box 120F 
Cromwell, Ct. 064Hi 203-U35-4400 

Send $3.00 for catalog 

READER SERVICE NO. 304 

Protect Your Back Issues 
SLIPCASES FOR YOUR 
BACK ISSUES. Bound in 
blue and embossed in  
gold, each case holds at 
least 7 issues of Fine Woodworking (a year's 
worth), and costs $7.95 
($21.95 for 3, $39.95 for 
6). Add $1.00 per case for 
postage and handling. 
Outside the United States, 
add $2.50 each ( U.S.  
funds only). PA residents 
add 7% sales tax. Send 
your order and pa).nent 

to the address below, or call toU-free, 1-800-825-
6690, and use your credit card (minimum $15). 
Jesse Jones Ind., Dept. FWW, 499 E. Erie Ave., Phila
delphia, PA 19134. (No P.O. boxes, please). 

GIANT TOOL SALE 
& EXHIBITION 
HOUSTON, TX 

Adams Mark Hotel · March 12 - 1 4  

FT. WAYNE, IN 
Alien City Memorial Coliseum · March 1 9-21 

ORLANDO, FL 
Orlando Centroplex • March 26 - 28 

BALTIMORE, MD 
Pikesville Armory · April 2 - 4 

BOXBORO, MA 
Host Inn · April 23 - 25 

*DETROIT, MI 
Michigan Fairgrounds ·  April 30 - May 2 

Show Hours: 
*Fri.Noon-6pm • Fri . 5 pm-9pm 

Sat. 1 0am-6pm · Sun. 1 0am-5pm 

Free One Hour Seminars 

Save On All Your Woodworking Needs 

Win Tools - Take Your Project From 

Start to Finish - Show Specials 

Continuous Demonstrations 

Admission Charged - For More Info Cali: 

603-536-3768 
READER SERVICE NO. 128 
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EN-BS1 6 EN-JOOS EN-JOO6 
1 6" BAND SAW S" HEAVY DUTY JOINTER 6" JOINTER 
$490.00 $635.00 $300.00 

EN·TB1 0  
1 0" TABLE SAW 
$335.00 

ORDERS: 1 -800-888-9697 Pacific Time : MON-SAT 6:00AM to 5 :00PM 

SHOWROOM/CUSTOMER SERVICE:  (909)468-3688 Pacific Time :  MON-SAT 8 :00AM to 5 :00PM 
19400 E. SAN JOSE AVE., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA 91748 FAX: (909)468-3689 

Free catalog available F.O.B. City of Industry, California 
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.NEW • • • F R O M  T H E  PUBL I S H E RS OF FINE HOMEBUILDING 

Build a great deck. 
any size, shape or style. 

Building 
and Designing 

DecKs 

70 minutes, $34.95 

• • 

Softeover, 160 pages, 135 photos, 80 drawings, 

6 c1Ulrts, $21 .95 ($28 when you order the 

video \vith the book) 

Scott Schuttner's new book and video give you all the 

information you need to build a sturdy long-lasting deck. 

Calling on almost 20 years of professional experience, 

Schuttner takes you through the entire deck-building process, 

from the foundation to the finish. All along the way, he offers 

hard-won tricks of the trade that speed up the work and 

improve the quality of the finished deck. You'll learn about: 
Design .. . . Materials ... . Foundations ... . Framing .. . . Decking .. . . 
Railings .. . . Stairs ... . Seating .. . . Planters ... . Finishing 

SAVE 20% on the video 
Watch Schuttner on an actual job site demonstrate all the 
techniques you need to build the deck you want. Together, the 
book and video give you a level of information unavailable 
anywhere else. 

1 0 1 331 

Yes, please send me the book and video set Building and 
Designing Deciu;, for a Risk-Frce 1 4-day examination period. If I ' m  not 
completely satisfied, I may return my order and owe nothing. Otherwise, I will 
be billed $49.95 (a $6.95 savings on the video) plus $4 postage and handling 
(CT residents add 6% sales tax, Canadian residents add 7% GST). 07A225 
o I prefer the book only. (item 070168, $21 .95 plus $3 p&h) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

I prefer to pay now: 0 My payment is enclosed. 0 Me 0 VISA 0 AMEx 
CARD # 

EXP. DATE INITIALS 

To order call 1-800-888-8286 or send this coupon to: 

The Taunton Press, 63 South Main Street, P.O. Box 5506 
Newtown, CT 06470-5506 
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... by fdJow cmJlUsitJSts 

MLCS, Ltd. 
MAKE BEAUTIFUL RAISED PANEL DOORS 
WITH YOUR 1 /4" or 1 /2" ROUTER or 
WITH YOUR 1 /2" or 3/4" SHAPER. 

Professional production quality bit makes i t  quick and easy to 
produce matching rails and stiles - the panel raising bit with ball 
bearing guide makes the raised panel perfect every time. 

Size and Form Item # Price per Set 
1 /4" Shank Router #554 $69.95 

1 /2" Shank Router #852 $79.95 

1 /2" & 3/4" Shaper #1 059 $99.95 

RAISED PANEL BIT 
SUPPLIED WITH 
BALL BEARING 

Carbide Tipped 
2" Large Ola. P /4� Shank) 

3·1/Z' large Dla (lIZ" Shank) 

4-518" Large Ola (Shaper) 

Regular value Over $150.00 
RAIL 

PANEL 

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF PANEL DOOR 
IWITH ONE RAIL REMOVEDI 

REVERSIBLE COMBINATION 
RAIL and STILE BIT 
(For making matching ralls and stileS In raISed panel 
doors, elc.) Wonts With stock from 11116- 10 7ff!' 

NEW32 page CATALOG Featuring 100's of Bits & Shaper-Cutters 

To order by MasterCard or Visa Toll Free 
7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service, Call 1-800-533-9298 or 

send check to: MLCS, Ltd., P.O. Box 4053 F L, Rydal, PA 19046 
READER SERVICE NO. 127 

JT 1007 7 5309 
J T  1008 8 5639 
JT 0 0 1 2  1 2  51895 

9034 Be r m udez St reet,  
Pieo R i ve r a  CA 90660 
M A I N  O F F I C E : ( 2 1 3)949- 3747 
AT L A  N T A :(404) 416-6006 
(800)786-5626 ( o r d e r  o n l y) 

ER TOOLS 
READER SERVICE NO. 37 



[lomers .  Nooks. Crann ies. Notches. The powelfuJ new Ryobi Detail Sander 

takes care of al l your sanding details .  I ts triangular head gets into places other 

sanders can't reach. And its oscil lating action produces extra fine finishes, virtually 

el iminating finger 

sanding. 

Optional add-on 

accessOlies tum this 

versatile tool into even 

more of a smal l  

wonder. Besides 

sanding, you can use 

the Detail Sander for 

removing l ight  rust from intricate surfaces - l ike omamental 

wrought iron fumiture and rail ing - with the Metal Finishing Pad. 

Remove paint and adhesive from glass and 

wood eaSily \.vith the Scraper Blade. Wax and 

pol ish tight spots and angles with the 

Wax/BuHing Pad; ideal for car detail ing. 

Remove paint and vamish hom hard-to-reach 

surfaces easily vvith the Stripping Pad. 

Or smooth bare wood and prepare newly 

painted surfaces between finish coats with the 

Finishing Pad. 

The Ryobi Detail Sander. It's fast, 

versati le and easy to use. For even more 

details,  stop by your Ryobi dealer today 

or call 1 -800-525-2579. 
Made in SA by Ryobi 

�oal Making Innovative Concepts A Reaht/" 
Byohi America Corp., .5201 Pearman Dairy Boac!, Suite 1 , 
Anderson, S C  2962.5-8950 READER SERVICE 0. 49 

<D H\'()),i A m('rit'a Corp. 1992 

A 
HEAD 
FOR 
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From Back Cover 
to Poster 

TOOL CHEST 
LEGACY 

Now available from 
Fine Woodworking magazine 
The response to Fine Woodworking's July/August back cover 
was overwhelming. So many of you called or wrote asking 
for a poster reproduction of the exquisite tool chest by H.O. 
Studley, that we decided to go ahead and print one up. 

We rephotographed the chest and enlarged the photo to fill 
the 18" x 26" poster shown above. Seen at this size, Stud
ley's ingenuity and worlunanship is even more apparent. 

The poster is printed in full color on the same book-quality 
stock as the Fine WOOdW01"king covers. And we'll mail it to 
you carefully rolled to keep it suitable for framing. 

It malies a great gift for you or a friend. 
To order, use the coupon below or call 1 -800-888-8286. 

o Please send me __ copies of The Tool Chest poster at 
.59.95 each, plus $2.50 postage and handling ( # 1 80). 

Name __________________________________________ __ 

Address ________________________________________ ___ 

City _______________________ State __ Zip ________ _ 

o Payment enclosed 0 MasterCard 0 VISA 0 Am. Ex. 

Charge card # _________________ __ 

Exp. Date ________ Signature ________________________ _ 

�UNTON MAGAZINES 
The Taunton Press 
63 South Main Street 

r-------j Box 355PWAM ... I;J:.·IClbl' cllthu.-;i'L'ilS 
'--_____ -' Newtown, CT 06470 

Domestic and exotic hardwood 
;.,; a.,JV,wn,nd and lumber, marine 

over 3» species in stock
one roof. 

:-C:U-Sltnm cultilllg services to your 
speciltif::atJiorls with l ittle or 

no af com.,r,etitive prices! 
e specialize i bunoling and 

shipping. . 

Call (617) 666-1�O to&y for 
catalog and quote. . 

nEADEn SERVICE NO. 38 

Build face frames and complete 

cabinets, tables, clocks, furniture, 

II! curved molding, and more ! The 

patented Kreg Jig bores pocket hole 

joints, in one easy step. The Kreg 

Jig-model K2 with step drill and 

collar $ 1 1 9.95. Other models avail

able. 

8 0 0 - 4 4 7 - 8 6 3 8  
"CABINETMAKING-MADE EASY" VIDEO $14.95 

30 DAY MONEY· BACK GUARANTEE 

IlEADER SERVICE NO. 89 

VACUUM 
Veneering IKlamping 

The VAK Pump 
Superior 

Performance 
at Low Cost 
Kits Starting at 

$ 99 
VENEER: FLAT, CURVED, or The VAK Pump is a low cost 
UNIQUE Shapes easily & air-powered vacuum pump 
quickly. 1800 #/sq.ft of even that provides over 1 800 #/sq.ft 
pressure creates strong bonds of clamping force. Can hold 
and high quality results. Used large & small pieces of w ood, 
for Bent Laminations Be plastic, metal, etc. for all 
Composite Lay-ups. Start with Routing functions; CNC, 
a starter system for $1 98 and PIN, HAND,TEMPLET. Solves 
grow it without loosing your the problem of holding parts 
investment, then upgrade when w/o obstruction by mechanical 
more funds are available. Or clamps. Prevents rotation or 
start with a fully automated movement for more accurate 
system for less than $500. parts using vacuum templets. 
Open up new work opportunities 
Pays for itself with one job. MADE in the U.S.A. 

for complete CALL 1 -800-547-5484 information 
Quality VAKTO' uum Products I nc. 

32 Longmeadow Rd Lincoln, MA 01773 
READER SERVlCE O. 185 



Free Workshops • Prizes • Hundreds of Products • Seminars b'l Mastercraftsmen 

• Atlanta • Delaware Valley • Milwaukee • So. California 
• Baltimore • Denver • New Jersey • St. Louis 
• Charlotte • Detroit • No. California • Tampa 
• Chicago • Harrisburg • North Florida • Twin Cities 
• Columbus • Indianapolis • Portland • Washington, D.C. 
• Dallas/Ft. Worth • Kansas City • Seattle • plus others! 

Call for free brochure Monday · Friday 8 am . 5 pm Pacific Time 
1 ·800·826·8257 or 31 0-477·8521 

READER SERVlCE NO. 42 

g'� 'DVred ,?'UJ#t, 7k � Ad SAVE! 

Buy 12 "EVER·LAST" Belts ... 
Get 12 Belts FREE! 
"EVER·LAST" BELTS 

Available 36 x to 320 x grit 

1 ··x30·' . . . $16.50/Ooz. + 1 2 FREE 
1 "x 42" . 1 6.95/Ooz. + 1 2  FREE WIDE BELTS (Minimum of 3 belts per size) 
2"x48" . 25.25/Ooz. + 1 2  FREE Anti·Static Alum. Oxide Resin Bond Cloth Belts 
2W'x 1 6" . 1 7.95/ooz. + 1 2  FREE 
3"x 1 8" . 1 8.25/Ooz. + 1 2  FREE 
3"x 2 1 "  . 1 9.25/Ooz. + 1 2  FREE 
3" x 24" . . 1 9.75/Ooz. + 1 2  FREE 
4"x 21" . 23.50/ooz. + 1 2  FREE 
4"x21 3f4' . 23.75/Ooz. + 12 FREE 
4"x24" . . 24.00/ooz. + 1 2  FREE 
4"x36" . 28.75/Ooz. + 12 FREE 
6"x48" . . 37.50/ '12 Doz. + 6 FREE 

Other size belts on request. 

SIZE 

1 9" 1 48'" 

24"1 60" 

25" 1 60" 

25" 1 75" 

36" 1 75" 

37""1 60" 
37""175" 

50'"1 1 03" 

52'"1 75" 

"E"' WI. Paper "X" WI. Ctoth 
220E·100E 400x·100x 

$ 7.90 ea. 51 1 .09 ea. 
1 1 .33 16.37 
1 1 .80 17.05 
1 3.56 20.13 

1 9.53 28.98 
17.46 25.23 
20.07 29.79 
33.71 51 .73 
28.21 41.86 

"X" WI. Cloth "X" WI. Cloth 
80x 60x 

51 1 .4S ea. 512.00 ea. 
1 6.94 17.81 

17.65 1 8.55 
20.88 22.00 
30.06 31.68 
26.12 27.45 
30.90 32.56 
53.79 56.88 
43.42 45.76 

Belt Cleaning Stick . $4.95 each (WIDE BELTS Not Included in Special Offer) 

9" x 11 " SHEET GOODS 
AlO CABINET PAPER 
GRIT 100/pk 

220A - 180A $21.00 

150C - 100C 23.00 

800 25.00 

600 27.00 

NO-LOAD PAPER (White) 
GRIT 100/PK 

400A - 180A $1 9.00 

150A · 100A 24.00 

80A 28.00 

AID CLOTH SHEETS 
GRIT 50/pk 

400J - 100J $27.50 

80J 29.50 

60J 33.50 

No·Load Paper Sticky Discs 1DD/pk 

PSA Carat 
PSA Carat 
PSA Gold 
PSA Gold 

GRIl' 5" 6" 

400B - 1 00B $15.45 $20.95 

800 16.45 21.95 

400C - 1 00C 18.95 25.95 

800 20.95 27.95 

"E" Wt. Aluminum 
Oxide Paper Rolls 

80E thru 220E 

6" WIDE STROKE 
SANDING 
BELTS �! 

Buy 12 Belts . . .  

SIZE 
1 50" · 1 75" 
1 76" - 200" 
201" - 225" 
226" - 250" 
251" - 275" 
276" - 300" 
301" - 325" 
326" - 350" 

PRICE 
$1 0.50 

1 1 .75 
1 3.00 
14.25 
1 5.50 
16.75 
18.00 
1 9.25 

. . .  $9.95 

. .  8.95 

Pay for only 
Eleven! Other sizes available 

Avail. 36x 10 320x grit 

We also supply . . . Flap Wheels. Pump Sleeves, WE OFFER VOLUME DISCOUNTS! 
Sanders, Cloth Discs Shop Rolls, Drum Sanding 
Rolls, Floor Sanding Paper, 'Velcro®' Discs, Wood For Fast Delivery 1·800·428·2222 
Glue, Cones, Bands, Grinding Belts, Non Woven M thru F 8:30- 4:30. Call or write for FREE catalog. 
Abrasives, plus much more ! ! !  Shipping Charges: $4.75 i n  Continental USA 

I 
Minimum order $25.00. PA residents add 6% sales tax 

ND USTR IAL We accept: Visa, Mastercard, money order or checks 

LJl.6�4��!��� ��·ING , PA 19612 
READER SERVlCE NO. t 8  

"The setup is easy, adjustments 
minimal and the joints perfect. 
It's the easiest of all the jigs to 
use and great for production 
use ." - Woodworker's Jourlwl 
"In a class by itself." 

- WOOD Magazille 

VIDEO: $8.95 + $2 P IH 
N o  test cuts. Fast setup. Unlimited 
widths. Precision joinery. Classic and 
variable spacing. CompoWld angles. 
Curved dovetails. Box joints. 20 year 
warranty. Made in USA since 1 976. 

To find out more, contact your Dealer or 

KELLER & CO. 
1327 'I' Street, Dept. F33 
Petaluma, CA 94952 
1 -800-995-2456 
707-763-9336 

Keller Dovetail System 
Simply the best. 

READER SERVlCE NO. 70 

THE BIG 61 2 
WOODPLANER™ 

Four tools in one-use 
it for fun or extra income! 
1 . It's a wood planer 
2. It's a drum sander 
3. It's a molder 
4. It's a gang saw 
Send today for your FREE 

information or call 1 ·800·487-2623 
---------

O "7� A � I Ptease rush me all the fads telling about the "fC"U full tine of rbl 4-in·1 woodplaners. 

Nolme 

Address 

Stlte 

Phone 

rbindustries, inc. (13 
p.o. Box 369, 1801 Vine St., Harrisonville, MO 64701 

READER SERVlCE NO. 45 
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Books 
Red Oaks and Black Birches, by Rebecca Rupp, Storey Com
munications, Inc., Pownal, Vt. 05261; 1990. $10.95, paper
back; 276pp. 

What makes Rebecca Rupp's book so good is her wonderful 
blend of science, folklore and technology as well as her easy 
style and lively sense of humor. What other book will explain 
the chemistry of the sugar production of acer saccharum and 
also remind you that it is the wood of choice for staking a 
vampire's heart? 

Rupp can make the fungal mOitality of the elm and chestnut 
and the prospects for their recovery a real adventure. The au
thor's knowledge of folklore is enlightening and entertaining. 
She details the great fad of the cure-all sassafras, which once ri
valed tobacco as an export. She also writes about the use of 
chestnut to repel spiders, the tale of Maria Ana "Granny" Smith 
and Daniel Boone's choice for his own coffin wood. And wood 
trivia fans, can you name Eleanor Roosevelt's favorite tree? Did 
Adam and Eve cover themselves with the jumbo leaves of the 
sycamore? Rupp tackles those questions, too. 

Rupp wlites extensively about food, especially nuts and cider. 
The reader learns to prepare acorn flour, sycamore wine, real 
birch beer and a bunch of ersatz coffees. Red Oaks and Black 
Birches is worth the trees cut for its publication and won't sit 
long on a shelf. It is a book destined to be passed among friends. 

-John Sillick 

Country Furniture: Living Rooms and Dens by Nick Engler. 
Rodale Press, 33 E. Minor St., Emmaus, Pa. 18908; 1989. 
$14.95, paperback; 123 PP. 

.!lt II J >rr·uCnFJt·lU I: RSH F· \,\tJU:Mt)lUi.I�i I'!¥!ll::rs 

�� Uving Rooms and Den� 

One of the most enjoyable 
aspects of these project 
books in Rodale's Build-it
Better-Yourself series is the 
way each project is intro
duced with a brief summary 
outlining how that specific 
kind of furniture was used in 
Colonial times and how it has 
evolved over the centuries to 
remain useful in our time. 

In this particular work, En
gler does his best job so far in 
the series to give the reader a 
real sense of the historical 
importance of each item. Al-
so, with a few exceptions, the 

16 projects offered show unmistakable signs of having been 
thoughtfully selected. There seems to be something for all skill 
levels, and even the Simpler projects represent very useful 
pieces of furniture. Anl0ng the least complicated items are a 
game board, fretwork mirror and a lap desk, any of which 
should provide just about the right amount of challenge to make 
for a pleasant weekend in the shop. 

Those projects that require a little more effoit and perhaps a 
bit more skill include a small joiner's chair, an occasional table, 
a mantle clock and a sail maker's bench. Some other pro
jects, either because of their size or tlle complexity of the join
ery, look more formidable, but tlley are compensatingly very 
nice pieces. 

Like the other books in tllis series, Engler includes several sec
tions under the heading "tips and techniques" tllat address more 
general woodworking topics and methods. Here he discusses 
the process for making lock joints, how to turn figured wood 
and how to deal with tlle thermal problems encountered when 
electronics are installed in wooden cabinets. -Jon Arno 
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The Genius of Japanese Carpentry: An Account of a Tem
ple's Construction by S .  Azby Brown. Kodansha Interna
tional, 1 14 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10011; 1989. $24.95, 
hardback; 156 pp. 

The almost religiOUS rever
ence for wood is among the 
many traditions that have ap
parently stood the test of time 
better in Japan than else
where. There, a tree is be
lieved to possess a spirit, and 
a carpenter incurs a moral 
debt when he cuts down a 
tree. Each time he fells a tree, 

ishioka, the master carpen
ter who is this book's "hero," 
prays in part, "I vow to com
mit no act that will extinguish 
the life of this tree." 

This is neither a history 
book nor a how-to book, yet 
it is both of these and even 

more. The book's ostensible topic is ishioka's rebuilding of a 
Japanese Buddhist temple. One senses a contact and continuity 
with tlle past in tlle temple, and even the most "modern" temple 
must reflect millennia of refinement and evolution. 

When the author was offered an apprenticeship with the 
Japanese master carpenter ishioka, he protested that he didn't 
have the seven-year minimum such an apprenticeship might 
take. But Nishioka somehow helped him get a grant from the 
Japanese Ministry of Education for study and research in tlle ar
chitecture depaltment of the University of Tokyo. Then Nishio
ka permitted him to wander the workshops and construction 
sites, taking photos and asking questions, though questions of 
''why'' or "how" were usually met with subtle hints that he 
wasn't being observant enough. 

The Japanese believe observation is the whole key to learn
ing. To know what should be built, it was first necessary to ob
serve what already existed. Only one person has all the 
information about tlle project; others must concentrate on their 
jobs at hand, following instructions. Observation is vital, but 
constantly inquiring about ''why'' and ''when'' is considered not 
only bad form but a waste of time as well. Apprentice carpenters 
learn respect and humility from the heart outward. 

For readers more interested in matters technical than attitudi
nal, well over half of The Genius oj Japanese Carpentry deals 
with aspects of design, timber selection, and fabrication and as
sembly of the temple's components. Even in these discussions, 
questions of attitude come frequently into play: Craftsmen 
speak of wood as alive and breathing. Straight lines must be per
fectly straight, and joints must be snug enough to last tl1e ages. 
There is quite a gulf between "good" and "good enough." Even 
the discussion of tools is as much attitudinal as technical. After 
the building has been erected, the builders celebrate the sheer 
joy of working. 

If you want technique without idea, you'll require a far more 
sterile book. While the 160 illustrations will give you insights in
to the technical aspects of building in the Japanese style, the 
book merits your attention far more for its beauty-both physi
cal and intellectual. The work it will do on your attitude makes 
it truly a book to buy and to treasure. -Floyd M. Dean 

John Sillick makes and repairsJurniture in Lyndonville, NY. 
Jon Arno is a wood technologist and consultant in Troy, Mich. 
Floyd M. Dean (Hugh Foster) is a craJtsman in Zephyrhills, 
Fla. His work brought him to Japan Jrequently in the 1970s. 



Anytime 

or 

STRAIGHT 
MOLDINGS 

Anywood 

Both are yours with W&H Molder/Planer 
Thousands of professionals and 

serious woodworkers use our 
American-made cast iron 
molder/planers to produce 
smooth moldings, raised panels, 
crowns and curved molding. 

In the shop or at the job site, 
W&H meets your needs every 
day with quick knife changeover 
and ultimate versatility with all 

kinds of wood. 
Over 40 years of experience 

supports our products with a 5 
year warranty! Call or write today 
for our FREE information kit! 

Williams & Hussey • 
Machine Co., Inc. �. I I Dept. 133 CB 
P.O. Box 1 149, Wilton, NH 03086 
800-258-1380 (USA) or 603-654-6828 FAX 603-654-5446 

READER SERVICE 0. 8 

.WCUDCRAFT® U'The Leading Edge 
In Woodworking Tools 

FREE Catalog Subscription 
Our complete woodworking tool catalo' 
features over 4,000 of the finest 1nI •• � •• W'" 
woodworking tools, books, and 
supplies available today
See the difference 
yourself 
FREE! 

READER SERVICE NO. 14 1 

Your Work Can Be Hu,e ornn� 
Plain or Fanc� 

Kitsch or Classic : Only the Leigh Jig 
Does It All. 

SERIOUS DOVETAILING requires a serious dovetailing tool: the 
Leigh Dovetail Jig. With the Leigh jig and your router you can cut 
clean, solid, true dovetails every time, giving your work a snug, 

professional fit you will always be proud of. Like this tool chest in 1 " fs 
cherry shown by justly proud Vancouver furniture maker Phil Lipton, the 
Leigh jig is a classic. And unlike other jigs, the Leigh jig gives you 
infinitely variable jOint layouts. You can even cut decorative dovetails, 
like the ones on this bench seat in I I/i' fs maple. 

Positioning jigs can be great ,-------------, 
for drilling holes or cutting straight 
slots; but remember, it is  
impractical and unsafe to move 
large, heavy workpieces over a 
router table to cut dovetails. Only 
the Leigh Dovetail Jig lets you cut 
true, accurate through and half 
blind dovetails on workpieces up 
to I IJz" thick and 24" wide, with 
no hand chiseling or joint
weakening gaps. And you finish 
your piece with one easy set-up, 
rather than the endless positioning movements needed 
with some other jigs (as a craftsman, you know that 
every extra set-up is just another chance to slip up-and 
ruin your workpiece) . With the Leigh jig you make multiple joints on one 
set-up, not multiple set-ups for one joint. 

Don't waste time, energy, and wood on a jig that can't do the job. 
For your free Leigh Industries catalog of jigs, cutters, and attachments, 
use the reader setvice number or call our toll-free number. 

, I !!!!!...I CALL TOLL FREE IN USA OR CANADA 
- ...,� 1-800-663-8932 

Leigh Industries Ltd., P.O. Box 357, 1 585 Broadway St., Port Coquitlam, 
B.C., Canada V3C 4K6 TeI.604 464-2700 Fax.604 464-7404 

READER SERVICE NO. 72 



ToolForum 

Well-balatICed, precisely machined and 
hand fit, Brian Boggs' concave-soled spoke
shave is a fine finishing tool. 

A Ime shave 
Anyone who loves working with hand 
tools is likely to idealize the process from 
time to time. When I began my career, I 
doted on fancy tool catalogs, read Kren
ov's rapturous odes to hand planes and 
conjured up visions of dances with wood 
that I couldn't yet do. 

Years later, it's clear to me that a floor full 
of fine shavings is only a downy nuisance 
and that handplaning is more a Nordic 
than an Alpine sport-crisp fun, but not 
the big swoop I had once imagined. How
ever, my notion of bench dancing hasn't 

Steel-toed work shoes 
What does a one-inch butt chisel have in 
common with a 1975 Chevy pickup truck? 
Give up? They have both tried to visit great 
pain upon my right foot. Fortunately, in 
both instances, I was wearing steel-toed 
work boots. 

Not that I wanted to. The boat shop I 
worked in required them, and I remember 
grumbling a lot witll my coworkers about 
how heavy and hot they were. at to men
tion the snickers about "clodhoppers" we 
got from tlle girls up at the cafe. As if tllat 
weren't enough, tllere were always tllose 
ugly rumors about how a steel-toed boot 
could actually do you more harm than 
good in certain situations, slicing off your 
toes like a guillotine. 

Even so, to this day I wear steel-toed 
shoes whenever I'm working in my shop. 
There have been some changes in safety 
footwear in tlle past few years; these days 
you can protect your feet in comfort and 
style. Lightweight safety shoes in decided
ly non-clodhopper styling are available to
day from companies such as Iron Age 
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ever fully faded, and it needn't ever-as 
long as there are spokeshaves. 

From the start, I found using a spoke
shave to be that elusive liberating experi
ence-enough so that I fi lled a drawer 
with classic old Stanleys, which I brought 
back to life. I thought these old castaways 
were the standard until I tried a shave now 
being produced by Kentucky chairmaker 
Brian Boggs (see the photo at left). 

But to compare my oid Stanleys with 
Boggs' new spokeshave is unfair because 
Boggs' tool clearly went straight from a 
woodworker's soul to the foundry, with
out stopping for a corporate design meet
ing or for a consultation with a team of 
ergonomics nerds. The shave is nearly 
perfect in form, feel and function. 

The spokeshave's cast-bronze body and 
cap fit perfectly. The thick iron is nicely 
matched to the sale arc and is honed, 
ready to use. The lip around the bed 
(which is relieved about Y32 in.) is hand
filed, so the iron seats perfectly. I could ad
just the blade with a feather touch, and the 
blade didn't shift in the least when I tight
ened the cap. 

Boggs, who is primarily a split-and
shave, post-and-rung chairmaker, de
signed this tool for his finish work, to be 
capable of the finest continuous, chatter
free shavings-even in wicked, figured 
grain. It lives up to that task. It's also very 
comfortable to use, with one hand or two, 
and with its ample mass and fine balance, 
it's likely to remain so for long hours at the 
shaving horse. 

Do I have any reservations? Only three. 

Corp., 2406 Woodmere Drive, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 15205; (800) 223-8912 (see the photo 
below). Who would ever suspect that 
these hightops or casual shoes contain an 
immensely strong steel toe? Certainly not 
Mary Lou at the Bilgewater Cafe. And yet 
these shoes will deflect a 50-pound weight 
dropped from 18 inches harmlessly off 
your foot. Up to 2,500 pounds can rest on 

The first is that it's not possible to take 
more than a delicate finishing cut Witll this 
tool unless you alter the throat. Even mod
est-sized shavings jam up in the narrow 
opening. Second, the shave looks and 
feels more precious man practical-to tlle 
point that I'm afraid serious hand-tool 
users will dismiss the tool as so much fluff, 
leaving collectors to hoard them for man
tle-top display. That would be too bad; al
though it's a pricey tool ($1 10), for what 
you get, it's a bargain. 

My final reservation is with the pattern. 
Most tool drawers aren't full of concave
soled spokeshaves. Except for spindle and 
rough leg work, a straight-soled shave is 
much more versatile. 

For repeated post-and-rung or similar 
work, I'd definitely want this tool because 
the concave sale seats and tracks tlle tool 
on the workpiece. You don't get the later
al movement you do with a straight-soled 
model as you toboggan along the grain. 
And conveniently, tlle arc on Boggs' shave 
matches that of a common plumber's 
collet (a Z:Y4-in.-OD fitting), making truing 
tlle sale and blade to the same diameter a 
simple matter. 

Boggs plans to offer a straight-soled 
model later tllis year. Based on the perfor
mance of his concave mo lel, I 'd have to 
say the line for the straight-soled version 
will form behind this thoroughly im
pressed reviewer. For further information 
or to purchase one of Boggs' spokeshaves, 
contact him at 1 1 4  Elm St. ,  Berea, Ky. 
40403; (606) 986-9188. 

-William Tandy Young 

your tootsies, and you won't even know it! 
But what about that ugly guillotine ru

mor? Well ,  be assured that if something 
falls on your foot with enough force to 
crush the steel cap past the buffer zone, 
your toes would be far beyond recon
structive surgery anyway. In either case, 
you would have been better off moving 
your foot. -Jim Tolpin 

Steel-toed shoes often look just like normal shoes these days. Here, a couple of wood
workers from Maizefield Mantels of Port Townsend, Wash., model two of Iron Age Corp. 's 
more than 230 styles. Dress, casual and sport shoes are all available with steel toes. 

Photos except where nOleci: Vincent Laurence 



�OO% �E IN AMERICA 

$495 COMPLETE! 
(LIST $685) 

Model 600 complete with 
turbine alrhose and A 501 0 

spray gun 

SEE THE REST-BUY THE BEST!! 
INSIST ON A GENUINE "APOLLO" 

SALES·SERVICE·PARTS 
COMPETITIVE PRICING ON ALL MODELS 

ALL APOLLO'S HAVE A TWO YEAR 
WARRANTY AND A 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE Factory Sponsored EASY PA Y Plan Available 

I ��L=(=�::.':e: I 
READEII SERVICE NO. 62 

RUNS TWO 
GUNS! 

$725 COMPLETE! 
(LlST S975) 

Model 800 complete with 
turbine alrhose and A 501 0 
spray gun 

from New York State's 
largest POWERMATle dealer. 
Call for special pricing. 

Over 50 different 
machines in stock. 

Northland Woodworking Supply 
65 Wurz Ave., Utica, NY 1 3502 

315-724-1299 FAX 315-724-1298 
READER SERVICE NO. 69 

STEVE WALL LUMBER CO. STEVE H. WALL LUMBER CO. 
OUII/ify H.,dwooa • • nd Woodworlting mltch/f).'f FC'f 

rh. C,.".m." .nd Educ.l/on., ln.rltu,ion. 
BOX 287 · MAYODAN, N.C. 27027 

919-427·0637 • 1·800·633-4062 • FAX 919-427·7588 

Ash .. . . . . . .  4/4 Basswood ... . . . . . . .... 4/4 
Birch . .. . . . . .. . . . . 4/4 Cherry ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4/4 Cypress .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  4/4 
Hickory . . . . . . . . . . . .  4/4 
Mahogany (Genuine) . .  4/4 
Maple (Hard) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4/4 
Maple (Soft) . .  . . . . .  4/4 
Pecan . . ......... . . . .. . . . ... . .. 4/4 
Poplar . . ......... . . . . . . . . . ...... 414 
White OR Red Oak .. . . .  4/4 
Walnul . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/4 

��I': ������Ii�.�.�d.) . :�: 
Yellow Pine . . ... 4/4 

Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
Select 
I C+Btr. 
F.G. 
Clear 

1 .90 
1 .35 
1 .60 
2.55 
1 .65 
1 .50 
2.75 
1 .75 
1 .40 
1 .50 
1 .20 
2.00 
2.75 
1 .40 

.95 
1 .20 

Above prices are for 1 00' quantiliesof kilndried �o��h J����n
�O�d

C
� the Bd. FI. 

Call for quantity discounts Other mZ8s and 
g rades available 

. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . $ 62.00 . . . . UPS . .. .. . . .. .. $ 50.00 
. . . . . ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 56.00 

: ::Specials . : : � ��:� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 50.00 
. .... ... . . . . $ 76.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 55.00 

.... ... .. ..... .... $ 49.00 
. . ......... . ........... $ 50.00 

............ $ 48.00 
..................... $ 60.00 

.... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . .... . ... $ 74.00 
. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 49.00 
. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 40.00 
....... . . . . . . . ............... . ... $ 48.00 

Above prices are 20 bd ft bundles of 
clear kilndried 1urri>Etr 3"· 1 0"  wide· 3',7' 
long (Random widths & lengths) Sur· 
faced 2 sides or rough. D9�vered UPS 
prepaId in the Continental U.S. 

I{EADER SERVICE NO. t87 

LUMBER SPECIALS 
MAHOGANY 

1 00 Bd.  F t .  Bundle #1 Common S2S 

1 3/ 1 6  $1 75' 

WALNUT 
1 00 Bd.  Ft . B u n d l e  #1 Common 6/4 

$1 40' 
'FOB Mayodan · Motor Freight Only 

Send $ 1 .00 For Lum ber and 
Mlchinery Cltllog 

. . .  for the Small Shop 
24" capacity 

Automatic Belt Tracking 
Quick Change 25x60 Belt 

Heavy Conveyor Feed 
Single Phase Standard 
Simple, Reliable, Fast 

Beautiful Finish 
A REAL AMERICAN MADE 
WIDE BEL T FOR A DRUM 

SANDER'S PRICE .NQW 3995.00 
(FOB QUILCENE) 

MILLER WOODWORKING MACHINERY, INC. 
1 1 1 0 EAST QUILCENE ROAO 

QUILCENE, WA 98376 765-3806 

READER SERVICE NO. 29 

TIlE BEST 16" B SAW 
ONCE AGAIN, WE'VE BI.OWN AWAY THE COAfPETITIOIIl 
Actually, there is none! We took on the challenge of developing the best 1 6ft band saw 

on the market. When you compare its many features to other machines in this price 

range, you'l l  understand why Grizzly continues to leave its competition in the dust. 

Nobody even comes close! 

Here's why: 
* One-piece cast iron body 
* Balanced cast iron wheels with rubbertires 
* Hinged wheel covers 
* Micro-adjustable blade guides 

(upper & lower) 
* Heavy-duty stand to prevent vibration 
* 1 112 H.P., 1 1 0/220V motor prewired for 220V 
* Wheel brush removes saw dust from wheels 

* Dust collection port fits most home 
shop vacuums 
* Fully adjustable upper wheel 
* Heavy-duty rip fence 
* Cast iron table 
* 3 blade speeds 

* Easy blade changes 

MODEL G1 073 ONLY $55000 F.O.B. BELLINGHAM, WA or 
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE 1993 CATALOG! 

"IMPORTERS OF FINE MACHINERY" 

IF YOU LIVE WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 
P.O. Box 2069 Bellingham, WA 98227 

Customer Service (206) 647-0801 ORDERS: 1 ·800·541 ·5537 
IF YOU LIVE EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 

2406 Reach Road Williamsport, PA 1 7701 
Customer Service (71 7) 326-3806 ORDERS: 1 ·800·523·4777 

READER SERVICE 0. 100 
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Tool Forum (colltinued) 

Mastodon Jaw Extenders extend the reach of a pipe clamp from about 1 �2 in. to 8 in. 

Jaw extenders increase pipe clamp's reach 
It's always nice to find a way to increase 
the utility of equipment I already have in 
my shop. Mastodon Jaw Extenders do just 
that. The extenders, cast of a high-strength 
aluminum alloy, are easily installed on a 
common three-quarter-inch pipe clamp, 
and extend its throat depth from about 
one and a half inches to eight inches (see 
the photo above). A swivel piece at the 
end of the tusk-shaped jaws accepts stan
dard protective jaw pads. 

The extenders' design allows clamping 
of irregularly shaped pieces, reaching over 

other clamps and replacing two clamps 
with one in some instances. I've used mine 
as a hold-down on the drill press, as a 
clamp for bowl blanks and for clamping 
together some bookshelves. 

Mastodon Jaw Extenders retail for $27.95. 
The company is currently working on a 
version to fit I-beam clamps. For the name 
of the tool dealer nearest you who stocks 
the Mastodon Jaw Extenders, contact 
Mastodon Tool (PO. Box 17506, Portland, 
Ore. 97217; 503-283-6838). 

-Jim Puterbaugh 

Follow-up 
Saw Trax Professional and Panel Model: 
In FWW #95 ("Cutting Sheet Goods Down 
to Size") we reviewed three rigs for cutting 
large panels. Shortly after publication, we 
learned of another such system called Saw 
Trax, manufactured by Tinkerdell Inc. 

Two of the units we reviewed claim to 
replace the tablesaw, and the Saw Trax 
claims likewise: "Makes power miter saws, 
radial-arm saws and router tables obso
lete!" The Saw Trax is designed for cross
cutting (at 90° and at other angles), and it 
comes in four sizes with rip capacities of 
21 in., 35 in., 53 in. and 65 in. There are al
so two carriage sizes available (depending 
on the size of your saw), and a rip carriage 
is planned. If you work with a lot of sheet 
goods, you should check out the literature 
on the Saw Trax (Tinkerdell, Inc., P.O. Box 
1 170, Kennesaw, Ga. 30144; 404-424-3046). 

-Vincent Laurence 

William Tandy Young is a professional 
cabinetmaker and conservator in Stow, 
Mass. Jim Tolpin is a furnituremaker and 
writer living in Port Townsend, Wash. Jim 
Puterbaugh is a hobbyist woodworker in 
Portland, Ore. Vincent Laurence is an as
sistant editor at Fine Woodworking. 

MANUFACTURED IN McMINNVILLE, TN. �....I.I..-_ 

MOOEL 81 
20· 

BAND SAW 

PATENTED CONTROLLED CHIP CUTTERHEAD 

RIGID AND PRECISE 

BIESEMEYER FENCE IS STANDARD 

McMINNVILLE, TENNESSEE 371 1 0, 1 -800-248-01 44 
READER SERVICE NO. 98 
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SUPER BINDER 
Stops Corel Hassle 
Strong nYlon loop attaches to item, [i 
Wrap 2 PlY Velcro® strap around coil 
either way to secure, Pun thumb tob 
to release, Weatherproof, Durable, 

Used by Professionals 
across the country, 

Order speciol lO/pkg.: (8in.I$J7 (1 2in.I$ J9 ( l6in.I$2J 
Assorted 1 2/pkg.$23 

M.A. RESIDENTS ADD 5't SALES TAX 

MC/VISA or Moil Check or M.O. to: 
MfGAMARK Products Co, g Jerome Street, Medford, MA 021 55 
1 ·800·543·5904 
READER SERVlCE NO. 1 4 2  

I NTRODUCTORY SPEC IAL 

AEI Industrial 1 0" Slide Compound Miter Saw 
Cut wood, plastic, composites and light gauge 
nonferrous metals at any angle. Powered by 
an industrial duty, direct drive 1 600 watt 
induction motor. Made r-::l�r----=-::=-' 
with all the precision 
and quality German 
manufacturing is 
known for. #SKS300 
Hoses, Clamp - Optional 

575. 
OLE EARTH ACCESS 

1 ,800, 29-6300 ' 822 ANTHONY ST, • BERKELEY, CA 94710 
FREE FREIGHT VISA Me 

READER SERVlCE NO. 122 

WOODWORKER I I - Best on TABLE SAW 
With this ONE ALL PURPOSE blade 40 teeth you can 
SMOOTH RIP & CROSSCUT I' - 2' ROCKHARDS and 
SOFTWOODS with smooth-as-sanded surface. PLY-VENEERS 
oak/birch crosscut with NO BOnOM SPLINTER. 
' Mostly liS kerf 1 5°, ATB and 20° face hook (easyfeed). 
• DOUBLE HARDER and 40% STRONGER CARBIDE. 
• Ends blade changing (does rip, combo and crosscut). 
• Ends scratchy saw cuts (for the rest of your life). 
• Ends second step finishing (jointing and sanding). 
• Ends cutting 1n6" oversize to allow for RESURFACE. 
• Buy and sharpen ONE blade instead of 3, 24T rip, SOT 

Combination, SOT Crosscut. 
• Strongly recommend our .001 flat large stiHener

dampener against outside of blade for smoothest, quietest 
cuts by this and any other blade. 
• Use 30T if ripping mostly 2' - 3' hardwoods. 
• Side wobble held .001 - others .004/.010 is common! 

RAISE for THICK woods, LOWER for THIN woods and perfect cut everything! All SIS' holes, unless otherwise noted. 
U t SALE Ust SALE 

14' x 40T x l '  $215 $139 g' x 40T $146 $99 
1 4' x 30T x I ' 195 129 30T 125 89 
1 2' x 40T x l ' lB3 1 1 9  *S-1/4' x 40T 3I32 136 89 
1 2' x 30T x l' 162 109 S' x 40T 3I32 136 89 
1 0' X 40T 118& 3132 156 109 S' x 30T 3I32 115 79 
30T1I8& 3{32 135 89 7-1/4' x 30T 3132 1 1 2 49 

5/B' holes std. Boring up to 1 -1/4' 
$7.50 extra - Shipping $4.00 • NEW lor Sears Tablesaw 

ALSO help your SEARS blade, FREUO, PIRANHA, JAPANESE 
THIN SAW, OML, LEITZ, etc. FOR BmER CUTS! 

Use our large liB' DAMPENER o 
"

STIFFENERS, against one side 

O 4" - 21 Tryable and RETURNABLE 5 
- 24 Stops vibration, flutter, 

O 6" - 25 cutting noise and blade ring. 
Parallel and flat to .001. 
r and larger available 

AMERICAN MADE, HEAVY DUTY! 
DRUM SANDER 

THE BEST DRUM SANDER IN THE WORLD! 
MODELS FROM 12 TO 

37 INCH CAPACITY 

It has quality fealures nol 
found on othe, brands. Sand 
boards, frames, doors, 
veneer, knots, wild grain 
perfectly flat and smooth 
every time! 

Reduce sanding time from 
hours to minutes! 

Delivers sanding precision 
equal to large wide belt 
sanders at an affordable 
price! 

EXCALIBUR MACHINE CORP. IIass 
P.o. Box 82 
Anderson, MO 64831 
o PLEASE SEND ME A FREE BROCHURE 1 -41 7-223-4031 

VENEERING: 
VocuPress uses afmaspheri( 
pressure as a damp and vawum's 
abilify fo drow glue info fhe (ell 
sfrudure fo deliver wlllisfenf high
quolify results for veneering flof 
and wrved ponels os well os wrved 
and shoped parts. 

CLAMPING: 
Venfuri VocuClomp kifs meef fhe 
demand for domping work while 
leoving fhe enfire surface free for 
roufing, sanding, and generol rna· 
(hining. FEATURED IN 

FINE WOODWORKING, OaOBER 1990, PAGE 6B 
(onfad us foday for more informa
fion on our full line of vawum 
pressing and damping produds. 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 20 

WOODWORKER I - Best on RADIAL SAW 
(tablesaw too) This ALL PURPOSE blade gives scratch free 
POLISHED cuts on all materials RIP or CROSSCUT up to 2'. 
• AII 60T and 3/32' THIN kerf 200-ATB and 5° face hook. 
• DOUBLE HARDER and .40% STRONGER carbide. 
• THIN KERF: 

Saves 1/3 wood loss on each cut, radial or table. Feeds easy 
when used for moderate rip and crosscut on table saw. 
Reduces "JUMP IN"  greatly for better 'PULL CONTROL'. 
Practically eliminates bottom splinter on RADIAL-CROSSCUT. 

' Totally stops ALL bottom and top splinter on ply veneers in 
push-cut mode on RADIAL. 
• Our STIFFENER STRONGLY RECOMMENDED AGAINST 

outside of blade only for best cuts. 
Made and serviced in USA for your benefit. 

1 4' x 60T x l' 118· 1 2' x 60T x I ' or SIS' 
1 0' x 60T x SIS' g' x 60T x SIS' 

S' x 60T x SIS' 
New S-ll4' x 40T x SIS' 

List SALE 
$224 $149 

1 9S 1 29 
1 62 1 1 9  
1 56 1 09 
1 50 99 
1 36 89 

flat bottom grooves WITH or CROSSGRAIN all woods, OAK, BIRCH, 
VENEER PLYS, and MELAMINE. NO SPLINTERING due to unique 4T Neg. 
Face fillers and 24T outside saws. 
OUT PERFORMS 29 OTHER OAOO SETS-Wood Magazine, Oct. 91 

80ring up lo l-1/4' SALE!  1 0% OFF $25 per set 
8' - 518' Bore 

"No tearout on all five 
woods lested." 
-Rne Woodworking Ju1y/Aug. 1991 
$5.50 Per Set 

Shipping 

WE RECOMMEND OUR FACTORY SHARPENING. 2-4 DAYS ON THESE AND ALL MAKES OF CARBIDE TIP SAWS. SHIP IN UPS 
(600 grit microscoped) l O x  40T $15.00. 60T $1 7.75 Add return UPS $4.00 or 2nd Day Air $7 

NOW ... ORDER the one blade that will outlast you! (1 0-20 sharpenings possible). 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL CASH REFUND. 
45 years of fine American saw making & sharpening 

FORREST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 
461 River Road, Cl ifton, N.J. 07014 

READER SERVICE NO. 84 

DEUVERING .. , 
QUALI1YTO 
AMERICA 'S 

WOODWORKERS, 
For the largest selection of 
American Made professi onal 

quality Router Bits, Shaper Cutters, Forstner 
Bits and many u n ique wood working acces
sories, ask for our new 64 page, full color mail 
order catalog. LIFETIME GUARANTEE" 

1 - 800 - 872 - 2511 

any router tllat accepts a 

piece template guide bush

ing. Instructions included. 

ry usin our double faced 

tape to sl ily the job. 

Router Inlay Kit . . . . . .• . 31.99 

Double Face Tape......  6.99 sAvE- Buy Both . . . . . . . . .  35.99 

IOiiiW,......-a 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 0 1  

DURALINE Hi-AT For TABLE & RADIAL SAW 
(very good on chop saw too!) STOP SPLINTERING 
those SPLINTERY OAKS, HARDWOOD VENEERS and thin 2 SIDE LAMINATES ON PARTICLE BOARD. 
FOR FASTER FEED RATES AND MORE ABSOLUTE 
SPLINTER CONTROL. 
OURALINE Hi-AT 
Note: Fine Woodworking 
Editorial Nov./Oec. 1988 
No. 73, pg. 65,S.N. 
recommends !JJmJ 
alternating top bevel (ATB) 
IlIill kerfs and 0 blade 
stiffeners lor smoothest 
cuts on RADIAL SAW, etc. 

Jim Forrest, President and designer 
microscoping cutting edge. 

All SIS' holes. Boring up to 1 - 1 /4' $7.50 extra 
Larger holes - time basis. Shipping $4.00 

7-114' X 60T 3132 $129 12' x SOT x l '1I8 $212 
S' X SOT l18 & 3132 202 12' x l00Tx 1'118 253 
9" x SOT 118 & 3132 207 14' x SOT x I ' 232 
10' x SOT 118 & 3J32 207 14' x l00T x l '  266 

16' x  SOT x l ' 262 
16' x 100Tx I ' 294 

CARBIDE is THE HARDEST OF THE C-4 grades 
and 40% STRONGER, NOT WEAKER! !  

For 50% to 300% longer life! 

CHOPMASTER SERIES FOR MITER SAWS 
for tight, smooth, splinter-free miter jOints. 

NEW AVAILABLE SIZES 
Ust 

Hitachi S-1/2' OeWalt S-1/2' S-1/2'x 60T x SIS' $179 
Delta 9' x SOT x SIS' 204 
Ryobi-Makita 1 0' x 80T x 5/8' 207 
Hitachi 1 2' x SOT x I' 229 
Ryobi-Makita 14' x lOOT x I' 266 
Hitachi I S' x 1 DOT x I' 277 

I 

SALE 
$ 99 

109 
1 1 9  
129 
169 
179 

BUSINESS OPEN ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE 1 -I � CEI 
We honor Amex, Visa & Master Card, Money Orders, Personal 

Checks, and COD's. TO ORDER BY MAIL clip ad, circle choices and 
enclose payment. Specify Dept. FW when ordering. 

PHONE TOLL FREE! 
1-800-733-7111 (in NJ; 201-473-5236) 

Welcome. FAX: 201-471-3333 
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Events 
Listings oj gallery shows, major craft Jairs, lectures, 
w01'kshops and exhibitions are Jree, but restricted to 
happenings oj direct interest to woodworkers. We 
list events (including entl)' deadlines Jor jil tu.re ju
ried shows) that are current with the lime period in
dicated on the cover oj the magazine, with overlap 
when space permits. I·Ve go to press three months be

Jore the issu.e date oj the magazine and must be no
tified well in advance. For exa mple, the deadline J01-
events to be held in March or April isjanualY 1;Jor 

july and August, it's May 1, and so on. 

NATIONAL c,. INTERNATIONAL: Conference-World 
Turning Conference, April 21-25. Wilmington, Delaware. 
Comact Alben LeCoff, Wood Turning Center, PO Box 25706, 
Philadelphia, PA 19144. (215) 844-2188. 
Fair-Ligna Hannover '93 World Fair for Machinery and 
Equipment for the Wood and Forest Industries, May 19-25. 
Hannover, Germany. Conract Hannover Fairs USA, Inc., 103 
Carnegie Cemer, Princeton, NJ 08540. (609) 987-1202. 
Competition-I nternational Lathe-Turned Objects: Chal
lenge V. Deadline: July 10, 1993. Send a #10 SASE to Alben 
LeCoff, Wood Turning Cemer, PO Box 25706, Philadelphia, 
19144. (215) 844-2188. 

ALASKA: Workshops-Alaska Creative Woodworkers As
SOCiation, thnl April. For info, comact the association at PO 
Box 201796, Anchor:Ige 99520-1796. (907) 345-8135. 

ARIZONA: Show-Founh annual Grand Canyon State 
Woodcarvers Desert Festival Award Show & Sale, March 12-
14. Phoenix Civic Plaza, PhoenLx. Contact George Hendrix, 
10926 E. Regal Drive, Sun Lakes 85248. (602) 895-7036. 

ARKANSAS: Meetings-Woodworker's Association of 
Arkansas meets the first Monday evening of each month at 
7:00 at Woodworkers Supply Center, 61 10 Carnegie, Sher
wood 721 17. For more information, call (501) 835-7339. 

CALIFORNIA: Workshops-Woodworking for women. 
Furnituremaking with hand tools using traditional joinery, 
weekends. San Francisco. Call for schedule: Debey Zito, 
(415) 648-6861. 
Workshops-Various workshops including Japanese wood
working, joinery and sharpening. For further information, 
contact Hida Tool Co., 1333 San Pablo, Berkeley, 94702. (415) 
524-3700. 
Convention-\Voodwork Institute of California 42nd Annu
al Convention, April ]8-20. Yosemite Narional Park. For more 
information call (209) 233-9035. 
Show-So. California Woodworking Show, April 16-]8. L.A. 
County Fairplex, Building 6, White & MCKinley Aves., 
Pomona, 91768. For more info, call (800) 826-8257. 
Show-No. California Woodworking Show, April 23-25. San 
Jose Civic Auditorium, Exhibit Halls A & B, Park Ave., • S. 
Market St., San Jose. (800) 826-8257. 

COLORADO: Classes-Woodworking and related classes, 
year-round. Red Rocks Community College, 13300 W. 6th 
Ave., Lakewood, 8040 1. (303) 988-6 160. 
Seminars-Woodworking seminars, Sept. thru April. For 
more information, contact Schlosser Tool and Manubcruring 
Co., 301 Bryant St., Denver, 80219. (303) 922-8244. 
Show-Scott Hausman Furniture, April 19-May 15. Anderson 
Ranch Arts Center, PO Box 5598, Snowmass Village, 81615. 
For more information call (303) 923-3181. 

CONNECTICUT: Workshops-Making Bandsawn Boxes 
with Bill Gundling, March 20-21. For info, contact Brookfield 
Craft Center, PO Box 122, Brookfield. (203) 775-4526. 
Exhibition-Guilford Handcrafts, July .15-17. Deadline: 
March 8. Guilford Town Green. Contact Guilford Handcrafts 
Expo, PO Box 589, Guilford 06437. (203) 453-5947. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Show- nth annual Wash
ington Craft Show, April 15-18. Smithsonian Institution, Arts 
& Industries Bldg. For information, contact Honense Green, 
American Craft Council, 72 Spring St., ew York, NY 10012. 
Show-Washington Woodworkers Guild '93, Mar. 14-Apr.lO. 
Art Barn Gallery in Rock Creek Park, 240] Tilden St., N.W .. For 
more information, contact the Art Barn (202) 244-2482. 

FLORIDA: Meetings-Central Florida Woodworkers Guild, 
second Thursday of every month, Winter Park. For informa
tion, contact Ed Harte (407) 862-3338. 
Meetings-Sarasota Woodworking Club. Second Thursday 
of every month. For info, contact Tom Clark, 3544 Oak Grove 
Drive, SarasOla, 34243. (813) 351 -9059. 
Show-Florida State Fair Fine Handcrafted Furniture show 
and exhibit. For info, contact Barry S. Caskey, 5637 Peach 
Ave., Seffner 33584. (813) 684-6564. 
Show-Woodworking World Orlando Show. March 26-28. 
Orlando Centroplex Civic Center, Livingston St., Orlando. For 
more information, call (800) 521 -7623. 
Show-North Florida Woodworking Show, March 5-7. Civic 
Auditorium, Exhibition Hall, 300 W. Water St., Jacksonville. (800) 826-8257. 

GEORGIA: Courses-Various woodworking courses, thru 
May. For info, contact Chris Bagby, Highland Hardware, 1045 

. HighJand Ave., .E., Atlanta, 30306. (404) 872-4466. 
Workshops-Japanese woodworking by Toshihiro Sahara. 
One Saturday each month, year-round. For info, contact Sa-
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hara Japanese Architectural Woodworks, 1716 Defoor Place 
.W., Atlanta, 30018. (404) 355-1976. 

Classes-Woodworking classes, throughout the year. Wood
workers Guild of Georgia, PO Box 8006, Atlanta. For info, 
contact John Gorrell (404) 460-1224. 
Show-Atlanta Woodworking show, March 12-]4. Gwinnett 
Civic Center, Duluth. For more info call (800) 826-8257. 

ILLINOIS: Show-Chicagoland Woodworking show, 
March 26-28. Odeum, 1033 . Villa Ave., Villa Park, 60181. 
Exhibits-Chicago Woodturners, March 13-27. Westview Hill 
Middle School. Contact Tom's Woodshop, (708) 920-1635. 

INDIANA: Classes-Various woodworking classes and 
workshops. Woodworking Unlimited, 6038 E. 82nd St., Indi
anapolis, 46250. (317) 849-0193. 
Show-Second annual Woodworking World, March 19-21. 
Allen County Memorial Colliseum, 4000 Parnell Ave., For 
Wayne 46805. For more information, call (800) 521-7623. 

KENTUCKY: Workshops-Woodturrung and joinery in
struction. For info, contactJim Hall, Adventure in Woods, 415 
Center St., Berea, 40403. (606) 986-8083. 
Meetings-Kyana Woodcrafters Inc., first Thursday of each 
month. Bethel United Church of Christ, 4004 Shelbyville 
Road, Louisville, 40207. (502) 426-2991. 
Workshops-Traditional Windsor chairmaking instruction. 
One-week courses. Contact David Wright, 503 Prospect, 
Berea, 40403. (606) 986-7962. 

MAINE: Courses-1993 season opens June 6. Write Hay
stack Mountain School of Crafts . PO Box 518, Deer Isle, 04627. 
Show-Portland Craft Show, Nov. 19-21. Deadline: April 10. 
Write: Portland Craft Show, Main Crafts Association, PO Box 
228, Deer Isle, 04627. (207) 348-943. 

MARYLAND: Show-Second alulllal Woodworking World 
Baltimore show, April 2-4. Pikesville Armory, Pikesville. For 
more information, call (800) 521 -7623. 
ExJu."itions-Pull Up a Chair II :  Celebrating the Art of Seat
ing, March 4-April 30. Meredith Gallery, 805 N. Charles St., 
Baltimore. (401) 837-3575. 

MASSACHUSETTS: Classes-Woodworking classes, thru
out most of the year. Boston Center for Adult Education, 
5 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, 02116. (617) 267-4430. 
Show-Northeast Wood Products Expo '93, March 1 1 - 13.  
Contact Pat Lee, Exposition Manager, Drysdale Lee & Associ
ates, 6 Abbott Road, Wellesley Hills, 02181 (617) 237-0587. 
Show-Danforth Museum Craft show, June 19-21. Justin Mc
Carthy Campus Crr., Framingham St. College. (508) 620-0050. 
Shows-The Domestic Object, April 3-June 13. Berkshire Mu
sellin; July 10-Aug. 21, Worcester Center for Crafts, 25 Sag
amore Road, Worcester 01605. (508) 753-8183. 
Show-10th annual Woodworking World Boston show, April 
16-18. Host Inn/Sheraton, Boxboro. For more info, contact: 
(800) 521 -7623. 
Ins truction-Full-time program in fine furniture construc
tion. Complete facilities. Wm. B. Sayre, Inc., One COltage St., 
Easthampton, 01027. (413) 527-0202. 

MICHIGAN: Courses-Stiles Education Center, March thru 
April, 3965 44th St. SE, Grand Rapids, 49512. Contact: L. Du
ane Griffiths (616) 698-7500. 

MINNESOTA: Classes-Woodcarving classes year-round. 
For info, contact the Wood Carving School, 3056 Excelsior 
Blvd , Minneapolis, 55416. (612) 927-7491. 

MISSISSIPPI: Classes-Various classes. Allison Wells 
School of Arts & Crafts, Inc., PO Box 950, Canton. (800) 489-
2787 or (601) 859-5826. 

MISSOURI: Show-Kansas City Woodworking Show, April 
2-4. American Royal Center, Governor's Building, 1701 Amer
ican Royal Cr., Kansas City. (800) 826-8257. 
ExJu."ition-Kansas City Woodworker's Guild 8th annual 
exhibition, March 13-28. Crown Center Exhibition Hall, 2450 
Grand Ave., Kansas City. For information, call (816) 274-8444. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Classes-Fine arts and sttldio arts. 
Manchester Institute of Arts and Sciences, 1 14 Concord St., 
Manchester, 03104. 
Classes-Various woodworking classes, ye-dt-round. Contact: 
The Hand & I, PO Box 264, Route 25, Mouitonboro, 03254. 
(603) 476-5121. 
AuctionS-Antique and craftsman's tool auctions, year
round. Contact: Richard A. Crane, Your Country Auctioneer, 
63 Poor Farm Road, Hillsboro, 03244. (603) 478-5723. 

NEW JERSEY: ]Dried festival-Waterloo Ans & Crafts 
Festival, May 1-2. Waterloo Concert Field, Waterloo Road, 
Stanhope. For application, call (201) 384-0010. 
Show- inth annual Woodworking World Cherry Hill show, 
April 23-25. National Guard Armory, Grove St. & Park Blvd., 
Cherry Hill. For more information, call (800) 521-7623. 
Assistantships-Summer woodworking assistantships, 
June thru Aug. Deadline: April 1. Contact Peters Valley Craft 
Center, 19 Kuhn Road, Layton, 07851 (201) 948-5200. 
Tool auction-Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools annual 
auction April 3. Holiday Inn, Clinton. Send SASE to CRAFTS 
of �,Joe Hauck, 85 Brunswick Ave., Lebanon, 08833 

NEW ME XICO: Classes-Woodworking classes. ew 
Mexico Community College, EI Rito, 87520. (505) 581-4501. 

Classes-Fine woodworking classes, Santa Fe Community 
College, Santa Fe 87502. (505) 438-136/. 
]Dried festival-21st annual Southwest Ans and Crafts, ov. 
11-14. All media. Deadline: April 16. Southwest Arts and Crafts 
Festival, 525 San Pedro, NE, Suite 107, Albuquerque, 87108. 

NEW YORK: Classes-Various beginning and advanced 
woodworking classes. Constantine's, 2050 E:lstchester Road, 
Bronx, 10461. (718) 792-1600. 
Meetings and classes-New York Woodturners Assoc., 
first Tuesday of each month. Craft Student League, YWCA, 
610 Lexington Ave. ( 53rd. St.) ew York City. (212) 735-9732. 
]uried show-Woodstock- ew Paltz Ans & Crafts Fair, May 
29-31. Ulster County Fairgrounds, ew Paltz. Contact SCOtt or 
leil Rubinstein, Quail Hollow Events. (914) 679-8087. 

]Dried fair-13th annual Millbrook Crafts Fair, Nov. 26-27. 
DeadlineJune 1 Contact: Artisans Group (914) 985-7409. 

NORTH CAROLINA: Meetings- orth Carolina Wood
turners, 2nd Saturday of each momh. Contact: Eric Hughes, 
Route 3, PO Box 300, Conover, 28613. (704) 464-5611. 
Tutorials-Windsor chainnaking, March 8-12 ; Advanced 
Windsor chairmaking, March 22-27; Swedish Woodenware, 
April 5-9. Contact Drew Langsner, 90 Mill Creek Road, Mar
shall 28753. (704) 656-2280. 

OHIO: Meetings-Cincinnmi Woodworking Club, second 
Saturday of January, March and May. Reading High School. 
Contact the club at PO Box 428525, CinCinnati, 45242 . 

OREGON: Meetings-Guild of Oregon Woodworkers, ulird 
Friday of every month. Contact the guild at PO Box "1866, 
Portland, 97207. (503) 293-571 1. 
Meetings-Cascade Woodturner's ASSOCiation, third Thurs
day of each month. For info, contact Cascade Woodturners, 
PO Box 91486, Portland 97291. 
Show-Nehalem Woodworking show, Aug. ] -30. Deadline: 
June 1. Contact Artisans Gallery, PO Box 367, Nehalem, 97131 
Call for entries-Table, Lamp & Chair J993, Aug. 5-Sept. 
5.Entry deadlineJune 26. Send SASE to Table, Lamp & Chair, 
PO Box 5906, Portbnd, 97228-5906; or call (503) 226-3556. 

PENNSYLVANIA: Classes-Windsor chairmaking, weekly 
and weekends. Contact: Jim Rencli, Philadelphia Windsor 
Chair Shop, PO Box 67, Earlville, 19519. (215) 689-4717. 
Competition- 17th annual mid-Atlantic woodcarving, April 
3-4. Pennsylvania Delaware Valley Wood Carvers Assoc. 
Penn State Abington campus gym, Woodland Road, Abing
ton. Contact: AI Ritter, publicity chairman, (2 15) 757-2152. 
Classes-Woodturning with David Ellsworth, March thru 
May. Three-day weekend workshops in private studio. Con
tact: David Ellswonh, Fox Creek, 1378 Cobbler Road, Quak
ellown, 18951. (215) 536-5298. 
Show-Harrisburg Woodworking Show, March 19-21. Farm 
Show Complex, Cameron & Maclay Sts., Harrisburg. 
Exhibition-Penn. School of Art and Design, March 5-April 
5. 204 N. Prince St., I..,, ,,caster. (717) 396-7833. 
Festival-Woodcarving Show and All Wood Festival,July ]0-
l l. Cooksburg. Contact: Cook Forest Sawmill Center for the 
Alts (814) 744-9670; after May (814) 927-6655. 
Exlu"itions-Furniture by Frank Gehry, thru March 15. One 
Mellon Bank Center Gallery. Furniture by Tadao Akimoto, 
thru April 18. The Store at 2 JOO Smallman St. Contact: Becky 
Burdick, Society for Contemporary Crafts, (412) 261-7003. 
Juried exhibition-10th annual invitational of Contempo
rary Crafts, Sept. 24-0ct. 3. Deadline April 30. Contact: 
Chester Springs Studio, PO Box 329, Chester Springs, 19425. 

RHODE ISLAND: Call for entries-Woodworking exhi
bition at the Museum of An at RISD (Providence). Deadline: 
April 1 . Send SASE to Seth Stem, Box 4-14, Rhode Island 
School of Design, 2 College St., Providence 02903-2784. 

TENNESSEE: ]uried show-Pattern: New Form, New 
Function, thru May 15. For info, cont"ct Arrowmont School, 
PO Box 567, Gatlingburg, 37738. (615) 436-5860. 
WorkshopS-Lumberyard Timberline Forest Products, March 
thn.l April. Knoxville. Conmct Patricia Kirk (615) 637-3332. 
Workshops-Appalachian crafts weekend. Green wood 
turning with John Jordan. Tenn. Tech. Univ., Appalachian 
Center for Crafts, Box 430, Route 3, Smithville. (6]5) 597-6801 
Classes-Arrowmonr School of Arts and Crafts. Contact: Cyn
thia Huff, Communications Coordinator, (615) 436-5860. 

TE XAS: Show-Seventh annual Woodworking World Hous
ton show, March 12-14. Adams Mark HOlel, 2900 Briarpark at 
Westheimer, Houston. (800) 521-7623. 
Exhibition-18th annual Texas craft exhibition, April 2-4. 
Contact Gloria Jaster, Univ. of Texas at Austin, PO Box 1 1, 
Round Top, 78954-01 1 1. (409) 378-3530. 

VERMONT: Courses-Yestermorrow Design and Building 
School, RR I Box 97-5, Warren 05674. (802) 496-5545. 

VIRGINIA: Call for proposals-The Hand Workshop, 
Virginia Center for the Craft Arts. Deadline: April 15. Contact: 
The Hand Workshop (804) 353-0094. 

CANADA: Workshops-On going, 5-day intensive hands
on ultra-lite sawmilling in a rainforest on a small N.W. Pacific 
island with Malloff. Contact The orth Island College, Box 
320, Sointula, B.C. VON 3EO . 
Show-Chatham International, April 23-25, Kinsmen Audito
rium and Memorial Arena, Ollawa. For more information, 
contact Cryderman Productions Inc. (519) 351 -8344. 
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�BERON'N /starTN Supplies 
UBl'DO for Finishing, Refinishing .��. Thuch-Up & Restoration 

Carnauba & Beeswaxes 
BLACK BISON Cabinet Makers Wax 

Aniline Dyes, Stains, Lacquers 
Hide Glue, LlBERON ™ Steel Wool 

HOT STUFF Instant Glues, Brushes 

� � touch-up & repair supplies 
p.o. Box 86, Mendocino, CA 95460 

Order Desk: 800-245-5611 • 707-937-0375 

READER SERVICE NO. 144 

�VJ,. �� VELVIT PRODUCTS 
Chemgard Wood Treatments: anti-mold & mildew treatment ideal 
for logs that won't be sealed for months after they're milled. Velvit 
Oil: an interior wood finish that seals, fills, stains & protects wood 
in one application. Maintenance free. No need to varnish. Cabin & 
Deck Finish: exterior wood finish that is deep penetrating formula 
of oils, resins, fungicides & water proofing compounds. 

VELVIT PRODUCTS COMPANY. P.O. Box 1741, 
Dept FW, Appleton, WI 5491 3, (414) 722-8355 

READER SERVICE NO. 59 

An Education in Craftsmanship 
CARPENTRY -9 month coorse-All facets of basic carpentry-rough 
and ftnish wen incl..:les hand tool use and hand woodworking. 
PRESERVATION CARPENTRY -2 y ear.r-Pteserve and restore 
pre-20th century building;. CABINET & FURNlTlJRE MAKING-
2 year.r-Custom furniture consauction. T raditiooal styles; hand joinery 
and embellislunent. PIANO TECHNOLOGY-9 mooth coorse
Tuning/action r epair.;. Also, 9 months-advanced rebuilding. VIOLIN 
MAKING & RESfORATION-3 year.; (or making and repa�. 
Financial aid for qualified students. Accredited � CCA. 

NORTH · IlENNH�TRfHSCHC.l )L 
39 North Bennet Street, Box A, !Xx;ton, MA 021 13 (617) 227'{)155 

READER SERVICE NO. 20 

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS 

Since 
1 9 1 6  

Quality handcrafted European Hardware. 
Perfect for restoration or recreation of 

fine cabinetry, furn iture, doors, and 
windows. Many hard to find iron,brass, 

wood, and porcelain aide worlde 
pieces. Beautiful catalog, nothing 

else like it! Over 1000 items pictured 
at actual size. 200 pages with brief 

history of European Styles. 

Send $25.00 10: 
� � HARDWARE CO. 1 047 N. Allen Ave. Dept. F93 

Pasadena, CA 91104 

GROFF & HEARNE 
LUMBER 

PREMIUM WALNUT-CHERRY & OTHER 
FINE CABINET WOODS. 

Boards to 40'wide, matching flitches, slab cuts, 
kiln dried. Curly Cherry and Figured Maple 

Gro« & Hearne Lumber 
858 Scotland Road, Quarryville, PA 17566 

717 -284-0001 800-342-0001 � 
READER SERVICE NO. 65 

• CHUCKS ' ARBORS ' WOODSCREW COUNTERSINKS ' NUTSETTERS • 
W I ! QUick-��a�:i�nlgTs�stem � i 
� Convert any drill to quick-change operation'Ol I ffi Simply pull chuck sleeve to change bits instantly! � ..... Made in 0 � 1 -800-552-BITS Ext. 104 U.S.A. � 
• T-HANDLE • DRILL ADAPTERS · EXTENSIONS · BRAD POINT DRILLS ' 

READER SERVICE NO. 107 

Create perfectly veneered panels & bent laminations with vacuum !  
membrane presses · vacuum bags 
vacuum pumps · venturi generators 

Call :  800-995-4506 
MERCURY VACUUM PRESSES 
Box 2232 • Fort Bragg • CA 95437 
707-964-7557 • Fax 707-964-7606 '------""'---I 

READER SERVICE NO. 78 

Introducing clOt")' The Porta-Bendt ,,,t6';;$140.00 includes S+H 
TO ORDER 

Small, lightweight with the capabilities of a full size 
workbench. Complete with 2 vises and mounting clamps. 
Mounts anywhere for projects large or small. Handcrafted in 
white oak to exacting specifications. 

READER SERVICE NO. 145 

A P LAT E J O I N E R  
FO R FAC E  F R A M E S  

Large Benchtop Model 
Many NEW Features 

r;;;;� P.O. Box 234S t=1Lr' 00' Fallbrook. CA 92088 

(6 1 9) 723-7586 Fax (6 1 9) 723-6693 

The NEW Plate Joiner Company 

READER SERVICE NO. 94 

!����lh� r::!��e�l�t:�nd ��o?a��kiIiS' i 
�n�::.�:��i��;t=:�ri�:�:��i���:·Y. f 
Metals, or Fiber. Call or write for our catalog! i Worcester Center for Crafts 11 
Dept. FW. 25 Sagamore Road ]; 
Worcester, MA 01'05 ' 508-753-8183 � 

READER SERVICE NO. 147 

liM 
WETZLER CLAMP 

READER SERVICE NO . 123 

"WORK WITH THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS 
ANTIQUE & MODERN . FOR RESTORATION 

ENHANCING A N Y  FtNE WOODWORK. 

READER SERVICE NO. 93 

SOLVES  
PROBLEMS! 

SPRA YWA Y  WOODWORKER'S 

DRY COA TING LUBRICANT 

Use on all cutting lools to form a th in ,  
low friction coating. Inhibits res in  build
up. Contains no si l icone or oi l .  Paintable, 
will not affect wood finishes. No CFC's, 
ozone friend ly. 

SPRAYWAY. INC. (Mfr.) 
484 Vista Ave. , Addison, IL 60 I 06 
1 -708-628-3000 
Fax 1 -708-543-7797 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 09 

WAINI.; 

P.O. Box 77394 San Francisco, CA 94107 

READ Ell SERVtCE NO. 60 

F I N E  V E N E E R  
H ighest Quality, Fu l l  Length Veneers 

Large Selection, Exotic Lumbers, 
Custom Plywoods 

'-"':::-n. Retail or Wholesale �.:.t �'; " r,:: "'z.:! 716-655-0206 
• 
_ _ _ _ _ _/ Call or Write for � FREE Calalog 

I 1 753 Big Tree Rd. ,  E. Aurora, N.Y. 1 4052 
Fax. N o .  (71 6) 655-3446 Our wood certainly makes a difference. 
READER SERVICE 0. 95 

CUSTOM ROUTER BITS & SHAPER CUTTERS 
Factory Direct 

FAX Drawings to (20 1 ) 438-8792 � RIDGE CARBIDE TOOL CORP. 
CT 595 New York Ave, R P.O. Box 497 

lyndhurst, NJ 07071 

�g�� (SOO) 443-0992 
Complete Product Catalog Available on Request 

READER SERVICE NO. 87 

EQUIP YOU R  SH �O . ��
at
�
9
��
e
�!

p
��VINGS 

to build your own hand and 
power tools. A wide variety from 
complete machines and 

������i�� f�r ��r;:!et����;�ld Wood-Met Services, Inc. 
and commercial shops. 3314 W. Shoff Cit. Dept. FWD 
Catalog $t refundable Peoria, IL 61604 

READER SERVICE NO. t84 
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NANTUCKET BASKET 

SUPPLIES 
ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS THE BEALL WOODTHREADER attaches 

co any router and makes perfect 
threads in 5 right and 3 lef[�hand sizes. 

THE NUTS & BOLTS OF WOODWORKING 
• Round & Oval (purse) Molds 
• Nantucket Quality cane" Qual ity selection of scarce, older and complete, working 

hand tools for collectors and woodworlters - planes, 
scrapers, spo":cshavcs, chisels, saws, levels, rules, unusual 
items, etc. l Iundreds of ready to usc pre-1 960 tools. 
Illustrated lists published 5 timcs a ycar. VISA/MG. 

by J. R. Beall contains essential information on wooden 
threads, 20 plus projects with detailed drawings and photos. 

• Bases & Handles ,. • Kits & Accessories 
6" Lightship Kit $99.95 

CALL (800) 462-6660 
H-.H-. PE:RI<' INS CO. 

Established 1917 
10 South Bradley Road. Woodbridge, CT 06525 

FAX (203) 3894011 
READER SERVICE NO. 88 

Wood Moisture Meter 
END WOOD WARPING NIGHTMARES 
WITH A HIGH QUALITY PRECISION METER 

EIGHT MODELS FROM 3% TO 1 00% 
RUGGED. RELIABLE, AND ACCURATE 

HAMMER PROBES & KILN ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 

MODEL MTl l 0 DUAL RANGE 4% • 40% ONLY $83 

MODEL MT90 SINGLE RANGE 4% - 1 6% ONLY $69 

I 

SAl1SFACTION GUARANTEED 
SUBSCRIPTION > $ 1 0.00 
CURRENT LIST > $ 3.00 

BOBKAUNE specializing in � buy and sell 
51 I IV. II th, Dept. FW9J' Pt. Angeles, IVA 98.362 

206 452·2292 

The Business of Woodwork 
THE BOOK for every woodworker, in every woodworking 

company · new or old, large or small is NOW AVAIlABLE. It's 
like having a full·time consultant on your desk. With over 40 
years of real·life, hands·on experience, Bill Norlin has written 
this book with a perspective from both sides of the office door. 
This comprehensive, state-of·the-art business tool covers 
Marketing, Manufacturing, Computers, Project Managing, 
Money, Making-It-Happen ond much more. Unless you're 
making more money than you wont to ... you need this book. 
Send 575.00 plus 54.00 shipping and handling to: 

Woodwork Consulting Group 
L PO Box 36-A • Westminster, CO 80030-0036 

READER SERVICE NO. 86 

DOVETAILED DRAWERS 
Reasonably priced method to distinguish your cabinets. 

I 
� 

THE WOOD BUFF is an easy wood 
polishing system which produces impressive -Et�"?iJ� 
results on bare or pre�finished wood. Works 
with a 1725 stationary motor or portable 
sander/grinder. 1 -800-331 -4718 1!!:e �()all "fool � 

DeptFW, 541 Swans Rd., NE · Newark, OH 43055 
READER SERVICE NO. 7 

DOWELS - PLUGS - PEGS 
MANUFACTURER DIRECT 

Largest & finest selection Oak, Walnut, Hickory, 
Maple, Cherry, Mahogany, Teak, even Treated Dowels. 

Shaker pegs, spindles, plugs & toy parts. 
Quantity discounts ' Longer lengths available 

MIDWEST DOWEL WORKS 
463t Hutchinson Road � 
��:;

n;;�i:�:: 45248 �� 
Catalog on requests 

READER SERVICE NO. 83 

TWO YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 

FACTORY·DIRECT PRICES FROM $49 
: ���:f�t��f� ff�����;�d sanded 

� • Custom-sized width and depth 

EFFECTIVE - ECONOMICAL 

Electrophysics 
( 5 1 9) 668·2871 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG 

Box 1 1 43, Station B 
London, Ontario 
Canada N6A 5K2 

� • Quick service, shipped UPS 

� EA'�!le!!eq!!!���'NG 
(617) 628·4343 ' FAX (61 71 776·7784 = (8001 628-4849 

Reach 280,000 serious woodworkers with an 
affordable display ad in FINE WOODWORKING. 
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS 1 -800-926-8776 x562 
Deadline for our May/June issue: February 25th. 

READER SERVICE NO. 92 READER SERVICE NO. 8 1  

CLASSIFIED 
The CLASSIFIED rate is $5.75 per word, 15 word min. All orders must be ac
companied by paytnent, all are non-commissionable. DISPlAY CLASSIFIED rates 
on request. THE WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE and SITUATIONS WANTED are for 
private use by individuals only; the rate is $10!line. Min. 3 lines, maximum 6 
lines, limit 2 insertions per year. Send to: Fine Woodworking, Advertising 
Dept., PO Box 5506, Newtown, cr 06470-5506. Deadline for the May/June '93 is
sue is February 25, 1993- (800) 926·8776, ext. 562 or FAX (203) 426-3434_ 

Business Opportunities 

DUE TO RETIREMENT SMALL BUSI
NESS FOR SALE specializing in hand
made furninlre with Palm Beach clientele. 
Gross $200,000+ per year. For details: PO 
Box 1034, W. Palm Beach, FL 33402. 

WOODWORKING COOPERATIVE/ 
SHOP seeks tenants. 6000-9000 sq. ft. 
fully equipped with spray booth, perfect 
for start-up business, in Philadelphia. 
(215) 427-0258 

WYOMING SHOP, 2 BR HOUSE & 
NEARBY YARD. 3PH Felder Combina
tion machine, Rameo wielebelt, central 
elust, compressed air & vacuum. Solar 
dry kiln, spray room. Nice town, great 
area. $68,000. (307) 322-4984. 

BROOKLYN WOODWORKERS CO-OP 
seeks new members. Sharing fully
equipped shop; private space; thriving 
aunosphere. 61 Greenpoint Ave., Brook· 
lyn, NY 1 1222. Bill (718) 349-3614. 

100 Fine Woodworking 

Instruction 

JAY VAN ARSDALE'S JAPANESE 
WOODWORKING workshops. Call for 
information. HlDA 1-800-443-5512. 

Rx FOR LONG AND HEALTHY LIFE! 
Find what you love, and learn to do it 
well. 1- and 2-week courses, two stu
dent limit. $3 for information and nu
merous testimonials. The Hymiller 
School of Furniture Finishing/Repair 
and Hanel Joinery. Rte. 2, Box 243A, 
Sparta, TN 38583. (615) 738-5706. It 
could change your life. 

FINE WOOD WORKING TECHNOLO· 
GY two· year program with emphasis on 
fine custom furniture construction. Af
fordable tuition. University of Rio Grande, 
OH 45674. (6]4) 245-5353, ext. 311. 

WOODTURNING WORKSHOPS (since 
1976.) Two students, two days. Tools, 
lathes, videos. Brochure: Russ Zimmer
man, RD3, Putney, VT 05346. (802) 
387-4337. 

LEARN TO TURN WOOD. Precision 
lathe work for fun and fine products 
taught by JAMES L. COX WOODWORK
ING SCHOOL. Free brochure. RD 2, Box 
126, Beaver Dam Rd., Honey Brook, PA 
19344. (215) 273-3840. 

ONE-YEAR apprenticeship program 
in woodworking. Intensive training en
compassing design, production, and 
marketing of fine furniture and cabi
netry. Tuition. Maxwell & Kelly Furni
ture Co., Philadelphia, PA. (215) 
988-9065. 

The Landing School 
LEARN WOODEN BOAT BUILDING & DESIGN. 
Two full·time residential programs that offer 
intensive training in a creative but disciplined 
environment. VA approved. Accredited memo 
ber, CCA. Financial aid available for qualified 
students. The Landing School, Box 1 490F, 
Kennebunkport, ME 04046. (207) 985·7976. 

APPRENTICE with Master Craftsmen.: 
Unique in-shop experience in furniture 
design, production, marketing. Tuition. 
Baulines Crafts Guild-FW, Box 2060, 
Sausalito, CA 94966. (415) 331-8520. 

WOODWORKING, CREATIVE DE
SIGN, BUSINESS, 2-year associate de
gree. Haywood Community College, 
Freedlander Dr., Clyde, NC 28721. 

Summer Workshops 
Two-week basic and intermediate courses 

in beautiful Maine 
For free information contact: 

Center for Furniture Craftsmanship 
Peter Korn, Director 

PO Box 654 Camden, Maine 04843 
(207) 236-3032 

__ ����_�Conover VVorkshops 
18125 Madison Road 
Parkman, OH 44080 

Phone (2161 548-3491 

FAX (2161 548-2721 

Day, weekend & week long classes in 
woodworking, woodturning & related 
crafts. Private instruction available. CaJl, 
write or FAX for full i_nformation. 



CLASSIFIED 
He1p Wanted 

W OODWOR KING INSIRUcroR TO 
lEArn AND UVE-IN at summer camp for 
teenagers in New Milford, cr. July-August 
1993. Buck's Rock, 193 onh Detroit Ave., N. 
M.1S'5apequa, NY 11758. (516) 293-8711 
WRITERS WANTED: Looking for free
lancers who can write about the busi
ness of woodworking. (505) 828-2574. 

THE WEKEELA CAMPS a co-ed camp 
in Canton, Maine. Seeks experienced 
woodworking instructors (age 20+) 
June 20 - August 21, 1993. Spectacular fa
cilities, room/board, top pay based 
on qualifications. Contact: Eric/Lauren 
Scoblionko, 130 S. Merkle Rd., Colum
bus, OH 43209. (614) 235-3177. 

Musical Supplies 

GUITAR PLANS. Inexpensive, simple 
construction, complete instruction. $10. 
Luthiers Apprentice, Box 546, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80901-0546. 

PLANS, KITS & SUPPLIES for musical 
instruments, harps, dulcimers, psalteries, 
lyres, more. M usicmaker's Kits, Dept FW, 
423 So. Main St., Stillwater, MN 55082. 
(612) 439-9120. 

VIOLIN, GUITAR, banjo, mandolin
making materials, accessories, books. 
Catalog, $ 1. Imernational Luthiers Sup
ply, Box 580397, Tulsa, OK 74158. 

OIICAGO SCHOOL OF VIOLIN MAK
ING. Full-time, 3Y,-year program under 
direction of master violin maker. Tradi
tional methods of violin construction 
and repair taught; for information, write 
e.SYM., 3446 N. Albany, Chicago, It 
60618. (312) 478-0505. 

LUTHIERS' SUPPLIES: Imported tone
wood, tools, varnishes, books, plans, 
parts, accessories, strings, cases, for vio
lins, violas, cellos, basses and guitars. As
semble-yourself violin and guitar kits. 
Catalog, 50¢, includes 10% discount cer
tificate. International Violin Co., Ltd., 4026 
W. Belvedere Ave., Baltimore, MD 21215. 

CURLY & BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE for mu
sical instruments and fine wood work
ing. Bob Wenzel. (218) 386-1742. 

GUITAR, BANJO MANDOLIN and vio
lin building materials. Repair tools, re
placement parts, tone woods and 
finishing supplies. Free 104-page cata
log. Guitar Shop Supply, Box 9001� 
Athens, OH 45701 800-848-2273. 

HAMMERED DULCIMER PLANS! By 
noted builder Charlie Alm. Best book on 
subject. $ 19.95. Woodworks, Box 428, 
Dept. FW, Brookston, IN 47923. 
(317) 563-3504. 

GUITARMAKING SUPPLIES: Send $2 
for our catalog of quality tone woods, 
kits, accessories, books, tools, and finish
ing supplies. Guitarmaker's Connection, 
Martin Guitar Company, Box 329, 

azareth, PA 18064. 800-247-6931 

Finishes 

NON-TOXIC PAlNTS/FINISHlES. Free 
info. Human Habitat, 3325 Creamery Rd., 
New Hope, PA 18938. (215) 297-8079. 

SPRAY-ON-SUEDE. Free brochure 
(sample enclosed). Donjer Products, 
ilene Ct. Bldg. 8F, Belle Mead, NJ 08502. 
(800) 336-6537. 

Plans & Kits 
TURN A CLASSIC WOODEN CHESS 
SET. Impressive! Detailed plans $9. E. D. 
Hill, PO Box 24, Sullivans Is., SC 29482. 

FULL-SIZE PROFESSIONAL PLANS 
catalog $3. Over 200 professionally-de
signed plans for building fine furniture. 
Furniture Designs, Inc., CK-33, 1827 Elm
dale Ave., Glenview, IL 60025. 

MAKE WOODEN TOYS, whirligigs, 
banks, door harps, doll houses, clocks, 
music boxes, weather instruments, 
crafts, furniture with our plans, kits, sup
plies. Catalog $1 (800) 848-4363 Cherry 
Tree Toys, Belmont, OH 43718-0369. 

Shows 

CANADA'S LARGEST EVENTS- Ot
tawa, Chatham, Pickering. Among North 
America's premier woodworking shows. 
Cryderman Productions.(519) 351-8344. 

Glues & Adhesives 

HIDE GLUE, all grades including wood 
sizing and glass chipping. Bjorn Indus
tries, Inc., 551 King Edward Rd., Char
lotte, C 28211 (704) 364-1 186. 

AccessoriesjMiscellaneous 

BRANDING IRONS. ames, Signatures, 
logos, any size, design. orcraft Custom 
Brands, Box 277F, So. Easton, MA 02375. 
Telephone (508) 238-2163 anytime. 

JET WOODWORKING MACHINERY! 
Call for lowest prices. Powermatic, Mini
Max. Catalog. $1 Blue Ridge, Box 536-FW', 
Hurricane, WV 25526. 1 -800-872-6500. 

THIS AMAZING RECORDED message 
is for you! Call 1 -800-CUT-TRUE. 

FREE CATALOG featuring unique hard
ware, wood parts, CMT router bits and 
much more. ARMOR, Box 445-F, E. 
Northport, NY 11731. 

RIP FENCE! Amazing recorded mes
sage. Dial toll free J -800-424-9422. 

STORAGE PROBLEMS? 
PORTABLE OR PERMANENT SHELTERS by" ��I'.-
Wood Storage Additional Work Space 
Materials/Inventory Storage 
Show Units Vehicle Storage 

1-800-878-6626 
PO BOX 715 - GUNNISON, CO 81230 

Publications 

NOW AVAILABLE IN PRINT, INDEX 
OF 11 WOODWORKING MAGAZINES, 
10,000+ entries, yearly updates available. 
$20. WOODFIND, Box 2703F, Lyn
nwood, WA 98036. 

BUILD, RESTORE, REPAIR, REFIN
ISH! Carvings, moldings, brass, hard
woods, veneers, upholstery, caning, 
lamps. $1 for unique wholesale catalog. 
Van Dyke's, Dept. 71, Woonsocket, SD 
57835. 

WOODTIJRNERS - NEW CATALOG! 
Quality tools, project supplies, books, 
videos, and more! Send $1 to Packard 
Woodworks, Dept. Fw6, PO Box 718, 
Tryon, NC 28782. 

TEE TOOL CHEST ��f�irN 
for both the professional and amateur 

1000's OF BOOKS COVERING 
• Woodworking - Aft Aspects 
• Home Remodeling & Maintenance 
• Tools & Their Uses • Contracting 
• Projects For Home & Recreation 

To order your catalog To:THE TOOL CHEST Oept.T 
send $2.00 (refundable 45 Emerson Plaza East 
with first order Emerson, NJ 07630 

NEW 
MAGAZINE INDEX 

BOOK 
NO COMPUTER NEEDED 

Gain easy access 10 the vast amount 
of information in your l ibrary of woodworking magazines with 
The Guide 10 Published 

Woodworking pIons & Techniques 

Quickly access over 4000 categorized 
articles in 9 major woodworking 
magazines. 
To order send $20 in U.S. funds 10: 

Knotwhole Publishing 5629 Main Street ·  Putney 
Stratford, CT 06497 
Dealer Inquiries Wekome 

Hand Tools 

JAPANESE TOOLS SINCE 1888. Free 
state-of-the-art Japanese ZETA saw cata
log. Tashiro's, 2939 4th Ave. So., # 101, 
Seattle, WA 98134. Tel. (206) 621-0199, 
FAX (206) 621-0157. 

FINEST-QUALITY HAND FORGED 
CARVING TOOLS. Small scarps, 
drawknives, bentknives. Free catalog. 
North Bay Forge, Box F 3, Waldron, WA 
98297. 

VINTAGE & USED 
WOODWORKING HAND TOOLS 

FOR THE TRADESMAN OR COLLECfOR 
"Specialize in Stanley" 

For free current list of tools available 
call 9 1 4-352- 1347 or wrile 10: 

Buy/Sell Satisfaction Guaranteed 

VINTAGE TOOL 
HOUSE 

P.O. Box 855 
Sullern, NY 10901 
Responsive Postpaid Service 

OLD STANLEY TOOLS 
40 page User/Co \lector Magazine, feature 
articles, high quality !!election of tools for 
.. Ie, w/photo's, (lowest prices), class. ads, 
auction resuhs, more, $6.95 copy, $20 year 
The Old Tool Shop - John Walter 
208 Front Sl Marietta, OH. 45750 
(614) 373-9973 !lily -StU - T1IIit -Applllis.Js 

Power Tools 

BANDSAW SAWMILL KIT. Affordable 
and portable. Write for free info: Linn 
Lumber, PO Box 326, Lebanon, OR 
97355. 

THE INVISmLE CLAMP, (vennlri-vacu
um pump system.) Holds fast for un
obstructed routing, sanding and veneer
ing, no marring. Vac-U-Clamp Systems: 
PO Box 1 14, American Fork, UT 84003. 
(801) 756-4586 

LAM ELLO FITTINGS 
We always have the latesl LAMEL�LO 
and now �KNAPP BISCUIT . . 
HARDWARE. • Call Hank, 
he's most knowledgeable 
for aU your joinery needs. 

Specialized Woodworking Equipment 
SELECT MACHINERY, INC • Parts 

Call for free brochure • Accessories 

71 8·897-3937 . Joini� R�ra��� 

CUSTOM BRANDING IRONS 
LOWEST CUSTOM PRICES 

���D& A M E R ICAN MADE 

D r i l l  presses,  Delta,  Clausing & Powermatic. American made electric 
motors in stock, including Unisaw 3hp 10 
replacement $288 ppd. special discount 
list of new Delta accessories, including 
used wood & metal working machinery 
and Freeborn cutters. 
Call or write Box t 4, Bethel, VT 05032. 
PLAZA MACHINERY • 802 234-9673 

Software 
DESIGN MULTI-SIDED PRO)ECfS US
ING PC SOFfWARE. Any number of 
sides. Calculates compound miters for 
your table saw. Specify Windows or DOS 
version. $ 19.95. Kevin eelley, 6503 W. 
77th Terrace, Overland, Park, KS 66204. 

COMPUTER INDEX locates information 
for bener use of 1 1  leading woodwork
ing magazines. Yearly updates. DOS, 
Windows 3.0/3.1. $54.95. Printed index 
now available $20. WOODFIND, Box 
2703F, Lynnwood, WA 98036. 

PC SOFfWARE, COMPREHENSIVE 
WOODWORKING INDEX: 15 journals, 
480 issues, 1 1300 articles, update service. 
$44.95 free S/H, I nfodex Services, Dept. 
6102, 10609 King Arthurs, Richmond, VA 
23235-3840. Free information. 

Wood 
FOR SALE GOOD QUALITY Paulownia 
lumber, also Paulownia seed. Bailey & 
Sons, Rte. I, Box 61, Hornbeak, TN 38232. 

SANTOS ROSEWOOD, BRAZILIAN 
ROSEWOOD, PURPLEHEART and 
Lauro Preto lumber. Also fancy veneers 
and custom plywood made to order. 
(512) 339-8789. 

APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS, 15 
species, 2,000 sizes. Dimension cut, ran
dom L/W, thinwoods, turning squares, 
carving blocks. Free catalog "from the 
Good Wood People". Croffwood Mills, 
RD 1, Box 14F, Driftwood, PA 1 5832. 800-
874-5455. 

GUARANTEED CLEAR COCO BOLO 
squares, lumber, bacote, ebony, lignum, 
cirocote. Vacuum kiln-drying. Tropical 
Timber. (503) 621-3633. 

LOGS! OREGON BLACK WALNUT 10 
logs over 4-ft. in diameter. Can custom 
mill. Serious inquiries to: GOBY WAL
NUT PRODUcrs, Dept. FW, 5016 Pales
tine Rd., Albany, OR 97321. (503) 
926-7516. 

SELECT & BETTER 20 bd. ft. BULK 
PACK: red oak $2.10/bd. ft., ash $185/bd. 
ft., cherry $2.l5/bd. ft. Additional species. 
Visa/Me. Free catalog. BADGER HARD
WOODS, Rte. I, Box 262, Suite FW8, Wal
worth, W1 53184. (800) 252-2373. 

GROWN LARCH KNEES(Tamarack or 
Hackmatack) also alder and quartersawn 
larch. Lucky 'G' Farm, Box 5920, Hart
land, ME 04943. (207) 938-2380. 

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BURLS. Direct. 
Gigantic selection redwood, huge spaJted 
maple, buckeye, manzanita, madrone and 
myrtle; all uses. BurlTree (707) 442-1319. 

March/April 1993 10 1 



CLASSIFIED 
MICROTIDN LUMBER: Y" 'Y'6, Ys, Y'6-
inch thicknesses. Widths to six inches. 
Clear and surfaced on four sides. Lowest 
prices available. South American and 
African mahogany. Walnut, cherry, oak, 
poplar. Please write for details and price 
list. West Friendship Hardwoods, PO 
Box 103, West Friendship, MD 21794. 

SALE: RARE HARDWOODS. Brazilian 
rosewood lumber, Macassar ebony 
squares, snakewood, and pink ivory all 
sizes. Decorative wormy oak, 4/4 lum
ber, Siberian elm, coco bolo & bocote 
lumber. Over 70 other woods. Free cata
log/price list. (310) 542-3576. Exotic 
Hardwoods, 4]00B Spencer St., Tor
rance, CA 90503. 

PINK IVORY: Logs, log sections and di
mensioned stock. Direct from logger, im
porter, specializing in precious African 
hardwoods. Quality always guaranteed. 
M. S. Tisdale, 25000 S.W. 207th Ave., 
Homestead, FL 33031. (305) 248-0593. 

FIGURED LUMBER: sequentially sawn 
and numbered, KD. Burl, curly, quilt, 
mottled, spalted; bowl blanks. Seasoned 
Hardwoods. (503) 247-7875. 

HONDURAS ROSEWOOD SCRAPS 
25Ibs./$24.95 delivered. Pine Creek Wood 
Co., PO Box 588, West Unn, OR 97068. 

BEST EXOTICS AVAILABLE. Cocobolo, 
5 pes., 2X2X12 $30. 5 pieces 1 YzX1 YUC12 
$ 18. 3 pieces lX3X24 $27. Ebony 
1 YUC1 Y,X18, $ 12.50. Tagua uts, 10 
pieces, $14 PPD. Calif. residents add 7%% 
tax. Also tulipwood, ziricote, bocote, 
pink ivory, snakewood & more. SASE. 
TROPICAL EXOTIC HARDWOODS, PO 
Box 1806, Carlsbad, CA 92018. (619) 434-
3030. Visa/Me. 

IDGHLY-FIGURED WALNUT SLABS 
and blocks. California Walnut Designs, 
12681 Wolf Rd., Grass Valley, CA 95949. 
(916) 268-0203. 

HARDWOOD FLOORING, MOULD
ING & PANELS. Walnut specials. 2Y,-in. 
flooring $2.50/sq. ft. Select Millwork, 
Kalamazoo, MI. (616) 349-7841. 

SAWN VENEERS, TmN LUMBER, 
spalts, crotches, burls. For information 
call Geoffrey Noden (609) 882-3300. 
Write or FAX Steve Price, 232 Stokes Ave, 
Trenton, NJ 08638. (609) 393-7102. 

FINEST APPALACmAN & EXOTIC 
GOOD HOPE HARDWOODS- Tiger 
maple and curly cherry in ]2/4 through 
4/4 thickness. Curly walnut in lumber 
and slabs up to 54-inches wide. Quilted 
maple, figured mahogany, plain walnut, 
cherry, and flooring. (215) 274-8842. 1627 

ew London Rd., Landenberg, PA 19350. 

TURNING BLOCKS, BURLS, AND 
CROTCHES-exotic and domestic hard
woods-write or call for price list. 
Wood-ply Lumber, 100 Bennington 
Ave., Dept. F, Freeport, NY 1 1 520. (800) 
354-9002 

ATTENTION WOODWORKERS-maple 
and redwood burl. Figured, quilted, 
bird's-eye, lace. Any size or thickness 
available. Quality. Albany, OR. (503) 
926-1123. 

CURLY MAPLE TURNING STOCK, 1 
to 3Y,-in. square or blocks to 3Y,-in. 
thick. Walnut and curly maple flitches; 
10/4 to 12/4. Quartersawn and curly 
oak, curly maple, walnut and sassafras 
4/4 lumber. Dunlap Woodcrafts, Vien
na, VA. (703) 631-5147. 

HOMESTEAD HARDWOODS, (216) 
889-3770, Kiln-dried ash, basswood, 
bird's-eye maple, butternut, cherry, 
chestnut, curly maple/cherry, oak, 
poplar, sassafras, walnut. 

REDWOOD LACE BURL, otller western 
species, squares, slabs, whole. Western 
lumber, figured lumber, rare woods, 
sample kits. SASE list. Eureka Hardwood 
Supply, 3346 D St., Eureka, CA 95501. 
(707) 445-3371. 

CUBAN MAHOGANY (swielenia mao 
haogoni), lumber, turning stock and ve
neer. 251b. bundle of shortS $24.95, plus 
shipping. West Indies Resources. (813) 
639-7407. 

MESQUITE, NATIVE PECAN, fiddleback 
sycamore, tidewater cypress, mountain 
juniper, aromatic red cedar. Lumber, 
flooring and veneers. Texas Kiln Products. 
(800) 825-9158. 

KOA Guitar Back & Sides 
iJ'Mil� Flame & Color 
Limited Supply: $125 Per set 

TEXAS MESQUITE Back & Sides 
VERY Limited SUpply: $90 Per set kuau teclinofo9!Jt lttf. 
PO �.{ 1031, Puunuu., 11/ 96784 
'likpfw .. & 7�: 808·244·9486 

WINTERWOODS 
TIGER & BIRDSEYE MAPLE 

TOP QUAlITY GUARANTEED 
LUMBER 

nJANNG SQUARES 
BOWl. Bl»I(S 

ROUGH OR SlHACED 

MOVING? 
Don't m iss a single issue of Fine Woodworking! 
Just fil l  out and return this form at least sb: weel{s before you move. 

Or eall 1 -800-888-8286. 
. 

Otd Address: 

Name ____________________________________________________ __ 

Address __________________________________________________ _ 

City _________________________ State ________ �Zip ____________ _ 

New Address: 

Address __________________________________________________ _ 

City _________________________ State ________ �Zip ____________ _ 

The Taunton Press, 63 S. Main St. , P.O. Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470·5506 
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HARDWOODS. Veneers & plywood. 
Turning & carving blocks. West System 
Epoxies, Old Fashioned Milk Paint, Bart
ley Products, Freud accessories. Mill
work available. Best prices. Free list, 
SASE: Haltwood, Ltd., PO Box 397, New 
Oxford, PA 17350. Call (717) 624-9292. 

WESTERN WALNUT LOGS, lumber 
squares, figured tllin stock, book
matched wide boards, shofts, millends. 
Pine Creek Wood Co., PO Box 588, W. 
Linn, OR 97068 (503) 636-6430. 

FOSSILISED 
TIMBER 

4000 YEARS OLD 

HARDWOOD CUT TO ORDER 
• • • 1 00 Species in Stock ' • • 

Burls & Blocks for Turners 
MCNisa accepted. Call or write: 

COLONIAL HARDWOODS, r C. 
7648 Dynatech Cl. 

Springfield, VA 22153 
(800) 466-5451 (703) 451-921 7 

Shipped UPS or Common Carrier 

Architectural Hardwoods & Veneers 
Custom blue·print panels 

The finest in materials from aU over the world. 
Call for samples & prices. Wholesale/retail. 

690 18th Street 
Sau Francisco, CA 94107 

Phone: (415) 252·7557 Fax: (415) 252·7577 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA 
WOODWORKERS 

50 Domestic & Imported Woods ' Veneers 
Finishes ' Mouldings · Hardware · Plans · Books 

Carving Stock · Maga>ines • Quality Tools 
Call or Visit Our Store 

WOODCRAFTERS SUPPLY 
7703 Perry Hwy (At. ( 9) 2920 BuHalo Ad. 
Pittsburgh, PA 1 5237 Erie, PA 16510 
(412) 367-4330 (814) 899·5466 

QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK 
AND FIGURED LUMBER Curly. Brid's-eye. auned. Crotch 
800-373-6097 or 215-775{)4()() 

RD #3. Box 3268. Mohnton. PA 19540-9339 

FIne 
�Working 

, 
GILMER WOOD CO. 503-274-1271 
Rare & Exotic Woods 
• in logs, planks & squares 
• over SO species in stock 
• also cutlery, turning & 
musical instrument woods 

221 1  NW St. Helens Rd., Portland, OR 972 1 0  

WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE 

Limited to use by individuals only. 

For Sale 

Fine Woodworking, issues 1-97, missing 
#90. $ 180. plus shipping. (406) 549-8241 
after 6pM mountain time. (MT) 

WOODWORKI G TOOLS & EQUIP
MENT. A complete working shop. Delta 
Uni-saw, Hitachi planer/joiner, 18-in. 
Grizzly band saw, router shaper, drill 
press, bench, etc. Fits in a 1 Y2-car garage. 
(309) 686-0383. Peoria, LL. 

DeWALT 16. IN. RADlAL ARM SAW, 5HP, 
1PH,  $2000. Exhaust blower, your 15+ 
HP $350. CI forge and blower $250. 20 
inch water wheel wim motor, $ 125. plus 
shipping. Fred. (501) 636-7937. (ARK) 

TEXAS OSAGE ORANGE. Rough, I -in. 
by 8-in. to I-in. by 44-in. by 8', also I-in. 
by 10-in. by 9'-6-in. to 20-in. wide. Turn
ing blocks, 5yrs. AD. Black walnut turn
ing blocks, lumber. $2-$2.50/bd. ft. . E. 
Williams, (903) 465-4645. (TX) 

Wanted to Buy 

Popular Science, 1924 thru 1929. AI 
Clarke, Box 87, Upper Falls, MD 2 1 1 56. 
(410) 592-6310. 

DeWALT 10-IN. AMF RADIAL ARM SAW. 
Model GWl, built mid 50's. John (813) 
935-0549. (FI.) 

ANTIQUE HEART PINE. 300 pillS years
old from 4/4 to 8/4 for face framing. Any 
size panels 2/4 and up for furniture or 
doors. #500 bd. fl., heart pine flooring. 
Call for price. (706) 595-7982. (GA) 

�g 
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS 
1 -800·926-8776 x562 
VISA, MC, Am Ex accepted. Deadline 
for our May/June issue: February 25th. 

Attention Retailers 
Make Money Selling Magazines, Books & Videos 
To carry Fine Woodworking magazine, books and videos 
in your store, just write or call 1-800-283-7252 and ask 
for trade customer service. Find out how easy it is to set 
up an account directly with us -- no risk, no hassles, 
attractive terms. 

The Taunton Press, 63 South Main Street, 
P.O. Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506 



7-1/4" Saw With 
Brake & Rear Pivot 

Turn Page 
For More! 
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1 HP Dust 
Collector 

$229 

1 04 Fine Woodworking 

hollow chisel mort 
2 hp dust collector 
1 hp dust collector 

3/4 hp dust collector 
50" Delta unifence 
30" Delta unifence 

plate jOinter 

1 2" planerlS" jointer 
P 12R 1 2" portable planer 
Dl0DFK9.Sv vsr drill kit w/2 bt. 
C1 5FB 
C1 2FA 1 2" mitre saw 
Cl 0FA 1 0" mitre saw 
C7BD 7-1/4" circular saw wlbrk 
M12V 3-1/4 hp VS pI. router 
TR1 2  3 hp plunge router 
CB75F resaw band saw 
FtOOOA 1 2" planerlS" jOinter 

to" handscrew 
12" handscrew 
14" handscrew 
IS" handscrew 

24" I-bar clamp 
3S" I-bar clamp 
48" I-bar clamp 
SO" I-bar clamp 
READER SERVICE NO. 301 

3x21 sander with bag 
3x24 sander with bag 

4x24 sander w/bag 
3x24 worm driver wlbag 
3x24 wormdrive sander 

9853 
12 V, 3/8" VSRr] 
Speed Drill Kit 

W/Keyless Chuck 
$1 49 

plate jOinter wlcase 
adjustable tilt fence 

IS" Dmni jig 
2-1/2 hp router 

2-1/2 D hndl router 
drywall cutout 

laminate trimmer 
9 1 1 8  porta plane kit wlct cutter 
9345 

9S37 electronic vs tiger saw kit 
9647 tiger cub with case 
S93 1-112 hp plunge router 
S931 plunge router base 
97751 1/2"2 spd hmr drl kt 



7484 5' random orbital sander 
t605 plate jointer w/cs&2oo bis 1 
77 7-1/4' worm drive saw 
5550 NEW 7-1/4' circular saw 
5657 7-1/4' 13 amp circ. saw 
5660 8-1/4' 60° pro bevel saw 
5860 8-1/4' 60° rafter master 

FUJI 
IHVLP �� 
High Volume U· 
Low Pressure . 
Sprayer .'-

$599 
' 

HVLP SUPER 3 turbine 649 

@HITACHI 

8-1/4' sawcat wlbrake 
2695 8-1/4' super sawcat wlbr. 148 
2700 7-1/4' worm drive saw 148 
2710 8-1/4' worm drive saw 158 

e-i§S¢·· 

7-1/4' saw 
7-1/4' saw w/elc!. brk. 
10' table saw w/brake 
1/4' table saw w/ct bl. 

10' mitre saw 189 
planer wldust cht 479 

random orb. sander 69 

10"Compound ,,� 
Mitre Saw _ 

$439 . 
�
-i 

L...-,-,,----==-_...:::.:....:.::::.c'--.;.;;;.,I �6i!��i!i������ ]J 109 
� 

6095DWE 3/8'vsr,kyls ck & 2 bt 149 
601 1 DW 12v keyless vsr kit 169 
621 1 DW 12v MakPac drill kit 179 
3612BR 3 hp plunge router 169 
9820-2 blade sharpener 199 

1 .5 rotary hammer 
1214VS 1 .75 VS rotary hmr 
1304 Brute breaker hammer 1199 

1 1 305 demolition hmr 1 0 amp 669 
1 1220EVS 1-1/2' spline hmr 
1 1219EVS 1- 1/2' spline wlstop 
1 1310EVS vs demolition hmr 

US OR 

�����Nf 1 -800-358-3096 
Catalog Requests 1 -800-582-6704 

FWW 199 
March/April 

Box 1716 . Grand Forks, ND . 58206 
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Notes and Comment 

Traveling exhibit of 18th-century furniture 

Portsmouth, .H. ,  was America's third 
largest POlt city in the 1700s, and the mer
cantile wealth of its residents attracted 
some of the best craftsmen. The furniture 
they created remains among the finest ex
amples of the Colonial and Federal eras. 
However, Portsmouth has been largely 
overlooked since the 19th-century eco
nomic decline that drove most of the 
skilled craftsmen to other areas. 

To help revive interest in Portsmouth 
furniture, the Currier Gallery of Art, Man
chester, .H. ,  in collaboration with the 
Society for the Preservation of ew Eng
land A nt iquities (SP EA), Boston, Mass. ,  
premiered an exhibition last fall titled 
"Portsmouth Furniture: Masterworks from 
the New Hampshire Seacoast," featuring 
more than 100 pieces of handcrafted furni
ture built between 1725 and 1825. A small
er version of the exhibition is slated to 
appear at the Wadsworth Atheneum (Hart
ford, Conn.), through April 4, and at the 
Portland Museum of Art ( Portland, Maine), 
May 1 through July 1 1. 

The unique aspect of the exhibition is its 
presentat ion of the furniture. Boston's 
North Bennet Street School carpentry stu
dents reproduced two paneled walls of an 
early 18th-century parlor to show the use 
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Anatomy �f a masterpiece: Reproduction furnituremaker Allan Breed, of York, Maine, 
made four reproductions that reveal the construction processes of Early American wood
workers. The top photo shows various stages of assembly of the serpentine-jront chest. This 
display shows the intricate joinery that has held the chest together for more than 100 yean;. 

Photos: Vincent Laun.:nce 
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Notes and Comment (colltbllled) 

and arrangement of furniture in the Colo
nial home. In another section of the exhi
bition, partially assembled reproductions 
are displayed next to the original pieces to 
il lustrate their construction techniques, as 
shown in the photos on p. 106. But the ma
jor theme of the exhibition is a historical 
study that divides the furniture into three 
stylistic groups (Baroque, Rococo and 

eoclassical) and examines the effect of 
outside influences on Portsmouth crafts
men (see the photo below). 

For more information on future appear
ances, contact the public relations depart
ment, The Currier Gallery of Art, 192 
Orange St., Manchester, .H. 03104; (603) 
626-4153. -Charley Robinson 

Photo: Vincem Laurence 

Portsmouth high chest, circa 1733, is 
from the Baroque period (later called 
Queen Anne). The style featured graceful 
reverse curves, found most frequently in 
cabriole legs and scrolled pediments. 

Announcements 
Investing in yourself 
A newsletter written by woodworkers 
and financial experts is now available to 
give montllly advice on various investment 
possibilities. Financial Strategies and In
vestments: An Independent Guide for 
Woodworkers and Artisans offers tips on 
planning for retirement, mOJ1gages, insur
ance needs and college expenses. The 
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The journeyman 
In the last four years, the man in the dou
ble-breasted vest and corduroy suit shown 
in the photo at right has framed a farm 
house above the Arctic Circle in Norway, 
constructed a staircase in Rome, fashioned 
a suite of furniture in Budapest and erect
ed a timber-frame home in the Pacific 

orthwest. (And I haven't even mentioned 
the other globe-trotting woodworking ad
ventures of his that could fill a book, 
which, as I discovered, they have). 

Swiss citizen Hans Stutz is one of a 
loosely knit group of about 300 European 
wandergeselle who still adhere to the cen
turies-old traditions of medieval craft 
guilds. In those days, youths who com
pleted their years of servitude as appren
tices were expected to take their newly 
learned skills on the road. They were now 
the journeymen of their trade. For a period 
of three years, they would move constant-
1y from town to town and in some cases, 
from country to country. They would offer 
their services to both masters and laypeo
pIe for room and board or for pay. 

A number of rules applied to the jour
neymen's conduct and status during their 
travels, rules that Stutz and his colleagues 
still attempt to follow: No commitment to 
marriage, no outside income or debts, no 
self-owned or operated transportation and 
no more tools than one can carry (Stutz 
doesn't even carry a saw, only a selection 
of bowsaw blades for which he fashions a 
handle once he's on the job). In addition, 
these contemporary journeymen still wear 
the traditional garb and lOVingly keep a 
leather-bound "wander book" in which to 
record their adventures. 

In medieval Europe, the traveling trades
men needed no advertiSing, portfolios or 
letters of recommendation to find work. 
The distinctive clothing of the wandel'
geselle announced who they were and 
what was to be expected of them. If work 
was not to be had, a meal for the road was 
often offered in respect to the guild. Stutz 
found that still is true in some measure 
throughout most of the Germanic and 
Scandinavian countries he visited. 

Here in the United States, however, Stutz 

newsletter provides an economic over
view and analyzes the effects of financial 
trends on business. It also offers advice 
about specific stocks, bonds and mutual 
funds tailored to both high- and low-in
come woodworkers. Basic information, 
explained clearly in layman's terms, gUides 
the novice through the complicated proce
dures of buying and selling investments. 

A five-month trial subscription is avail
able for $19. For more information, contact 
the editor, Richard Geist, Financial Strate-

A journeyman, according to medieval 
guild traditions, had to travel for three 
years after completing his apprenticeship. 
His corduroy suit is still recognized in 
western Europe as a sign of his trade, and 
his backpacks contain his worldly posses
sions, including clothes and all his tools. 

finds most people think he is a runaway 
from an ethnic wedding party. Yet, he has 
had little trouble finding work. One glance 
at this journeyman's wander book reveals 
why. On nearly every page, heart-felt 
words of appreciation and encourage
ment appear next to hand-drawn sketches 
and photographs of strikingly beautiful 
timber frames and furniture. Photos of 
Stutz surrounded by the smiling faces of 
employers, working buddies and adopted 
families are tucked carefully into the bind
ing. Hans Stutz is on a world-class adven
ture, an adventure he shares with anyone 
who is lucky enough to join hin1 under the 
spell of this ancient tradition. 

-Jim Tolpin, Port Townsend, Wash. 

gies and Investments, 1905 Beacon Street, 
Waban, Mass. 02168. 

Woodworkers honored for 
lifetime achievements 
Walker Weed and husband-and-wife team, 
Joyce and Edgar Anderson were elected 
to join the prestigious American Craft 
Council College of Fellows last spring, 
at the American Craft Museum in ew 
York City. The American Craft Council 
(ACC) has been recognizing outstanding 
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achievements in the crafts since 1970. 
Although the Andersons are the fourth 

married couple to be honored as fellows, 
Joyce is the first woman designer in wood 
to receive this award. The Andersons have 
been self-employed woodworkers since 
1950, making custom furniture for homes, 
churches and offices and crafting sculp
tures in wood and meta l .  Their work has 
been exhibited in museums and galleries 
throughout the country. The Andersons 
believe their partnership, with their in
creased range of skills, enables them to do 
things that would be difficult or impossi
ble for an individual. 

Walker Weed had his own woodshop at 
age 12 where he produced plank-top cof
fee tables with turned legs that he sold to 
friends and relatives. While his craftsman
ship has advanced conSiderably, his furni
ture remains primarily functional and 

WARP vintage veneer sale 
For those who made it to the Woodwork
er's Alliance for Rainforest Protection's 
(WARP) veneer sale, in Chicopee, Mass., 
last fal l ,  it was like being a kid in a toy 
store. Nearly a mi l l ion square feet of ve
neer-some of it up to 25 years old-was 
on display (see the photo above) and on 
sale at prices that would make any mail
order supplier of veneer blanch. The sale, 
organized by WARP, with the help of An
drew Poynter of A&M Wood SpeCialty, fea
tured more than 50 species of veneers 
from afromorsia to zebrawood, including 
Swiss pear, French walnut, Brazilian rose
wood and a bunch of obscure exotics. 

Attendance, however, wasn't nearly as 
spectacular as the offerings. Fewer than a 
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conservative. Influenced by both the Shak
ers and the Scandinavians, Weed's work 
was further shaped by the year ( 1960-
1961) he spent in orway, Denmark and 
Sweden. He has supported the crafts 
throughout his career, including a stint as 
trustee for the American Craftsmen's Edu
cation Council (now the ACC). Weed's ad
vice to today's woodworkers is to build 
furniture you would like to live with, and 
imagine how your pieces might look in 
10 or 20 years. 

Rilles of thwnb 
Murphy, that eternal optimist, was perhaps 
the most famous maker of rules. Most of us 
have adopted some of our own rules as 
guidelines to help us cope with situations 
we encounter in our shops. Some of these 
principles are based in fact, like the axiom 
to allow one year for each inch of thickness 

dozen major buyers showed up for the 
full-flitch sale on the fiJ'st day of tile event, 
and the overall turnout was around 60. 
As a result, total sales were only about 
one-third of what WARP had expected. By 
tile time ti1is goes to press, tile group wi ll 
have had a second sale on the same site 
in hopes of raising some additional rev
enue to cover costs and to put toward de
velopment of WARP's information phone 
line and shop-testing program for lesser
known species. 

Veneers remaining after the second sale 
wil l  continue to be available. For more in
formation, ca ll Andrew Poynter, A&M 
Wood Specialty at (519) 653-9322. 

-Vincent Laurence 

when air drying lumber. Some are exagger
ations with a tiny grain of truth at their core 
that makes them universally funny. One of 
my favorite examples is a rule submitted 
by John Wilson of Matthews, N.C. ,  which 
appeared in a "  otes and Comment" piece 
in Fine WOOdwol'king #95, pp. 104- 106. 
Wilson's rule of time management was "Es
timate the number of weeks the task will 
take, convert the weeks to months and 
multiply by three." 

I'm compiling a l ist of reader-supplied 
guidelines for making life in the shop easy, 
productive, safe and fun. If you know a 
rule or two that's woodworking related, 
please send it to me at Fine WOOdw01'king, 
P.O. Box 5506, ewtown, Conn. 06470-
5506. Keep them short, about 25 words or 
so, and include your name and address. 
We'l l  publish a l iberal sampling of what 
we get from you. -Charley Robinson 

Nearly a million square feet of veneer, 
from every continent but Antarctica, was 
on sale f01' a song at WARP's vintage ve
neer sale last fall. Proceeds will go toward 
establishing an information phone line 
and a shop-testing program for lesser
known species. 

Notes and Comment 
Do you know something we don 't about 
the woodworking scene in your area? 
Please take a moment to fill us in. Notes 
and Comment pays for stories, tidbits, 
commentmy and reports on exhibits 
and events. Send manuscripts and color 
slides (or, black-and-white photos-pref
erably with negatives) to Notes and 
Com ment, Fine Woodworking, PO Box 
5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470-5506 



A NEW WAY TO 
CARRY ON A FINISHING 

TUDITION. 
The \:Yagner is unlike 

�� __ ". . any finishing r'E�'oaf method you've 
ever seen before. But it can put a clas
sic, professional finish on the wood
working projects you're doing now, 
right in your own workshop. 

FineCoat's secret is 
Wagner's High-Vol

ume, Low-Pressure very little bounceback or over-spray. 
(HVLP) technolo- You don't need a spray booth, just an 

It allows you open mind and a few minutes to read 
spray, with about FineCoat's advantages. 

spray any fmish on the shelf 
The FineCoat can give you the 
type of finish you had in mind, 

from the start of the project 
It handles urethanes, oils, 

givesyou a 
prifessional 
sprayJinish. 
Coverage is 
smooth and 
even over the 
most intncate 
pieces. 

The FineCoat unit is 
portable, storable, 

and plugs into 
any120V 

outlet. 

varnishes, shellacs, 
lacquers, stains, even 
enamel paints. Every 
FineCoat unit also 
comes with helpful 
hints for thinning and 

spraying different materials. 

Your hand has never had 
this much control. 

With FineCoat you can get close, 
without dripping, or cover large areas. 
The spray width adjusts from 1/4'� 
to a foot wide. You can 
also adjust 

READER SERVlCE NO. 1 3 ;  

to a vertical, horizontal, or circular 
pattern, without changing nozzles. 

While your coats are drying, the 
spray gun stands 

V4" 1b 12" Wide 
securely in its own 
unit And when the 
last coat is on, 
check your watch. 
You'll most likely 
be done finishing 
and cleaning-up, in less time than 
you used to spend on the finishing 
process alone. 

To find out more about FineCoat, 
call 1-800-328-8251. We'll send 
you more information or refer you 
to a FineCoat dealer. 
r--------------------------------------------------------, 
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Send for free literature or 
a helpful demonstration 
video. 

Check the first box below and we'll send 
)lJu more literature on HVLP spraying and the 
FineCoat sprayer. Or, check the second box 
and send $3 to cover postage and handling. 
We'll send )IJu the literature along with a 
videotape demonstrating the usage and 
applications of FineCoat 
D Send me more information, free. 
D Send me infonnation and the FineCoat vichJ 

for $3. (Enclaie a check payable to Wagner 
Spray Tech, or we'll charge it to your 
MasterCard # ______ , or 
your Visa # ______ .) 

;; 1 � ! NAME ________ _ 

�l ADDRESS ________ _ � : 
�: CITI' ________ _ :: : '0: �: SfATE _____ ZIP __ _ 
� : Mail w, Wagner FineCoaI. 1770 Fernbrook Ln .. Plymouth. �: MN55447 
� : ·� l � i , 

FW393 

�i 1NA&nERS � i fi ,ineCoa'" ; i Low Overspray Finishing System 
Q 1..--------_______________________________________________ _ 



Floral 
Visions 

Turning is only the beginning for a 

vessel created by Tulsa, Okla., 

woodworker Ron Fleming. He 

adorns each piece with his trade

mark: carved leaves or petal 

arrangements. For a detailed de

scription of his methods, see Bob 

Hawks' article on page 54. 


